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PREFACE

This report
literature

presents

containing

the results

information

of a study to I)

on the risks

nuclear
waste management system and 2) use this
r
liminary

estimates

the study includes
facility,

of a potential
a potential

the potential

review the technical

in the civilian
information

to develop pre-

magnitude of these risks.
integral

repository,

Monitored

high-level
The scope of

Retrievable

and the transportation

Storage (MRS)

system that

supports the repository
and MRSfacilities.
The waste management system used
as the basis for this study is that described in the Mission Plan for the
Civilian

Radioactive

Waste Manaqement Proqram (DOE 1985) and does not reflect

the current configuration
of the system. This document is _eing issued in
order to disseminate summary safety-related
information
fr_:!iI1_abroad variety
I/
of past studies and to aid in future planning efforts.
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ABSTRACT

This document presents preliminaryinformationon the radiologicaland
nonradiologicalrisks in the nuclearwaste managementsystem. The objective
of the study was to I) review the literaturecontaininginformationon risks
in the nuclear waste managementsystem and 2) use this informationto develop
preliminaryestimates of the potentialmagnitude of these risks. Information
was collectedon a broad range of risk categoriesto assist the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in communicatinginformationabout the risks in the
:

waste management system. The study examined all of the portions of the
nuclearwaste managementsystem currently expected to be developed by the
DOE. The scope of this document includes the potentialrepository,the
integralMRS facility, and the transportationsystem that supports the
potentialrepositoryand the MRS facility. Relevant literaturewas reviewed
for severalpotential repositorysites and geologic media. However, only the
potentialtuff repositorysite was consideredwhen developingestimates of
the annual and total life-cyclerisks in the waste managementsystem.
A wide range of "risk
I)

public

ical

categories"

and occupational

materials,

2) public

risks

from accidents

and occupational

routine operations,
3) public
hazards other than radioactive
risks

probability

Although

"risk"

report

to describe

such as occupational

effluents.

The phases of the facility
construction,

repository

postclosure

The risk
erature.

life

performance.

in this

routine

as the product

and its

consequences,

radiation
cycles

The report

information

report

during

defined

decommissioning,

is intended to be helpful

estimates

from

of the
it

is

"consequences" of normal or routine

and public

operations,

broad spectrum of risk-related
This information

radiolog-

exposure resulting

hazardous materials

an accident)

operations,
include

could release

radiation

is traditionally

of an event (usually

also used in this

that

report'

and occupational Yisks from accidents involving
materials,
and 4) public and occupational

from exposure to nonradioactive

operations.

are addressed in this

doses from routine

addressed in the study
repository

is intended

to provide

and
a

about the waste management system.
for

planning

were derived

future

studies.

from the available

Because the waste management system is in its
V

retrieval,

developmental

litphase,

comprehensive studies
Relevant
into

information

the risks

venient

of the risks

was found in the literature

in the system.

form and derives

system life-cycle
relatively

large

in the system have not yet been performed.

risks.

This report

collects

order-of-magnitude

intended uses of the past studies
mates.

In some cases, the results

results

from another study,

can provide

insights

the information

estimates

The uncertainties

because of variations

that

in a con-

of annual and total

in the derived

risk

estimates

in the bases, assumptions,

that were used to derive

are

and

the risk

esti-

from one study were not comparable with

lt was necessary to use some results

in spite

of

this comparability
problem. Adjustments were made, where possible,
to
normalize the results from different
studies to commonbases. The technical
bases for the risk
developing

values contained

insights

and indicating

in this

report

general

trends

are appropriate
about the risks

waste management system but lack the accuracy necessary for
incremental

risks

associated

with alternative

facility

sites

for
in the

evaluation

of the

and design

concepts.
Recognizing

the above uncertainties,

some preliminary

conclusions

the study include"
•

Risks in the waste management system are small.
Radiological
risks
are much less than the risks from natural background radiation.

•

Radiological
risks
than nonradiological

•

Risks to the public are much less than risks
waste management facilities.

in the waste management system are much less
risks.

vi

to the workers

in

From

.SUMMARY

This report
estimates

presents

of the risks

mation available
mental stage,

available

in the nuclear waste management system using inforBecause the system is in its

comprehensive studies
More detailed

of the risks

risk

are planned at later

site-specific

of a study to develop preliminary

in the literature.

been performed.
information

the results

studies

data have been collected

that will

and facility

an overall

the risks

from the waste management system.

available

information

intended

that

in a convenient

municate risk-related
groups outside

provided

information

information

designs.

is

Relevant infor-

perspective

and insights

This report

collects

form and evaluates

for the system designs

the information

provide more accurate

and more complete

on the system configuration

information

in the system have not yet

stages in the development of the system when

mation was found that can provide

this

develop-

into

the

the applicability

being planned by the DOE. lt
in this

report

will

of

is

be used to com-

about the waste system to interested

the DOEand to guide the direction

of future

risk

studies.

SCOPEOF WORK
Because the configuration
been finalized,
first

this

of the waste management system has not yet

study examined risks

system includes

a geologic

for

repository

two system configurations.

and the transportation

necessary to move wastes to the repository.
an MRSfacility

as an integral

part

may contain

policy,

particularly

collected

for

and basalt.

in regard

potential

of the waste management system.

system.

to tile MRSfacility.
system life-cycle

repository,

repository

Waste handling

and storage

portions

operations
vii

til,,

,

current

media:

in tuff.

DOE

tuff,

salt,

estimates
Brief

was
were

descrip-

and the waste trans-

in Chapter 3.0 of this

to the federally-owned

with

risk

the MRSfacility,

This

in DOE (1985) and as

Risk information

in three geologic

a potential

system are provided

scope was limited

are not consistent

repositories

systems with

of the potential

portation

that

However, annual total

developed for
tions

statements

operations

The second system incorporates

study was based on the waste management system described
such it

The

document.

The study

of the waste management

at reactors

and other

commercial sites

were not included.

i
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potentially

significant

federal waste management system were examined in this
examined included:
•

risks

to the public

•

risks

from accidents

•

radiological

°

health
Ali

and routine

risks

and economic risks.
combinations

investigated
retrieval

performance.
not well

Risk categories

operations

of these risk

categories

each of the waste management system components.
possible

in the

and workers

and nonradiological

meaningful

operation

study.

risks

included

construction,

However, because potential

known at this

time,

no risk

The phases of facility

operations,

of waste from a repository,

were examined for
decommissioning,

and repository

repository

estimates

retrieval

postclosure
operations

are developed for

this

are

facil-

i ty phase.
LITERATUREREVIEW
The preliminary
sented in this

estimates

report

of risks

in the waste management system pre-

were based on a comprehensive review of the l itera-

ture.
Documents that contained potentially
applicable
information
were
reviewed in detail
and the results
summarized. The document reviews are
presented

in Chapter 4.0.

technical

basis

ing,

The available

and applicability

the best sources of risk

preliminary

estimates

used in this

to this
information

of the risks

selection

information
study.

was evaluated

As a result

were selected

for

for

of this

screen-

use in deriving

in the waste management system.

Criteria

process included:

accuracy and reproducibility

•

technical

•

degree of realism in

of results

•

appropriateness

°

consistency of bases, assumptions, and system parameters with the
Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)plans

•

comprehensiveness

the assumptions

of models used

of the analysis.
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The results of the literature
review and evaluation
Table S.I.
This table presents a qualitative
evaluation
available
study.

to estimate
The literature

risks

review indicated

assessment of radiological
considerations

in each of the risk
risks

in licensing

that

primarily

activities

are summarized in
of the information

categories

previous

included

in this

work focused on

because these risks

and in environmental

are important

assessments.

Risks to the public from routine emissions and accidental releases of radioactive materials have been addressed in a number of previous studies.
Routine

radiation

other

risk

doses to workers have also been studied

categories

have been analyzed only superficially

A number of conclusions

TABLE S.I.

extensively,

Radiological
Public
Worker

or not at all.

were drawn from the literature

Qualitative

Evaluation
Accidents
Nonradiological
Public
Worker

of Literature

Economic(a)

Many

review'

by Risk Category

Routine
Radiological
Nonradiological
Public
Worker
Public
Worker

Repository
Construction

S

R

"

R

F

F

N

Operations

F

F

N

F

N

R

R

F

N

Decommissioning

F

F

N

N

N

F

F

F

N

Retrieval

N

N

N

N

N

N

F

N

N

Postclosure

F

N

F

MRS
Construction

-

N

N

-

-

-

F

N

Operations

R

S

N

N

N

R

R

F

N

Decommissioning

N

N

N

N

N

F

F

F

N

G

S

G

R

S

G

G

R

N

Transportation
Operations

(a) The economic risks considered in this study are those resulting from accidental release of
radioactive material
KE.___Y
N
S
F

=
=
=
=

No risks in this category.
No information available.
Some related information available, but risk category not directly addressed in the literature.
Few references address this risk category. Major difference between study scope or bases and
OCRWM needs.
R = Reasonable information available. Several studies address this category.
G = Good information available. This category addressed directly in literature using bases
consistent with OCRWM needs.
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•

Risk estimates developed in previous studies were based on a wide
variety of methods, data, assumptions, and system designs.
The
available
information
can be used to develop crude and conservative
estimates that ca_ lend perspective to the consideration
of waste
management system risks.
The available
information
is not adequate
to develop a technically
consistent risk estimate for most of the
risk categories of interest
in this study.

•

The available
literature
provides a better documented technical
basis for estimating
transportation
risks than for estimating the
risks in other elements of the waste management system.

•

Reasonable information
is available
on routine radiological
risks
to the public and facility
workers.
Estimates of these risks may
need to be refined to reflect
final system designs, but the currently available methods and data can provide credible estimates.

•

Public and occupational risks associated with maintenance and
repair activities
at the repository
and the MRSfacility
have not
been addressed.

•

Several risk categories have not been addressed in previous work.
These include risks from repository
retrieval,
economic risks from
accidents, and risks from potential
repository
and MRSfacility
decommissioning.

•

Most available
estimates of radiological
risks to the public from
accidents at the MRSfacility
and the repository
and nonradiological risks to workers from repository
accidents are not based on
current facility
designs.

•

Substantial
work has been done on repository
postclosure risks.
However, the extremely long time periods involved and the
extremely complex problems of projecting
risk parameters (e.g.,
population distributions,
land uses, disruptive
event probabilities)
and integrating
risks over geologic time scales result in
inherent uncertainties
in the available
risk estimates.

RISK ESTIMATES
The most applicable
preliminary
forward
ture

estimates

adjustments

information

of the risks

in the OCRWM
Mission

Descriptions

(DOE 1986a).

scaling-type

normalizations

was used to develop

in the waste management system.

were made to the risk

to make them as consistent

described

from the literature
estimates

as possible

with

obtained

Straight-

from the litera-

the system configurations

Plan (DOE 1985) and in Waste Manaqement

These adjustments

were typically

limited

to

to major system parameters such as throughput

rates

or inventories,

this

report

values with

information

many purposes.

represented
data.

is emphasized that

are preliminary

based on published
done for

lt

approximations

applicable

however, great
information

estimates

uncertainty.

of previo'us studies

presented.

while others

information,

it

is necessary to

to develop as complete a picture

care and technical

that were

based on simple methods and limited

on available

studies

in

They are

Some were comprehensive and detailed

preliminary

all

of the risk

substantial

from a variety

In a study based solely

utilize

all

judgment must be exercised

Because of differences

as possible;

when using the

in scope, objectives,

methods,

and key assumptions among available
studies, there are many cases in which
estimates from one source are not directly
comparable with results from
another

study,

accordingly

lt was necessary to select

in spite

of the inherent

The preliminary
this

inconsistencies

annual and total

life-cycle

study are summarized in Table S.2.

system configuration

that will

some results

dling

sites

avoided if
predicted

spent fuel

the MRSfacility
health

effects

at reactor
storage

estimates

associated
at reactor

becomes operational

for

the life

through
risk

and occupational

category

the annual risks
phase as indicated
risks

risk

risk

The

are also included
associated with

presents

a pictorial

and nonradiological

risks

construction

the expected value for each major

were developed from estimates

phase of each system component.

over the expected lifetime

For

Annual

of each system component and

in the OCRWM
Mission Plan (DOE 1985) to develop the system

estimates.

from routine

may be

by the volume of a cube.

estimates

for each operating

were integrated

life-cycle

Figure S.I

radiological

figure,

has been represented

The system life-cycle
risks

In this

Somerisks

sites

cycle of the waste management system from facility

decommissioning.

han-

in the population

potentially
affected by waste management system operations
in the table.
These estimates can help to place the risks
summary of the public

reported

before the repository.

background radiation

the waste management system in perspective.

in the

with fuel

are not included.

requirements

from natural

developed in

Because of the uncertainty
The risks

due to increased

estimates

be implemented, the risk

operations

them

in details.

risk

are averaged over both configurations.
and storage

and adjust

Radiological

operations,

risks

from accidents,

and nonradiological
xi

risks

radiological

are each presented

,

TABLE S.2.

Summaryof for
Annual
and Total
Life-Cycle
Ri_k)
Estimates
the Waste
Management
System_
Operating Phase(b,c)
Annual Risks

Risk Cateqory
Public

Total Life-(C,d)
C_ycle Risks

Risks

- Radiological

Accidents( e)

0.001

0.04

- Radiological

Routine( e)

0.06

2

- Nonradio]ogical(f)

0.4

10

- Postclosure

0.001

Occupational

Radiological(g)

--Not

calculated--

Risks

- Radiological

Accidents( e)

0.0001

0.004

- Radiological

Routine( e)

0.06

3

- Nonradiological

(f)

0.4

100

Risk Perspective
- Natural
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Background Radiation( h)

60

2000

Average for waste management system configurations
with and without an
MRSfacility.
Annual risks from facility
operating phases only.
Does not include
construction,
decommissioning, and potential
repository
retrieval
risks.
Based on 30% truck/70% rail shipments from reactors,
100% rail from the
MRSfacility
(where applicable),
and 100% rail shipments from high-level
waste (HLW) generators.
Risks associated with spent fuel storage at reactor and other commercial
sites are not included on the total life-cycle
risk estimates.
Annual radiological
risks are given in units of latent health effects
per year (LHE/yr); total life-cycle
risks are given in units of LHEs.
Annual nonradiological
risks are given in units of fatal ities/yr;
total
life-cycle
nonradiological
risks are given in units of fatalities.
Peak annual radiological
health effects from routine releases and
selected disruptive
events.
Based on the estimated latent health effects from the population dose
from natural background radiation
within 80 km of the potential
repository
and MRSsites and within 0.5 km of a highway or railroad.

in Figure S.I.
(Latent

health

effects

that

Radiological
effects
current

risks

are expressed as latent

are increased
radiation

the exposed populations.)
fatalities.

health

incidences
effects

Nonradiological

xii

of fatal

health

cancers and genetic

models predict

risks

effects.

will

occur in

are expressed in expected

____]

Public Risks

_iiiii_!ii!iiiiiiiiI!i!l
Occupational Risks

Radiole<jical
Accident
Risks (LHEs)

Radiological
Routine
Risks (LHEs)

Nonradiological Fatalities

Comparison with Natural Background Radiation Doses
FIGURE S.I.

Illustration
of Total
Management System

xiii

Life-Cycle

Risks

for

the

Waste

All

risk

estimates

oped by multiplying

presented

potential

consequences are estimated
portation

risk

estimates

(on a MTU basis)

will

shipped by truck,
and all

lt

tories.

consequences by the frequency with which these
to occur in the waste management system.

were based on the assumption that

be shipped from the reactors
was assumed that

HLWshipments will

in the literature

risks

covery of a new fault

the magnitude of the retrieval

life-cycle
estimate

risk

estimates.

the postclosure

is

that

risks

information
at the reposi-

presented.

These risks

implemented (such as dis-

is deemed necessary;

all

the degree

packages; and the retrieval

are also not included

There is not sufficient
for

be

performance of an engineered barrier);

operati,;;

risks

activities

in the results

why retrieval

Postclosure

and 30% will

shipments from the MRSfacility

of the waste forms and w_te

schedule and timing.

by rail

from retrieval

or unacceptable

Trans-

70% of the waste

There was not sufficient

are not included

are dependent upon the reason(s)

of degradation

all

be bw' rail.

to estimate

These risks

in the Table S.2 and Figure S.1 were devel-

in the system

information

of the postclosure

available

period.

to

Informa-

tion is available
to develop a preliminary
estimate of the peak annual public
risks
during postclosure.
This estimate is presented in Table S.2.
There were a number of risk

categories

in the literature.

These categories

results

Therefore,

presented.

only a partial

evaluation

The information

risks

not intended to accurately
designs,

oping conclusions

of the total

estimates
risk

from the summary

presented

reflect

here represent

of the waste management system.

in the waste management system.
differences

judgment and consistency

based on the preliminary

sented here because uncertainties

•

the risk

were found

insights

about some

These estimates

are

among system components,

or system configurations.

Sound technical

inconclusive.

are simply omitted

can, however, be used to develop general

of the significant
facilitj

for which no estimates

Q

Conclusions

that

needs to be exercised

waste system risk

can, in many cases,
the authors

of this

in devel-

estimates

pre-

make comparisons

report

have nade include:

The radiological
risks in the waste management system are small.
Radiological
risks are much less than the predicted radiological
consequences oF natural background radiation.

0
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• Nonradiologicalrisks to the public over the life cycle of the
waste managementsystem are smaller than nonradiologicalrisks to
workers. The risks to workers result primariiyfrom nonradiological industrial-typeaccidentsduring construction,operations,
and decommissioningof the waste managementfacilities.
• Risks resulting from the radiologicalhazardsin the waste management system are estimatedto be about one-tenthas large as risks
resulting from the nonrad,ologicalhazards in the system.
• Occupationaland public radiologicalrisks from accidents are about
one-hundredthas large as the risks from hazards resultingfrom
routine operations,based on the availableinformation.
•

Risks to the public during the postclosurephase of the repository
have not yet been definitivelyanalyzed. Resultsof preliminary,
highly-conservativecalculationsindicatethat these risks are
small.
Radiologicalrisks are clearly small, as evidencedby the comparisons

with natural backgroundradiation. Nonradiologicalrisks are typ,_ical
of simil_ activitiesencounteredby individualsin everyday l lfe (e.g., highway
and rail transport,mining, operating heavy machinery,etc.). There is no
reason to believe that the nonradiologicalrisks created by the waste management system would be any different than the nonra!iologicalrisks created by
constructionof any undergroundfacility.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the work in this study, the authorsmade several recommendations for future risk assessmentwork. These recommendationsare intendedto
provide input to the risk assessmentplanningprocesswithin OCRWM. They are
focused on work that should be started soon to provide useful information
until more detailed studies are completedor to provide methods and data that
will support other planned future work. Major recommendationsincludethe
following"
• A study should be initiatedto d_.veloptechnicallyconsistent
estimates for all of the risk cat_.gories
in the waste management
system. This study should use the best availablemethods and data
to develop these estimates.

0
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° A study should be initiatedto collect the data needed to develop
more realistic and technicallydefensibleestimatesof the amount
and the physical and chemical characteristicsof radioactive
material released from spent nuclear fuel in accident conditions.

®
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1.0

The Nuclear Waste Policy

INTRODUCTION

Act of 1982 (NWPA)and the Nuclear Waste Policy

Amendments Act of 1987 (Amendments Act) established
tional
ally

mechanisms necessary to accomplish the ultimate
generated radioactive

wastes in deep geologic

Department of Energy (DOE) Office
(OCRWM)is proceeding
and operation
Retrievable

lead to the siting,

of the first

the transportation

potential

system;

Storage (MRS) facility.

and other high-level
associated

Risk,

designing,

Activities

construction,

acquisition

and operation

deployment of an integral

The primary
wastes (HLW).

and operating
"safety,"

The U.S.

Waste Management

licensing,

objective

of

Monitored

of the waste man-

dispose of spent fuel

Because safe disposal

of the waste management system,

or more broadly

agement system.

information

provides

useful

is the

on the risks

input

for

deci-

the system.

is one major attribute

Two other major attributes

are costs

of the waste man-

and benefits.

Costs

development and deployment of the waste management system are on the

order

of $20 billion.

nuclear

utilities,

These costs for disposal
at the rate

system are primarily

linked

is that

radionuclides

spent fuel

spent fuel
is currently

systems and contained
tected

of spent fuel

period will

to decay to safe levels.

fuel

into

protection

from above-ground storage
in storage pools that

within

A related

of the public

allow utilities

facilities.

to

Most of the

containment

systems,

from radiological

to the waste management system al so allows
].I

benefit

are cooled by circulating

forced-ventilation

and containment

and HLW

allow the

systems.

the waste management system, which is predominantly

by passive cooling

reliable

isolation

This isolation

generated electricity,

of the waste management

deployment of the waste management system will

remove their

ferring

The benefits

to the long-term

from people and the environment.
highly-radioactive

of HLWare being paid by

of I mil/kWh of nuclear

and by the U.S. Department of Defense.

fuel

design,

with waste management operations

sions on siting,

of commerci-

of these acts.

by the NWPAis to safely

radioactive

function

disposal

Radioactive

repository;

and possibly

agement program established
principal

of Civilian

and institu-

repositories.

to implement the provisions

are underway that will

for

the legal

should provide
hazards.

utilities

water
Transpro-

more

Transferring

to proceed with

decommissioning

of their

reactors

on a timely

basis

after

their

operating

licenses expire.
The costs and benefits of the waste management system are
addressed in detail elsewhere.
The scope of this document is limited to the
risks

of the waste management system.
The objective

the risks

report

is to document the available

in the waste management system.

developmental
not yet

of this

stage,

More detailed

of the risks

risk

studies

stages of system development when site-specific
more complete information
designs.

Relevant

can provide

is available

information

insights

into

is

in the system have

are contemplated

in later

data has been collected

on system configuration

available,

the risks

on

Because the system is in its

comprehensive studies

been performed.

information

and

and facility

however, from many sources that

from the waste management system.

The

purpose of this report is to collect
the available
information
in a convenient form.
This information
can be used to help guide the direction
of future
risk

studies

and to facilitate

DOE's dissemination

tion

about the waste system to interested

of safety-related

groups outside

informa-

the DOE.

Because the configuration
of the waste management system has not yet
been finalized,
this study examined risks for systems with and without an MRS
facility.

Risk information

repository

sites

J

media).

(i.e.,

was collected

repositories

in tuff,

each of the three potential
salt,

and basalt

However, because the Amendments Act specified

acterization

activities

study considered
of spent fuel

only the first
repository.

only was made because little
available

for

information

is available

char-

risk

estimates

For simplicity,

repository

This decision
facility

design

and the first

this
70,000 MTU

to focus on the first
information

Somedifferences

a second repository

demographics,

site

site,

repository.

geologic

the NWPAand the Amendments Act provide

the second repositoly.

can be expected for

acteristics,

tuff

potential

and HLW, although

second potential

that

would be performed at the tuff

are developed only for the potential

risks

for

and transportation

to characterize

because of different
distances,

the risks

itory.
Spent fuel management operations at reactor
cial sites were not included in the study scope.

1.2

data are

life-cycle
fuel

char-

but insufficient

from the second repossites

a

repository

and site
in total

for

and other commer-

The study documented in this report examined potentially
significant
risks in the federal waste management system. Risk is characterized
in terms
of:
•

risks

to the public

•

risks

from accidents

•

radiological

•

health

and routine

operations

and nonradiological

risks

and economic risks.

The phases of facility
tions,

and workers

operation

decommissioning,

repository

possible

postclosure.

and operating

investigated

Ali

retrieval

meaningful

included

opera-

of waste from a repository,
combinations

phases were examined for

construction,
of these risk

and

categories

each of the waste management system

components.
A literature

review was performed to identify

management facility

risk

ir the literature
for

weather distributions
throughput
estimates

and different

rate,

of results,

obtained

into

this

technical

results

to scaling-type

at a throughput

1.3

available

in

for

a fully

values

as possible

with

the

Plan (DOE 1985) and in
(DOE 1986a).

adjustments

or inventories.

in terms of annual risks

agement system operating

reproducibility

were made to the risk

and Descriptions

rates

was

from the waste system evaluated

in the OCRWM
Mission

limited

such as throughput

are given

consistency,

to make them as consistent

Waste Management Systems Requirements
tem parameters

differ

corrections

described

were typically

of

waste management system

In many cases, the estimates

systems that

from the literature

corrections

and

risk

The best information

to the current

designs,

Straightforward

system configurations

the scope and objectives

document.

and comprehensiveness.

study.

site,

densities

In these cases, the best available

applicability

were for

Some of the reasons

system parameters such as waste characteristics,

and facility

the literature

facilities.

values derived

the assumptions about population

and capacity.

based on its

configurations

similar

around a particular

were incorporated

selected

in this

include

sources of waste

In some cases, the risk

were not equal for

these differences

the analysis,

estimates.

potential

to major sys-

In this

report,

functioning

rate of 3,000 MTU/yr.

These

waste man-

Total

risks

for

each phase of

mated.

To the

consequences

operation

extent

of each of the

that

information

from radiological

is

releases

system

components

available,

the

are also

are also

range

estimated

of

for

esti-

potential

each system

component.
lt

is emphasized

that

all

of

the

risk

preliminary.

They are based on published

vious

that

studies

have been done for

have been comprehensive
approximations
solely

on available

information,

to develop

as complete

studies
proper
the

technical

information

methods,
only

judgment

suggested

reader

that

information
into

the

presented

the magnitude

work in this

the

the

system.

facilities.
sented

tem.

insights
may not

here for

data.

in

the

accurately

the

other

based

care

and

in

from

objectives,

risk

estimates

the

waste

differences

facility

than

the waste

scope,
the

source

reports

conclusions

risks

pre-

applicable

great

reflect

or potential
review

all

but

studies,

these

In a study

to utilize

in

of

preliminary

developing

about

purposes

risks

of risk

special

that

features

Chapter

in Chapter
system

A general

report

discussion

3.0

The results

the waste

in

among available

carefully

of this

a general

of

represent

as possible,

are

a variety

Some of

and limited

a p_cture

report

gaining

managebetween

sites,

documents

can

lt

is

before

general

using

insights

system and the status

of

risk

area.

categories

cussion

others

is necessary

designs,

of the

The remainder
provides

it

These estimates
facility

while

methods

general

system components,

from

Because of differences

and key assumptions

ment system.

information

must be exercised

presented.

be used to develop

in this

many purposes.

and detailed

based on simple

estimates

4.0.

provided.

The conclusions

in Chapter

6.0.

of risk
are

of risk

of the
Chapter

into

analysis

included

presents

components
discussion

is divided

in

literature

this

of the

Chapter

the
risk

and recommendations

each

of

the waste

in these
from the

for

for
the

estimates
study

in
system

are

estimates

estimates

a dis-

facility

and evaluation
risk

2.0

defines

and presents

methods for

review

uncertainties

1.4

report,

descriptions

5.0 presents

and aggregated

chapters.

methods and concepts,

assessment
overview

five

preeach of

total
is

sysalso

are presented

2.0

This
ysis

chapter

concepts

associated

2.1

of the

with

follow.
risk

Risk

analyses

are discussed

with

at the

risks

that

in

in

context

features

analwill

and terminology

of uncertainties
of the

for

of risk

the terms

concepts

a general

Special

discussion

reader

overview

to provide

performing

management system

the

and sources

A brief

that

a general

document.

limitations

is presented

discussions

provides

familiarize

are described.

agement system
detailed

report

remainder

and general

assessments

waste

the

and methodsto

be used in the
introduced

of

ELEMENTSOF RISK ANALYSlS

are

risk

the waste man-

for

the more

and general

difficulties

each of the

facilities

in

end of this

chapter.

the

RISK CONCEPTSAND TERMINOLOGY
The concept

ferent

ways.

injury.

of risk

A very

Virtually

is

general

complicated

because

the

definition

of risk

is the

every

human activity

makes risk-based

decisions,

either

day.

such as managing

Activities

require

decisions

tlon.

Various

that
federal

decision-making
ess for

laws

activities

public

enough that

affect

require

formal

decision

process.

Risk

analysis

titative

assessments

of the

systems

some risk
implicitly,

the wastes

from

nuclear

and benefits

require

they

possibility

or

risks

Many of

is used in many dif-

explicitly

government

in open forums

review.

and technological

involves

term

these

decisions

to conduct
the

are important
of the

risks

associated

such as nuclear

with

various

power plants

populatheir

decision

proc-

and complex
considered

methods have been developed

risks

each

power plants

to segments of the
agencies

or

and each person
many times

and to document

quantification

of loss

in

to perform

types

the

quan-

of activities

and waste management

facilities.
Risk
losses
loss

given
tial

simultaneously

or injuries
or

condition
tion.

analysis

injury

associated

will

system
injuries.

with

be produced.

must be present
Typically

considers

a wide

and a given
There

an activity
To produce

and people
variety

is a probability

and the
a loss

or

of the

condition

hazards

injury,

2.1

that

the

a hazardous
hazardous

can be produced

can result

distribution

potential

probability

must be exposed to the

of potential

hazardous

the magnitude

in a range

associated

with

condi-by a

of poteneach of

the

factors

that

affect

the

level

to the

hazard.

A comprehensive

system

together

with

comprehensive
level

of

2.1.1

of

consequence

will

study

on the

potential

and the

number of people

uses engineering

probability

consequences

analysis

distributions

and the

exposed
of the

to develop

probability

that

each

occur.

Types of Risks
of consequences

tems such as the
accidents

other

nuclear

can result

produce

injuries

in

waste
exposure

effects

Risk

can be used to

ana]ysis

sion-making
system.

marily

or

ing all
sion

other

public
of the

risk

in

analysis

from

a system.

substances,

focused

the four

in the
general

provides

and members

as health

consequence

and

categories.

of risks

with

types

decisions

schedule,

provides

that

safety

in

pri-

throughput

a means for

quantify-

implications

a method used to quantify
this
of
the

activities.

activities

risk

society.

estimating

analysis.

categories

potential
basis

of deci-

the

comparing

risk

perform-

hazards

information

and more exper-

and understanding
information

condi-

analysis
the

risk

methods have matured
risks

both the

safety

of risk

Many more uses for

Uses of

described

for

safety

to hazardous

comparing

applications
basis

the

considers

exposures
for

a consistent
in

with

quantification

Early

as the analytical

has been gained

contained

or

between

such as cost,

so the

electrical,

Many deci-

associated

analysis

can

consequences.

tradeoffs

a system

Because

on providing

have been identified
ience

it

different

different

complex

is essentially

and the consequences

methods

of these

chemicals;

Informi!tion

probability

ance of very

all

and

Both workers
as well

sys-

can be understood.

of

or

many of these

Risk

performance

tions

with

implications

of risk

damage.

complex

events

to mechanical,

are economic

address

of

Routine

There

acceptability.
types

operation

and hazardous

environmental

parameters

Uses of Risk
Risk

exposure

system

alternatives

2.1.2

from

may involve

There are

effect

rate,

radiation

associated

processes

from

to

can be affected.

environmental

possible

management system.

or can produce

public

are

or fatalities

hazards;

the

the

risk

information

lists

Many kinds

of

of hazard

the

information

can be divided

into

below.

2.2

Q

I.

Policy
with

Considerations.
other

information

technology
siting

Risk information
on the costs

to make policy

of that

decision-making

and benefits

decisions

technology.

can be considered

along

associated

with

about the development,

a

use, and

This may be done through formalized

processes in which most of the important

factors

are quantified

through less-formal

factors

are considered

more intuitively,

esses.

In all

cases, risk

analysis

policy

processes in which the
or through political

provides

information

proc-

on the

potential
safety impacts associated with the technology.
Risk
associated with a given technology can be compared with risks and

'

benefits
ity

decisions.

tial
2.

from other technologies
Risk analysis

consequences that

Public

Information.

can also describe

provides

many insights

of the system, the parameters that
that

as well
that

tial

impacts of a system.

effectively

the safety

0

of

gained can be used to develop
the public

about the poten-

policymaking,

Comprehensive risk

This modeling may identify
operability,

The quantitative

or functional

nature of the risk

performance of alternative

to be readily

to more

and public-

analyses

recluire
sys-

areas in which cost

performance
analysis

of the sys-

results

system designs

and/or
allows

or configura-

compared.

Re__qulatorvAnalysis.
regulatory

results

design changes may be made to improve the safety

the reliability,

4.

and measures

modeling of the performance of many of the important

effective

tions

and

processes.

tems in a facility.

tem.

the safety,

This can help the public

in regulatory,

System Desiqn Improvements.
detailed

measure

the analysis

The numerical

can be used to inform

participate

decision-making
3.

affect

as the insights

information
safety

a quantitative

are gained about the safety

could be taken to improve safety.

the analysis

the range of poten-

In the process of performing

the results,

acceptabil-

could be produced.
Risk analysis

of system safety.
evaluating

to help in making risk

processes.

Risk information
A central

is being used extensively

mission of most regulatory

2.3

in

agencies is protection
facility

workers.

of the potential

of the health

and welfare

Risk information
safety

provides

a quantitative

impacts on these people,

can be used to help guide regulatory
systems,

of the public

improvements, to evaluate

requirements.

The U,S. Environmental

guidelines

for

the postclosure

repository

(40 CFR 191, Subpart B) are written
information

will

measure

Risk information

and in some cases, to show compliance with

analysis

and

Protection

containment

new

regulatory

Agency (EPA)

requirements
in risk

of a waste
terms.

Risk

be needed to demonstrate compliance with

these requirements.
The results
these ways,
uses.

of a single

Other studies

of detail

2.1.3

The results

of a risk

of consequence that

can be presented

ways to display

In their

most basic form, the results

the results

methods of displaying

risk" or simply the "risk."
document.

plotted

distribution

frequency

that

these results

cumulatively.

function)

and the risk

to as the "expected risk",

The curve

frequencies

is constructed

consequence/cumulative

curve

number.

The

the "total
in this

Frequencies

by arranging

the

in descending order based on the

The frequencies

appears on the plot

of
in

are the risk

of consequences and frequencies.

magnitude of the consequences.
and the resulting

frequency of occurrence

These terms are used interchangeably

is a plot

consequences and associated

magnitude

to best meet the needs of the assessment.

number is also commonly referred

curve

a potential

are a

These numbers can be combined mathematically

(or complementary cumulative

are usually

on the scope and

in many ways, depending

Each pair of numbers includes

of consequence.

The risk

influence

could occur and the estimated

Two of the traditional
risk

have a strong

analysis

needed.

of number-pairs.

several

will

of Results

on the information

level

of

of the analysis.

Presentation

series

could be used in all

could be aimed at one or two of these potential

The uses of the results

level

that

comprehensive analysis

are then summedsequentially

frequency

pairs

are plotted.

The

is then the frequency of a given level

of

0
2.4

consequences
tion,

but

shows the

or greater.

usually
full

requires

kind

frequency

desirable

the

of curve

extensive

range of potential

shows how the
for

This

experience

to

consequences

changes

frequency

contains

with

to decrease

interpret.

that

consequence

substantial

The curve

can be produced

level.

rapidly

informa-

and

In !r_,y_eral it

as the

consequence

is

level

increases.
Two sample risk
this

hypothetical

30 fatalities

system,
and is

operation

of the

predicted

to occur

consequence
as the

curves

event

are shown in
the

predicted

system.

produces

maximum consequence

2.1.

maximum consequence
to occur

An event

about

Figure

about

that

once every
10 fatalities
event

for

event

in

1,000 years

For Curve B, the

systems

with

same frequency

in Curve A.

The frequency

0.100

k
m

_\Cu_e
0,010

Cuwe B

A

%

w
,
co

0.001
1

t .
10
Consequencas-Num_rof

_

t
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8910_57,8

FIGURE 2.1.

Sample Risk Curves
2.5

of

the

0

'

about

maximum

1,000

Q

in

for

one or more fatalities

and occurs
the

would result

once every

results

I0 years.

Curve A shows that,

is

of events resulting

in one or more fatalities

on Curve B is about 0.2 per

year or one event every 5 years of system operation.
The risk
estimated

number is obtained by multiplying

frequency

number gives
facility

of occurrence

year.

and summing the resultant

the expected value or "average"

or activity.

Typical

This means that

each consequence level

units

for

level

the risk

products.

number are fatalities

would be expected to produce the indicated

number of fatalities

year.

The utility

of the risk

in its

single

number that

represents

the safety

ple risk

curves in Figure 2.1 illustrate

The risk

number for

culated

sequence-frequency
frequency,

pairs,

on the risk

alent

risks.

occur with
a higher

likelihood

able.

Both the risk

results

risk

products.

result

curve and the risk

in terms of the quantity
from the facility.

it

is often

standard,
For policy

are written

for

per year.

the two
Based

consequence events can

if

one or two fatalities.
the risk

'

curves are avail-

number can be compared with

similar

to help make judgments about the

study can be performed

transport

,

analysis.

For

to express the consequences

adequately
and will

and health

effects

distinguish
simplify

decision

processes,

..

2.6

between the

calculations

to the accessible
however, it

released

the analysis

such as tile EPArepository

in terms of releases

or regulatory

in a variety

or other hazardous material

designs

standards,

of the risk

sufficient

of radioactive

performance of alternative
Many licensing

associated

The result

higher

in just

for a risk

This approach will

because environmental

basic con-

from the system being analyzed.

design studies,

needed.

their

the two systems produce equiv-

that

of ways, depending on the use of the results

safety

by Curves A and B can be cal-

curves into

can only be understood

of the risks

a

by Curve A, while the system in Curve B has

of events that

The consequence analysis
facility

in the risk

each consequence by its

for other systems or activities

acceptability

provides

numbers.

curves demonstrate

This type of tradeoff

lt

the limitations

number, one would say that

the system represented

in a typical

simplicity,

is the same -- about 0.3 fatalities

The risk

the facility

The sam-

and then summing i_he resultant

curves in the figure
solely

multiplying

per

performance of the system.

the two systems represented

by decomposing the cumulative

This

of consequences from the

averaged over a long period of operation,
number lies

by its

are not
performance
environment.

is usually

necessary

i"

to perform

a complete consequence analysis.

is focused on the radiological

safety

If

are usually
fatalities

risk

acceptability

or genetic

Industrial

effects)

accidents

management systems that
but still

the health

effects

that might result

or transportation
do not result

are most easily

consequences are often

so that

calculations

(usually

latent

accidents

can occur in the waste

in exposure to r_dioactive

expressed as estimated
nonradiological

cancer

from these exposures.

materials,

The consequences of

expressed as fatalities

they can be compared with

exposed pop-

additional

may harm workers or members of the public.

these accidents
ogical

dose to the potentially

is being addressed,

performed to estimate

process

aspects of the system, consequences may

be expressed in terms of the radiation
ulation.

If the decision-making

or injuries.
latent

Radiol-

cancer fatalities

consequences from the same

system.
Accidents
sequences.
costs,

in the waste management system can also produce economic con-

These consequences are associated

facility

downtime,

and repair

costs.

with onsite

and offsite

The same risk

analysis

cleanup
methods

can
to address
economic
will be
beused
needed
to calculate
the risks,
economicalthough
effects different
produced. consequence models
2.2

RISK METHODS
There are two basic categories

I)

risks

from routine

events and 2) risks

methods used to assess the risks
different.
following

of risks

activities

from accidents.

in these two categories

For assessments of routine
analytical

being considered

radiation

are carried

in this

study:

The analytical
are generally

doses to the public,

quite
the

out'

•

Define the sources and maqnitude of potential
hazards.
For example, this might require characterization
of the radiation
fields
in
a facility
to estimate the routine doses to people working in the
facility
or calculation
of the amount of effluents
released from
the facility
to estimate consequences to the public from routine
emissions.

•

Estimate the consequences produced by the hazards.
This usually
involves estimating
the number of people potentially
exposed to the
hazard, analyzing the pathway from the source of the hazard to

2.7

people, and estimating
the magnitude and potential
health effects
of the exposures.
There is usually some variability
in the
consequences from routine events.
For example, if routine doses to
workers are being estimated, the radiation
fields may vary at a
particular
location depending on the type of operation being carried out at the facility
at a particular
time.
The number of
people at the location may also vary depending on the operation,
the shift being worked, and other factors.
For routine effluents,
the consequences depend not only on the magnitude of the release,
which will vary with facility
operations,
but also on weather
parameters that control the transport
of the material from the
source to the environment and land use. For example, the number of
people exposed to a routine release of materials will be affected
by the wind direction,
since the materials are dispersed by the
wind and the population distribution
around a facility
is not
constant.
Land-use data are needed to estimate the consequences of
ingesting contaminated food or food that is grown in areas with
trace amounts of residual contamination.
Routine doses to workers are evaluated
those used to estimate

routine

public

using different

doses.

methods than

The most widely

used occupa-

tional dose assessment method consists
and-motion studies of worker activities

of performing detailed timeto estimate the amounts of time and

number of workers that

areas of the facilities

ping cask handling

occupy specific

areas,

estimate

the external

studies,

dose rates

hot cell

radiation

operating

dose rates

galleries).

(e.g.,

The next step is to

in these areas.

were based on the maximum allowable

In most previous

dose rates

specified

in regulations.

A few studies

analyses.

the worker occupancy and dose rate data were established,

After

used dose rates

ship-

they were combined to develop estimates
For risks
events that
trial,
data.

from accidents,

or transportation

of radioactive

materials

Assessment of risks

amounts of radioactive
tive

result

methods.

analysis

of occupational

is provided

that

is usually

assessment of the
required.

do not involve

Indus-

the external

be analyzed using historical
could release

to the environment

description

below.

that

can generally

from accidents

materials

A general

accidents

doses.

a more detailed

could produce hazardous conditions

mining,

release

that

that were based on shielding

of the activities

usually

significant
require

in a predictive

A comprehensive assessment that

predicrisk

examines all

of

the potencial contributors
to accident risks is described.
The level of
detail
indicated in the discussion will not be needed for all assessments.

2.8

Q

The discussion
facility

is based on analysis

such as an MRS facility

methods
itory

are required

risks.

Section

facility

steps

include:

of potential
estimation

Figure

risks

of these

of the

methods

or

a fixed

operating
in

postclosure

the

repos-

are discussed

in

systems

that

and site;

of the

2) identificatlon

scenario

release

hazardous

elements

A risk
portions

population

a waste management

probability,

and

by each scenario;

material

released;

and

risk.

analysis.

procedures,

for

facility

material

of the

shows how these

safety-related

on weather,

groundwater

system

analysis

estimation

consequences

risk

operating

of the

scenarios,

of the
2.2

risk

amount of hazardous

of the

comprehensive

also

features

from

Some variations

transportation

I) description

of the

4) estimation

data

a repository.

in a predictive

accident

3) analysis

steps,

risks

2.5.

The basic

tion

or

to analyze

The special

of accident

are typically

analysis
of the

and engineered
distribution,

begins

facility

with

the

features.

use,

are needed to calculate

to perform

a detailed

including

safety
land

organized

descripprocess

Site-specific

and surface-water

accident

a

consequences

and
are

collected.

Facility
and Site
Facility Data J

,,

Description

PopulationEnvir°nmentaIDataand
'

Scenario

__

Source
Terms....

Analysis

/
I

Consequence

I

Analysis

Consequence

Sequence
Accident
Frequencies

r

"

I

I

Consequence

Frequencies _
_ Magnitudes
i Ri'skCalculation"s
_'1 and Evaluation
of Results

....

I

$91 O9057,1

FIGURE 2.2.

Major

Steps

in an Accident
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Risk Analysis

Scenarie
accident

analysis

sequences

events

in

define

accident

during

normal

for

similar

sequences

the

upsets

would lead

failures
of plant

or exacerbating

data

that

of

of plant

could

systems

in

progress

accidents

can also

to help

and processes

events

of
or

the

such as

and/or

may be considered
in this portion
operators
in initiating
accidents

an accident

or unusual

to determine

External

initiate

important

information

may be required

to a release.

the

on accidents

source

modeling

and process

or tornados

multiple
equipment
ysis.
The effects

to determine

Historical

Detailed

that

fires,

applied

can be a valuable

scenarios.

of events

are then

facility.

facilities

operations

earthquakes,

ing

methods

cause

the analin mitigat-

be an important

consideration.
Once the
analyzed
and the

important

and used to estimate
probability

that

methods generally
to estimate

the

frequency

accident

Source
released
the

terms

from

ing the
able

for

for

calculation

plant

ogical,

vessels,

site

an accident

or human actions

sequence.

to the

accident

modeling

components,

are then combined

by estimating

piping,

escapes

accident

t_ workers

of offsite
because

Caution

system

or

facility

to calculate

the

are variable

at a given

of potential

consequences.

culated

each release

site,

and the

and characterizand becGmes avail-

the
the

plant

the

and as the

source

plant.
a detailed

description

of

geegraphical,

meteorol-

of the

Because these

factors

can result

a range

all

frequency

2.10

determining

depend on the

each accidental
Typically,

material;

requires

characteristics

an accident;

is used to estimate

outside

consequences

amount of material

boundaries

inside

consequences

the

in

of this

information

of consequences

the

and cells

i.he confinement

Thi_

and demographic

for

the

Probabilistic

applicable

char_cteristics

release.

of the

Calculation
the

are characterized

that

offsite

consequences
term

frequencies

and chemical

material

is

in

are

frequencies.

process

physical

data

in

they

released

occur.
systems,

of each event

The event

sequenc_

will

similar

the

have been identified,

amount of material

accident

from

to ensure

analy_'ed.

sequences

the

the

use data

must be exercised
being

accident

site.
release

potential

in

consequences

of each consequence

are cal-

is estimated

using data on the frequency
tions

associated

with

of the meteorological

each potential

consequences must also consider
is combined with

ing to the release
In the risk
tion

to obtain

consequence level.

aquatic

the probability

information

step,

objectives

to extract

the conclusions

the probability

and insights

the assessment is documented.
detailed,

examination

the insights
information

results

on which portions

the public

system; and where better
tainties

The analysis

are at least

techniques

can include
to protecting

performance

such as sensitivity

studies

are

the importance of key

information
arise

of the

reduce uncer-

documented along with the risk

issues about the system that

as

what types of system

and to quantify

the basic

Often

as important

These insights

impact on the safety

are usually

can also provide

safety-related

often

of the system are most important

Analysis

Study insights

and the work in

components of a system.

calculations.

used to help develop these insights
factors.

best addresses

are then interpreted

methods or data could substantially

in the results.

the analysis.

is a systematic,

or workers from the hazards present;

This

and consequence informa _.

The results

analysis

improvements would have the greatest

release

sequences lead-

in a way that

analysis

systematic

of the risk

for

from the analysis,

of the safety-related

gained in this

the numerical

A risk

Postclosure

the accident

probabilities

of the assessment.

distribu-

of the radionuclides.

for

are combined to produce the study results

the original

2.3

transport

the overall

calculation

and population

results.

needed to quickly

assess

in the future.

LIMITATIONS ANDUNCERTAINTIESIN RISK ANALYSIS
Risk analysis

make predictive

has inherent

projections

limitations

because the analysis

attempts

to

from historical

data and engineering

analysis

to

the consequences and probabilities

of future

ysis

identify

all

possible

to identify

all

important

will

not necessarily

methods are structured
limitations
plete
matical

in knowledge, data,

coverage of potential

or available

events.

A comprehensive anal-

undesirable
categories

resources

and biological

The

of events,

can result

in incomuse mathe-

This use of

can be performed with a reasonable
2.11

but

systems to develop

consequences and probabilities.

models is necessary so the analysis

events.

Risk analyses also typically

models of hardware and physical

event sequences and estimate

events.

expenditure

of resources

kinds of systems.

and because of limited

Use of these models requires

account for data limitations
tional

practice

is to make assumptions that

describe

analysis

(This

approach.)

Most risk

This approach is taken to provide

from different

assessments will
best estimate

some assurance that

Where possible,

expended, variations

risk

analysis

data.

usually

the most accurate

events.

and cost _ffective

information

available.

Lechniques need to be applied.
of detail

example, an MRSfacility
direct

experience

potential

that

accidents

industries

for

In this

that

at a facility.
many years,

of materials

experience,

In this

a system for

with
this

is little

directly

require

available

although
applicable

risk
that

analysis

the systems be

data to be used.

and operated,
the risks

is

low-probability

case, predictive

equipment.

so there

to the public
industry

is available

Analytical

For
is no
from

and in

on the reli-

methods can be

of component failures

from the MRSfacility,

the frequency

of these

previous

and information

the combinations

developed for

resulting

data to identify

has been used in the nuclear

to identify

occur.

in the results

the

However, most of the equipment planned

applied

will

studies,

almost totally

can be used to estimate

modes of this

errors

in the

of different

high-consequence,

permits

and failure

used to estimate

tend to

are not

operates

These techniques

ability

in a release

events that

way to analyze risks,

has never beer built

use in the MRSfacility

other

industry

data may not identify

analyzed to a level

therefore

the consequences and frequencies

In the waste management system, there

historical

to as the "con-

of the system risks.

on historical

Where there is substantial

even good historical

for

relies

For' example, the insurance

historical

the risks

can be censiderable.

hazardous events and to estimate
events.

The tradi-

Because of variations

assumed and the objectives

studies

tractable.

tend to overestimate

analyzed are covered by the conservatism.
data used, and the resources

assumptions to

is commonly referred

an upper bound or a conservative

degree of conservatism

simplifying

and to keep the analysis

from the system being analyzed.
servative"

data on the behavior of these

that

and historical

could result
data can be

with which these component failures

way, an estimate
which there

of accident

is no previous

2.12

and human

frequencies

operating

can be

experience.

Risk
routine

analysis

is

or planned

releases

Analysis

of the

releases.
routine

releases

strate

compliance

sequences

set

operating

and the weather
analysis

elements

analysis

that

for

results

from

accidents.
routine

risk

events

A risk

routine

analysis

analysis

from events

describes

At a given
the

for

facility

predicted

severe

The accident
for

could

severe

Each of these
esses,

ties

care

cave-in
material
time

that

releases,

in the

consequences
is

but

sufficiently

is

the

provides

in

probability
the

in

in making

result

effects,
in

population.

similar

these

consequences

from

Even though

fatalities,

different

to require

the
care

2.13

occur
while

to

unlikely.

prevent

Similar

when comparing

them.

Flow-

difficul-

such as a mining
such as radioactive

end result
of the

very

proc-

ways and compared.

chance of cancer

nature

a

is typically

accidents,

the

within

decision-making

accidents,

with

risk

may be highly

for

of

m_i__q_h_ht
occur.

certainty,

comparisons.

an increased

increased

will

is designed

information

range

that

of occurrence

facility

useful

immediate

events

of

categories.

An accident

events

degree

as the
between

possible

occur.

routine

a risk

same terms

two risk

consequences

can be expressed

that

exposed

the
high

because

in comparing
result

from

as in

difference

the

from

release.

needs to be consid-

of these

to

of the

has probabilis-

just

that

describes

in offsite

must be exercised

can arise

really

a relatively

accidents

results

analyses

with
also

source

therefore

a subtle

con-

releases

will

of the

in the

accidents

consequences

resulted

analyses

and the

ever,

potential

occur,

is

are anticipated

consequences

that

from

events
that

range with

accident

small

the

There

from

time

analysis,

are expressed

on the

can vary

is the

or events
the

or demon-

release

that

from

routine

releases

at the

in

analysis.

results

releases

perspective

actual

facility

releases

and risks

the

routine

conditions

The results

ered when comparing

consequences

of the

routine

frequencies

of a particular

need to be considered

of an accident

risks

the

from

as to accidental

maximum allowable

standards,

result

as well

as provide

the

and other

for

for

as well

location

might

and associated

The consequence

on the

that

materials

standards

Although

by regulatory

change depending

tic

to set

standards

conditions.

A risk

hazardous

consequences

can help
with

to consequences

of

from accidents.

are usually

release

applicable

at

a later

of each of these

consequence
the

results.

mechanism

There are a number of sources of uncertainty
analysis.

Limitations

mathematical

lt

is important

understood so that
processes.

the results

For example, it

as the basis

of a risk

knowledge of the system, capabilities

models used, and the level

uncertainties,

10% if

in data,

in the results

that

of detail

applied

the limitations

for making a design change that

contribute

of the analysis

can be used appropriately

may not be reasonable

all

of
to

be well

in decision

making

to use a particular

study

would lower the system risk

the study has only been able to estimate

the risks

within

by

an accuracy

of a factor of 2. A variety of techniques can be applied to define the
sources of these uncertainties
and the affect of the uncertainties
on the
results.

Sensitivity

studies

are often

used to identify

important

analysis

parameters and to demonstrate the impact of key assumptions on the study
results.

Techniques are also available

in mathematical
uncertainties
estimate.

use in estimating

uncertainties

models and computer codes and in combining estimates
in various

portions

Often uncertainty

quantitatively.
that contributed
2.4

for

of the analysis

estimates

These estimates
to the work.

into

an overall

are made qualitatively

of

uncertainty

rather

than

are based on the judgment of the analysts

OVERVIEWOF RISKS IN THE WASTEMANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
In this

study,

the most applicable

used to develop estimates
agement system.

Ali

A broad range of risk

categories

in the system are included

Effects
and workers

repository

sequence categories
effects

cleanup costs,

in the study including

are included.

and routine

()pera-

Operations

include

are

of the waste management
construction,

and postclosure

operations,

phases of the

that would be required

wastes from a repository

of interest

waste man-

in the waste management facilities

Both the preclosure

were necessary to retrieve
health

from both accidents

phases of development and operation

and decommissioning.

the nuclear

is

with

system are being considered
potential

information

associated

to both the public

included.

published

of the risks

in the scope of the study.
tions

available

radiological

if

are also included.

Con-

and nonradiological

and economic consequences.

Economic consequences include

costs of removing resources

from use for

2.14

it

some period

of time

following
health

an accident,

effects

categories

health

ate health

effects

effects

events that

of interest

are included

of these categories
quantities

provides

or routine

indicated
deleted

from the table

or indicated

provides a brief description
the rationale
for eliminating
many of the meaningful
these risks
risks
2.4.1

of the possible
study,

construction.

important

risk

must be characterized

combina-

site

Table 2.2

categories

are potentially

Nonmeaningful categories
with a "-".

in the waste
produced are

are either

The discussion

of the risks in the meaningful
the nonmeaningful categories.

categories

but

However, a

at the MRSfacility

MRSfacility

in which risks

by an "x" in the table.

exposures,

consequences are not expected from either

events during
Categories

Immedi-

For example, there are no

materials

a summary of the potentially

management system.

radiation

all

are not meaningful.

Radiological

Only fatal

magnitude in the waste management

Theoretically,

of radioactive

construction.

accidents

Only fatal

consequences.

would be addressed in this

number of the combinations

during

under radiological

could produce exposures of this

significant

costs.

are summarized in Table 2.1.

can be produced from very large

system have not been identified.
tions

downtime and repair

are being considered.

The risk
latent

and facility

may be very small,

below

categories
The risks

and
in

but the magnitude of all

to develop a comprehensive picture

of the

in the waste management system.
Repository
Construction-Accidents.

radioactive

materials

present

TABLE 2.1.
System
Components
Repository
MRSFacility
Transportation

Operatinq

Because there are no significant

quantities

at the site

there

Risk Categories
Phase

Construction
Operations
Decommissioning
Retrieval
Postclosure

during

construction,

are no

Considered in This Study

Consequence
Cateqories

Exposed
Populatio.1

Radiological
Workers
- Latent cancer
Public
- Genetic effects
Nonradiological
Fatalities
Economic Consequences
of Accidents
2.15

of

Exposure
Mechanism
Accident
Routine

TABLE 2.2.

Waste Management Risk Matrix
Accidents
Nonradlologlcal
Public
Worker

Radiological
Public
Worker

Routine
Radlologlcal
Nonradiologlcat ,
Public
Worker
PubLic
Worker

Economic (a)

Repository
Construction

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

Opera tions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Decommissioning

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x'

x

Retrieval

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

_ostclosure

X

-

X

x

"

MRS FaciLity
Construction

x

x

-

x

x

Ope ra t ions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

DeconTnissioning

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Trnnsp_rtat ion
OF_rat ions
(a)

The economic risks
considered
n_terial.
x = Meaningful
risk categories.

in

this

study

are

those resulting

from accidental

release

of

radioactive

- = No risks in this category.

@

radiologicaleffects from accidentsduring this time period, Accidents during construction
construction

of the surface

project.

These accidents

Some public

effects

principally

be associated

to the site.
significant

are possible

Construction
source of risk

from mining operations,

primarily

and typically

characterized

the workers.

accidents,

but these would

of construction

of

the mined portion

of the repository

Significant

associated

portions

data exist

materials
could be a

on the risks

work has been done to apply these
with a geologic

Routine nonradiological

of the surface

affect

of any large

the transportation

and preliminary

construction

risks

will

from construction

to workers.

Construction-Routine.

should be typical

with

data to the mining operations

may be radiological

facilities

risks

of the repository

as part of an environmental
to both the public

repository.
associated

with

are relatively
assessment.

and workers during

modest
There

routine

con-

struction
of the mined portion of the repository.
These mining operations
will
result in releases into the atmosphere of some natural radioactive

2.16

O

materials that are present in the source rock as in most mining operations.
Some data exist on the amount of radioactive
material present in the air in
underground mines.
the radioactive

This data has been used to make preliminary

material

would be available
may be released

for

that would be present

estimates

of

in the mine and, therefore,

the miners to breathe and the amount of material

from the mine to the atmosphere.

The repository

that

mining

operation will also require storage of large amounts of the host rock material on the surface during the construction
and operational
phases of the
repository,
constituents

lt is possible that this practice will result in release
of the host rock to either the atmosphere by wind action

the groundwater
or reducing

by leaching,

although

these releases.

the workers during

methods are available

Nonradiological

effects

the underground construction

in the mining uperations

controlling

nlay also be observed in

operations.

could produce health

for

of
or to

effects

Dust generated

in the miners (e.g,

silicosis).
Operations-Accidents.
during

plant

operations

addressed in risk

Radiological
are the category

assessment studies.

workers and the public.
could cause significant

and nonradiological
offsite

releases.

from accidents
ities

of nonradioactive

operations
rials,

during

operation

such as diesel

fuel

hazards.

both

could expose
Some accidents

and exposure of workeFs, but
Most previous

risk

studies

with the underground portions
nonradiological

of the repository.

hazardous materials

at the repository;

can effect

have

in a comprehensive way.

Because of the hazards associated
there may be significant

from accidents

are traditionally

type accidents

damage to the facility

in significant

that

These accidents

not addressed these types of accidents

repository,

to the public

of risks

Small "industrial"

workers to both radiological
not result

risks

although,

risks

associated
will

to the workers

There are no large
with

some nonradiological

and explosives,

of the

be present

quant-

emplacement
hazardous mateat the sites.

Nonradiological
accident risks to tile public should be small.
Accidents that
result in offsite
release of radioactive
materials will have economic consequences associated

with cleanup and removal of resources
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from use.

Operations-Routine,
Workers will receive routine
from handling the radioactive
wastes that are received

radiological
doses
at the facility
and

placed in the underground facility.

Small amounts of radioactive

may be released as routine

from the facility.

significant
stored

effluents

source of routine

at the surface,

nonradiological

which was discussed

Decommissioninq-Accidents.
the subsurface
surface

facilities

facilities.

The only potentially

effluents

is the mined material

above under construction.

Decommissioning

involves

and removal of any residual

Nonradioactive

and permanent markers erected

material

surface

closure

radioactivity

facilities

at the site.

fir_al

of

from the

may also be removed

Radiological

risks

from accidents

during decommissioning will be small because there are expected to be only
small amounts of residual radioactive
material
in the surface facilities,
Nonradiological

accident

nonradiological

risks

during
offsite

routinely

of radioactive

during

during

expected to be small.

materials

Workers will

No significant

can be thought

repository,

using similar

methods to those applied

Risks during

Normal physical
in releases

after

the repository

small

amounts of material

time.

to

Economic risks

entering

individuals

property.

risk

phase of

during

operations.

processes or disruptive

materials

to the env_ronnlent

would typically

involve

over very long periods

from these releases

actions
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are expected.

would be characterized

to estimate

the biosphere

protective

effluents

are

of as another operational

These releases

of rad-

and could be exposed
These risks

offsite

and geological

are large enough to require
or contaminated

hazards.

retrieval

Economic consequences are possible

phase is small.

operations

of radioactive

is closed.

this

be exposed to low levels

routine

the potential

events may result

during

nonradiological

Retrieval

Postclosure.

should be similar

construction.

the decommissioning

to dust and other potential

Retrieval.

decommissioning

should be small because the chance of a significant

Decommissioninq-Routine.
iation

during

from accidents

decommissioning
release

risks

for

potentially

if

very
of

the releases

exposed

2.4,2

MRSFacility

_

Construction,

Activities

typical

of any large

surface

facilities

construction
primarily
site.

during

construction

project,

at a potential

accidents.

during

will

There will

construction

operation.

radioactive

result

on site

during

consequences during

Operations.

Accidents

this

exposed to small levels
Very low levels

the environment.
effluents
significant
affect

quantities

the public

if

similar

Public

for

could
Econ-

Workers will

MRSfacility

be

operareleased

to

sources of nonradiological

'

also does not contain

hazardous materials

that

any

could

rebeased.

Risks from decommissioning
the surface

the MRSfacility
facilities

hazardous materials

will

remain in the facility

because very little

will

be

at the potential
radioactive

or

when decommissioning

be exposed to low levels

hazards associated

of radiation

with the decommissioning

and to

operations.

Transportation
Construction.

straightforward

Construction
industrial

scale of these activities
potential

MRSfacility

not contribute

and will

of transportation

activity

that

involves

is much smaller
or repository.

casks and vehicles
no unusual hazards.

than the construction

Transportation

measurably to the risks

not be addressed in detail

f

of

materials.

may be routinely

be small,

2.4.3

will

during

will

industrial

that

to radioactive

materials

of nonradioactive

Workers will

to

from the

quantities

at the MRSfacility

risks

takes place.

to the

there is no potential

The MRSfacility

to those from decommissioning

repository.

materials

effluents

from these r_leases.

of radioactive

accidentally

in

phase.

There are no significant

Decommissioning,

other

construction,

of radiation

from the MRSfacility.

of the

should be confined

nonradiological

are possible

omic conseqiJences are also possible
tions.

accidents

be

construction

of construction

in exposure of workers or the public

routinely

during

Because there are no significant

materials

radiological

to construction

be affected

transportation

be minor routine

will

Workers may be involved

The consequences of other construction

the site.

of an MRSfacility

similar

repository.

The public

by accidents

construction

in this
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construction

is a
The

of the
activities

in the waste management system
study.

Operations.
Accidents can occur during transportation.
Most of these
accidents will not result in the release of radioactive
materials,
but transportation
just

workers or members of the public

as in any other transportation

could result

in release

to these materials.
significant

results

in the routine

drivers

and train

effluents

of radioactive

quantities

materials

of radioactive

effluents

characterized

always found to be of little

not be quantified

in this

Decommissioninq.

part of this
active

waste.

2.5

also release
fuels.

These

assessments, and

in the country.

casks will

serviceable

decontamination

significantly

that

is

These effects

will

be removed from service

or are no longer needed.
will

probably

when
Some

be performed as

of the cask may be disposed of as radio-

decommissioning

operations

of a major facility.

to the risks
in this

life

operations

and portions

Transportation

not be characterized

of transportation

operations

scale compared with decommissioning
contribute

operations

system is very small compared with that

Transportation

operation,

along the transport

study.

they reach the end of their
routine

also

such as truck

concern because the amount of fuel

transportation

that

Transportation

workers,

in environmental

consumed in the waste transportation

relatively

from accidents

material,

Transportation

from the burning

are routinely

consumed by all

and exposure of the public

exposure of transportation
of radiation.

in the accident,

Only very severe accidents

crewmembers, and members of the public

to low levels

nonradioactive

accident.

Economic consequences would result

release

route,

could be injured

are very small
They will

in

not

in the waste management system and will

study.

SPECIAL FEATURESANDGENERICDIFFICULTIES IN ASSESSINGRISKS
IN THE WASTEMANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Assessing the risks

difficulties
risks that
tion.
ods for

in the waste management system has some inherent

that arise from the nature of the facilities
and the types of
must be addressed.
These difficulties
are discussed in this sec-

The speciai

that

are incorporated

waste management facilities

to deal with

described.

features

The discussion

agement system.

is organized

The discussion

into
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risk

assessment meth-

these difficulties

by major facility

of repository

risk

are also

in the waste man-

assessment is divided

into

the preclosure
challenges
2.5.1

and postclosure

associated

phases because of the unique risk

assessment

with each of these phases.

RepositQry Preclosure
The receiving,

repository
industry

handling,

are similar
for

and packaging operations

_o operations

many years.

performed and the risk

Risk studies

special

Preliminary

challenges

contributor

of the potential

that

and operations

to the overall

risks

and operations

ferences
tional

these risks,

conditions

exist

in the repository

was collected.

also utilize

not been used in underground operations
conditions

on this

equipment will

rates and predict
lt

will

the failure

be difficult

retrieval

operations

required

to retrieve

any of the potential
completed,

there will

This uncertainty

at a potential

that

special

still

The effects

use in accident

repository.

designs.

be substantial

occurs because it
operations

the repositories

and operating

equipment that

risk

will

uncertainty

is impossibleto
necessary.

the failure

studies.

The operations

Even after

from

that

would be

in detail

these studies

for

have been

about the operations.
predict

Available

the conditions
information

perform as designed and retrieval
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has

of underground

of the risks

have not yet been characterized

repository

that would make retrieval
indicates

before.

for

under which the data

to develop accurate estimates

the fuel

and conven-

need to be analyzed to estimate

modes for

dif-

the mining data has

between the construction

will

that

probab11' have to be corrected

and the mining conditions

The repository

way in

from mining operations

underground operations

The data will

will

Underground

but there are significant

repository

that

lt

in any detailed

Because of these differences,

to be used very carefully.
differences

with

under-

be an important

of these risks.

There is data available

mining operations.

the specific

estimates

have not been dealt

between the potential

with

from the waste management system,

construction

can be used to help evaluate

will

that

however.

associated

at the repository

to develop reasonable

assessments.

operations

assessment perspective,
risks

have been

are available.

repository

nonradiological

be important
past risk

of these types of operations

from a risk

data indicates

ground construction

have been conducted in the nuclear

methods to analyze these operation_

There are some unique features
provide

that

at the potential

will

not be required.
with

The retrievability

unforseen

the fuel

problems.

when it

necessary.

for

this

methods used for

for

the analysis

risk
for

estimates

accidents

that

the frequency

that

risk

studies

and potential

damage to the facility

The risk

becomes

assessment
be very sim-

phase.

The inherent

lack of

will

result
this

in larger

uncertain-

phase than the risk

into
will

produce offsite

ignored--accidents

inside

types have focused on

These studies

have identified

systems are not breached.

the facility.

be higher

than the probability

the actual

from this

the risk

from accidents

existing

methods may be required

category

produce offsite

of

in significant
but in

but significant

con-

of these types

of accidents
can injure

of accidents

that

facility

could be higher

consequences.

to develop reasonable

could

The protective

The probability

Because these accidents

workers,

that

that may result

a release,

that

Another category

to the workers in the facility,
may prevent

consequences.
risk

of all

of hazardous materials.

the facility
likely

facilities

consequences of very severe accidents

containment

sequences could occur

2.5.2

retrieval

at

and will

consequences.

and injury

which the facility's

that

repository

available,

operating

for

releases

has been largely

of accidents

of

to develop risk

operations.

are developed for

lead to offsite

in significant

systems built

the time that
be required

are generally
operations

condition

the emplacement phase.

Most previous

accident

therefore

the regular

operations,

of the potential

not be known until

about the retrieval

estimates

result

and condition

phase of the repository

to those used for

information
ties

will

has been developed to deal

the retrieval

Many assumptions will

estimates
ilar

Actually,

is retrieved,

the time of retrieval

requirement

Extensions

estimates

than
to

of the risks

are produced.
Repository

Postclosure

The assessment of postclosure
multifaceted

undertaking.

performance is a complicated,

Figure 2.3 (Van Luik et al.

nents of a strategy

for

repository

system.

This strategy

compliance

with

assessing

the EPA standard

ments (NRC 1983a).

repository

the postclosure
is directed

1986) shows the compo-

performance of the geologic

towards the goals of showing

(EPA 1985a) and the NRCperformance

The EPA standard

(EPA 1985a) specifies
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probabilistic

require-

Mined Geologic
S rstem Descri:)tlon

Site
Description

I

I

Waste
Package
System
Description

Packing
and Seals
Description

, ScenarioDevelopment

I

Consequence Modeling

_,

I

•• Waste
Waste Form
Package System

Scenario Screening

I

Materials
and(Releases)
Seals
••Packtng
Geosphere
Transport

1i,

• BtoshereTransport
Effects)
(Health

I Scenario ProbabilityEstimation I

PerformanceCalculation
• Release Rate
- ExpectedConditions
- UnexpectedConditions
• Cumulative Release
- UnexpectedConditions

- Expected Conditions
Comparison to
RegulatoryStandards
and Requirements
_
• CumulativeReleases

Providing Reasonable
Assurance I:
• _,1odelDocumentation
• ivlodeland Methods _

Providing Reasonable
Assurance I1:
• Sensitivity Analysis
• UncertaintyAnalysis

for 10,000 Years
_
• Containment Period
• Release Rate
• Groundwa',erTravel
Time

Peer Review
• Verificationand
_
PartialValidation
• Field and Laboratory
Research

• Peer Review of
Results

--II

$9109057,2

FIGURE 2.3.

Components of a Strategy
for Assessing
the Postclosure
Performance of the Mined Geologic Repository
System
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quantitative
cumulative release limits
to a boundary within the geosphere
called the accessible environment.
Since these radionuclide-specific
release
limits

are based on population

address population

risks

risk

estimates,

the DOEdoes not have to

in showing regulatory

The NRC (NRC 1983a) specifies

compliance.

a minimum time period

during

which the

waste packages must provide substantially
complete containment, and prescribes maximum allowable rates of radionuclide
releases from the engineered
barrier

system after

minimum groundwater
ible

travel

environment,

nature,

containment

failure.

In addition,

time from the disturbed
addressing

a

rock zone to the access-

lhe NRCperformance requirements

and calculations

the NRC specifies

are deterministic

these requirements

will

in

consider

only

expected conditions.
The EPA standard
compliance.
performance
modeling

requires

This requirement

the use of probabilistic
is reflected

assessment with respect

(see Figure 2.3).

evaluations

in the parallel

to scenario

This parallel

to show

structure

of

development and consequence

structure

suggests that

defining

processes or events, either natural or anthropogenic, that could result in
radionuclide
releases to the accessible environment is as important as being
able to model the consequences of those events.
screening,

and the estimating

not easily

done.

document that

Recent efforts

supports

characterization
terization

Plan (DOE 1988).

dard.

a basis

In addition,

satisfy

the public

mental Policy
tion

for

is

area by the DOEare reported

in the

and in section

finding
risk

that

8.3.5.13
purposes,

a repository

estimates

decision-making

repository

sites

of the Site

for

Charac-

both the scenario

can comply with

are needed to confirm
process required

This need for

is being addressed in part

ing and evaluating

and consequenceprobabilities

of three potential

For licensing

and

work

work that makes up the performance assessment must

Act (NEPA).

The remaining

in this

the selection

(DOE 1986f),

and the calculational
provide

of scenario

Scenario identification

by this

ti,_ EPA stan-

safety

and to

by the National

the communication of risk

Environinforma-

report.

two boxes in Figure 2.3 illustrate
the performance calculations
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the need for

and their

results.

documentA

consensus must be built
and its

results

the adequacy of the performance

across a wide spectrum of interested

A significant
tic

regarding

difficulty

postclosure

risk

could result

the analyst

required

assessment lies

in the fact

that

in enhanced releases

The problem of assigning
ject
useful

of current

some scenarios
ario

classes

in the Site

Likewise,

Characterization

scenarios

scenarios

in this

have included
more recent

disruptive

the probabilities

the discussion

of credible

(EPA 1985b).

These studies
and their

Hunter et al.

(1985) cited

a number of publications

calculated

using sophisticated

based on geologic
combinations

scenarios.

consequences in a variety

stated,

assumed probabilities;

The work in risk/performai_ce
the Sandia National
to hypothetical

of the EPA standard
application

systems in basalt,

that

to the present

subject,

they have demonstrated

standard

"...

based on

The purpose of the review was to make the
probabilities

of its

bedded salt,

risk

(Ortiz

et al.

to

and tuff,

however, is the conclusion

a method of assessing

which can take into

1984).

In

a number of FindOf greater
of these authors

compliance with the EPA

account the uncertainty
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of

assessment methodology

ings were made with regard to the then proposed EPA standard.
interest

probabilities

assessment methods being done on behalf

evaluations
Laboratory

probabilities

data;

point that no consensus exists on how to go about assigning
events with a low likelihood
of occurring.

the NRChas included

examples of

and arguments; and probabilities

of these approaches.

the final

of ways.

as including

mathematics and uncertain

considerations

One of the

have addressed the issue of the

of scenarios

assumed probabilities;

analyses that

document supporting

probabilities
unstated,

scen-

of credible

performance

event release

is the EPA's background information

EPA standard

of

Plan (DOE 1988) may aid the devel-

preliminary

and intrusive

site.

remains the sub-

opment of a consensus regarding an approach to the selection
scenarios for the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada.
There are a number of published

that

area (DOE 1986f) may be

consensus regarding

and consequences.

consensus has not been

beyond the repository

to release

Recent DOEeffort

For developing

to do a probabilis-

and disruptive

of materials

probabilities

research.

as a start

parties.

facing

achieved on a comprehensive set of intrusive

assessment

of scenario

frequencies.

The more difficult

distributions

to the scenario

Although

these authors

(Ortiz

one of the most difficult
dard.
either

. .,"

frequencies
et al.

realistic

ranges and

remains to be addressed ....

1984) agreed that

areas in assessing

they are nevertheless

confident

this

problem "...

compliance with
that

"

reasonable

is

the EPA stanapproaches are

developed or under development.
Internationally,

methodology for
fared

problem of assigning

the prospects

assigning

similarly.

for

probability

the formulation

distributions

of a defensible

to release

Despite a 1980 NEA workshop on the subject

scenarios

have

(NEA 1981), in

1985 the recommendation was again made to the NEA to have a workshop or form
an expert
scenario

group to address methodology development for
identification

and probability
continues

distributions

to challenge

and some experts
nically

(NEA 1986).

risk/performance

area of assigning

as required

assessment community,
of doing credible,

probability

to show compliance with

published

on the disposal

its

there

of probabilities
the accessible

tech-

distributions

the EPA standard

proposed amendments (NRC 1986) te its

of HLWand spent nuclear

fuel

these proposed amendments, which conform the NRCrule
standard,

The subject

1985).

The NRCrecently
rule

scenarios

about the prospects

work in this

scenarios,

(Kocher et al.

the repository

release

and the assignment of probabilities

to release

are pessimistic

defensible

to release

final

and screening,

radionuclide

is a discussion
to scenarios
environment"

of the NRC's intent
(processes

and events)

with

(NRC 1983a).
the final

concerning
resulting

In
EPA

the assignment
in releases

to

"The Commission [NRC] will require an extensive and thorough investigation
of relevant processes and events, but will require
analyses of the probability
and/or consequence of each only to the
extent necessary to determine its contribution
to the overall
probability
distribution
....
Generally, categories of processes
and events which can be shown to have a likelihood
less than one
chance in 10,000 over i0,000 years, along with categories of processes and events which otherwise can be shown not to change the
remaining probability
distribution
of cumulative release significantly,
need not receive further
analysis."
The likelihood
in a significant

of the occurrence
release

of a process or event that

needs to be described
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could result

in terms of a probability

i

distribution.

If there

distribution,

uncertainty

making conservative

is no consensus on the bounds of this
exists.

This type of uncertainty

bounding calculations

may mean assigning

a probability

at or near unity

or event in the consequence probability
assigning

a unit

preliminary
2.5.3

probability

risk

Monitored

Retrievable

Special

operations
ysis

the process

has been used in some of the

and packaging operations

risk

assessment features

operations

is the only portion

challenges.

The MRSfacility

storage containers

that
will

contain

such as drywells

requires

The storage

consideration

preclosure

risk

anal-

phase of the MRSfacility
unique risk

spent fuel

or casks.

repos-

with these types of

on repository

may present

at the MRSfacility

at the potential

associated

in the section

not be repeated here.

MRSfacility

which

This approach of

to the comparable operations

were discussed

and will

and including

by

Storage

handling,

be very similar

itory.

to the NRC (1986),

distribution.

to a scenario

may be treated

assessments done to date.

The receiving,
will

according

probability

assessment

in passively

Analysis

cooled

of the risks

of events such as earthquakes

from the

that might

damage the containment boundaries for a number of the storage containers at
one time.
Previous studies that have considered these types of accidents
have made pessimistic
is also possible
fuel

assumptions about the damage caused by earthquakes,

tha_ some long term degradation

and the storage

casks or drywells

age systems are designed to prevent
mechanisms.
tion,

will

but the possibility

scenarios

or affect

may warrant
2.5.4

The fuel

during

that degradation

the releases

the storage

or inhibit

also be monitored

mechanisms may affect
period.

lt

the

The stor-

known or suspected degradation
to detect

the onset of degrada-

might occur and initiate

from accidents

initiated

in transportation

risk

accident

by other

sources

consideration.

Transportation
The principal

the fact

that

merit variables
with location).

difficulties

transportation

occurs in the public

such as population
Shipping

and climate_

analysis

arise

domain where risk

are not fixed

(i.e.,

casks are loaded and unloaded at a fixed
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from
assessthey vary

facility

with known site
tion

route,

parameters.

the variables

transportation

risks

route each time,
from reactors

ties,

tion

densities,

repository

vehicle

change.

for

the variables

in transportation
is generally

The large
of detailed
constructing
the analysis.
risk

is used to weight

it

high population

densities

for

Detailed

risk

needs and the available

techniques

treatment

that

of all

parameters and unavailability
dealt

collected

produce credible
combination

with

coincide

results,

account for

to perform

represent

because most
of a given
conditions.

areas where important

coincide

with high accident

by

and used in

with other similar

than average risks

Average data sets are created

are analyzed.

Analytical

data set tends to neglect

the capability

that will

data are identified

would be very

processes in which the frequency

lead to higher

analyses

to

transporta-

These average data sets reasonably

This process can still

parameters that

risk

to perform.

data in a form that can be readily

developing

data available

some of these parameters is typically

However, using the "averaged"

currently

severe

of the potential

studies.

in important

methods use "averaging"

condition

densi-

with the wide range of variables

risk

average data sets.

the more detailed

traffic

not needed.

variabilities

data for

substantial

of encountering
all

from

moves along the route,

the calculations

resources

originate

from the reactor

There is not sufficient

have been developed to deal efficiently
must be treated

will

weather parameters,

in detail

substantial

Shipments

highways,

As the transport
and the likelihood

the same

tend to converge in

the routes

If the data were available,

complex and require

will

be unique (e.g,,

each of these variables
routes.

or MRSfacility

land use patterns,
all

and destination.

such as major interstate

frequencies,

conditions

and consequences of

The cask may not follow

Although the routes

to the interstates).

accident
treat

sites.
corridors"

accident

the frequency

change continuously.

of each route will

population

affect

to the potential

"transportation
sites

that

even between the same origin

about 75 different
portions

However, as the cask moves along the transporta-

(e.g.,

rates).

route-specific

areas where

The DOE is
transportation

such conditions.
in a number of ways.

data source that

and the data that will

These data sets usually

most closely

Typically,

approximates

the needed

be used to develop the data set

take the form of a distribution
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the data

over

the possible

range of the needed variable.

segments and the probability
estimated.
analysis

Population
transport

ulated

rural

the route,

of interest.
this

moves along the transportation
of population

may pass through densely
populated

can then be used in the risk

can be used to illustrate

a wide variety

populated

densities.

and a large

A transportation

different

The risk

analysis

accident.
tion

The probability

ciated

number of locations

could take place,

lt

also so that

sequences of an accident
be made tractable
represent
population

at all

by developing

the actual

population

p)tential

representative
to estimate

in each population

to try

to estimate
sites.

the accident

will

the con-

and the portion
category

likely

of the route that

can be determined.

in each zone.

zone.

accident

use patterns.
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Similar
rates,

If data is

in each zone, accidents
The consequences of an

zone can then be estimated

occur in that

The actual

The data can be divided

the frequency of accidents

been used for weather conditions,

an

This problem can

along the route.

the route through each zone can be used as an estimate
that

can be asso-

route where an accident

accident

distribution

densities

can be assumed to be equally
accident

a probability

a set of popuTation zones and using them to

passes through zones of each density
not available

population

in each of the popula-

data can be used to develop these data.

several

along

one should occur.

There are essentially

not feasible

pop-

range of consequences from the

along a transportation

is clearly

if

occurring

with each of the consequence levels.

infinite

into

the potential

zones needs to be determined

less

because of the dif-

each of these potential

of the accident

through

through sparsely

in the number of people exposed to a release,
describe

of the route

could occur at any point

but the consequences would be vastly

to adequately

As the

passes through

another portion

ferences
densities

it

One portion

portion

accident

needs to deal with

process.

route,

urban areas,

suburban areas,

areas.

into

being in each segment is

distributions

the variable

densities

vehicle

areas with
densely

of the variable

These probability
to represent

The range is often divided

and the fraction
of the probability

averaging
traffic

of

processes have

densities,

and land

Another difficulty
conditions

that

will

allow a release.
and thermal
small.
that

in transportation
be required

stresses,

the cask will

to damage the shipping

and thus,

not fail

the probability

that

in the test

environments.

date use simple

More sophisticated

expensive to use.

very severe mechanical
is extremely

that

are required

for

or experimental data is available
threshold of the cask in severe
risk

analytical

tools

studies

the
upon

assessments performed to

methods to estimate

analytical

Most previous

to

has been done to demonstrate

conditions

Most of the accident

but conservative

the

cask sufficiently

of a release

is available

cask to be licensed.
Little
analysis
which to base estimates of the failure

thresholds.

assessment is predicting

The casks are designed to withstand

Most of the analysis

accident

risk

are available,

these
but they are

have not had the resources

available

to apply these methods.
Difficulties
spent fuel
lt

have also been encountered

material

is difficult

experience
behavior

that

would be released

analytically

inside

the cask.

of the fuel

transportation

to estimate
Little

consensus of the technical
est',mates

the accident

cask in an accident

the

could be experienced
transportation

1981), but most studies

forces

that

accidents

The factors

that

occur.

will

is also difficult.
These accidents

in a
accident

have used conservative

that

be experienced
A cask will

influence

models are available

accidents

take place.

The only work available

environments

in the engineering

severe enough to fail

accident

data and has substantial
1978),

This information

of severe accidents

to predict

severity

associated

does not make it

possible

vary along a particular
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accident

the frequency

uncertainties

are

when very severe

the cask is based on nationally

will

of the

that describes

terms needed to predict

accidents

only be damaged in a

the accident

No analytical

will

by a transporta-

are a very small fraction

very complex.

frequency

to estimate

would

has been expended to develop a

very severe accident.

et al.

the fuel

because of the lack of good data.

Predicting
tion

that

community on spent fuel

source terms (Wilmot et al,

that

data is available

Someeffort

the amount of

from a cask in a severe accident.

the stresses

in the environments

accident.

in estimating

with

of

averaged
it

to predict

(Dennis
how the

transportation

route, although it probably
from a large transportation

provides a reasonable basis for estimating
risks
fleet that includes shipments through much of tile

country.
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3.0

This chapter

W___STE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

presents

a description

was used as the basis for
features

this

of the facilities

as throughput
materials,

rate,

of the waste management system that

study.

The description

in the system that

capacity,

unit

The OCRWM
Mission

capabilities

The MRSfacility

considering

configuration,

storage

tion

and repository

ties

of the potential

to consolidate

fuel

two major potential

systems with

currently
plus fuel

disposal

and inventories

and without

tinder consideration
consolidation,

descriptions

section

for

an MRSfacility.
at this

The
time.

a storage-only

the specific
regarding

capabili-

whether or not

This study was completed prior
to completion

The reader is therefore

in this

configurations

and storage plus consolida-

are also uncertain

at the repository.

design studies.

design studies

include

Furthermore,

passage of the Amendments Act and also prior
itory

of radioactive

are also uncertain

packaging.

repository

such

presented,

of the MRSfacility

options

to safety,

Plan (DOE 1985) and conceptual

the waste management system:
specific

are important

operations,

form the bases for much of the information
The DOE is currently

focuses on the design

and the analyses

cautioned
in later

to

of detailed

that

repos-

the design

chapters

of this

report may be inconsistent
with current DOEpolicy regarding the MRSfacility
or the most recent design of the repository.
However, the impacts of these
uncertainties

on the results

and conclusions

of this

study will

be considered

in Chapters 5.0 and 6.0.
lllustrations

of the two general

management system envisioned
198t,).

of the commercial waste

by the DOE are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 (DOE

As shown, the system is comprised of one or more repositories

configurations),

an integral

the transportation
a second repository

MRSfacility

system that
associated

supports
with

between the waste sources [commercial
defense high-level

both system configurations.
simplicity

repository.

power reactors

are also shown in the figures.
will

for

the first

waste (DHI_W)generators]

(CHLW) are those that

(both

(system with an MRSfacility),

is shown on the figures,

focuses on the risks

facilities

configurations

be sol ldified
3.1

this

and
Although

report

Material

flows

and commercial and

and the DOEwaste management
.Commercial high-level

during

the West Valley

wastes

3,2

3.3

z

DemonstrationProject. Defense high-levelwaste generatorsinclude the
Savannah River Plant, the Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory,and the
Hanford Site.
The two elements that make up the system without an MRS facility are the
potentialrepositoryand the transportationsystem. The OCRWM will take
title to the waste prior to departing t)_egates of the generatingfacilities.
The waste will be transportedto the repositoryby rail or truck using
speciallydesigned, shieldedtransportationcasks. The repositoryconsists
of a waste disposal preclosuresubsystemand a waste disposal postclosure
subsystem. The preclosuresubsystem will prepare the waste for emplacement
by consolidatingthe spent fuel as needed; packagingthe spent fuel, DHLW,
and CHLW for final disposal; and emplacingthe wastes in undergroundrooms
for permanent isolation. The postclosuresystem includes the engineeredand
geologic barriers that isolatethe waste from the accessibleenvironmentfor
1,000 }ears or more.
In the system with an MRS facility,the waste will be transportedto the
MRS facility and the potentialrepository. The majority of the spent fuel
destined for the repositorywill be transportedfrom the reactors to the MRS
facility and then from the MRS facility to the repository. Current plans
call for shipping spent fuel from nearby western reactors directly to the
first repository.
At the MRS facility,spent fuel will be disassembled,and the rods will
be consolidatedinto canistersand stored. The canisteredfuel will be
=

shipped to the repository
This section
describes
itory.

for disposal.

is organized

the important
The information

tion

for

tuff

repository.

the MRSfacility.

three main sections.

safety-related
provided

routine emissions, throughput
and inventories
of radioactive
potential

into

Section 3.1

data for the potential

in this

section

includes

tuff

repos-

process flows,

rate, waste disposal package characteristics,
materials at various locations
within the
Section

3.2 presents the same types of informa-

The transportation

3.4

system is described

in

Section
include

3.3.
The sections on the repositories
discussions of differences
that arise

facility
3.1

in the system.
GENERALDESCRIPTIONOF A REPOSITORY
The repository

surface
tory

facilities

support

handling

will
will

consist

and transporting
gate in rail

A general
include

or truck

The waste will

transportation

be moved into

be consolidated
tion,

cuts off

horizontal
structural
canister

in a device that

and loaded into
similar

to a canister

The spent fuel
waste streams.
ters,

failed

would be classified
ported offsite

and laboratory

as low-level

to a LLWdisposal

some manner (e.g.,
transport.

from the liquid

defects.

compaction,

facility.
incineration,

be compacted

disposal

canisters
not be con-

These assemblies will

in production

of secondary

used ventilation

waste treatment

wastes (LLW) will

will

hot cell.

result

wastes.

is assumed that

assemblies will

Examples of secondary wastes include
equipment,

lt

operation

in the encapsulation
will

in posi-

the assemblies to the

be loaded into

or structural

be disassembled

assemblies

hot cell.

Some fuel

and HLWoperations

ion exchange resins

inated

spent fuel.

because of cladding

be transferred

(or packaging)

These drums will

building.

rods, and pulls them from the
rods will then be loaded into a

hardware from the consolidation

to those used for

solidated

rotates

and wash-

Fuel assemblies will

clamps the spent-fuel

grips the exposed fuel
The consolidated fuel

drums.

will

to disposal.

the top and bottom fittings,

in the encapsulation

inspection

spent fuel

prior

storing,

at the repository

area of the waste-handling

an MRSfacility,

at the repositories

position,
hardware.

the structural

be received

in

The waste-

packaging,

casks and, after

the hot-cell

In the system without
and consolidated

receiving,

reposi-

a repository

is shown in Figure 3.3.
for

The

systems and other

process flow diagram for

facilities

the waste.

and underground facilities.

of waste-handling

an MRSfacility

system will

downs, will

have both surface

facilities.

the system without

for

and the transportation
system
from inclusion
of an MRS

system, contam-

Other secondary wastes that
be packaged and trans-

The LLWmay also be treated
etc.)

fil-

prior

in

to packaging them

These wastes could also be disposed of in the underground

3.5

I
TRU, HAW
HLW

Spent

Cask

Fuel
HLW

Receiving
and Handling

Secondary

TRU, HAW

Waste
Treatment

,-_

_

T T

Spent Fuel
Consolidation

TRU HAW to
Secondary --,,
Waste Treatment
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Ali
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FIGURE 3.3.

portion

of the

activity

wastes

disposed

of

to

reduce

repository,

lt

(HAW) that

in the

their

Block Diagram for Repositories
Without an MRS Facility

repository.

volume

is

cannot

presently

anticipated

be classified

3.6

sf, ability.

the

that

as LLW will

These HAWm_y also

and enhance their

in

be treated

System

the

high-

be packaged
in

and

some manner

lt
steel

is currently

canisters

repository,
for

prior

prior

will

to emplacement.

the repository

1986e) and Table 3.2 for
TABLE 3.1.

DHLWand CHLWwill

to shipment to the repository.

the canisters

container
tics

planned that

be sealed inside

be placed

in stainless-

At the potential

a thin-wall,

tuff

stainless-steel

A summary of the waste package characteris-

is provided
consolidated

in Table 3.1 for
spent fuel

intact

spent fuel

(DOE 1986b).

Potential Repository Waste Package Characteristics
Intact Spent Fuel Assemblies (DOE 1986e)
PWR

for

BWR

Waste Form
Number of Assemblies
Thermal Outp_ (watts)(a)
Length (cm)_D)
Weight (kg)(b)

3
1,650
450
2,050

6
1,140
454
1,670

Canister
Type
Diameter (cm)
Length (cm)(b)
Weight (kg)(b)
Disposal

Space Frame
NS(C)
NS
NS

Space Frame
NA
NS
330

Stainless Steel
66.0
1.0
470.0

Stainless Steel
66.0
1.0
470.0

Container

Material
Outside Diameter (cm)
Wall Thickn_
(cm)
Length (cm)_D)
Weight
(kgI(b)
Weight Empty
Full (kg)
b)

930
3,190

930
2,930

Packing
Type

None

Min. Thickness (cm)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Q

None

....

Based on 10-year-old PWRfuel with 33,000 MWD/MTUburnup,
and 10-year-old BWRfuel with 27,500 MWD/MTUburnup.
Representative values only for this study.
This value
depends on fuel rod dimensions.
NS: Not specified.
NA: Not applicable.
3.7

(DOE

TABLE 3.2.

Potential
Repository Waste Package Characteristics
Consolidated Spent Fuel Assemblies (DOE 1986e)
PWR

for

BWR

Waste Form
Number of Assemblies

6

Thermal(watts)_
aOt_ut_
Length (cm)! b)
Weight (kg)£ b)

14

3300
385
39@0

2660
385
3820

Canister
Type
Diameter (c_
Length (cm)£u)
Weight (kg)(b)
Disposal

Space Frame
NA
NA
210

Space Frame
NA
NA
330

Container

Material
Outside Diameter (cm)
Wall Thickn@_ (cm)
Length (cm)£D)

Stainless Steel
66.0
1.0
405

Weight
(kgl(b)
Weight Empty
Full (kg)
b)

Stainless Steel
66._
1.0
405

820
4,990

820
4,970

None

None

Packinq
Type
Min. Thickness
(a)
(b)

(cm)

Based on 10-year-old PWRfuel with 33,000 MTD/MTUburnup, and
10-year-old BWRfuel with 27,500 MWD/MTUburnup.
Representative values only for this study.
This value depends on
fuel rod dimensions.

Sufficient

lag storage capacity

accommodate peak receipt
tions.

Support facilities

storage,

administration,

other miscellaneous
structures,

....

rates
will

ventilation

fans,

Access to the surface

facilities

be available

and potential
include

security,

buildings.

will

delays

maintenance,

visitors

center,

at the repository

in underground operautilities,

warehousing,

personnel,

training

Emergency power geaerators,
and hoisting
will

facilities

be restricted
3.8

to

will

and

shaft-headframe
be provided.

and monitoring

facilities

will

be provided.

for

the processing

and effluents

minimizes
engineered

for

consist

will

also protect

presented

of radionuclides

of radioactive

in Table 3.3.

imum inventory
inventories

of radionuclides

that

inventories

at plant

design

is slightly

different

in public

locations

will

include

facility
consist

operation

dust and pollutants

construction
primarily

separate

into

intrusion

seals,

supports

shielding,

the waste from
substantially

The waste package

and control

the

the host rock.
at selected

facility

in the table

may be present

locations

represents

at a given time.
repository

for the potential

tuff

are

the max-

design of the basalt
tuff

These
repos-

design.

The

repository
in major dif-

risks.

and nonradioactive
and construction.
generated

of radon and its
3.9

effluents

will

occur as a

Nonradiological

from operation

and mining operations.

of releases

that

but are not expected to result

and occupational

of repository

shaft

the chemical and physical

300 to 1,000 years.

of the potential

Emissions of radioactive
result

and components, including

be designed to provide

were developed from the conceptual

actual

and

media.

materials

materials

radio-

The repository

the waste package (i.e.,

The data presented

and are representative

ferences

in the future.

the waste from groundwater

and migration

Inventories

itory

of the waste for

used

to the biosphere

the waste form and any containers,

absorbent

be used

limits

rooms, and the host rock that

The waste package will

complete containment
release

environment

of the waste and the geologic

and other

will

media that

be designed to mitigate

The waste package includes

will

with

and disposal

The repository

the host rock.

wastes

and the waste package.

of the geologic

human interference

not associated

of tunnels

barriers,

radioactive

and engineered,

of the underground structures

barriers

interactions

of mined rock and

The three types of barriers

through the geohydrologic

consist

the backfill

packing

both natural

system, the repository,

system will

the potential
will

them).

barriers,

as the natural

transport

portion

of site-generated

the wastes from the environment.

The natural

and storage

al so be provided.

independent

are classified

nuclide

for the handling

and decontamination

will

Multiple
to isolate

Facilities

Radiological

effluents

of machinery during
effluents

decay products

will

(naturally

occurring

in rocks)

during

mining operations

and releases

tion systems at the surface facilities
during
emissions are summarized in Table 3.4.
Special

waste

handling

operations

will

from the ventila-

normal operations.

be of two types'

These

1) rework of

waste containersand 2) performanceconfirmationtesting. Repairs will be
needed for the spent fuel disposal containersof HLW overpacksthat do not
pass final inspection.

The repair

procedures

will

vary with the container

design.
TABLE 3.4.

Airborne Emissions During Construction and Operation
Potential Repository
(system without an MRS facility)_
Emissions
Operat ing Phase/Material
Construction

Nonradiological

Carbon monox i de
SuLfur dioxide
NItrogen oxides
Total suspended
particulates
Hydrocarbons

4.4E+3
1.2E+3
2.3E+4
1.4E+3

Pollutants

(kg/yr)

1.6E+3
Radionuclide Emissions (Ci/yr)

Ph-210
Pb-212
Pb-214
Bi-210
Rn-220
Rn-222

4.7E-4
8.8E-3
5.6
5.6
5.9
5.6

Operations

Nonradio(ogical PolLutants (kg/yr)

Carbon monox ide
Sulfur dioxide

7.4E+3
2.4E+3

Nitrogen oxides
Totat suspended
part iculates
Hydrocarbons

3.8E+4
3.0E+3
2.7E+3
Radionuclide Emissions (Ci/yr)

H"3
C'14
Kr-85
I-129

(a)
(b)

2.8E+2(b)
1.1E+0(b)
1.4E+4(b)
2.8E-2

Sources: DOE 1986b, DOE 1980, and DOE 1979a.
lt was assun_d by DOE (1986c) that virtuatly all of the H-3,
C-14, Kt-85, and 1-129 that wi[L be released into the building
ventilation system will be released into the surrounding
environment.
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f a
)

To meet NRC regulatory
will

be designed to maintain

after
will

requirements

the first

the capability

to retrieve

waste has been emplaced.

be conducted beginning

throughout

(NRC 1983a) the potential

the operating

at the site

life

repository

wastes for

50 years

A performance confirmation
characterization

of the repository

program

phase and continuing

and the retrievability

period.
With an integral
face facilities

MRSfacility

of the repository

perform since the MRSfacility
waste preparation
first

potential

facility

functions.
repository

the system with

handling

That function

will

of the potential

is allocated

repositories

result

in reductions

The repository,

testing

repository

to

in

however, will

on damaged waste containers

as required

The principal

in the

in the need for waste

to meet licensing

maintain
and for

the
per-

and quality

change from the system without

an MRS

be the enlargement of the waste handling

building

of spent fuel

hardware and other

as well

as nonfuel

bearing

secondary wastes produced at the MRSfacility.

Inventories

materials

tuff

at various

locations

an MRS facility

in the potential

are presented

The waste emplacement area for
will

an MRS

at the potential

a block diagram for

requirements

operations

assurance requirements.

system with

and

between

and without

facilities

an MRSfacility.

facilities.

for remedial

date receipts

difference

to

an MRSfacility.

and support

will

functional

in the systems with

Figure 3.4 presents

formance confirmation
facility

many of the waste handling

of consolidation

an MRSfacility

capability

provide

designs

The reduced functional
system with

have a reduced number of functions

The principal

in the system with

the MRSfacility.

will

will

is in the exclusion

repository

in the waste management system, the sur-

on the surface.

For this

vertical

shaft

will

artist's

rendition

reason,

at the tuff
facilities

3.12

repository

tuff

for

repository

than the waste handling

be used For transporting
of the surface

of radioactive
the

in Table 3.5.

the potential

be only 800 Feet lower in elevation

to accommo-

site

a ramp rather

(DOE 1986e)
facilities
than a

the waste underground.

An

is shown in Figure 3.5.

0
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.Ali
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_
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FIGURE 3.4,

0

Simplified
Block Diagram for
System with an MRS Facility
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Repositories

in

the

3,14

3.15

The tuff
container

waste package will

with an internal

be composed of a thin-wall,

spaceframe for

holding

stainless-steel

spent fuel

pins or assem-

bl ies and HLWcontainers,

tuff

Access for

waste packages to the underground facilities

repository

will

basalt
salt

be via a ramp rather

and salt

repositories,

and basalt

repositories,

lowered down a shaft,
time,

A transfer
will

be driven

both vertical

and horizontal

that

similar

is used at the

to those used In the

down the ramp rather
will

A concrete

than

also be similar,

emplacement configurations
shield

At this

are being

plug and cover plate

will

DESCRIPT!ONOF THE INTEGRALMRSFACILITY
The second major configuration

include

an integral

repository
itory
for

cask,

Emplacement activities

carried along in sign process,
be installed
in each borehole.

3.2

than a shaft

at the potential

will

MRSfacility.

waste receipt
facilities,

strated

in Figure 3.6.

be received

which is illustrated

contact

with,

will

efficiency
of handling

shielded

"hot cells"

or exposure to,

of the spent fuel

formed at tile MRSfacility,

will

Operations

inside

will

rods,

occur while

begin with

required

assemblies will

first

at the repository.
be disassembled

casks.

(R&H) buildirlg,
be prepared for

to protect

materials.

is to be per-

in the R&Hbuilding.

Consoli-

and decreasing

During consolidation,

will

the workers

radioactive

consolidation

to a repository

the

transportation

decrease the number of waste packages, thus increasing
of waste transportation

is illu-

in the R&Hbuilding

the highly
if

of facilities

the MRSfacility

Here the waste will

at the MRSFacility.

the repos-

of the waste and various

the receiving-and-handling

in Figure 3.7.

Consolidation
dation

storage

in heavily

until

would consist

block diagram for

into

be performed by remote control
from direct

temporary

or rail

placement in the

at the MRSfacility

sequence for' the MRSfacility

of waste by truck

storage

eventual

The MRSfacility

A simplified

The operational

temporary

them.

and storage,

support

The waste will

The wastes for

be prepared and stored

is ready to receive

arrival

of the waste management,system will

the
the amount

the spent fuel

by removing the upper and lower tie
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FIGURE 3.6.

Simplified

Block

Diagram

for

an Integral

MRS Facility
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,n

3.18
_

Q

plates,
tural

the spacer grids
members.

bundle for

that

The fuel

insertion

assemblies will

rods will

into

a canister.

Defective

be loaded directly

into

will

thespent

canisters.

fuel

be purged of air;

and welded shut.

inspected

for weld quality.

bearing

packed

scrap of the fuel

for

eventual

with an inert

shipment

They will

used at the MRSfacility

handling

The canisters

a closely

not be consolidated.

are

and use at the repository.

rods are loaded into

the canisters,

the canisters

gas such as argon, helium,
would be tested

If necessary,

cleaned to remove any radioactive

and any other struc-

containers

Canisters

efficient

filled

nitrogen;

will

The nonfuel

assemblies will

expected to be designed for

rods,

then be formed into

be compacted and loaded into

to a repository.

After

separate the fuel

the exterior

for

surfaces

surface contamination.

be placed in storage at the MRSfacility

leaks

or

and

would be

Loaded canisters

or shipped directly

to the

repository.
Sealed concrete
for

storage

wells

of the canistered

are being considered

a large

steel-lined,

less-steel
shield

storage casks have been selected

reinforced-concrete

canisters

of spent fuel.

plug and a welded steel

illustrated
Canisters

inside

cylinder
The capacity

in Table 3.6.

er other containers

that

of waste will

on a concrete pad.

_

concrete

storage cask concept

any loss _f canister

levels

be

atmosphere.

at the cask surfaces

In addition,

area and
Tem-

that could result in damage
inside it.
The thick walls

be capable of being routinely
integrity.

the casks

by the waste will

of the cask to the surrounding

3.19
z

a thick

be moved to the storage

The heat emitted

keep the radiation

Each storage module will

i

cask is

holds welded stain-

be loaded into

perature within the cask will remain below levels
to either the cask or the sealed canisters stored

aetect

dry-

of each cask for different

The concrete

and the cask will

conducted through the walls

of the cask will
limits.

Field

A sealed storage

The cask is closed with

lid.

method

in Figure 3.8.

the R&H building,

placed upright

MRSfacility.

as a design alternative.

types of waste is provided
is

waste at an integral

as the preferred

within

monitored

the environment

safe

to
of the

TABLE 3.6. Concrete Cask Contents (Parsons 1985)

Waste Type

Liner OD(a)
(in.)

ContainerType and Number

Spent fuel

Twelve 12.75-in.canisters

72.0

Nonfuel-bearingcomponents

Three 28.5-in. storage cages, each
with five 55-gal drums

60.0

RHTRU (50 to 1,000 R/hr)

Seven 24.00-in.canisters

84.0

RHTRU (<50 R/hr)

Nine 24.00-in.canisters

I02.0

CommercialHLW

Nine 12.75-in.by 10-ft canisters
Eight 12.75-in.by 15-ft canisters
One 30.O0-in.canister

60.0
60.0
60 0

West Valley HLW

Five 24.0-in. canisters

78.0

(a) OD = outside

diameter.

I.',ill

I

FIGURE 3.8. Concrete Storage Cask
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storage area will be continuouslymonitored to detect any failures in the
containmentof the radioacLivewaste materials.
The field drywell (see Figure 3.9) will be in an inground sealed metal
el,closure
for storing canistersof waste. The drywells can be bored to
differentsizes as required to accept differentsizes of canisters. The
capacitiesof field drywells for differenttypes of wastes are shown in
Table 3.7. Nominal radionuclideinventoriesin a spent fuel storage cask can
be found in Table3.8.
To load the field drywells,waste canisterswould be loaded into a
shielded transportervehicle while inside the R&H building. The transporter

:;:--2--::
:::::
:

(

J
1"

FIGURE3.9.

0

Field
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Drywell

TABLE 3.7.
Liner
Diameter
{in. )
+

Drywell

Dimensions and Contents (Parsons 1985)

Liner
Length
(in.)

Container
Length
.Lj_n_=)___
in

Contents

Container
OD ( in. )

canister

12.75

192.0

16.0

24.7.0

Spent fuel

18.0

235.88
181.88

Commercial HLWcanister
Commercial HLWcanister

12.75
12,75

180.0
120.0

30.0

247.0

Nonfuel -bearing components
Drum (five per package)
West Valley HLWcanister
RHTRUcanister or drum

28.50

186.5

28.50

186.5

30.00
31.50

202.5

36.0

247.0

would then carry
drywell,
shield

Commercial HLWcanister
Overpacked 55 gal drum
(five per package)
the canister/cask

lower the canister
plug.

The drywell

of the cavity.

into

The drywell's

plate

shield

with

to the

the top

and the surrounding

cask, each drywell

also be monitored

the building

and cover it

and a medium for

any leakage from the stored
area will

outside

would then be welded onto the liner

metal cavity

Like the sealed storage
storage

the drywell,

closure

provide both a radiation
the stored materials.

to detect

configuration

conducting

will

containers.

soil

would

heat away from

be routinely

monitored

The environment

of the

continuously.

i

Nominal inventories

of radionuclides

facility
are presented in Table 3.8.
emissions are shown in Table 3.9.
3.3

at various

Radiological

locations

within

the MRS

and nonradiological

DESCRIPTIONOF THE TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM
The waste transportation

vehicles,
repository

and ancillary

system will

equipment that

will

include

the casks, transportation

be used to transport

waste to the

and the MRSfacility.

In the system without
and solidified

an MRSfacility,

HLWto the repository

the transportation

of spent fuel

is expected to be accomplished with
3.22

-
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TABLE 3.9.

Routine Radiologic_l
the MRSFacility _a)

and Nonradiological

Annual Release
Construction
Operation

Material
Nonradiological

Pollutants

(kg/yr)

Carbon monoxide
Sulfur oxides
Nitrogen oxides
Total suspended
Radiological

Emissions from

Not given( b)
Not given
Not given
4.5E+4

4.5E+3
2.5E+4
1.6E+4
4.5E+3

Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant

2.9E+2
9.6E+3
3.0E-2

Emissions (Ci/yr)

H-3
Kr-85
I--129

(a) Source'
DOE1985b.
(b) These pollutants
were not considered in the MRSenvironmental
assessment (DOE 1985b) because mobile sources are not considered
in 40 CFR 51.

legal-weight

truck

capabilities

at the reactor

Shipping

(LWT) and rail

casks for

massive,

heavily-shielded,

shipping

casks will

to transport
(i.e.,

fuel

that

"hot"

Table 3.10.
shipping

120-day-old

The primary
will

fuel

that

the existing

with'

at least

shipping

rail

in Figures

5 years
and

casks are

and truck

versions

3.10 and 3.11,

of these casks are presented
radionuclides

are shown in Table 3.11.

be those associated

for

of
years

compared with the much more thermally

of the principal

transportation

A "new generation"

from reactors

casks are illustrated

evolve during

HLWare

over the next several

Conceptual design_ of future

Inventories
will

and solidified

containers.

The nominal characteristics

casks that

information

spent fuel

thick-walled

fuel),

shipping

respectively,

transporting

has been discharged

designed to transport.
of spent fuel

sites.

be designed and constructed

5 -to-lO-year-old

radiologically

casks depending on the cask handling

in truck

More specific

in

and rail

cask design

the ongoing cask procurement process.
links
I)

in the system with an MRSfacility

the movement of spent fuel
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from reactor

FIGURE3,10.

100-Ton Reference Spent Fuel Transportation
for Shipment by Rail or Barge

Cask

3,3 FEET

17.9 FEET

TIE-DOWN
TRUNNION

LIFTING TRUNNION
SOLID NEUTRON
SHIELDING MATERIAL

STEEL CASK BODY

\

__"
37 FE

" DEPLETED URANIUM/STEEL
SHIELDING LINER

SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLIES
'FUEL ASSEMBLY SUPPORT BASKET
IMPACT LIMITER

INTERNAL
THERMAL

SHIELD AND DUST COVER

EXTERNAL IMPACT LIMITER
CLOSURE

FIGURE3.11.

40-Ton Reference Spent Fuel Transportation
for Shipment by Truck
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Cask

TABLE 3.10.

Nominal Shipping

Cask [:; ,r=cLerlstics

(DOE 1986a)

Legal-Weight Truck
Cask Characteristics

Rail
Cask Characteristics

Top OD (cm)

112

216

Overall

546

597

Empty Weight (kg)

22,000

74,000

Loaded Weight (kg)

24,000

86,000

Type of Closure

Double

Double

Cavity

Dry Gas

Dry Gas

2.8
Smooth Steel

13
Smooth Steel

2 PWRor 5 BWR
4 PWRor 8 BWR(a)

14 PWRor 36 BWR
20 PWRor 50 BWR

Not shipped by truck

5

Length (cm)

Atmosphere

MaximumThermal Output (kW)
Outer Surface
Capacities'
Intact spent fuel
Consolidated fuel

assemblies
assemblies

Defense HLWcanisters(b)
(a)

Consolidated fuel rods are assumed to be packaged in square
canisters.
Each canister of DHLWis assumed to be the equivalent of 0.5 MTU of
spent fuel.
The DHLWshipping cask is likely
to be of a different
design.
The cask characteristics
listed
in the table approximate
the design parameters of a DHLWshipping cask.

(b)

sites

to the MRSfacility

associated

and 2) the shipment of consolidated

waste products

of spent fuel
and truck.

from the MRSfacility

from the reactors
Spent fuel

carry
rail
lt

no other

Defense Waste Processing
spent fuel

Commercial high-level

DHLWwill

leaving

from the MRSfacility

casks will

be similar

be made by both rail
and the first

waste will

be transported

by rail

to both repositories.

to the first
fJr' storage

to those illustrated
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by

DHLW.

(DWPF) DHLWmay be added to trains

the DHLWwould not go to the MRSfacility
the shipping

Shipments

system has been assumed for

be transported

Facility

rods and

rail-car
dedicated trains.
Dedicated
cask cars.
The dedicated train will

A commontransportation

is assumed that

will

shipments between the MRSfacility

freight.

and truck.

to a repository.

to the MRSfacility

repository
will be made using multiple
trains are assumed to consist of five

fuel

repository.

carrying
However,

or preparation.
previously

Ali
in

of

TABLE 3,11.

Radionuclide IF)v_ntories
Shipping Casks_a_

Fission Products_

in Truck and Rail

Tr_qc.k
Cask (ci)(b)

H-3
Kr-85
1-129
Sr-90+Y-90
Ru-106
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ce-144+Pr-144
All other FPs

,RailCas,
k ,L_.i_]_(b!_

4.3E+2
4,4E+3
2,9E-2
1.1E+5
5,1E+2
4.9E+3
7,6E+4
2,7E+2
8,9E+4

30E+3
3 IE+4
20E-I
7 4E+5
3 6E+3
3 4E+4
5 3E+5
1 9E+3
6 2E+5

2.9E+2
7,1E+4
2,7E+3
1.6E+3
1,3E+3

2.0E+3
5,0E+5
1,9E+4
1.1E+4
9.3E+3

Fe-55
C-14
Co-60
Ali other APs

3.6E+3
14
2.0E+3
9.0E+2

2.5E+3
1.0E+I
1.4E+4
6.3E+3

Heat Output (W)

1.1E+3

7.8E+3

Actinides
Pu-239
Pu-241
Other Pu
AM-241
All other Actinides
Activation

Products

(AP)

(a) Inventories
assume 10-year-old fuel, 33,000 MWd/MTUexposure,
(Roddy et al. 1986).
(b) Assumes shipment from reactors of intact fuel.
To estimate
inventories
assuming fuel is consolidated
at reactors,
multiply
inventories
by ratios of cask capacities
given in
Table 3.10.

Figures

3.10 and 3.11.

presented

The nominal characteristics

irl Table 3.5 are also generally

system in the MRSsystem configuration,
of the MRS-to-repository
the system with

shipping

an MRS facility

applicable
with

casks.

casks

to the transportation

the exception

The capacities

are presented
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of the shipping

of the capacities
of the casks used in

in Table 3.12.

Radionuclide

inventories

for

these casks can be estimated

given in Table 3.11 by the ratio
to those in Table 3.10.

by multiplying

oF the cask capacities

the inventories

given in Table 3,12

TABI.E3.12. TransportationCask Capacitiesin the System with an MRS
Facility (DOE 1986a)
NLlmbier
of
_ssemblies
PWR BW__W__R
Miscellaneous
Truck (from reactors)
Rail

(from reactors)

Rail (spent fuel
- To Potential
- To Potential
- To Potential

'

from MRSfacility)
Basalt Repository
Salt Repository
Tuff Repository

Rail (from MRSfacility)
Hardware and High Activity
Waste
Contact-Handled Transuranic Waste
Rail

(DHLW)

2

5

--

14

36

--

48
36
24

99
90
56

---20 drums
72 drums
5 canisters

3,28

4.0

This chapter
(e.g.,

provides

a review and evaluation

speeches, articles,

the various

portions

were selected
two related

LI_]_T_E_RATURE
REVIEW

reports,

books, etc,)

that

relevant

list

programs at Brookhaven National

Northwest Laboratory

(PNL).

The following

were reviewed in detail

of literature

criteria

in

The documents reviewed

Laboratory

in this

literature

address the risks

of the waste management system.

from a comprehensive,

documents that

of selected

developed

(BNL) and Pacific

were used to select

the

study:

•

The publication
contained results thai could be used to develop the
waste system risk estimates presented in Chapter 5.0.

•

The work represented a substantial
agement risk literature.

•

The publication
was the principal
reference for the work.
Papers
or other documents based on a major work were not reviewed.

•

The work represented the current state of the art.
For example,
earlier
work by the same authors was not included, nor was earlier
work by other authors that led to the most recent methods or
applications.
The discussion

in this

uments that were selected

chapter

contribution

provides

for review

in

to the waste man-

a brief

overview

and an evaluation

of the doc-

of the applicability

of the work in the document to meet the needs of the OCRWM.Risk information
is useful

for

addressing

a number of potential

safety

concerns of the states,

Congress, and the public;
resources;

applications.

These applications

affected

Indian

program management decisions

development of designs for

the facilities

tribes,

include

the

on allocation

of

and the transportation

system; and interactions
with regulatory
agencies.
The review focused on the
methods and data that were used. Areas in which the methods would not be
expected to provide
which better

useful

information

for OCRWM
are identified,

data are needed are pointed

applicable to the development of the risk
summarized, lt should be noted that this
reflect

on the technical

publications
the studies.

quality

out.

Major results

and areas in
potentially

estimates in Chapter 5.0 are also
evaluation is not intended to

of the work reviewed.

In all

cases, the

did a credible job of addressing the objectives
identified
for
None of the available
studies was aimed at the broad range of
4.1

OCRWM
uses for risk
relative

assessment information.

Evaluation

to OCRWM
uses was intended to provide

plan future

risk

associated
estimates

review

A separate

is arranged by major facility

section

with the preclosure

repository,

provided

is provided

presented
available

on the risks

phases of the potential
system, _ The risk

in Chapter 5,0.
in the literature

estimates

may differ

in methods, assumptions,

reference

facilities,

was necessary to select
of this

the estimate

study.

the risk

estimates

follows

the section

uation

each of the facilities

the waste

In many cases,
for a given risk

because of differences

or data.

In those cases,

that most closely

for' selecting

provided
that

widely

or estimates

The rationale

discussion
for

to help

in the waste manage-

in the reviewed documents were the basis for

Reported risk

the basis for

information

literature

and the transportation

management system risk estimates
there were a number of estimates

objectives

for

and postclosure

the MRSfacility,

category.

some basic

assessment work.

The literature
ment system.

of these studies

it

met the

the sources that

form

in Chapter 5.0 is presented.

provides

the literature

This

review and eval-

in the waste management system.

A set of qualitative
criteria
were developed to assist in the selection
of the documents that would be used as the basis for the estimates presented
in Chapter 5.0.

These criteria

are summarized in Table 4,1.

were used as a guide in selecting
the remainder of the study.
order of importance.
objectives

established

criteria.

Selection

for

risk

results

this

study,

against

for

a system that

being used as the basis for
and only deal with

this

with

with

use in

in the reference
from the
met all

was, therefore,

the same risk

the criteria,

category

of the
not
often

one document receiving

and another document receiving

a

For example, one document might contain

is very similar
study,

some of the applicable

document might perform

reference

for

approximate

is different

none of the references

based on some of the criteria
based on other criteria.

in their

presented

purpose that

Documents dealing

mixed performance

high rating

a specific

references

are listed

of the most appropriate

always straightforward.
a high rating

The criteria

Because each of the studies

documents was performed for

exhibited

the most appropriate

The criteria

to the system configuration

but might
accident

use worst-case
scenarios.

assumptions
Another

a comprehensive assessment of the api)licable
4.2

TABLE 4.1_.
Criteria
I,

Present risk
dose results

Criteria
Used to Select References Used
to Develop Risk Estimates

.....

or

Definition
I, Documen%sare preferred that present
estimates of health effects or radiation doses and associated probabilities.
If this information
is
available,
this criteria
eliminates
other documents that are limited to
source-term estimates, accident
scenario definitions,
and methodology
development activities.

2. Credibility
2a. Technical

Accuracy

2a. • Documentation of calculations
and
assumptions was clear and thorough.
• Document was internally
consistent.
• Document was consistent with
references.
• Computation results were consistent
with methods and data.

2b. Realism

2b. • Degree
to actual
which data,
assumptions
are
based on
experimental
results,
and historical
experience
• Degree of realism in assumptions

2c. Modeling Sufficiency

2c. • The models used match the physical
system, data, assumptions, and
desired types of output.

3. Applicability

3. Degree to which the bases/assumptions
match the OCRWM
system; examples
include through-put
rate, capacity,
fuel age and burnup assumptions

4.

4. Degree to which important risk parameters were addressed (e.g., worse-case
accident analysis versus thorough
identification
and evaluation of
accident scenarios; generic versus
site-specific
consequence analyses).

Comprehensiveness

0
_.3

scenarios,but be based on a very different configurationof the waste system. In those cases, the judgment of the project staff was used to select
the referencethat most closelymet the study objectives. When there was no
clear "best" reference,a range of values was selected.
4.1 REPOSITORYPRECLOSURE
This section discussesthe literaturethat contains informationon the
potentialrisks that would result from the preclosurephases of the repository. Preclosureincludes construction,operation,decommissioning,and
retrievalactivitiesat a potentialrepository. Postclosurerisk literature
is discussed in Section 4.2. Where possible, risk and safety informationare
discussedseparatelyfor repositoriesin the three geologic media that were
consideredfor the first repository. Most of the informationon the safety
and risk of the geologic repositorieshas been developed over the last 10 to
15 years.
4.1.1 Review of the RepositoryPreclosureRisk Literature
A brief overview of the objective, scope, bases, and results is
presented in this section for each document reviewed. A brief evaluationof
each document is also provided. The evaluationbasicallydescribes the
applicabilityof each document to OCRWM's needs for risk informationon the
preclosurephases of repositories,and its developmentwas guided by the
qualitativecriteria shown previouslyin Table 4.1. The results available
from different sources are compared in Section 4.1.2. The rationale is also
presentedfor selectingthe documents that are used in Section 5.2 to develop
estimatesof potentialrepositorypreclosurerisks.
4.1.1.1 Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
The Generic E_vironmentalImpact Statement_Managementof Commerciallx
GeneratedRadioactiveWaste (DOE 1980), known as as the GEIS, was _sued as a
basis for a reexaminationof the strategy for disposingof HLW in a mined
geologic repository. The GEIS depended in large measure on two supporting
documents: Technoloqyfor CommercialRadioactiveWaste Manaqement (DOE
1979a) and EnvironmentalAspects of CommercialRadioactiveWaste Manaqement

0
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(DOE 1979b). This section summarizesthose parts of the GEIS and supporting
documentsthat address repositorypreclosurerisks.
The GEIS presented estimatesof radiologicaland nonradiologicalexposures from routine emissionsand accidentsfor managing radioactivewastes
from several alternativeconfigurationsof the nuclear fuel cycle. The discussion here will addressonly the once-throughfuel cycle option in which
spent fuel is disposed of as waste. Construction(mining), transportation,
operations,and decommissioningof conceptualfacilitiesare included. The
risk categoriesanalyzed in the GEIS included:
• nonradiologicalaccidentsto the work force
•

routine and accidentalradiationexposure to the work force

•

annual and 70-year radiationdose commitmentsto the maximally
exposed individualin the general public from potentialworst-case
accidents

•

70-year regional and world-widepopulationradiationdose
commitmentsfrom routineemissions.
Example repositorieslocated in salt granite, shale, and basalt were

analyzed at a "reference"location in a midwesternstate. A potential
repositoryin tuff was not analyzed. Accident scenariosand routine emissions were described by DOE (1979b);analyses of accidentsand dose calculations were also provided by DOE (1979a).
The example repositoriesin the GEIS had the followingcapacities (in
_nousands of canisters)

Geologic
Medium

PWR Spent
Canisters

Fuel
MTU

BWR Spent
Canisters

Fuel
MTU

Total
MTU

68.2

31.5

104.0

19.6

51.1

162.7

75.1

246.3

46.5

121.6

Shale

86.3

39.8

131.0

24.7

64.5

Basalt

162.7

75.1

246.3

46.5

121.6

Salt
Granite

Radiation
releases

:

doses to the regional

population

to the atmosphere were estimated

4.5

from chronic

radiological

using a Gaussian dispersion

model

(Slade et al.

1968).

For accidental

releases,

calculated

using SUBDOSA
(Strenge at al.

determined

by methods of Slade et al.

(Sagendorff
logical

and Goll

conditions

state,

including

cloud.

a reference

within

l-kilometer

an 80-kilometer

about 93% resided

in a metropolitan

Worldwide population

location

To convert

of 1.9%.

radiation

radius

radius

in 50 to 500 fatal

a total

of I00 to 800 latent

the Reactor Safety Study:

health

population

to health

Routine radiological

effects

the exposures estimated

tic

Radiation

(LHE) per million

of 207 possibl_

during

analyses.

repositories

exposure
for

person-rem.
of Expo-

NAS-NRC1972),

Risks in the U.S. Com-

consist

from mining spoils.

releases

for these source terms,
accident

Table 4.2 shows

were identified,

of radioactive

environmental

for which 7 had "umbrella

of naturally

in four media.

effects.

material.

source terms."

accidents

assessments were carried

4.6

Forty-six
were

An expected frequency

but there were no detailed

of human exposures.

of which 116

For once-through-fuel-cycle

3 minor, 3 moderate, and 8 nondesign basis

Not all

it was

effects

on Populations

construction

types of accidents

for offsite

were analyzed for

to Yucca

(NRC 1975), and other reports.

releases
for

effects,

genetic

(the BEIR report;

radon and radon decay products

was presented

from the site.

whole body radiation

An Assessment of Accident

Nuclear Power Plants

postulated,

of which

These assumptions are not applicable

cancers and 50 to 300 serious

sure to Low Levels of lonizinq

repositories,

persons,

50-kilometers

This assumption was based on a review of The Effects

releases

land used for

about 2 million

person-rem of external

resulted

had the potential

with

was assumed to be about 12,000

area located

doses to this

1.0 million

A total

in a midwestern

was assumed to be 6.3E+9 persons in the year 2000 with

an annual growth rate
Mountain.

occurring

The annual meteoro-

frequency of occurrence of wind speed, wind direction,

persons and within

mercial

distribution

(1968) using the code XOQDOQ

area was assumed to be mainly rural

Population

assumed that

doses were

stability.

The regional
farming.

assumed were for

radiation

1975) and the spatial

1977) for a semi-infinite

joint

and atmospheric

external

probabilis-

out to calculation

TABLE 4.2. Estimated70-Year Populationand Worker Exposures
for PotentialRepositoryConstruction

Geologic
Medium

.

Worker
Exposures
(person-rem)

Maximum
Individual
Exposures
(rem) ....

80-km
PopuIation
Exposures
(person-rem)

Salt

1.8E-I

2.8E-8

6.8E-3

Granite

5.OE+3

4.IE-4

I.OE+2

Basalt

6.2E+3

5.9E-5

I.5E+I

Shale

1.9E+3

1.5E-4

3.8E+I

Where possible, accident frequencyestimateswere based on previous
experiencewith similar equipment. Engineeringjudgment based on review of
conceptualdesigns was used in the remainingestimates. Frequencyvalues
were order-of-magnitudeestimatesbelieved to be an upper limit. They were
acknowledgedto have "substantial"uncertaintysince accident frequenciesare
sensitiveto the type, manufacture,installation,and operationof equipment.
Dropping a spent fuel canister down the repositorymine shaft was identified as the most serious "moderate"radiologicalaccident. This accident
has been consideredin several subsequentrisk analyses. In this case, the
radionucliderelease source term was estimated to be as follows:
Radionuclide Curies Released

Radionuclide Curies Released

H-3

1.7E+2

Pu-238

3.9E-6

C-14

2.0E-I

Pu-239

5.2E-7

Kr-85

3.6E+3

Pu-240

8.4E-7

Sr-90

1.1E-4

Pu-241

1.6E-4

Y-90

1.1E-4

Am-241

2.0E-6

1-129

1.8E-2

Cm-241

1.8E-6

Cs-137

1.5E-4

Material released in the mine shaft was assumed to pass through a roughing
filter and two high-efficiency-particulate-air
(HEPA) filters before venting
to the atmospherethrough a 110-meterstack; the total decontaminationfactor

0
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for particulateswas 1.0E+7. The estimatedfrequencyof this accident was
1.0E-5/yr,and the maximum individualdose expected was 1.1E-4 rem.
Routine radiologicalreleases from preclosurerepositoryoperationswere
assumed to consist of additionalreleases of natural radon and radon decay
I

productsplus a small quantity of radionuclidesreleased from canister failures (minor canister failureswere consideredto be routineevents). The
total 80-kilometerpopulationdose was considerednegligible. Estimated
routine doses to the work force during operation are shown in Table 4.3.
The study concluded that radiologicalaspects of repositoryconstruction, operations,and decommissioning,includingreasonablyforeseeable
accidents,would not constitutea significantimpact on public health and
safety.
Nonradiologicalaccidentswere estimated based on an injury rate of 13.6
disabling injuries and 0.17 fatalitiesper million hours of constructionon
surface facilitiesand 25 disablinginjuries and 0.53 fatalitiesper million
hours of subsurfaceconstruction_ Estimatednonradiologicalinjuries and
fatalitiesfor constructionof the example repositoriesare presented in
Table 4.4.
Evaluation
The exposure assessmentsin the GEIS and its supportingdocuments represented the state of the art when the report was written. The evaluation of
accident and routine release scenariosremained importantinputs to more
TABLE 4.3.

Estimated Routine Doses to Work Force
During Repository Operation (DOE 1979b)

Geologic
Medium

70-Year Total Body
Dose (person-rem)

Salt

4.3E+3

Granite

I.IE+4

Basalt

5.6E+3

Shale

1.1E+4
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TABLE 4.4. NonradiologicalDisabling Injuriesand Fatalities
During RepositoryConstruction'
(DOE 1979b)
Surface Facility
Geologic
Disabling
Medium
Injuries

Fatalities

UnderqroundMininq _
Disabling
Injuries
Fatalitie_s

Salt

70

I

370

8

Granite

70

I

1400

30
r

Basalt

70

I

1700

37

Shale

70

I

580
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recent assessmentsthroughoutthe radioactivewaste disposal system. Public,
maximally exposed individual,and worker exposureswere estimated for
releases from normal operations,but only maximallyexposed individualexposures are estimated for preclosureaccidents. No regional populationdoses
were estimatedfrom preclosureaccidents. Thus, the accident results are not
useful for this study. There is much useful information,however, such as
radioactiveemissions from construction,release source terms for accidents,
ventilationsystem efficiency,and nonradiologicalfatalitiesand injuries.
This informationis useful to the present study, even though the facility
designs and the configurationof the waste managementsystem have changed
significantlysince the GEIS was prepared.
4.1.1.2 Spent Fuel Disposal Options Study
This report (Bechtel 1979) was the final product of a Spent Fuel Disposal Options Study that was conductedby the DOE National Waste Terminal
Storage Program. lt was part of the backgrounddocumentationfor the section
of the GEIS that dealt with predisposalsystems. The report considered three
cases (options)for predisposaltreatmentof spent fuel"
•

Case I. Simple encapsulationand disposal of spent fuel after
storage at an away-fromreactor storagefacility (AFR) for 9 years.

•

Case 2. Encapsulationof fuel, end fittings,and secondarywastes
after chopping the fuel bundle and removalof volatile materials.
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•

Case 3. Encapsulationof fuel, end fittings,and secondarywastes
after chopping,removal of volatile materials,calcination,and
vitrification.
The scenarios assumed a spent fuel throughputof 5,000 MTU/year. Spent

fuel that had cooled for I year was shippedto an AFR storage facility and
stored for about 9 years,

lt was then transportedto a processingand encap-

sulation facility,where one of the three optionswas exercised. Uranium
hexafluorideand plutoniumoxides were recycled,LLW was buried, and the
encapsulatedprocessedfuel was placed in a 2,000-acre,2,000,foot-deepsalt
repository. A referencecase involvingstorageof 10-year-oldvitrifiedHLW
was used for comparison. Variations in canisterand repositorydesign were
considered,and severalfacility collocationoptionswere discussed. No
probabilisticassessmentswere made for the preclosurestage.
Repositoryoperationswere assessed for both immediateand long-term
technologyand hazards. Only the assessmentsof immediatehazards are
discussed here.
Estimates of public and occupationaldoses from normal operationsand
accidents (Tables 4.5 and 4.6) were developedfrom preliminarysafety studies
of theWaste IsolationPilot Plant (WIPP; Duncan 1979) and the Exxon Nuclear
FuelRecovery and RecyclingCenter PreliminarySafety Analysis Report (Exxon
1977), respectively. Some proportioningand engineeringjudgementwere
applied to normalize the estimates to a common basis. An accidentconsequence assessmentwas presented for a canisterdrop down the repository
shaft for each case. Estimated frequenciesand source terms were not
specified.
Estimatesof occupationaldoses from routineoperationsand accidents
during repositorydecommissioningand retrievaloperationswere also presented by Bechtel (1979). Again, these estimateswere based entirely on
other studies, with some proportioningand engineeringjudgementapplied to
normalize the estimatesto a common basis. The occupationalexposures
reported by Bechtel (1979) for a 5,000 MTU/yr repositoryfacility are shown
in Table 4.7.
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TABLE 4.5. OccupationalDose During Normal Operation
and from a Shaft Drop Accident (Bechtel 1979)

Scenario

Number of
Persons
Involved

Average Annual
Dose (rem/vr)

Total Dose
(person-rem/yr_

ReferenceCase
- Normal Operation
- Accident

1,000
300

0.9
1.5

902
454

Case I
- Normal Operation
Accident

1,068
352

1.2
1.6

1,295
569

Case 2
- Normal Operation
- Accident

1,045
332

1.1
1.6

1,188
532

Case 3
- Normal Operation
- Accident

1,985
603

1.2
1.6

2,301,
978

TABLE 4.6. Public Dose During Normal Operationand
from a Shaft Drop Accident (Bechtel 1979)
Whole-bodyDose
Scenario

Public Dose
(personrem/vr)

ReferenceCase
- Normal Operation
- Accident

1.5E-5
6.5E-2

Case I
- Normal Operation
- Accidellt

5.0E-6
5.6E-2

Case 2
- Normal Operation
- Accident

7.7E-6
5.6E-2

Case 3
- Normal Operation
- Accident

1.1E-5
5.6E-2
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TABLE 4.7. OccupationalDose During Normal Operation and from Accidents
During Decommissioningand RetrievalPhases of a Repository
(Bechtel 1979)
Scenario

Annual Dose (person-rem/yr)
Decommissioninq
Retrieval(a)

ReferenceCase
- Normal Operation
- Accident

6
5

163
89

Case i
- Normal Operation
- Accident

23
16

588
254

Case 2
- Normal Operation
- Accident

22
15

487
215

Case 3
- Normal Operation
- Accident

40
28

1,116
491

(a) Representssum of doses from waste removal, offgas recovery
and release, and mining and drilling activities.
Evaluation
The Spent Fuel Disposal Options Study utilizedthe resultsof previous
studies and did not attempt to performnew analyses,except for limited
amounts of normalizationto a common basis. The study was not intended to be
a detailed and comprehensiveanalysis. Rather, it was intendedto provide a
sufficientbasis for performingcomparativeevaluationsof alternativespent
fuel and waste disposal options. The study addressedsome repositoryoperating phases that had not been addressedextensively,includingdecommissioning and retrievalphases. However, it was indicatedthat the estimatedradiation doses for these phases were based on analyses performedfor a conceptual spent fuel reprocessingplant. Since a reprocessingplant is not
similar to a repository,the results must be used with caution. There are
also major differencesbetween the referencesystem used by Bechtel (1979)
and the current configurationof the waste managementsystem (e.g., the
potential repositorythroughputrate and capacity). In summary,most of the
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informationpresentedby Bechtel (1979) is not applicableto this study of
the risks associatedwith the OCRWM system.
4.1.1.3 Risk Analysis MethodologyFor a Spent Fuel Repository
in Bedded Salt
This report (Pepping 1981) describeda method for assessingthe risks of
radionuclidereleases from the operationalperiod of a spent-fuelrepository
in bedded salt. The primary purpose of the report was to present the method;
risk values were estimatedonly as illustrationsof its application.
A hypotheticalreference salt repositoryand a referencesite were
described for disposal of 10-year-oldspent light water reactor (LWR) fuel
and LLW generatedby spent fuel handling activities. Repositorydesign
capacity was 203,944 spentfuel canisters [57% PWR, 43% boilingwater reactor
'

(BWR)] and 64,132 LLWdrums received

over an operating

period

of 22 years.

,

Maximum receipt rate was 8,583 PWR canisters each containing0.461MTU, and
6,417 BWR canisterseach containing0.367 MTU (total 6,312 MTU/yr) in the
eighteenthyear of operation,and 3,367 LLW drums of unspecifiedradionuclide
content in each of the final 6 years of operation. Spent fuel radionuclide
inventorieswere calculatedusing the ORIGEN code; burnup rates were not
specified.
Seven risk dominatinginitiatingevents were identified,and three of
these were quantifiedwith respect to frequenciesof event sequences,quantities of radionuclidereleases,and their uncertainties. The events that
were quantifiedwere"
•

releases from normal operations

•

drop of transfer cask 2,000 feet down shaft

•

airplane crash into the hoist house containinga transfer
cask, followed by a fire.

The method included a probabilisticassessmentthat was compatiblewith the
probabilisticrisk assessment(PRA) method being developedfor the postclosure period. Only the airplanecrash with fire was pursued as far as
estimates of populationexposures.
=
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Normal operationswere assumed to produce only Kr-85 emissions from
damaged fuel pins and leaking canisters, lt was assumedthat 0.1% of the
fuel pins received at the repositorywere damaged in transport and that 4% of
the Kr-85 in the damaged pins was availablefor release. The releasewas
vented from the shipping casks into the buildingoff-gas system.
The two accident scenarios for which populationhealth effects were
estimatedwere a cask breach with and without fire. Assumed release fractions are shown in Table 4.8.
The dose and health effects estimatedby Pepping (1981) for these accidents are given in Table 4.9. These estimatesassumed a uniform population
density of 50 persons/mi
2 outside a l-mile exclusionzone. Radionuclide
releases were claimed to be upper-boundestimates. Dose conversionfactors
were taken from the CRAC code (Wall et al. 1977) but are not specified. The
results were referred to in the document as "preliminary".
Evaluation
This was a pioneeringeffort to apply PRA to radioactivewaste disposal,
but it stopped short of useful risk results. No attemptwas made to identify
or evaluate all possible accident sequences. The illustrationsof the probability and release calculationsare useful and informative. They serve to
indicate that preclosurerepositoryrisk assessmentwill be a different problem than a reactor PRA, but that the general methodologiesare applicableto
both systems. The methods used for exposure and health consequence
TABLE 4.8. Accident Release Fractionsfor a Cask Breach
With and Without Fire (Pepping1981)
Radionuclide

Release Fraction (%)
Without Fire
With Fire

Fuel dust

I

2

Gases

4

14

- Cs

I

2

- Ru

I

6

0

I

Volatiles

Activation

Products
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TABLE 4.9. Dose and Health Effects Estimatesfor a Transfer Cask
Breach with Fire (Pepping 1981).
IndividualWorker Risk of Earl,yLatent Cancer Fatalitz
Distance From
Stack (mi)

LifetimeRisk

0.25

4.1E-4

0.75

0

Offsite Doses
Distance From
Stack (mi) ....
I

,

Mean Bone Marrow
Dose (rem)
4.9E-I

5

2.5E-2

10

8.8E-3

20 ,

2.5E-3

30

1.1E-3

50

3.7E-4

Mean Latent Cancers

5

Peak Latent Cancers

7

assessment are outdated

and simplified

so the limited

healtn

risk

results

presented are not useful for this study.
As stated by the authors, the
health effects
results were never intended to be more than illustrations.
4.1.1.4
This

Occupational

study (Isakari

exposures associated
a repository
assemblies

et al.

1980) estimated

spent fuel

in bedded salt.
at a maximumrate

The minimum fuel
I0 years.

with

Exposures at a Spent Fuel Repository

receiving,

The analysis

the shipping

handling,

assumed receipt

of 12,360 canisters/yr

age was 3 years out-of-reactor,

The spent fuel

the routine

operations

inspect

cask upon arrival

•

prepare, wash, and sample the cask

•

attach cask to hot cell
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and emplacement for
of canistered

(about 5,700 MTU/yr).
with an average age of

analyzed included:

•

occupational
fuel

•

move canisters into unloadinghot cell

•

load canisters into transfer cask; move transfer cask to shaft
station

•

load and unload transfer cask from waste cage

• move transfer cask to storage area; ,oad canister into borehole.
Some of the importantparameterassumptionsused to estimate the
occupationalexposureswere as follows:
•

Shipping casks were assumedto reduce the dose rate at their
external surfaceto 25 mrem/hr and to less than 10 mrem/hr at I
meter from the surface. The dose rate in the hot-cell operating
gallery v_as_ssumed to be 0.25 mrem/hr.

• The dose rate at the external surface of the transfer cask was
assumed to be 25 mrem/hr. The dose rate at I meter was 5 mrem/hr.
•

The dose rate in the cab of the undergroundtransporterwas assumed
to be 2 mrem/hr.

Integratedoccupationaldoses were estimatedbased on personnellocations,
average occupancytime, expected maximum dose rate, and the number of persons
involved in each operation.
The resultspresentedby Isakariet al. (1980) are summarizedin
Table 4.10. As shown, abr_ut68% of the dose per canisterwill be received
during shipping cask unloadingoperations. Undergroundemplacementwill
account for about 17% of the total per-canisterdose and the remainder will
be receivedduring surface facility hot cell operations.
Evaluation
The analysisdeveloped,somepreliminaryestimatesof occupationaldoses
for spent fuel handlingoperations. The bases for the study were somewhat
different than for the current system,but the approach used to estimate the
occupationaldoses was consistentwith the approacl_sused in more recent
studies. The assumeddose rate field around the transportationcasks was
somewhat optimisticand tended to underestimatethe exposures (casks will
probably be designed to meet the regulatorycriteria of 200 mrem/hr at the
surface and 10 mrem/hr at 2 meters from the transportvehicle, but not much
lower). The time-and-motionstudies in this report were not as comprehensive
4.16
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TABLE 4.10. Summary of OccupationalDoses Estimatedfor
Spent Fuel Handling and Disposal Activities
(Isakariet al. 1980)
Maximum
Average
Dose Rate
,Time(min) (mrem/hr)

Operation

Number of
Personnel

IntegratedDos_
(mrem/canister)ta)

Shipping cask
inspection

6/cask

10

3

0.42

Cask washdown,
sampling, preparation

40/cask

i0

2

1.91

Connect cask to
hot cel 1

20/cask

20

3

2.85

Unload canisters

3/canister

0.25

i

0.01

Load transfer

4/canister

2

I

0.97

Load/unload cask
from waste cage

2.5/canister

2

2

0.17

to room;
Move
transferloadcask
canister into
borehole

20/canister

2

2

1.33

cask

TOTAL

]

(a)

7.66

Each canister

and detailed
credible

holds I PWRor 2 BWRspent fuel

as in more recent

than the results

motion studies.

Overall,

order-of-magnitude
4.1.1.5

studies.

of studies

is judged that

estimates

of occupational

risks

analyzed the doses from routine

mills,

and the accident
fabrication,

of this

time-andstudy provide

doses.

Risk Assessment

with nonreactor

report

(MOX) fuel

the results

are less

1979) was conducted to develop estimates

associated
risks

the results

are based on detailed

it

This study (Erdmann et al,
the radiological

Consequently,

that

EPRI Fuel Cycle Accident

assemblies.

emissions

associated

transportation,

with fuel

fuel

cycle

facilities.

The

from uranium mines and
reprocessing,

and underground repository
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of

mixed-oxide

facilities. The discussionin this sectionis limitedto the accident risks
for the potentialrepositoryfacility. The study was based on a fuel cycle
with spent fuel reprocessingand recycle of recoveredplutonium. As a
result, the repositoryrisks values were based on handling and disposal of
solidifiedHLW and transuranic (TRU)wastes from reprocessingand MOX fabrication plants (i.e., spent fuel disposal was not assumed). A potential
repositoryin salt with a total capacity of 35,000 canisters (114,000MTUequivalentof spent fuel) was used as the basis for this study.
A PreliminaryHazards Analysis (PHA) was performedto identifypotential
accident sequencesat the potentialrepositoryand was used as the basis for
identifyingthe risk-.dominant
accident sequences. Fault trees were drawn and
evaluatedto estimate the frequenciesof the dominant accident sequences.
Release source terms were estimatedbased on material mobility and the
accidentdriving forces. The efficiencyof HEPA filtersand their probability of failurewere consideredin the analysis. The CRAC cGmputer code
(Wall et al. 1977) was used to estimate the public doses resulting from the
release and dispersalof radioactivematerial.
The repositorypreclosureaccidents for which risk values were estimated
are shown in Table 4.11. Also shown are the release quantities,estimated
frequency,consequences,and risk value for each accident. The first three
accidents involvea crash of a diesel fuel truck into the receiving area of
the surface facilitiesfollowedby a fire. Risk values were estimated for
canistersof cladding wastes, and drums of non-HLW TRU wastes. The aircraft
crash into the receivingarea was much more severe than the fuel truck crash
and was assumed to affect the receivingareas for all three waste types. The
elevator drop was assumed to involve 9 HLW canisters. The non-HLW pallet
drop accident was assumed to involve breakage of a single waste container.
The final accident representedthe airborne releases that might occur if the
final HEPA filter stage of the building ventilationsystem failed.
Evaluation
This report representedan initial attempt to evaluate the risks of nonreactor fuel cycle facilities. Since this was a status report, the results
should be consideredto be preliminary. The document referencesunpublished
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TABLE 4.11. Summary of RepositoryAccident Releases,Frequencies
Consequences,and Risk Values (Erdmann et al. 1979)
Accident
Description

Release
Quantity (Ci)

Frequency
(per vr)

Fuel truck
crash into
HLW area

H-3; 3
Cs-134; 300
Cs-137; 70

2.0E-6

2.0E+3

4.0E-3

Fuel truck
crash into
cladding
waste area

Fp(b); 400
Actinides;0_I

2.0E-6

2.0EO0

4.0E-6

Fuel truck
crash into
NHLW area

Actinides;100

2.0E-6

4.0E+I

8.0E-5

Aircrash into H-3; 3
receiving
Cs-134;300
area
Cs-137; 70
FP; 400
Actinides;100

1.0E-7

4.0E+3

4.0E-4

Elevator drop H-3; 4E-3
FP; IE-2
Actinides;4E-3

4.0E-8

5.0E-2

2.0E-9

Non-HLW
Actinides;0.02
pallet drop

5.0E-2

8.0E-I

4.0E-4

Final filter
failure

3.0E-3

2.0EO0

6.0E-3

Actinides;0.2

Consequences(
a)
_.person-rem)

Risk Value
(person-rem/yr_

Total PreclosureRisk

1.0E-2

(a) Populationdoses are 50-yearwhole-bodydose commitments.
(b) FP = Various fission products.
draft
ficult

reports

that

contain

to reproduce the results.

were based on disposal
the current
useful

additional

information

accidents,

The repository

of reprocessing

OCRWM
system for

disposal

was presented

such as the elevator

information.

As a result,
preclosure

it

risk

is dif-

estimates

wastes, which is not consistent
of unreprocessed

on the frequencies
drop and final

Q
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filter

spent fuel,

with

Some

of the postulated
failure.

The data on

filtrationefficiencyis also a good startingpoint for further evaluationof
this importantparameter,which is often neglected.
4.1.1o6 HLW PreclosureSystems Safety Analysis
This report (Harriset al. 1985) presentedthe results of Phase I of the
NRC High Level Waste PreclosureSystems SafetyAnalysis Project. The overall
objectivesof the project were to:
• develop and demonstratethe applicabilityof a systematicmethodology that will identify and quantify the importanceof structures,
components,systems, and operationsthat are importantto safety
during the preclosurephase of a high level nuclear waste repository in basalt
•

evaluate and rank the relative importanceof potential repository
componentsand systems to assist the NRC staff in regulatory
planning and decision-making.
The first phase of the projectwas primarilydevoted to gathering,

organizing,and assemblinginformationneeded for safety assessment.
Specific issues addressed included:
• detailed analyses of a conceptualrepositorydesign to identify
potentiallyimportantinitiatingevents and accident scenarios
•

evaluationof availableconsequencemodels

•

evaluationof available importancerankingmeasures for evaluating
event and fault tree;_

•

developmentof event and fault tree models for important initiating
events

•

compilationof specific data needed for risk assessment

•

selection of accident scenarios to be quantifiedin the next phase.
The basis for the study was a basalt repositorywith a total capacity of

28,000 waste canistersthat contain the equivalentof 47,400 MTU of waste.
Twenty percent of the waste was BWR spent fuel, 29% was PWR spent fuel, and
the remainderwas solidifiedHLW. For this potentialrepository,153 potential initiatingevents were identifiedand classifiedby occurrencefrequency
(high, medium, low, very low) and type and severityof consequences(high,
medium, low). Event trees were drawn for these initiatingevents and from
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the resulting event trees, a small subset of scenariosleading to public
radiologicalexposure was selected as a sample problem to demonstratethe
overall methodology in the next phase of the project. Although methods and
some basic data for consequenceanalysis were described,the consequencesof
these scenarioswere not quantifiedin this report.
Nonradiologicalaccidentdata were collectedand tabulated in this
study. A sample of these data are shown in Table 4.12.
Evaluation
This was an initialeffort that provided a sound basis for further work
toward a repositorypreclosureprobabilisticrisk assessment. No attemptwas
made to estimate the numericalfrequenciesand consequencesof radiological
accidentsor the consequencesof routine releases. The tables of nonradiological occupationalinjury rates in Table 4.12 were the only quantitative
informationon consequencesgenerated in Phase I. The report, however,
containsmany useful suggestions,qualitativeestimatesof event frequencies,
and other useful data for risk assessment.
4.1.1.7 Deaf Smith EnvironmentalAssessment
This report (DOE 1986d) evaluatedthe suitabilityfor characterization
oF a potentialIILWrepositorysite in salt as specifiedin the NWPA. Most of
the technical analyses useful for preclosurerisk assessmentwere contained
TABLE 4.12. NonradiologicalInjury Rates for Miners Per
200,000Work-HoursPer Year (Harriset al. 1985)
Classification

FatalityRate

In,jury
Rate

Nonfatal
Avq. Da.ysLost

Fall of rib

0

1.17

0..26

Fall of roof

0.094

3.58

2.63

Drilling

0

0.059

0.036

Tramming

0.016

O.165

0.032

Rail haulage
Electrical

0.049
0.010

0.927
0.048

0.510
0.019

Fire/ignition

0

O.179

0.36

6.128

3.856

Total

O.169
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in the supportingdocument by Waite et al. (1986),which included analyses
for six salt sites in Texas, Mississippi,Louisiana,and Utah. A combined
review of these two documents is presentedto avoid repetition.
The referencerepository in salt was assumed to have a capacity of
36,000 MTU of spent fuel, 36,000 MTU of commercialHLW, and 3,510 MTU of
DHLW. The fuel was assumed to be 6.5 years old, and the average and maximum
receipt rates were 634,000 and 1,100,000rods/yr, respectively. Radiological
consequenceanalyses (50-yeardose commitment)were presentedfor routine
releases during constructionand operationsand for accidentsduring
operations.
Repositoryconstructionwas estimatedto produce 30 million metric tons
of salt from which natural radionuclideswould be released for 34 years.
Routine releasesduring operationswill arise from rods that become damaged
during fuel element disassemblyand consolidation. A conservativeestimate
of I% of the rods were assumed to become stuck in the disassemblyequipment;
50% of these were assumed to be damaged during their removal. Radionuclide
releaseswere based on release quantitiesderived in the GEIS, and included
average annual and maximum annual releases of H-3, C-14, Kr-85, and 1-129.
Five "representative"accidentswere selected from the GEIS to illustrate the consequencesoF potentialaccidents. These five accident
scenarioswere:
•

shaft drop of commercialHLW

•

shaft drop of spent fuel

•

spent fuel handling accident involvingcrushing of shipping cask

• remote-handledTRU waste shaft drop accident
• contact-handledTRU waste drum puncture accident.
Release source terms were estimatedfor each accident for H-3; C-14; Mn-54;
Co-60; Ni-63; Sr-90; Y-90; Nb-95; Ru-106; 1-129; Cs-137; Ce-144; Eu-154;
Pu-238, -239, -240, and -241;Am-241; and Cm-244. No attemptwas made to
estimatethe frequenciesof these accidents.
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Maximally exposed individualexposures and 80-kilometerpopulation
exposureswere estimatedusing mean wind speed, the most common stability
class, and populationdensities for each of the six salt sites. Releases
were from ground level and from 61 meters. Doses from the ingestionpathway
were estimatedusing the PABLM computercode (INTERA 1983). The assessment
of inhalationand submersionpathwayswas performedusing the ISDOSE code
described by Waite et al. (1986).
Annual and 50-year whole body dose commitments from inhalation,submersion, and ingestionwere estimatedfor the maximally exposed individual
and the populationwithin an 80-kilometerradius of the sites. These estimates are presented in Table 4.13 for routine releases and in Table 4.14 for
releases from accidents.
Nonradiologicaloccupationalinjury and fatality rates were also
presented in the environmentalassessments(not included in Waite et al.
1986) based on industry averages. Projectedinjuries and fatalitieswere not
presented because it was indicatedthey could not be predicteduntil the
designs become final.
TABLE 4.13. Radiation Exposure From Normal Constructionand
Operation (Waite et al. 1986)
Estimated 50-yr
Dose Commitment

Exposure Cateqory

Construction
Maximally Exposed Individual
-Annual
0.044 mrem
-50-yr
0.42 mrem
80-km Population
-50-yr

2.0E+4 person-mrem

Operation
Maximally Exposed Individual
-Annual
0.17 mrem
-50-yr
5.6 mrem
80-km Population
-50-yr

O

4.23
i

q

3.9E+5 man-mrem

TABLE 4.14. Radiation Exposure from Accidents (Waite et al. 1986)

Accident

Maximally Exposed
Individual(mrem)

Population50-yr
Dose Commitment
(person-mrem)

Spent Fuel Drop

4.68E+I

2.99E+3

CommercialHLW Drop

2.74E00

1.75E+2

Spent Fuel Handling

3.98E-2

1.29E+3

Remote TRU Drop
Contact TRU Puncture

3.10E-3
2.07E-9

1.98E-I
6.70E-5

Evaluation
The analyses by Waite et al. (1986) were of high quality and used standard methods and assumptions. The analysis used to develop estimated
releases is relativelydetailed and considers both facility constructionand
operations. Some data importantto consequencecalculationswere presented.
However, no attempt was made to place the accident scenarioson a probabilistic basis so the resultswere not presented in terms of populationrisks.
The bases for
consequenceanalysis resultswere specific to the potential
first repositorysites and the current configurationof the waste management
system, particularlythe assumptionthat spent fuel will be consolidated
prior to its disposal. The populationdose estimatesuseful for illustrating
the effects of populationdistributionand weather assumptionswith all other
variables held constant. These can be seen by comparingthe input parameters
and accident results for the different sites.
4.1.1.8 Hanford EnvironmentalAssessment
This report (DOE 1986c) evaluated the suitabilityfor characterization
of a potentialHLW repositorysite in basalt. The assessmentwas based on a
conceptualdesign from 1982 and a series of engineeringstudies. The total
repositorycapacity in the 1982 conceptualdesign was 47,400 MTU of spent
fuel with an average receipt rate of 1,072 spent-fuelcontainersper year or
the heavy metal equivalentin commercialHLW. Risk assessment results in the
environmentalassessmenthave been adjusted to reflect the current design
requirementfor a 70,000 MTU capacity for spent fuel and a receipt rate of
3,000 MTU/yr (26 assemblies/day)of 10-year-oldfuel where appropriate.
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The risk estimates presentedin the environmentalassessmentincluded
nonradiologicalconstructioninju_riesand fatalitiesas well as public radiological exposures from routineoperations and accidentalreleases during the
operationsphase.
Estimatesof nonradiologicaloccupational injuriesand fatalitiesduring
constructionwere adapted from the GELS.
Estimatesof routine radionuclideemissionsfrom waste handling during
operationsconservativelyassumedthat I% of the fuel rods became stuck in
the disassemblyequipment and 50% of these rods were damaged during their
removal. Failed fuel rods were assumed to release 30% of their gaseous
inventory. Only the Kr-85 was included in the assessment. All releases were
assumedto be at ground level. The environmentalassessmentestimated a
maximum individualdose at the site boundary (24 kilometersaway from the
release point) at 0.001 mrem/yr. Populationdoses were not estimated.
Eight accidentscenarios taken from another study were discussed:
•

Occupationalexposure events
- undetectedcontaminated
- shipping cesk
breached,cask or drum
- unsealed hot cell port
- unshieldedwaste container

•

Public exposure events
- fuel assembly drop
- natural phenomena
- explosion and fire.

Only the public exposuresfrom the hoist drop accidentwere estimated, lt
was indicatedthat this accidentwas expected to present the greatest
potentialfor breaching the waste package and releasingradioactivematerial
to the environment.
Radionucliderelease source terms for the shaft drop accident were taken
from the GEIS; decontaminationby filtrationwas assumed to be a factor of
I.OE-7. The 70-year whole-bodydose commitmentfrom the hoist drop accident
to a maximallyexposed individuallocated 1.6 kilometersfrom the site was
estimatedto be 1.2 mrem. No estimates of 80-kilometerpopulationexposures
were included.
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Constructionof the surface facility was estimatedto yield 40 disabling
injuries and I fatality; undergroundmining operationswere estimated to
yield 976 disabling injuries and 21 fatalities. Radiationexposure from mine
spoils was not included in constructionhealth effects.
Evaluation
Since this was an environmentalassessment, it focusedon the information necessaryfor such a document, includingestimatesof doses to maximally
exposed individualsfrom radiologicalaccidents and from routine operations.
lt was shown that these maximally exposed individualdoses were well below
the EPA standard for public exposuresof 25 mrem/yr (see 40 CFR 191). No
estimatesof integratedpopulationdoses for radiologicalroutine releases or
accidentswere included in this assessment. No attemptwas made to estimate
the frequenciesof accidents,so risk informationwas not provided. The
source terms for the only accident analyzed were taken from another study, so
no additionalinformationwas presentedthat was not already available. Only
the estimatesof nonradiologicaloccupationalinjuries and fatalitiescan be
used directly in this study.
4.1.1.9 Yucca Mountain EnvironmentalAssessment
This report evaluated the suitabilityfor characterizatioFa
of a potential HLW repositorysite in a tuff geologic medium. Y,tdescribedthree
potentialrepositorydesigns'
a "referencerepositorydesign concept" on which the draft environmental assessmentand Jackson et al. (1984) were based
•

a "two-stagerepositorydesign concept" on which the final environmental assessmentwas based

•

a "currentdesign concept" that was described in the 1985 OCRWM
Mission Plan (DOE 1985).

These designs'aresignificantlydifferent,and some care is required to
prevent confusionamong their associatedrisk estimates. In general, the
radiologicalrisk informationin the environmentalassessmentwas based on a
repositorydesign capacity of 70,000 MTU of spent fuel only, with a maximum
annual receipt rate of 3,000 MTU/yr. The environmentalassessmentsummarized
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radiologicalrisk and exposure estimatesdeveloped in the GElS (DOE 1980),
Jackson et al. (1984),and Dennis et al. (1984). Separate reviews of these
reports will not be repeated here.
The tuff environmentalassessmentincluded estimated populationdoses
from routine radiologicalemissionsduring constructionand operations,
occupationaldoses from routine constructionand operation activities,and
public and occupationalrisks from accidentsduring the operationsphase.
Emissionsof nonradiologicalpollutants,such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen
oxides, sulfur dioxide, and hydrocarborswere also estimated. Nonradiological accident risks were not evaluated. The environmentalassessmentalso
does not quantifythe risks associatedwith the decommissioningand retrieval
phases, althoughDennis et al. (1984) estimated the occupationalexposures
during the retrievalphase.
Estimatedradiologicalemissions from constructionof a potential tuff
repositorywere based on informationfrom the GEIS on natural radionuclide
emissions from granite rock, which has a similar radionuclidecontent to the
Yucca Mountain tuff. The populationand worker doses from these emissions
were scaled to the expected volume of mine spoils and populationdensity
around the Yucca Mountain site, relative to the GEIS. The regional (80-kilometer) populationdoses were estimatedat 0.9 person-remover 7 years for
the waste emplacementconcept in which waste containerswill be placed in
horizontalboreholesand 0.3 person-remover 7 years for the vertical
emplacementconcept (there are significantdifferencesbetween these concepts
in the volume of mined rock). The collectivedoses to constructionworkers
were estimatedat 1,500 person-remand 450 person-remfor vertical and horizontal emplacement,respectively.
Occupationaldoses during operationswere estimated based on an assumed
waste mix of 50% spent fuel and 50% commercialHLW (referencerepository).
Source term inventorieswere from the ORIGEN2 code. The occupationaldose
estimates in the environmentalassessmentwere taken from Dennis et al.
(1984) and are summarizedin Table 4.15. Annual occupationaldoses were
estimated to be about 70 person-rem/yror about 2,000 person-remfor the
28-year operatingperiod.

0
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TABLE 4.15. OccupationalDose During PotentialTuff
RepositoryOperation (DOE 1986b).
Activity

Number of
Workers ,

CollectiveDose
(person-rem/vr)

Receiving

35

44.8

Handling and Packaging

16

6.9

Surface Storage to
EmplacementHorizon

14

6.0

18

12.4

7

8.7

Emplacement
Vertical
Horizontal

Quantitativeestimatesof public doses from routine releases wers not
estimated,because theywere consideredto be negligible.
Accident assessmentsfor the Yucca Mountain site were described in a
supportingdocument (Jacksonet al. 1984). This report presentedpreliminary
estimates of public,maximally exposed individual,and occupationalexposures
from "worst-case"abnormal radionuclidereleases from preclosureoperation of
a potential repositoryin tuff. Three main categoriesof accidentswere
considered, includingnatural phenomena,external man-made events, and
operationalaccidents. The estimated frequenciesof these accidentswere
taken from other documents. No new probabilisticanalyses were included.
The reader is referred to Section 4.1.11 for a summaryof the accident risk
results estimatedby Jackson et al. (1984).
The tuff environmentalassessmentincludedan assessmentof the annual
traffic accidents associatedwith repository-relatedtraffic. Route-specific
assessmentsof vehicle-mileson various segmentsof the access routes to the
potential repositorywere performed. The resultsof these assessmentswere
combined with accident data for the specific highway segments to develop
estimates of the baseline (without repository)and repositorytraffic-related
accidents, lt was projectedthat seven additionaltraffic accidents,four
additional injuries,and two additionalfatalitieswould occur as a result ot
increasedrepository-relatedtraffic in 1995. The incrementedimpacts in
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1988 were estimated to be nine additionaltraffic accidents,five additional
injuries,and no additionalfatalities.
Evaluation
The tuff environmentalassessmentincluded the most recent radiological
accident and routine emission data of all the environmentalassessments.
Routine occupationalexposureswere based on comprehensivetime-and-motion
studies of actual tuff repositoryconceptualdesigns. The standard consequence analysis methods were used. Postulatedaccidentswere admittedly
"worst-case"occurrencesbut they representedthe most comprehensiveidentification and evaluationof potentialaccident sequences in the literature.
Release source terms were based on previous data from the GEIS and should be
used only after a careful review of the specific accidentconditionsand
waste form characteristics, No new probabilisticanalyseswere performed.
Estimatesof nonradiologicalaccidents risks were also not included. Decommissioningaccidents and routine risks were not evaluatednumerically.
However, occupationalexposuresfor the retrievalphase were estimated (see
Section 4.1.1.10).
4.1.1.10 OccupationalExposuresfor a PotentialRepositoryin Tuff
This document (Denniset al. 1984) was prepared to support the conceptual design of a potential repositoryin tuff. lt containedestimates of
occupationalradiationexposuresduring spent fuel and HLW receiving,handling, packaging,emplacement,and retrieval operations. Operating and
personnelrequirementswere identifiedfor specifictasks and combined with
estimatedradiationdose rates to estimate the occupationaldoses. The
overall purpose of the study was to determinewhether or not any specific
individualswould receive more than the maximum permissibleexposure limit
(5 rem/yr) or the 1-rem/yrdesign objective, lt was predictedthat all
annual worker exposures would be less than 5 rem/yr and that seven worker
positions could exceed the 1-rem/yrdesign goal.
Some of the importantbases for the occupationaldose estimateswere as
follows. Dose rate maps for transportationcasks and facility transfer casks
were developed using a three-dimensionalpoint-kernalshieldingcode named
PATH. Dose rates in hot cell operatinggallerieswere assumed to be
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0.01 mrem/min, and dose rates for crew members performingwaste transport
operationsundergroundwere assumedto be 0.005 mrem/min. Backgrounddose
rates were assume_ to be 0.001 mrem/min. Occupationaldoses were estimated
for two designs for transferringwaste underground(shaft and ramp access to
underground facilities)and for two emplacementconfigurations(horizontal
and vertical borehole designs). The annual waste receipt rates used in the
study were 2,165 BWR and 2,730 PWR canisters/yrplus 660 DHLW and 500 CHLW
canisters/year.
The annual collectivedoses estimatedby Dennis et al. (1984) are summarized in Table 4.16. As shown, the occupationalexposureswere dominated
by shipping-caskreceiving and handling operations,which account for approximately 60% of the total emplacementdoses. The transfer and emplacement
concept with the lowest doses was the combinationof ramp access and horizontal emplacement. According to the estimates,horizontalemplacementwas
favored over vertical emplacementbecause of approximately23% lower doses
for this activity. Ramp access was estimated to have 20% lower occupational
exposures. However, only small differencesin total annual doses (about 5%)
were estimated for the highest- and lowest-dosecombinationsbecause the
largest portion of the do_e is receivedduring other activities.
Evaluation
This document presented a detailed and comprehensiveevaluationof
potentialtuff repositoryoccupationalexposuresfor spent-fueland HLW
operations. Detailed time-and-motionestimatesform the basis for the
exposure estimates. This was the only document reviewed that included a
comprehensiveevaluationof projectedoccupationalexposuresduring
emplacementand retrieval activities. The report assumed that spent fuel
would be consolidatedprior to disposal,which was consistentwith system
design assumptions, lt also containedrisk informationthat was specific to
the potentialtuff repositorysite,which is desirable in this report. The
calculationswere based on receiptrates of 1,500 MTU/year of spent fuel and
1,500 MTU-equivaient/yearof HLW. This assumptionis not consistentwith the
current configurationof the system,but the results are judged to be rep_

resentativeof a 100% spent-fuelrepositorybecausemany of the operations
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TABLE 4.16. Summary of Annual OccupationalExposures for
Spent-Fueland HLW Operationsat a PotentialTuff
Repository(Denniset al. 1984)
Operation

Total Number
of Workers

Total Annual Dose
(person-rem/vr)

Receiving

35

44.6

Handling and Packaging

22

12.3

Transfer to Underground
Facilities
Shaft Access

9

3.35

Ramp Access

7

2.68

Emplacementin Boreholes
Vertical

18

Horizontal

7

12.4
9.59

Retrieval from Boreholes
Vertical

22

Horizontal
Return to Surface (Ramp)
Handling, Packaging,Shipping

12.6

6

8.86

5

2.68

17

20.48

Totals(a)
Shaft Access/Vert.Empl.

72.68

Shaft Access/Horiz.Empl.

69.84

Ramp Access/Vert.Empl.

71.98

Ramp Access/Horiz.Empl.

69.17

(a) Totals do not include retrievaland loadout operations.
are the same for both HLW and spent fuel. The results are also judged to be
representativeof other potential repositorydesigns.
4.1.1.11 Safety Assessmentfor a PotentialRepositoryin Tuff
This report (Jacksonet al. 1984) developedpreliminaryestimatesof
"worst-case"accident risks for potentialaccidentsduring the operational
period of a potentialrepository in tuff. Potential accidentswere postulated in three categories: i) natural phenomena,2) externalman-made
events, and 3) operationalaccidents. Scenarioswere developedand analyzed
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for accidents involvingspent fuel and solidifiedHLW. The radionuclide
inventoriesused were typical of 10-year-oldspent PWR fuel, commercialHLW
fro'mreprocessing10-year-oldfuel, and West Valley HLW. Both surface
facility and undergroundaccidentswere included. The results of this report
were summarizedin the tuff environm,_.ntal
assessment(DOE 1986b).
Release source terms for the postulatedaccidentswere based on the
physical and chemical characteristicsof the waste forms, containmentbarrier
characteristics,and the accident conditions. The release fractionswere
developed from data publishedin the GEIS (DOE 1980)and by Wilmot et al.
(1983). Isotope-specificrelease fractions and releasequantitieswere
tabulated for each accident in a series of tables. Releases were mitigated
for some accidents by their passage through the buildingventilationsystem,
which included a roughing filter, two banks of HEPA filters, and a 30-meter
exhauststack. The roughing filter was assumed to remove 90% of the particles larger than 6 microns in diameter and each HEPA filter bank removed
99.7% of the particles 0.3 microns in diameter and larger. The total
decontaminationfactors used were 1.0E+7 for particulatesand 1.0E+6 for
radionuclidesvolatilizedby heat (e.g., for accidentsincludingfires).
The exposure pathways consideredin the study included cloudshine,
groundshine,air immersion,inhalation,and ingestionof contaminatedfoods.
Populationdoses were estimatedusing the AIRDOS-EPAcomputer code (Moore
et al. 1979), which uses a standard Gaussian plume diffusion model. Pasquill
stabilityclasses D and E were used. The dispersionfactorswere based on
probabilistic-weighted
average annual wind speed and frequency around the
tuff site. The ALLDOS computer code (Strengeet al. 1980) was used to
calculatepersonnel and maximallyexposed individualdoses, because AIRDOSEPA does not estimate a first-yeardose commitment. The site-specificpopulation data that was used indicatedthat a total of 19,908 persons lived
within an 80-kilometerradius of the potentialrepository. The maximally
exposed individualwas assumedto be located about 4 kilometersfrom the
surface facilitiesat the time of an accident but did not permanentlyreside
there. The results presentedby Jackson et al. (1984)are shown in
Table 4.17 for the maximallyexposed public individualand workers and in
Table 4.18 for the populationrisks.
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TABLE 4.17. Estimated50-Year Whole-Body Dose Commitmen_to the
Public, MaximallyExposed Individual,and Workers
from Accidents (Jacksonet al. 1984)

Accident Scenario

Maximally
Exposed
Individual
Dose (rem)

80 km Population Dose
(person-rem_

Worker
(person-rem)

Natural Phenomena
Flood

2.8E-11

I.2E-9

5.OE-I0

Earthquake
Tornado

2.4E-4
2.4E-4

3.IE-3
3.IE-3

0.37
0.37

Aircraft Impact

6.8E-2

110

5.5

Nuclear'Test

2.4E-4

3.IE-3

0.37

5.3E-6

8.0E-5

8.1E-3

Spent Fuel
CommercialHLW

2.1E-2
3.6E-3

6.8E-3
9.2E-4

8.9E-3 - 3.5(a)
1.5E-3 - 0.6(a)

Waste Handling Ramp
Fire

1.8E-7

3.6E-7

3.8E-8 - 64 (b)

EmplacementDrift
Fire

1.8E-7

3.6E-7

3.8E-8-

Man-made Events

Operational Accidents
Fuel Assembly Drop
Loading Dock Fire

180(b)

(a) , The first
value represents the estimated dose to workers at the site
surface and subsurface facilities;
the second value is for the worker
exposures at the loading dock.
(b) The first
value is for the doses to workers in the surface facilities;
the second value is for underground waste emplacement workers.
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TABLE 4.18. PreliminaryRisk Estimatesfor PostulatedAccidents
at a PotentialRepositoryin Tuff (Jacksonet al. 1984)
Estimated
Frequency
(events/vr)

50-yr Dose
Commitment
(person-rem)

1.0E-2

1.2E-9

1.2E-11

<I.3E-3
<9.IE-11

3.IE-3
3.IE-3

<4.OE-6
<2.8E-13

<2.0E-I0
<I.0E-3

1.1E+2
3.1E-3

<2.2E-8
<3.1E-6

1.0E-I

8.0E-5

8.0E-6

<I.0E-7
<I.0E-7

6.8E-3
9.2E-4

<6.8E-I0
<9.2E-11

Waste Handling Ramp
Fire

<I.0E-7

4.8E-7

<4.8E-14

EmplacementDrift
Fi re

<I .OE-7

4.8E-7

<4.8E- 14

Accident Scenario
Natural Phenomena
Flood
Earthquake
Tornado

PopulationRisk
.(person-rem/yr),

Man-made Events
Aircraft Impact
Nuclear Test
Operationalaccidents
Fuel Assembly Drop
Loading Dock Fire
Spent Fuel
CommercialHLW

Total

i .5E-5

Evaluation
This document presented
frequencies
repository.

the results
are standard
actual

comprehensive evaluation

and consequences nf accidental
As such, the results

source terms and frequencies
probabilistic

a relatively

evaluations

meteorological

are useful

from a potential

to this

study.

were based on information

of accident

must be used with
and utilize

releases

frequencies

caution.

data for

the tuff

site.

in the GELS; no new

were performed.
weather conditions

Population

also site specific.
This document should form part
accident risk evaluations.
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tuff

The release

The consequence analysis

probabilistic-weighted

of the

Therefore,
methods used
based on

distributions

of the basis

for

were
further

4.1.1.12 First RepositorySite-SelectionMethodologyDocument
This document (DOE 1986f) was prepared to support the decision to characterizethree potentialfirst repository sites. The document describes the
multiattributeutility analysis methodologyas well as its applicationto
selectionof the three preferred sites. This methodologywas applied to the
postclosureand preclosureperformanceof the potentialrepositorysites and
to the transportationimpactsassociatedwith shippingwastes to the sites.
Only the preclosureaspectsof the document,specificallythe radiological
and nonradiologicalimpacts, is reviewed in this section. The postclosure
performanceranking of the repositorieswas taken from the environmental
assessments,which are discussed in Section4.2.
The preclosurerisk categoriesdiscussed in the ranking document include
radiologicalrisks to miners from naturallyoccurringradionuclides,radiologicalpublic risks during operations, nonradiologicalrisks to workers
during facility constructionand operation,and public risks From nonradiologicalemissions during repositoryconstruction. The radiologicalrisk data
was
based on including
the information
environmental
assessments
(DOE
1986b,c,d),
personnelin the
requirements,
population
distributions
the potential
tural

sites,

and relative

use) in the vicinity

the population
ranking

that

three radiological
fatalities.

the sites

fatalities.

data,

patterns

agricul-

risk

estimates

for

were developed from a set of qualitative
level

of impact would be

A scale was then developed from one to three
on the scale represented

predominant wind directions,

The potential

(specifically

The radiological

assumed the worst possible

Each category

of population
levels.

of the sites.

surrounding

criteria

land-use

around

repository

sites

a different

and food-crop

were then placed

combination
production

in one of the cat-

egories, depending upon the specific
combination of data that were applicable
to each site,
and an overall risk value was developed.
This is believed to
be a reasonable
Radiological
pational
struction

risks

basis for
risks

site

ranking

to workers were also used to rank the sites.

to workers included

and exposures to radiation

waste handling

operations

purposes.

exposures to radon during
emitted

at the surface
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subsurface

from waste containers

and underground.

Occucon-

during

Radon exposures

A

were estimatedby multiplyingthe number of constructionworkers by the
average exposure to radon (rem/yr)and the number of constructionyears. A
similar approach was used to estimate the worker doses during operations.
The assumed average exposure rate for radiation workerswas 0.5 rem/yr per
worker. The labor force requirementswere derived from the most recent
repositorycost estimates (Weston 1986) and are shown in Table 4.19. The
total worker risk estimatesare summarizedin Table 4.20, after they were
TABLE 4.19.

Type of Worker

Average Staffing
Levels for the Repositories
(full-time
equivalents)
(DOE 1986f)

Deaf Smith
ConEmplacestruction
ment

Yucca Mountain
ConEmplacestruction
ment

Hanford
ConEmplacestruction
ment

Surface
Radiation

0

380

0

276

0

487

Nonradiation

765

450

398

596

552

575

Subtotal

765

830

398

972

552

1062

0

26

0

12

0

23

Nonradiation

783

434

439

273

933

573

Subtotal

783

460

439

285

933

596

Underground
Radiation

TABLE 4.20.

Total Radiological
Worker Fatalities
from Construction
and Emplacement Periods of Three Alternative
Potential
Repository Sites
Radioloqical

Geologic
Medium

Underground
Construction

Fatalities(
a)
Waste
Underground
Handling
Operations
O_perations

Total

Salt

1.4E-2

4o4E-2

1.5E00

1.6EO0

Tuff

7.7E-I

4.0EO0

I.OEO0

5.8E00

Basalt

1.6E00

5.4E00

1.9E00

8.9E00

(a) Based on 5-year construction
operations period.
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and 26-year emplacement

i

convertedto fatalitiesusing a dose-to-health-effects
relationshipof 280
fatalities/mill
ion person-rem.
The site ranking document also developedestimatednonradiological
accident risks to repositoryworkers. The total number of nonradiological
fatalitieswere estimatedbased on fatalityrates for surface and subsurface
operations. A fatality rate of 0.17 fatalities/million
man-hrs was used for
surface facility constructionaccidents,based on the rate used in the GEIS.
The undergroundconstructionfatality rate was 0.55 fatalities/millionmanhrs, based on a historical5-year average for both metal and nonmetal underground mines. These fatality rates were multipliedby the total number of
man-hours for constructionand operationof the surface and underground
facilities. The labor requirementswere obtained by multiplyingthe number
of full-time-equivalents
by the number of years (i.e., 5 constructionyears
or 26 operatingyears) and by an assumed factor of 2,000 man-hrs/full-timeequivalent. The results are shown in Table 4.21.
Evaluation
This document presentedrisk estimatesfor a number of risk categories
that were used to distinguishamong the preclosureperformanceof potential
first repositorysites. As such, it used as its basis the current configuration of the waste managementsystem, lt was found that the results were
reproducibleand consistentwith the bases and assumptionsindicatedin the
document.
TABLE 4.21.

Total Nonradiological
Worker Fatalities
from
Construction
and Operation of Repositories
in
Three Geologic Media (DOE 1986f)
Nonradioloqical

Geologic
Medium

Surface
Construction

Facility
Operation

Fatalities
Underground Facility
Construction
Operation

Total

Salt

1,3

7.9

4.3

15.1

28.6

Tuff

0.7

8.0

2.4

7.2

18.3

Basalt

0.9

12.2

5.1

24.8

43,0
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The analyses of nonradiologicalaccident risks to workers considers
fatality rates that should be applicableto current mining and construction
techniques and used the latest repositoryconstructionand operatingpersonnel requirements. Radiologicalrisks to undergroundworkers from exposure
to radon and its daughter products were evaluated. This is the only document
reviewed in which this risk category was addressed. Worker risks from waste
handling operationswere also evaluated;however, it was assumed for comparison purposes that each worker would receive the same amount of radiation.
Other studies are available in which occupationaldoses were estimated for
specific individualwork stations. These other studies would produce more
accurate results. The analysis of radiologicalpublic risks presentedin the
document is only applicableto the site rankingmethodology;more definitive
results are available in other documents.
4.1.1.13 Section 175 Report
This report (DOE 1988) was prepared in response to requirementscontained in Section 175 of the AmendmentsAct. Section 175 directedthe Secretary of Energy to evaluate the impactsof locating a repositoryat the Yucca
Mountain Site in Nevada and develop recommendationsfor mitigatingthe
impacts. The report contained a descriptionof the baseline and identification of impacts in the following technicalareas:
•

education

•

public health

•

law enforcement

•

fire protection

• medical care
•

cultural and recreationalneeds

•

social services

•

availabilityof energy

•

general administrativeneeds of local governments

•

vocationaltraining and employmentservices
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•

tourism and economic development

• populationgrowth
• transportation
•

accident management.

As shown, most of these impact areas are not necessarilyrelated to the
radiologicalor nonradiologicalsafety of the potentialrepositoryand are
thus not in the scope of this document.
The report provided estimates for one risk category that was not
addressedin any other waste managementdocument that was reviewed here.
This category is the nonradiologicalaccident risks associatedwith workers
driving to and from the potentialrepositorysite during all phases of
facility operation. These risk estimateswere developedby assuming that the
number of traffic accidentswill rise proportionatelywith the increased
traffic volume that will use the highways. The approachwas to multiply
together an average accidentrate, the average number of trips to the
potential repositorysite, and the average round-triptravel distance. The
results of these calculationsare shown in Table 4.22. As shown in the

TABLE 4.22. ProjectedAccidents InvolvingRepository-Generated
Traffic
and Comparisonswith Baseline Projections(DOE 1988)
Phase
Site

Characterization

Injury

Accidents (a)

Fatal Accidents(a)

21 to 24

2

Construction

99 to 129

8 to 9

Operation
Closure

660 to 806
38 to 46

51 to 57
3

821 to 1,002

64 to 71

53,421

2,029

Totals
Base-Case (without
potential
repository
traffic)
(a)

Ranges result from four different
population growth forecasts
and allocation
of the forecasts among the counties that are
potentially
affected by the repository.
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table,

traffic

a result

accidents

are projected

of repository-generated

to increase

by approximately

1.5% as

traffic.
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accident
I)

scenarios.

identify

could result

The

and screen

in significant

offsite releases,2) develop event trees and fault diagrams to evaluate the
frequenciesof accidents,and 3) assess the release quantitiesand dose consequencesprojectedto result from the accidents. The frequenciesand doses
for a total of 21 event trees were evaluated representing149 accident
scenarios.
A fair amount of detail was presentedin the report on an evaluationof
the particulatereleases that could occur as a result of the accidents.
Radionuclideretentionfactorswere developedfor various levels of radionuclide containment,includingfuel cladding,transport casks, canisters,
disposal containers,buildings,and hot cells. Atmosphericdispersionmodeling was performedfor worst-caseconditionsonly (PasquillStabilityClass F
and wind speed of I m/s). Only externalexposure (immersion)and inhalation
pathways were consideredin the analysis. Ingestion and other pathways were
excluded from this analysis. Based on these preliminaryanalyses,it was
determinedthat the critical human organ for releases of particlesfrom spent
fuel was bone. The major radionuclidecontributorsto these doses were Pu238 (36%), Pu-241 (30%), Am-241 (10%), Pu-240 (10%), Pu-239 (6%), Sr-gO (5%),
criand Cm-244 (4%). For releases involving
solidified
HLW, the limiting
tical organ was again bone, with most of the bone dose resulting
from Pu-238
(80%) and Sr-90 (16%).
Based on these analyses,
ally

initiated

accident

it

scenarios
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that

a total
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and nine externally-initiated

intern-

accidents

(all nine were initiated
by earthquakes) would result in offsite
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doses in excess of 50 mrem. This is one-tenth the 500-mrem criterion
for
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items.
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accident
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accident

sequences are summarized in Table 4.23.
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This report
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preliminary
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phases of a potential

of the accident
repository
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of potential

methods and data to assess their
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at
and

TABLE 4.23. Frequenciesand Consequencesof Accident Scenarios
Projectedto Result in Offsite Doses Greater than
0,05 Rem (MacDougallet al. 1987)
Accident Scenario Description

Frequency,
..per.year

Consequence
mrem

.Internal
I.¥Initiated Events.
Crane drops shipping cask, cask breached

5E-6

340

Crane drops fuel assembly in hot cell,
HVAC fails

IE-8

170

Crane drops open consolidatedfuel container,
HVAC fails

IE-9

1100

Container dropped in storage vault, filtration
system fails to activate

3E-8

230

ExternallyInitiatedEvents (all caused by earthquake)
Crane fails, falls on or drops cask in
receiving area

5E-8

340

Train falls on cask

5E-8

290

Structuralobject falls on fuel in cask
unloading cell

5E-7

110

Crane fails, falls on or drops fuel in
cask unloadingcell

IE-6

110

Structuralobject falls on fuel in
consolidationcell

5E-7

110

Crane fails, falls on or drops fuel in
consolidationcell

IE-6

110

Structuralobject falls on fuel in
packagingcell

5E-7

330

Crane fails, falls on or drops fuel in
packagingcell, HVAC fails

IE-6

1100

Structuralobject falls on fuel in
transfer tunnel

5E-7

200
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F) were

in the dose

A
analysis included immersionand inhalation. Ingestionwas apparentlynot
included. The results of the populationradiationdose calculationsare
summarizedbelow:
• Maximally exposed individualdose. The maximum whole-bodydose to
an offsite individual (5 kilometers)from inhalationwas estimated
at 0.01 mrem/yr. Contributionsfrom Co-60 accountedfor about 55%
of the dose followed by H-3 (30%) and Kr-85 (15%).
•

Populationdose. The populationdose was determinedusing the
populationwithin80 kilometersof the potentialrepository(about
11,000 persons). The annual whole-bodytotal populationdose was
estimatedat about 0.004 person-rem/yrfrom inhalation.
Evaluation
This paper presented a credible estimate of the maximallyexposed indi-

vidual and populationexposuresthat are projectedto result from routine
releases of radioactivematerial from a potential repositoryat Yucca Mountain. Crediblemethods and data were used to develop these estimates.
Actual weather data were used to the extent possible to incorporatesitespecificmeteorologicalconditionsinto the analysis. The document was based
on the current system configurationand appears to representa comprehensive
analysis. One technical area that was not includedin the analysis was the
ingestionpathway.
4.1.2 Reports Selected For Use in This Study
, .

The risk and dose informationfrom the reports reviewed in Section 4.1.1
are used in Section 5.1 to develop estimatesof the risks from the construction, operations,and decommissioningof repositoriesin two system configurations. Reports that most closelyfit the needs of this study are selected
in this section to establishthe basis for these estimates. The selectionof
reportswas based on the qualitativecriteria listed in Table 4.1.
An overview of the risk categoriesaddressed in the repositorypreclosure literatureis presented in Table 4.24. As shown, some risk categories
were addressed in several documentswhile other categorieswere covered by
only a single document. The availableliteratureprimarilyaddresses the
operationsphase of the repository. The risk categoriesaddressedmost
frequentlyare: I) public radiologicalaccident risks, 2) public exposures
4.44
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from routine operations,and 3) occupationalroutineexposures. These areas
are addressedmost frequentlybecause they are often used as the basis for
decision-makingand facility licensing. Nonradiologicalaccident risks were
addressed in only a few documents. Routine nonradiologicalemissionswere
quantifiedin some documents,but health effectsfrom nonradiologicalemissions were not estimated. Most of these studiescompared estimatedconcentrations of nonradiologicalpollutantsto EPA limits.
The radiologicalrisk and exposure values contained in the reviewed
reports are summarizedin Table 4.25. The results are presented in the table
as they were found in the references. No attempt has been made to present
the results on a consistentbasis. The table illustratesthe risk categories
that have been addressedand the forms of the raw data contained in the literature. As indicatedin Section 4.1.1, the studiesvary widely in scope,
assumptions,data, methods, and facilitydesigns. The table also illustrates
the range of the risk estimatesfound in the literatureto the extent the
results are comparable. The Basalt Waste IsolationProject (BWIP) Environmental Assessment (DOE 1986c)was not includedin the table because the

A

results were presentedonly for the maximallyexposed individual. The Deaf

U

Smith environmentalassessmentwas not includedbecause the populationrisk
estimates contained in the document were described in more detail by Waite
et al. (1986). DOE (1988)was not includedbecause it presentedonly nonradiologicalrisk information.
Routine public risks during constructionwill arise from releases of
radon and its daughter products from mined rock that is stored on the surface. This category of risk was addressed in three documents: the GEIS (DOE
1980), the tuff environmentalassessment(DOE 1986b),and Waite et al.
(1986). All three documentswill approximatelyequal in terms of technical
accuracy, realism, and modeling sufficiencycriteria (see Table 5.1). However, Waite et al. (1986) is more applicableto the current system configuration and presents risk values that are specificto the Deaf Smith site
(salt). As a result, the Waite et al. (1986)document was judged to contain
the best available informationin this category.
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Routine occupationalrisks during constructionwere addressed in three
documents: the GEIS (DOE 1980), the tuff environmentalassessment(DOE
1986b), and the first repositorysite-selectiondocument (DOE 1986f). All
three studies estimated the exposuresof undergroundconstructionworkers to
radon and daughter products. Since the estimatescontained in the tuff environmental assessment(DOE 1986b) and DOE (1986f)were based on the most
recent estimatesof undergroundpersonnelrequirementsand mined rock volumes, they were used in Section 5.1.
Occupationalexposures during repositoryoperationsare given in the
GEIS (DOE 1980), Bechtel (1979),Dennis et al. (1984),the tuff environmental
assessment (DOE 1986b), and Isakariet al. (1980). The results from these
studieswere converted to a consistentbasis of person-mrem/MTUso they could
be compared. The comparablevalues are shown in Table 4.26. The unit dose
results ranged from about 17 to over 260 person-mrem/MTU. This range
reflects the variabilityof methods and data used to derive these estimates.
The results that are believed to be most representativeof actual doses are
those derived from time-and-motionand personneloccupancy studies based on
repositoryconceptualdesigns. These were presented by Isakariet al. (1980)
and Dennis et al. (1984). The basis for the estimates in the GEIS and in
Bechtel (1979)were not as clear, nor were they reproducible. Many conservative assumptionswere made in the latter documents,such as the assumption
that 60% of the total surface facilitywork force were radiationworkers.
TABLE 4.26.

Comparison of Unit Occupational
Estimates from the Literature

Unit Occupational
Dose (person-mrem/MTU)

Document
Isakari
GEIS

et al.

Dennis et al.

Dose

(1980)

16.7
90

(1984)

23

Bechtel (1979)
DOE 1986f

260

Salt
Basalt
Tuff

110
140
70
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The results in the site-v'anking
document (DOE 1986f) were based on the
assumptionthat all surface facility radiationworkers would receive an
average annual dose of 0.5 rem/yr. This was an adequate approach for siteranking purposes but did not representa detailed and comprehensiveanalysis.
As a result, the occupationalexposure estimatesdevelopedby Isakari et al.
(1980) and Dennis et al. (1984)were judged to best meet the needs of this
study.
Routine public risks during the repositoryoperatingphase were
addressed explicitlyby Waite et al. (1986) for the potential salt repository
and by Jardine et al. (1988) for the potepltial
tuff repository. These
analyses includedconsiderationof radioactivematerials released during rodconsolidationoperations,which was believed to be the most significant
source of routine emissions. That sLudy was selectedas the basis for the
risk estimates presentedhere because it was directly applicableto the
currentwaste system, incorporatessite-specificweather and populationdata,
uses adequate models, and presents reproducibleresults. The GEIS (DOE 1980)
and Bechtel (1979)were not selectedbecause they were not as applicableas
Waite et al. (1986) to the current system configuration.
Occupationalrisks from accidentswere addressedin only two documents'
Bechtel (1979) and Jackson et al. (1984). Jackson et al. (1984) clearly
addresseda more applicablesystem configurationand was thus selected as the
basis for this risk category. In addition, it was difficult to reproducethe
results in Bechtel (1979),which were based on a fuel reprocessingplant that
assumed underwaterunloadingof spent fuel transportationcasks.
Public accident risks during operationswere addressed in five studies,
as shown previouslyin Table 4.25. None of these analyses were consideredto
includea comprehensiveidentificationand evaluationof all possible
accident sequences. Most of the studies emphasizedpostulated"worst-case"
or "design-basis"accidentsand then demonstratedthat the consequencesof
the accidentswere within permissiblelevels. There is no evidence that
these estimates includedthe accidentsthat dominates the total risk values.
z

For comparisonpurposes,the results from the accident risk studies were
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rem/MTU basis,
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in Table 4.27.

values were much lower than the occupational

accidents

while

Jackson et al.
configuration.

Waite et al.

Jackson et al.
further.

others

that

Harris

et al.

context

that

(1986) and Jackson et al.
accident risk values.
One should exercise
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4.26,

and 4.27.

doses result

are of a continuous
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in Chapter 5.0.

As a result,

and conseWaite et

as the bases for

when interpreting
it

of accident

doses and so was excluded

should be recognized
plant

activities

On the other hand, the major portion

Risk
(person-rem/MTU)

GEIS

of the

Comment

8.4E-9

One accident

1.1E-I0

One accident

1.7E-8

Five accidents

5.7E-9

Ten accidents

Erdmann et al (1979)

1.8E-6

Seven accidents

Pepping et al.

6.3E-I0

One accident

Bechtel

(1979)

Waite et al.
Jackson et al.

(1986)
(1984)
(1981)
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in

that

Comparison of Normalized Public Accident
Risk Values from Various Studies
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nature.
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population
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by

(1979) were less
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caution

as Jackson et al.

and thus were not reviewed

analyses of their

of risks

system

a comprehensive identification

The SCP-CDEdid not quantify

Tables 4.25,

to the current

are more comprehensive,

(1985) contains

from the quantification

"routine"

information

the former two studies

sequences but does not include
quences.

applicable

than the Waite and Jackson studies

waste types so in this

They ranged

or more accidents.

The GElS (DOE 1980) and Erdmann et al.

In addition,

risks.

(1986) was not as applicable

supplementary

on a person-

Some of the values were based on

are based on five

(1984) was directly

(1984) but provided
applicable

values,

As shown, the magnitudes of the

from about 2.0E-6 to 6.0E-lO person-rem/yr.
single

risk

that

dose from an accident is received at the time of the accident,which may or
may not occur in any particularyear. Whereas the probabilityof receiving a
"routine"dose over a given period of time is essentially1.0 for an operating facility,the probabilityof an "accident"dose over a given time period
is likely to be much less than 1.0. Routine dose pPr year is expected to
occur (althoughmagnitudemay vary). However, accident doses are relatively
rare events. Both are consideredas "risk, a term that generally implies
the product of a consequencewith a related probabilityand both have the
same units, person-rem/yr. The dose values themselvesshould also be carefully interpreted. Some are 50-yearcommitments;some are 70-year commitments; some are the total receivedover a set number of years with, perhaps,
an assumeddose-commitmentperiod added.
Only two risk categoriesfor decommissioningactivitieswere addressed
in the literature: I) routineworker exposures and 2) accident risks.
Bechtel (1979) was used as the basis for the risk estimatesdeveloped in
Section 5.1. lt should be noted that the repositoryenvironmentalassessments addresseddecommissioningimpactsbut did not quantify them. lt was
concluded in the environmentalassessmentsthat no significantimpacts are
expected.
Nonradiologicalaccident risks for repositoryconstructionand operation
were estimated in three documents'the GEIS (DOE 1980), the Site Selection
Methodology(DOE 1986f), and the Section 175 report (DOE 1988). The fatality
rates for surface facility constructionand operationwere the same in the
GEIS and in DOE (1986f). DOE (1986f)used more recent accident statistics
for undergroundoperationsthan were used in the GEIS. In addition, the
results presented in DOE (1986f)were based on the most recent estimates of
repositorypersonnel requirements. As a result, it was used as the basis for
the nonradiologicalrisk estimatesin Section 5.1.
4.2

REPOSITORY
POSTCLOSURE
In the 1970s, there were a number of outstanding

and quantify

the potential

safety

Examples are the work of Claiborne

efforts

impacts of deep geologic
and Gera (1974),
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to understand
repositories.

Burkhol_er

et al.

(1976),

and Hill and Grimwood (1978). Although this early work is not reviewed here,
it did lay the groundworkfor most of the more recent studies.
In the United States, repositoryrisk analysis and performanceassessment work has been car_'iedOut in support of several major federal actions.
The DOE performedwork to support its eventual decision to select deep geologic repositoriesas the preferreddisposal method for HLW and TRU wastes.
This work and the resulting decisionwere documentedin the GEIS (DOE 1980).
The EPA and U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC) have both done work
in support of their regulatoryactivities. The EPA's work supportedthe
developmentof the performancestandardsfor the repository. The NRC did
work to evaluate their performancerequirementsand to comment on the EPA
standard. The NRC also has work ongoing to develop and demonstratemethods
that can be used to show compliancewith the standard and to develop methods
and expertise to evaluate the license applicationthat will eventuallybe
submitted by DOE.
The major efforts in postclosureperformanceand risk analysis are being
carried out by or in behalf of DOE to support its decisionson selectingthe
first potentialrepositorysite, and to develop the methods and datathat
will be needed to support a license applicationto the NRC. The DOE has alsG
done work to provide informationto select a referencewaste form for HLWs
from defense activitiesthat will require disposal in geologic repositories.
A number of other countries are also developingwaste managementsystems for
their commercialnuclear programs. Repositoryrisk informationhas also been
developed in these programs.
4.2.1 Review of RepositoryPostclosureRisk Literature
The literaturereview presented in this section is organizedaround the
major activitiesdiscussed above. The selectionof major activitiesfor
grouping the postclosureliteratureallows the discussionof work that has
common objectivesin the same sections. The purpose, scope, and basis of
each study are discussed,and the results are summarizedand evaluated. A
brief comparativesummary follows the discussionof the literaturerepresenting each major performanceassessmentactivity.

0
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Much of the work does not present actual risk results. Also, much of
the work to date has focusedon the technical challengesinvolved with predicting the amounts of materialthat would be released from the waste form
under various conditionsand modeling the transportof radionuclidesthrough
the geosphere.
4.2.1.1 The PostclosureRisk AssessmentSupportinqthe DQE_s Final
EnvironmentalImpact Statement
The GEIS (DOE 1980) containeda generic postclosurerisk assessment.
This assessmentprovidedthe informationneeded to select deep geologic disposal as the preferredwaste disposal method. The GEIS presented risk
analysesthat provided a starting point for more sophisticatedand sitespecificwork required for future decisions.
The scope of the postclosurerisk assessmentwork reported in the GEIS
was consistentwith the need for a bounding estimateof postclosurerisks
from the geologic disposal activity. The scope was limitedto an evaluation
of the consequencesof worst-casescenariosfor a generic repository. The
scenarioconsequencecalculationswere generic in the sense that host rock
propertieswere not taken into account. The only differencesbetween host
rock were in the differentinventoriesthat, at that time, were thought to be
likely for each host-rocktype. The inventoriesthat would be put into the
different rock types being consideredat that time were: 122,000 MTHM spent
fuel for basalt or granite;64,000 MTHM for shale; and 51,000 MTHM for salt.
The difference in capacity betweenthe current repositorydesign (70,000MTU)
and the basalt and granite repositoriesin the GEIS would amount to a factor
of 2, which was not significantin terms of the order-of-magnitudeestimates
made in the GEIS. Engineeredbarrier system assumptionswere limited to the
considerationof conservativeleaching rates for the waste form after exposure to groundwaterwas initiatedby some process or event scenario.
Some highly unlikelyscenarioswere treated in the GEIS, such as repository breach by a meteorite strike and the solutionmining of salt. The
meteor strike
contributor

scenario
to risk

perhaps more likely,

is now considered

too unlikely

(DOE 1986b, EPA 1985a).

The solution

was not to be modeled according
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In the surface water transportcase, populationdose estimateswere
based on the level of contaminationin the river. With an assumedregional
populationsize of a few million and an assumed correlationof 200 health
effects for every million person-rems,approximately40 to 60 health effects
could be expected if this catastrophicscenario occurred. Health effects
included latent cancer fatalities(somaticeffects) as well as genetic
effects. The scenario itself was estimatedat a probabilityof 2.0E-13,
resulting in an annual risk of 3.0E-11/yr. Flow into the ocean was also
considered,but the resulting dose commitmentwas only an additionalI% of
backgroundto individualdoses.
In the groundwatertransportcase, the largest 70-year dose commitment
to a maximally exposed individualwas I rem. Since the ratio of the percapita whole body dose to the maximallyexposed individualwhole body dose
for the surfacewater transportcase was 15, the same ratio was assumed in
this groundwatertransport case. For a 2 million person regionalpopulation,
2.0E+5 person-rem70-year dose commitmentwas calculated,which corresponds
to a i% increaseover naturally occurringbackgroundradiation.
The GEIS also examined a case in which the same faultingscenario
resulted in contaminationentering a well after the repositorywas breached
by the fault. Assumptionswere similar to those used in the river contamination case except that 1,000 to 2,500 years is required for the groundwater
to travel from the repositoryto the weil. In this case, the repository
water was assumed to dissolve 2,550 assembliesover 10,000years. The contaminationwould not reach the well for 4,000 to 10,000 years depending on
the time at which the fault was assumedto occur. The dose to the maximally
exposed individualfrom this scenariowas relativelyhigh, but there was
little possibilityof exposing large numbers of people, so that risk from the
scenario was negligible.
The drilling scenario assumed that the well was drilled directly through
a waste canister. One fourth of the canister contentswas assumedto be
brought to the surface and distributedover a 0.5 hectare area of land on
which the maximally exposed individualspent 12 hours per day breathingdust
and growing crops. A probabilitywas not assigned for the initiationof
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that

that

can legitimately
4.2.1.2

support

contractors

Wastes, 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA 1985a).
(]982a,b)

EPA and its contractors
cumulative radionuclide

assumed for

between the DOE

of the GELS. The GElS illus-

analysis

is done determines

the uses

the EPA Standard

repository

resulting

100,000 MTHMrepository.

assessments in

Standards for

Hiqh-Level,

and Transuranic

These risk

the Management
Radioactive

assessments are described

by

repository

risk

assessments done by the

was to help define quantitative
limits on lO,O00-year
releases into the accessible environment.
performance standard developed by EPA (EPA 1985a)

was based on the acceptability
environment

estimates

are

and in EPA (1985b).

The purpose of the postclosure

The final

and 2) the scenarios

have done a number of risk

of Spent Nuclear Fuel,

Smith et al.

there

of faulting

of the development of the Environmental

and Disposal

can be

be made of the results.

Risk Assessments Supportinq

The EPA and its

that

This is illus-

over the probability

the purpose for which a risk

little

estimates.

and EPA, which was documented in the footnotes
trated

deep geologic

however, because I)

and even where there are probability
events,

bounding estimates

the postclosure

Bounds on the worst-case
is

to provide

of a cumulative

in 1,000 health-effects
This particular

level

release

to the accessible

over I0,000 years from a
of acceptable

risk

was based

Q
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on risk assessmentsof uranium ore bodies (Williams1980). These studies
estimatedthe health effects produced from the uranium ore. The final standard was within the range of the results reported in these studies. The
standardwas set at a level that would result in public consequencesat or
below the level that could have been expected had the uranium never been
mined (EPA 1985a).
The 1982 EPA risk assessments(Smith et al. 1982a,b)attempted to bound
risks for hypotheticalrepositoriesin basalt,granite, bedded salt, domed
salt, and shale. Although the propertiesof these rock types were used to an
extent,the purposewas to provide insight inLo the generic standard that was
being developedfor applicationto any repositoryin any rock type. No
effort was made, therefore,to simulate the actual locations being considered
as candidatesfor repositoriesby DOE, and resultswere especiallypessimistic for the Yucca Mountain candidatelocation because of inappropriate
pathway and populationassumptions.
In 1985, the EPA reported revised estimatesof ris.ksfrom generic
repositoriesin basalt,bedded salt, tuff, and granite (EPA 1985b). These
revised risk estimatesused improved informationregardingrepositoriesat
proposed candidatesites, as well as impruvedmodels for pathway and dose
analyses.
In the supportingdocumentspublishedby EPA, the populationrisks from
the undisturbedgeneric repositorieswere based on estimates of radionuclide
releases through an aquifer into a river (Smithet al. 1982). The use of
groundwateras a direct water supply was not considered,and a generic river
was assumed for each generic site. Irrigationwith contaminatedriver water
and human intrusionscenariosbrought radionuclidesto the soil surface.
Resuspensionof nuclidesdepositedon land surfaceswas consideredin the
consequencecalculations. Pathways in which the river and air sources
depositedmaterials in the oceans were also examined. All of these sources
of radionuclideswere then analyzed for dose contributionsthrough applicable
food chains. Somatic and genetic effects were reported separatelyand summed
to yield "healtheffects,"such as prematuredeaths from cancers in the
exposed and followinggenerations.
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The 1985 revisions
information

regarding

of this

1982 work included

the potential

work by Smith et al. reported
are summarized in Table 4.28.

repository

more site-specific

and the host-rock.

The 1982

results for their reference case analyses that
These estimates were revised in the 1985 EPA

work in support of the final
rule (EPA 1985b). The major differences
between
the 1982 and 1985 assessments lies in the nature of the data used to describe
the repository

and its

not included

since their

environment.
risk

Very low probability

contributions

the 1985 assessment are presented

scenarios

were negligible.

were also

The results

of

in Table 4.29.

Evaluation
The EPAunderscored
generic

risk

standard
1982b), it
that

estimates

(EPA 1985a).

provided

limits

Smith et al.

in support

that

relatively

to overestimate

the limitations

documents (Smith et al.

unsophisticated

risks,

of the

of the development of the EPA

In one of the EPA's supporting

was made clear

were intended

strategy

the importance of recognizing

models were used

not underestimate

the uses to which the results

them.

That this

can be put was made clear

by

(1962b):

TABLE 4.28.

Expected Health Effects Over I0,000 Years for Hypothetical
I00,000MTHM Repositoriesin Basalt, Be,Z"_.d
Salt, Shale,
and Granite (Smith et al. 1982a)

Scenario

Basalt

Bedded Salt

Shale

Granite

Somatic Effects
Undisturbed

i,420

0

I,420

11

Drilling (misses
canister)

2,960

181

5,910

747

Drilling (hits
canister)

2

5

5

0.6

Faulting

3

0.007

0.1

0.1

Breccia pipe
Meteorite

0.003

0.001
0.003

0.003

0.003

Volcano

0.2

0.03

0.03

0.03

Total Somatic Effects

4,390

186

7,340

760

Total Genetic Effects

153

2

200

13

4,543

188

7,540

773

Total Health Effects
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TABLE 4.29. 1985 Revised EPA Estimatesof 10,O00-YearHealth Effects
for 100,000MTHM Repositoriesin Basalt, Bedded Salt, Tuff,
and Granite (EPA 1985b)
(a)
Scenario
Basalt
Bedded Salt
Tuff
Granite
Undisturbed

97

0

0

184

Drilling (misses
canister)

2.30

3.16

0

0.92

Drilling (h'
canister) I_I

1 73
"

3 41
"

0.44

0.44
8.49

Faulting

24.4

0

3.00

Total

125

6.57

3.44

Health Effects

194

(a) Palo Duro Basin
(b) Drilling accidentsthat miss canistershave larger risk values
than accidentsthat hit canistersbecause the probabilityof
missing a canister is larger than hitting a canister.
"...
these analyses can not be used to judge the risks from a
specific
disposal system at a specific
site.
The detailed data and
particular
circumstances associated with that specific
site must be
considered .... However, we do believe that the analyses described
in this report provide reasonable upper bounds of the risks from
geologic repositories
-- given the specific
assumptions for each
analysis.
Accordingly,
the Agency has used these analyses as an
important tool in selecting
the long-term containment requirements
II
in its proposed standards for disposal of high-level
wastes.
The 1985 EPA risk estimates were improved because they were more sitespecific

in terms of host-rock

potential

properties,

repository/environment

EPA study similarly

but the other properties

system were generic,

caveated its

as before.

of the
The 1985

results"

"Because of the generic nature of the analysis,
the results of the
risk calculations
cannot purport to project the actual risk
expected at these particular
sites; such projections
will not be
possible before the potential
sites are fully characterized."
The annual population

risks

calculated

in this

conservative,

assessment ranged from I.OE-2 to I.OE-4 health-effects
EPA risk
tions,

analyses
estimated

uncertainty.

(Smith et al.
parameters,

1982a,b) listed

and simplified

Both analyses contained

the use of generic

models as significant

parameter variation
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per year.

generic
Both the
assumpsources

study results

of

(Smith et al. 1982b; EPA 1985b). The EPA (1985b)parameter variationresults
underscoredthe importanceof the assumedwaste-form "leach rate" in the
modeling and that host-rockpermeabilitywas generallymore importantto the
determinationof risk than were reasonablevariationsin retardationand
solubilitynumbers. Whether or not there was fracture flow rather than just
matrix flow in unsaturatedtuff was very important.
4.2.1.3 Risk AssessmentSupportingthe Selectionof the
ReferenceDefense Waste Form
The Savannah River Plant (SRP) in Aiken, South Carolina, is the defense
waste form productionfacility. The NWPA called for a decision on whether or
not defense waste was to be disposed of in the civilian nuclearwaste repository. Therefore,prior to 1983, the SRP sponsoredits risk assessmentsfor a
defense waste repository. Borosilicateglass was the waste form used in
those risk assessments.
There was a need to evaluate risks to support research regarding an
advanced waste form. This evaluationactivity had many facets, but the one
of interest here was a risk assessmentby Cheung et al. (1982) in which the
doses resulting from having either the advanced or the referencewaste form
in the repositorywere compared. The comparativerisk analyses were performed for two hypotheticalrepositories,one in bedded salt and one in
basalt, with the referenceand the advancedwaste Forms as the variable
while all other conditionswere kept constant.
The defense waste repositorieswere modeled using data and assumptions
that approximatedcandidatebedded salt or basalt sites, hence the results
did not specificallyaddress the sites presentlyof interest. The methodology did illustratea Monte Carlo technique,however, and an effort was made
to assign probabilitiesto some scenariosand to analyze them. The objective
of the work was to compare waste forms to see if the referencewaste form was
suitable. Backgrounddose was used as the unit of measure upon which the
comparisonwould be based.
The results showed an expectationof low populationand individualdose
rates for both waste forms in both repositories. The advancedwaste form was
generally an order of magnitude below the referencewaste form in terms of
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best-estimatereleases (0.5 confidencelevel) to the biosphereand resulting
doses; at higher confidencelevels (0.9 to limiting),there were no significant differences. The doses from the referencewaste form were already quite
low, on the order of 2,000 person-remover a million years at the 0.9 confidence level for either a repositoryin basalt or in bedded salt. For the
basalt location,the Columbia River system was used as the recipientof
contaminatedwater and the pathway to the population. For the bedded salt
location,a scenario was examined that included drilling a well only one mile
from the repository. This scenarioyielded doses that were a fraction of
background,namely 3,000 person-remover a million years at the 0.9 confidence level for the bedded salt location.
Evaluation
The decision has been made to commingle defense and civilian waste in
the repository,and the contributionof defense waste to the total potential
repositoryrisk maj be of interestbut was not addressedin the study by
Cheung et al. (1982). For the purpose of this literaturereview, the glass
waste form risk results are not useful for estimatinga spent fuel repository's postclosurerisks. In addition,the assumptionof convectiveflow in
salt was ultraconservativeand, accordingto Cheung et al. (1982),greatly
overestimatedradionuclidemovement out of the repositoryfor the undisturbed
case, or perhaps simulatedthe effects of disruptiveevents conservatively.
An uncertaintyanalysesemphasizedthe importanceof the source-term (radionuclide release rate from the waste form) assumptions.
4.2.1.4

Waste IsolationSystems Panel (WISP)Assessmentsof
HypotheticalRepositoryRisks at OGR CandidateRepositor#
Locations

The Waste IsolationSystems Panel (WISP) of the National Research
Council Board on RadioactiveWaste Managementwas asked to review the state
of the technologiesavailablefor the isolationof radioactivewaste in mined
geologic repositoriesand to assess their performancebenefits.
In order to assess the performancebenefits of the technologiesavailable for deep geologic disposal,the WISP panel performed a number of
expected dose calculationsfor hypotheticalrepositoriesin basalt, granite,
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tuff, and salt. In the WISP (1983) report,groundwatertransportof radionuclides to the biosphere and the resultingaverage annual doses to individuals was calculated. Both a surfacewater (river) and a well water scenario
were included for all sites evaluatedexcept the Nevada tuff site, for which
only the well into contaminatedgroundwaterwas considered. As much as possible, then available (1979 to mid-1982)rock type and site-specificand
hydrogeologic-region-specific
informationwere used in these analyses.
For the basalt contaminatedriver water scenario,calculationsresulted
in negligibledoses because the large flow volume of the Columbia River
diluted the pollutantsto minute concentrations. This is a realisticassessment_ since high-flow surfacewater would tend to dilute any pollutant,but
the results are not particularlyuseful to this study. Therefore,the well
water scenarioshave been given primary attentionin this review.
Calculationswere deterministic,and used best-estimateparameter
values. The concentrationof inventoryradionuclideswas calculated,including decay and daughters,as a function of time and distance from the potential repositorylocation. Exact analyticalsolutionswere used for onedimensionaladvective transportwith dispersionthrough a porous medium.
Source terms were calculatedassuming that waste forms were in contact with
the porous host rock or other materials that were similar to the host rock in
hydrologicproperties. Release was modeled as either congruentdissolution
at a constant rate of I part in 10,000 per year, or each radionuclidewas
assumed to continuallybe at its solubilitylimit in the solutioncontacting
the waste form. In both cases, dilution took place as a functionof distance
from the surface dependingon the groundwaterflow rate. This approach is
similar to that used in the Swedish SKBS (SKBF 1983) concept, although the
KBS work includedconsiderationof tortuosity,which may decrease the dissolution rates by a factor of 10 accordingto the WISP authors.
The granite rock case in the WISP (1983) report was done as a variant of
the basalt case. A three-foldgreater groundwaterflow rate was assumed and
the flow of the river was assumed to be 28 times less than the Columbia
River, which was used for the basalt case. These groundwaterand surfacewater flow-rateestimateshave been used in previouslypublishedgeneric
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crystallinerock repositoryperformancecalculations(Burkholder1982;
Cloninger and Cole 1981). Since there is as yet no proposed site location
for a candidatecrystallinerepository,and since crystallinerock and site
characteristicscould be highly variable,dependingon location,the crystalline rock case is not evaluated in Section 5.2. Only the basalt, bedded
salt, and tuff cases are addressed in Section 5.2, and since the WISP (1983)
report explicitlyaddressesthe basalt rock case, its similar treatmentof
the crystallinerock case will not be reviewed here.
Worst case assumptionsare used to calculatemaximum annual doses to
individuals. These individualsare assumedto drink the contaminatedwater
exclusively,to let their food animalsdrink it, and to irrigatetheir selfconsumed crops with this water. Seventy-yearlifetime dose commitmentswere
calculated. ICRP-30 (ICRP 1979,1980)correctionswere made to dose conversion factors for radionuclidesthat contributedto dose.
The dose calculationsfor the potentialrepositoryin tuff assumed saturation, which is definitelyconservativefor the candidaterepository
horizon at Yucca Mountain if the water flux rate assumptionsare correct (DOE
1986b). For the basalt case, a spent fuel repositorywas also modeled, and
the differencesbetween the spent fuel and HLW cases were said to be directly
applicableto the salt and tuff cases. For all cases, waste form dissolution
commences at permanentclosure.
A number of tables showing the dose rates from each contributingradionuclide taken into accountwere prepared for the 10,000 year groundwater
travel time HLW cases. Where appropriate,the adjustmentssuggested in the
WISP report were made to simulate a spent fuel repository. Only for the
basalt case were calculationsdone for both spent fuel and HLW. The values
in these tables were taken from figures in WISP (1983),thereforethey are
only approximations.
For the purposes of this survey, the results shown in the WISP report
were normalizedto a 10,O00-yeargroundwatertravel time, or a 10,O00-year
water travel period after waste form dissolutionbegins,with the calculated
doses being those attributableto groundwaterused from a well after the
water had traveled for a period of 10,000 years. This time frame for making
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comparisonsmay be somewhat arbitrary,but it representsthe period of
applicabilityestablishedin the EPA 40 CFR 191 standard.
The analyses in the WISP report were mainly for solidifiedHLW, since
these studies were completedduring the time when spent fuel reprocessingwas
still consideredto be commerciallyviable. Therefore,the results for all
the repositories(exceptbasalt)were for HLW disposal exclusively. The
report suggested that the differencesin the results for spent fuel and HLW
observed in the basalt case calculationswould be similar in all cases.
These differencesincluded:
I. For the spent fuel waste form, there would be a three-foldincrease in
Np-237 dose because of increasedPu-241 in the inventory.
2. For a spent fuel repositorythere would be a 37-fold increase in Pu-239
dose because of increasedinventory.
3. For the spent fuel case there would be, in the near field, a four-fold
increase in Ra-226 dose because of increasedU-234 and Pu-238 inventory
and in the far field (i.e., at the 10,O00-yeartime frame selected for
this review, a 100-fold increase in Ra-226 dose because of increased
U-238 inventories.
4.

For spent fuel, there would be a sharp increase in 1-129 doses because
insolubleAgl was assumed for the reprocessingcase, essentially
deleting its dose contributions.

5. There may be approximatelya 500-fold increase in C-14 dose expected for
the spent fuel case because the release rate for C-14 is no longer
solubilitycontrolled,and it is assumed to be congruentlyreleased at a
constant fraction of 1.0E-4/yr.
Dispersionattenuatespeak doses as travel time increasesand is less
important if releases occur over very long periods of time compared to the
travel time. Axial dispersionwas estimatedto be 50 m2/yr for the solubility_limiteddissolutioncases, which representeddissolutionrates that are
orders of magnitude smallerthan the congruent-dissolution
case in which a
1.0E-4/yrdissolutionrate was assumed. Where radionuclideswere not highly
insoluble,no solubility-limited
dissolutioncase was calculated;the
1.0E-4/yrc°ngruent-diss°luti°n
assumptionwas applied; and no dispersionwas
taken into account, so effects of inventory,decay, travel time, and sorption
would be emphasized.
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The 10,O00-yeargroundwatertravel time annual doses to the maximally
exposed individualwhose well taps pollutedgroundwaterwere presentedfor
the basalt, salt, and tuff cases. For all cases, waste form dissolution
commenced at the time of permanentclosure.
Basalt
After 10,000 years of groundwatertravel time, the estimateddose rate
to the maximally exposed individualwho uses contaminatedgroundwaterare
shown in Table 4.30. Values given in this table were estimatedfrom WISP
report graphs and are only approximationsof the data presented. All results
were convertedto units of rem/yr from the original Sv/yr, and values of less
than 1.0E-3 rem/yr (I.0E-5Sv/yr) are not shown.
The basalt cases shown here were calculatedfor an estimatedgroundwater
flow rate of 3.2E+4 m3/yr. In the case of congruentdissolution,higher flow
TABLE 4.30. Maximum IndividualDose Rates (re¢/yr)Estimatedfor a
HypotheticalRepositoryin Basalt(a)
Hi_j!Lh
Level Waste from I00,000MI'HMFuel

Radionuclide
C-14

Solubility
Limited
Dissolution/
Dispersion
3.0E+O

Se-79

2.0E-2

3.0E-3

Tc-99

9.0E+O

<< I.OE-3

1-129

9.0E-I

<< 1.0E-3

Cs-135

4.0E+O

Pb-210

9.0E+O

<< 1.0E-3

Ra-226

5.0E-I

<< 1.0E-3

U-234

8.0E-I

<< 1.0E-3

Np-237

5.0E+3

1.0E+O

Pu-239/242
(a)
(b)

Congruent
Dissolution/
No Dispersion
8.0E+2

< 1.0E-3

Interpreted
from WISP (1983).
n.c. = not calculated.
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n.c.(b)

<< 1.0E-3

rates would reduce dose rates while lower flow rates would increase dose
rates. For solubility-controlled
release, the effect would not be as
straightforward.
Salt.
The potentialsalt repositorywas modeled by postulatinga high]y
unlikely intrusiveevent that allowed groundwaterto flow into the repository, become contaminated,and flow out at a rate of 1.3E+3 m3/yr. The
probabilityof such a catastrophicoccurrenceis probably vanishinglysmall;
yet, assuming it did occur, and with dissolutioningbeginning shortly after
closure, the doses shown in Table 4.31 were estimated.
Tuff
The potentialtuff repositorywas modeled using the published information availabl_.at the time of the calculations,hence the repositorywas
TABLE 4.31. Maximally Exposed IndividualDose Rates (rem/_r.)Estimated
for a HypotheticalRepositoryfor HLW in Salt_a)
Hiqh Level Waste from 100,000MTHM Fuel
Congruent
Dissolution/
No Dispersion
2.0E+4

Solubility
Limited
Dissolution/
Dispersion
7.0E+I

Se-79

5.0E+O

3.0E-2

Tc-99

< 1.0E-3

<< 1.0E-3

1-129

3.0E+I

<< 1.0E-3

Cs-135
Pb-210

7.0E+2
7.0E+2

(4.0E+2)
<< 1.0E-3

Ra-226

8.0E+I

<< 1.0E-3

U-234

5.0E+I

<< 1.0E-3

Np-237

2.0E+5

5.0E+I

Pu-239/242

3.0E-I

<< 1.0E-3

Radionuclide
C-14

(a) Interpretedfrom WISP (1983)
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assumed to be located
would,

in the saturated

zone.

The potential

as has since been made known, be located

well

tuff

repository

above the water'table.

The report acknowledged this and suggested that 10,000 years should be added
to the travel times shown in the calculated
results.
The assumed water flow
rate

of 9.9E+4 m3/yr was perhaps applicable

potential

repository.

repository

Even so, the groundwater

location

to the nearest

to be 10,000 years.
groundwater

travel

to the aquifer

settlement,

For the present

purposes,

time assumption are given

travel

below the

time from the proposed

in this

report,

results

for

were thought

the 10,O00-year

in Table 4,32.

Evaluation
To aid the evaluation
report,

of the risk

assessments provided

a summary of only those radionuclides

than 1.0E-3 rem/yr (greater than 1.0E-5 Sv/yr)
The results
are shown in Table 4.33.

TABLE 4.32.

contributing

by the WISP
to dose greater

was prepared for

Maximum Individual
Dose Rates (rem/yr) Estimated for
Hypothetical
Repository for HLWin Tuff (WISP 1983)
High Level Waste from 100,000 MTHMFuel

Radionuclide
C-14

Solubility
Limited
Di ssol ut i on/
Dispersion
6.0E-I

Congruent
Di ssol ut i on/
No Dispersion
2.0E+2

Se-79

I.OE-2

Tc-99

4.0E+O

1-129

4.0E-I

7.0E-4
<< I.OE-3
,

<< 1.0E-3

Cs-135

4.0E+O

Ph-210

4.0E+O

<< I.OE-3

Ra-226

I.OE-I

<< 1.0E-3

U-234

4.0E-I

<< I.OE-3

Np-237

2.0E+3

Pu-239/242

I.OE-3

(a)

this

n.c.

= not ca'Iculated.
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n.c. (a)

4.0E-I
<< 1.0E-3

report.

a

TABLE 4..33..

Summary of Maximum IndividualDose Rates (rem/yr)for
HypotheticalRepositoriesin Basalt, Salt, and Tuff
(WLSP 1983)

HypotheticalRepository in Basalt.
Sol_qbil
it.vLimitedDis.solqtio,,ll,,
with.,Dispersion.
,(Parentheses
]_n,
dicate conqruent ,D,,issolution
at,]L.OE-4/vr,
Assumed).
Gro,
undwa.ter.,.
Dose Coiltri,
bqtors at >I,.,Q_,r3.,
rem/vr..
Radio,D,
qcl.lde

Calculated
Dose for HLW Case

C-14
Se-79

3.0E+O
3.0E-3

Cs-135
1-129
Np-237

<<I.0E-3
(1.0E-2)
I.OE+O

CalculatedDose
For Spent Fuel Case
(5.0E+2)
3,0E-3
/9.0E-1)
1.0E-2)
I.OE+O

HypotheticalRepositoryin Salt
.So,]ubil!ty
LimitedDissolqti,on
with Dispersion,
(parenthesesIndicate CongruentDissolutionat !.0E-4/yr.Assumed),
,Groundwater
Dose Contrib,
utor,
s at >I.0E-3,rem/yr.,

Radionuclide
C-14
Sn-126

1-129

Cs- 135
Np-237

Calculated
Dose for HLW Case

CalculatedDose
For Spent Fuel Case

6.OE+I
1,0E-2

(3.OE+4)
1.0E-2

<<I
(4.0E+2)
oE-3

.OE+2)
2.0E+2

5.0E+I

Hypothetical
Repository in Tuff
Solubility
Ll mited Dissolution
with Dispersion
(Parentheses Indicate Conqruent Dissolution
at l.OE-4/Vr. Assumed)
Groundwater Dose Contributors
at >I.0E-3 rem/yr.
Radionuclide
C-14
Se-79
1-129
Cs-135
Np-237
(a)

Calculated
Dose for HLWCase

Calculated Dose
For Spent Fuel Case

6.0E-I
7.0E-4
<<I.0E-3)
(2.0E-2)
4.0E-I

Assumed to be the same as in the basalt
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(3,0E+2)
7.0E-4
(9.0E-I)(a)
(2.0E-2)
I.OE+O
case.

As shown by these results,
dispersion

the solubility-limited

is the most realistic

sparingly

soluble

radionuclides

dissolution

case with

case, because, as the WISP authors
cannot be released

noted,

at the same rate

that

the

glass matrix is dissolved.
Since the solubility-limited
fractional
dissolution rate for ul_anium was estimated to be about 4.0E-9/yr in the WISP
report,
fuel

it

may be seen that

case is highly

the congruent

from each contributing

year groundwater travel

lt

the basalt

for

were made to simulate

water flux

From these summary tables,
nuclides

estimates
it

may be seen that

The WISP authors
fuel,

at Yucca

(DOE 1986c).
the more important

are C-14, Se-79, Sn-126, 1-129, Cs-135, and Np-237.

numerous and generally
and its

conservative

lt

in the tables

is difficult
because of the

little

is known about the C-14 in spent

and characteristics

could have an impact on the

numbers shown here.

For example, the assumption of the congruent

of this

at a rate of 1.0E-4/yr

radionuclide

is largely

for

release.

forms in which C-14 may exist
The WISP (1983) risk

At the present
in the spent fuel

assessment results

based on the very preliminary
risk

assessments (Smith et al.

1985b), using more appropriate

time,

order of magnitude below previous

of either

represented

The later

resulted

estimates.
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in risk

if

C-14

Zircaloy

however, the chemical
known.

an earlier

at that

time.

the same time as the preliminary

1982a,b).
data,

rate

are not well

data that was available

study was performed at approximately

dissolution

may be ultraconservative

in a form that depends on the dissolution

or uranium dioxide

radio-

assumptions made in these evaluations.

acknowledged that

location

and HLW.

This is a

horizon

are correct

values

repository.

were assumed for

in tuff.

repository

to assess the importance of the numerical

the I0,000-

both spent fuel

conditions

repository

assumption for the candidate
current

the spent

the adjustments

a spent fuel

done for

saturation

the potential

account for

Where appropriate,

case were calculations

the dose calculations
Mountain if

taken into

time HLWcases.

should be reemphasized that

conservative

used for

from WISP (1983) and shows the dose

radionuclide

suggested in the WISP report
Only for

rate

pessimistic.

Table 4.33 summarizes the results
rates

dissolution

EPA risk

work
The
EPA

assessments (EPA

estimates

at least

an

The same order of pessimism was

probably inherent in the WISP report. For example, comparisonof the data
and assumptionsused in the WISP report with correspondingitlformation
from
the more recent repositoryenvironmentalassessmentsindicatesthat some key
data in WISP is many orders of magnitudetoo conservative. Because more
recent analyses are available,the older WISP risk estimateswere not used in
the evaluationsof Section 5.2.
4.2.1.5 RepositoryEnvironmentalAssessments
In accordancewith the provisionsof the NWPA and pursuant to NEPA, the
DOE was directed to prepare an environmentalassessmentfor each site nominated as suitable for site characterization. The environmentalassessments
that were prepared for the five sites chosen containedpreliminarypostclosure performanceassessments(DOE 1986a,b,c,d,e). Three sites were
nominated for site characterization,one each in basalt (DOE 1986a), bedded
salt (DOE 1986b), and tuff (DOE 1986c). The preliminarypostclosureperformance assessmentsin the latter three environmentalassessmentsare
reviewed here.
The purposes of theenvironmental assessmentpreliminarypostclosure
performanceassessmentswere given in the general siting guidelines (10 CFR
Part 960, DOE 1984). In essence, the environmentalassessmentpostclosure
assessmentswere to provide, in part, a preliminaryindicationthat it was
unlikely that the probabilisticcumulativerelease requirementwould not be
met.
The scope of the environmentalassessmentpreliminaryperformance
assessmentswas limited to addressingthe regulatoryrequirementsin a preliminaryway that would not includethe explicit incorporationof disruptive
event scenarios (EPA 1985a; NRC 1983b). The undisturbed,expected cases were
modeled, except in the case of the potential salt reposit(Iry
where a preliminary evaluationof human intrusionconsequenceswas also made. In every
case the calculationalendpoint of the modeling were the 10,000-and
100,O00-yearcumulativereleases across the accessibleenvironmentboundary
(no more than 5 kilometersin any direction from the original location of the
waste and the ground surface of the repository;EPA 1985a). Resultswere
expressed in terms of the ratios of the calculatedreleases to the allowed
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releases defined by the EPA standard (40 CFR Part 191; EPA 1985a), except
that in the tuff case curie rPleaseswere also given. Two cases were addressed, an expected case wherein the engineeredbarrier functionedas indicated
by subsystemperformanceassessments,and a performancelimits case where a
containmenttime of 300 years and radionuclidereleaserates were assumed to
be at the rates allowed for each radionuclideby 10 CFR Part 60.

Since the

performancelimits case was highly unrealisticfor each of the sites for
which these calculationswere reviewed (DOE 1986a,b,c),they are not considered further in this report.
A simplifiedsystem model was used in the basalt case (DOE 1986a) to
perform probabilisticanalysesthat addressedthe EPA standard'squantitative
cumulativerelease limits to the accessibleenvironment. The potential
repositorywas modeled as a point source,water flow was linear,,anddispersion and decay were neglected. A cumulativeprobabilitycurve for groundwater travel time to the accessibleenvironment(5 kilometers),which was
based on hydrologicdata for Hanford basalt flow tops, was used as input to
the model. Ranges of radionuclide-specific
solubilitiesand retardation
coefficientswere used in conjunctionwith the groundwatertravel times to
assess radionuclidearrival times at the accessibleenvironment. The
containmentperiod, followed by a distributedwaste package failure rate, was
based on subsystem analyses. A Monte Carlo routinewas used to select a data
set for each simulation,

and the results

a cumulative

distribution

probability

exceeding a fraction

such that

function

of the EPA release

The expected conditions

will

were plotted

the likelihood

in
of

limit.
repository

for corroding

sacrificial

metal barrier

no releases

were expected in the undisturbed

years.

describing

in the bedded salt

not enough water was available
that

of many simulations

(DOE 1986b) were

the overpack,

be placed around the container.
case for well

the
Hence,

beyond 100,000

The scope of the performance assessments did not include

consider-

ation of disruptiveor intrusiveevents, but these were addressed in the case
of salt where a maximum of 30 boreholes/km
2 of repositoryarea (123 boreholes
for any 10,000 year period) was assumed. Based on geometric arguments,the
likelihoodof a borehole intersectinga canister was 0.005, and the entire
inventoryof an intersectedcanister was assumed to be accessed by 200 cubic
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meters of groundwaterthat is rapidlydischargedto the accessibleenvironment. After 300 years, the waste was assumed to be diffusingoutwards from
each package and the probabilityof a borehole intersectingradionuclides
increasesgraduallyuntil it becomes I at 10,000years. All of these
assumptionsare pessimisticand highly unlikely.
In the tuff analysis (DOE 1986c), the pGtentialrepositorywas simulated
as a planar source term. The mass released from the repositoryinto the
unsaturatedzone water flux was set equal to the mass released from a representativewaste packagemultipliedtimes the number of waste packages being
released from the repositoryinto the unsaturatedzone water flux. The flux
was assumed to be downward, and estimatesranged from 1.0E-7 to 0.5 mm/yr.
The upper bound was used in the referencecase calculation. Congruent
release was assumed at a rate of 2.SE-9/yr. The containmentperiod was taken
to be 3,000 years, the lowest value in the calculatedrange. Water flow
times from the disturbedzone (50 meters below the potentialrepository)to
the aquifer directly below the repositorywere distributedover a range from
30,470 to 56,070 years for the simulation. Radionuclidetransportwas calculated using an analytic solution in one dimension,and dispersionwas
neglected. Retardationfactors specific to welded and nonweldedturfs were
used, where available,and WISP (1983) estimateswere used for the retardation of lead, tin, thorium, and zirconium.
Results for the 10,O00-yearexpected cases for the three repositories
are given in Table 4.34.
Evaluation
The site-specificenvironmentalassessmentsused the most recent data
available in terms of the potentialrepositoryand the candidatesites.
Therefore,they representedthe best available informationfor estimating
postclosurerisks. The major limitationof the studieswas the consideration
of only the undisturbedcase. A second limitationwas that resultswere
reported as cumulativereleases to the accessibleenvironment. In those
terms, the results cannot be readily used to characterizepotential
repositoryrisks.
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TABLE 4.34.

Expected Case Releases, Normalized to the EPA
lO,O00-Year Cumulative Release Star_dard, for
Hypothet_c_l Repositories
in Basalt, Salt,
and Tuff_ -a)

Host Rock

Cumulative
10,O00-Year

Basalt

0

0.29

50% confidence
level values

0.045(b)

0.45

95% confidence
level values

0(b)

0

Undisturbed

0.04(c)

0.006(c)

Intrusive
wells
scenario, 97.5%
confidence level

<O.O000001(b)

0.0000002

Expected value

Salt

Tuff

(a)
(b)
(c)

Release Ratios
lO0,O00-Year

case

Sources" DOE 1986a,b,c,f.
Values used in Section 5.2 risk comparison.
Intrusive
case for salt is too conservative and was meant to provide
only a qualitative
indication
of safety based on a conditional
probability
of unity for the occurrence of the intrusive
scenario.
4.2.1.6

A Boundinq Analysis
Potential

Thompson et al.
individuals

for

the Yucca Mountain Hypothetical

Repository
(1984) presented

and populations

The purpose of this

results

of a computation

exposed by using groundwater

ometers downstream from the potential
risk

assessment was to attempt

Mountain,

Nevada.

establish

a baseline

assumed that

Only undisturbed
case for

a water well

performance

at i0 kilometers

repository

was used by a maximally

population

for

drinking

repository
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I0 kil-

site.

to place upper bounds
a repository

at Yucca

performance was addressed to

assessment.

The risk

analysis

downstream from the potential

exposed individual

water only.

of doses to

from a well

Yucca Mountain repository

on the consequences that may be expected from placing

-

Remarks

and by a small local

The conceptualizationof the repository includeda 175-meterdownward
travel path through the unsaturatedzone and an 11,126-meterhorizontal
travel path through the saturatedzone to the water weil. The unsaturated
zone was divided into welded and nonwelded tuff zones, each of which had
differentgeochemical and hydrologicalproperties.
A congruent-dissolution
rate of about 1.0E-7/yrwas assumed. The
unsaturatedzone flow was characterizedby conservativelyassuming a 2 mm/yr
pore-watervelocity,which was four times higher than the upper bound of the
expected range for this value (DOE 1986c). The water was assumed to flow
over a 1,500-acrerepositoryarea. A 5% porosity and a 65% saturation
estimate combined with the velocity and area allowed a rough estimate of
5 gpm of polluted water entering the regional water table.
The saturatedzone was assumed to be 81 meters high and groundwaterwas
assumed to flow through the saturatedzone at 175 gpm. Dispersionspread the
plume over the entire height of the saturatedzone by the time the plume
reached the well at a 10-kilometerdistance. This is because transverse
dispersionwas estimatedto spread the contaminantsI meter in directions
tangentialto the flow for every 10 meters of horizontaltravel distance. The
dilutions resulted in the contaminatedwater being about 3% of the total
water that is pumped.
A maximallyexposed individualwas assumed to be located at the wellhead, and a 10,000 person regional populationreceived its drinking water
from the weil. Organ doses to the populationwere calculatedusing the PABLM
code (Napier et al. 1980).
The earliest travel time to the well 10 kilometersfrom the potential
repositorywas calculatedto be about 25,000 years. This was not sufficient
time for the radionuclidesto pass through the unsaturatedzone in the environmental assessmentcalculationsfor the expected case (DOE 1986c).
Two peak dose periods were identified,27,000 years for nonsorbing
radionuclides,and 250,000 years for sorbing radionuclides. Results of dose
calculationsare presented in Table 4.35.

0
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TABLE 4.35.

Seventy-Year Cumulative Maximally Exposed Individual
and Regional Population Doses for the Two Peak Dose
Periods for a Potential Tuff Repository

Maximallv Exposed Individual
Doses from the HomeGarden
as Sole Source of Veqetables Irriqation
Scenario for
T_woFuture Times (person-rem}
Accumulated
Dose at the
27_O00-Year Peak

Orqan
Total

Body

Accumulated
Dose at the
250,O00-Year Peak

0.2

0.2

Bone

0.6

3.0

Thyroid
Gastro-intestinal

2.0
4.0

2.0
2.0

Lifetime Population Doses
from the Drinkinq Water Scenario
Two Future Times (person-rem)
Accumulated
Dose at
27_000 Years

Orqan

for
Accumulated
Dose at
250_000 Years

Total Body
Bone

2.0
4.0

200
4,000

Thyroid

600

600

Gastro-intestinal

200

400

The maximally
doses largely

exposed individual

from C-14, thyroid

received

dose from i-129,

(GI) dose from Tc-99 at 27,000 years.
about 4 rem.

This was the largest

70-year lifetime

body and bone

and the gastrointestinal

The 70-year dose to the GI tract

organ dose and was equivalent

was

to an annual

dose of 60 mrem.
At 250,000 years,
27,000 years.

the 70-year body and bone doses were higher

These doses were largely

and gastrointestinal

doses remain the results

were lower than at 27,000 years,
The population
with

the contaminated

the result

of U-234 intake.

the only contact

water was through drinking
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Thyroid

of 1-129 and Tc-99 intake

because of the radioactive

model assumed that

than at
but

decay of Tc-99.
the population

of the well water.

had

The flow

volume precluded

any greater

assumed population

of I0,000

rem dose to the thyroid
individual

agricultural

at 27,000 years received

from 1-129.

dose of 0.9 mrem/yr,

At 250,000 years,

use than for

a family

garden.

The

at most a 600 person-

This corresponded

to an average

or I% of background.

the population

might receive

a dose of as much as

4,000 person-rem to the bone from U-234.

The average person would receive

about 60 mrem/yr, which is just

of b_ckground.

for

this

scenario's

health-effects

over half

health-effects

A rough estimate

impact would be somewhat less than 0.05

per 70-year generation

from this

hypothetical

47,000 MTHM

repository.
Evaluation
The simplicity
appeal.
1986c),

of these scoping calculations

Compared with
the flux

the tuff

through

than the reference

the repository

upper bound flux

fractional
release rate
these two conservatisms

the rate of waste release

for

of water available

can be transferred

dose consequence values

25,000-year

peak release

period,

water well

the peak releases

was that

the accessible

to no more than 5 kilometers

work by Thompson et al.
sible

environment

peaks at an earlier

attempted

boundary.

pro-

transport

reported

and

the amount

by Thompson

the 10,000-

The reason for

of sorbing
environment

the

using

radionuclides
definition

to the
was

at the time of the work by Thompson

in the final
to define

A 5-kilometer

time as well

which

The value for

or a zero person-rem value for

changed from no more than 10 kilometers
et al.

period,

affect

result.

could also have been used and justified.
represented

for

the

Taking
risk to

5.2 is 5,200 person-rem per 70 years,

to the 250,O00-year peak dose period

postulated

was higher

and the rate of transfer.

corresponds

the number that

(DOE

In addition,

the peak 10,000 year release

(1984) and used in Section

year period,

of 4.

from the waste package directly

The sum of the lifetime
et al.

used in these calculations

value by a factor

This is because the flux

of mass that

assessment assumptions

was conservative by an order of magnitude.
into account should reduce this conditional

the 10,000 person population,
portionally.

environmental

gave them considerable

standard

peak risk

periods

The

at the acces-

boundary would experience

as at a higher dose rate.
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(EPA 1985a).

Therefore,

these
the

more conservative10-kilometer,250,O00-yeardose was selected for the risk
comparisonin Section 5.2 to compensatefor the change to a less distant
accessibleenvironment (EPA 1985a).
4.2.1.7 Studies SupportinqNRC Activities
In 1983, Sandia National Laboratoriespublishedthe results of a simplified repositoryperformanceanalysis that addressedthe EPA standard cumulative release limits (EPA 1985a). The two reportsthat describedthese
simplifiedanalyses for hypotheticalbasalt, salt, and tuff repositories
were: Pepping et al. (1983a,b);and Siegel and Chu (1983). In addition,
Pepping et al. (1983b)evaluated a potentialsalt repositoryin terms of both
the EPA cumulativerelease standard and health-effectsconsequences. The
objective of this work was to perform system performanceassessments,including intrusive and disruptiveevents, to demonstratethe applicationof existing analyticaltools for the assessmentof compliancewith the EPA standard.
The standard was in draft form at the time the studieswere performed.
The assessmentscontained in Peppinget al. (1983a,b)and Siegel and Chu
(1983) addressed the EPA standard and did not providedose or health-effects
estimates. They did provide probabilisticanalysesthat included postulated
disruptive and intrusiveevent scenariosfor which probabilitieswere estimated. The report for the potentialbedded salt repository(Peppinget al.
1983b) provided a parallel study to one publishedthe same year by Pepping
et al. (1983a). The report did not contain probabilityestimates for its
scenarios,but did calculate dose and health-effectconsequences. Fhis
latter report is reviewed in detail in this section.
The evaluationdescribed by Peppinget al. (1983b) includedconsideration of the followingscenarios: I) a boreholethrough to a lower aquifer,
with wells into and drawing from the lower aquifer; 2) a U-tube, connecting
the upper aquiferwith the repositoryso as to cause flow, with withdrawal
from the upper aquifer; 3) a dissolutioncavity in communicationwith the
upper aquifer, with withdrawal from the upper aquifer;4) a borehole through
the repository;5) a U-tube without withdrawalfrom the upper aquifer; and
6) a borehole intersectinga canister.
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Key study assumptions
salt

and surrounding

100-year moratorium
instant

included

the use nf small Darcy velocities

shales assuming a downward gradient
on human intrusions,

resaturation.

Ali

properties

in the

through the salt,

a zero waste package lifetime,

a

and

were assumed to be steady-state

(i.e.,

time invariant).
The assumptions
data included:

included

ranges of data values and distributions.

I) distribution

coefficients

for

Pb, Pa, Ac, I, Sn, and Tc; 2) solubilities
and Tc; 3) dispersivity;
for

4) release

upper and lower aquifers

features;

for

duration

and vertical

Cm, Am, Pu, U, Th, Ra, Np,

Pu, U, Th, Ra, Np, Pb, Pa, Sn,
(i.e.,

rate);

features;

7) time of onset of migration;

The
_

5) conductivities

6) porosities

8) number of boreholes;

of vertical
and

9) number of rooms.
The data on radionuclide
reveals

a large

degree of uncertainty

ranges of solubility
rude.

solubilities
for

that were presented

In Table 4.36 these solubility

values reported

in brine

in the salt

WISP (1983) report.

some of the radionuclides.
varied

from 3 to 18 orders

repository

were largely

Uranium, thorium,

site

environmental

realism

of either

and technetium

In Table 4.37,
coefficients

(1983b),

data set at this

but it

From Table 4.37 it

solubility

was difficult

(1983b) ranges for

reported

may be seen that

a value.

(1983) values are generally
(1983a,b)
basic

ranges.

independent
sources,
ranges for

sources,
lt

From this

that

or,

if

either

,,

values used

ends of the
to judge the

the distribution

it may be seen that

the WISP

of the Pepping et al.
these values represent

is reasonable

is to be expected that

every case in which both

these values represent
site-specific

the same

the study of

agreement between these
data would provide

narrowed

these parameter values.
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,,_

for

near the midpoints

there

in the

the ranges used in Pepping et al.

comparison

This suggests that

source of information,

assess-

those used in the WISP (1983) study.

(1983b) encompass the WISP (1983) assumptions
studies

of magni-

point.

the Pepping et al.

are compared with

The

based on the values given

in the WISP (1983) study seemed to be at the nonconservative
ranges used by Pepping et al.

study

ranges are compared with the single

potential

ment (DOE 1986b), which in turn

used in this

0

TABLE 4.36. RadionuclideSolubilityRanges in Brine as Used by
Pepping et al. (1983b)
RadioNuclide

Solubility
Range

Units

Assumed
Value Used in
Distrlbutio..n DOE (1986b).

Pu

5.0E-14 to 1.3E-0!

g/g

log(lO)normal

1.0E-9

U

1.6E-09 to 2.5E-03

g/g

log(lO)normal

1.0E-9

Th

1.0E-09 to 6.3E-06

g/g

log(lO)normal

1.0E-9

Ra

7.9E-12 to 1.3E-05

g/g

log(lO)normal

not stated

Np

2.0E-24 to 7.9E-06

g/g

log(lO)normal

1.0E-9

Pb

2.5E-11 to 4.0E-05

g/g

log(lO)normal

not stated

Pa

1.3E-07 to 7.90E-04

g/g

log(lO)normal

not stated

Sn

6.3E-15 to 1.6E-02

g/g

log(lO)normal

1.0E-5

Tc

1.0E-09 to 1.0E-04

g/g

log(lO)normal

1.0E-9

C

not stated

g/g

6.0E-8

Se

not stated

g/g

1.0E-9

Sr

not stated

g/g

8.0E-5

I

not stated

g/g

6.0E-I

Cs

not stated

g/g

6.0E-I

Am

not stated

g/g

1.0E-I0

Cm

not stated

g/g

1.0E-9

,

The results of the Pepping et al. (1983b) study for the bedded salt case
are presented in terms of peak conditionalcancer risks in Table 4.38. The
conditionalcancer risks are defined as the lifetime probabilityof a person
receiving a latent, fatal, somaticcancer.
Evaluation
Carbon was not modeled in the Pepping et al.
greatest

contributors

to releases

from the intrusive/disruptive

were Pu-239, Am-241, Ra-226, Tc-99,
were found to violate
Pepping et al.

(1983b).

which assumed that
groundwater,
study for

,s likely

that

for

repository

containing
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study reported

by

source-term

model,

the simplified
at a high rate

these hypothetical

scenarios

Doses from Am, Ra, and Rn

in the spent-fuel

the waste form dissolved

was responsible

a potential

and Th-229.

the EPAstandard
lt

(1983b) ar_alyses, and the

after

violations.

HLWfound that

contact

with

A previous

only Am might

TABLE 4.37. DistributionCoefficientsfor Radionuclides
in Brines Used by Peppinget al. (1983)
Compared with WISP (1983)Values
Distribution
Coefficient
_. (Kd) Ranqe

Assumed
..Units, Distribution

Pu

1,0E-2 to 1.0E+4

ml/g

log(e)normal

2,0E+I

U

1,0E-2 to 1.0E+4

ml/g

log(e)normal

2,0E+O

Th

1.0E-2 to 1.0E+4

ml/g

log(e)normal

1.0E+2

Ra

1.0E-2 to 5.0E+2

ml/g

log(e)normal

5.0E+O

Np

1.0E-2 to 5.0E+I

ml/g

log(e)normal

5.0E+O

Pb

1.0E-2 to 1.0E+4

ml/g

log(e)normal

2.0E+O

Pa

1.0E-2 to 1.0E+4

ml/g

log(e)normal

not stated

Sn

1.0E-2 to 5.0E+2

ml/g

log(e)normal

1.0E+I

Tc

1.0E-2 to 5.0E+2

ml/g

log(e)normal

5.0E-I

C

not stated

ml/g

0

Se

not stated

ml/g

2.0E+I

Sr

not stated

ml/g

1.0E+I

I

1,0E-2 to 1.0E+2

ml/g

Cs

not stated

ml/g

Am

1.0E-2 to 1.0E+5

ml/g

log(e)normal

1.0E+2

Cm

1.0E-2 to 1.0E+5

ml/g

log(e)normal

1.0E+2

RadioNuclide

i

Value Used in
WISP (,1983}

log(e)normal

0
1.0E+I

violate the standard, One of the study conclusionswas that there was an
order

of magnitude greater

conclusion
nuclides

results

directly

in spent fuel

risk

from spent fuel

when compared with HLW. This

from assumed differences

and HLW, since all

in inventories

other assumptions

of radio-

and variables

were comparable between the two studies.
Uncertainty
through

and sensitivity

parameter-variation

most sensitive
and inventory.

were addressed by Pepping et al.

exercises,

to gross features

lt was found that

determinant

of the results.

assumed for

the input

the methodology was

such as onset of release,

The simple source-term

model was, therefore,

Output scatter

parameters.
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(1983b)

could be related

rate of release,
an important
to the ranges

"FABLE4.38_. Peak ConditionalCancer Risks Due to Ingestionfor the
100
Year PostclosurePerio
Fuel000
Repositoryin
Bedded SaltIafor a 90,000 MTU Spent
Zone I: Area From
Repositoryto River
Scenario (Number)
40 km Away, Plus 6 km
_And Descrlpt_££]3_.__
Along River _

Zone 2: Area
Bounded by a 40-km
Stretch of River and
2 km Along Both Sides

(I) Borehole(s)with
Lower Aquifer
Wells

8.0E-2

8,0E-7

(2) U-Tube with Upper
Aquifer Wells

2.0E-I

4.0E-6

(3) Dissolution
Cavity with Wells

3.0E-I

7.0E-6

(4) Borehole(s)

1.0E-6

1.0E-6

(5) U-Tube

2.0E-6

1.0E-6

(6) Borehole(s)intersectinga
Canister

3,0E-6

2.0E-6

(a) Pepping et al. (1983b).
This work demonstratedthat there was a methodologyavailable for
assessing repositoryrisk, but uncertaintiesin the input data and in the
applicabilityof the simplisticsource-termmodel demonstratedthe need for
more precise data and more appropriatemodeling. In this study, it was found
that the rate of radionucliderelease from the waste container and the time
of the intrusion into the dissolvedwaste were very sensitiveparameters.
The rate of radionucliderelease was assumed to range from 1.0E-3 to
1.0E-7/yr. This range may be conservativeby about 3 orders of magnitude.
A sensitivityanalysisof the health-effectscalculationsin the Pepping
et al. (1983b) study showed that the importantvariables in the health-efFect
analysis were the diffusioncoefficientof Ra, the leach time (radionuclide
release rate), aquiferconductivities,time of onset of release, and the
amount of radionuclideat the source (a function of their "access"variable,
which is the time of the intrusiveoccurrence). As noted in the previous
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paragraph,

the difference

variables

and the actual

mining the credibility
important,
that

ranges that
of the resulting

the importance

important

physical

system are not properly

of the realism
applicability

that

the DOEOffice

deter-

analysis

results

assumptions may not be of much
in the repository

in the model.
results

have been questioned

the scenarios

These questions

with the highest

in terms

and the

addressed in a

(INTERA 1985) in

modelled consequences were reana-

lower consequences were predicted

for only the given scenario,
here.

analyzed,

were partly

of Nuclear Waste Isolation
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drilling
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'l

performance/risk

assessments were

radioactive

waste

managementprograms; Finnish, Canadian,and Swiss studies of hypothetical
repositoriesin crystallinerocks; and a German analysis of a hypothetical
repository in a salt dome.
Swedish._sk Assess_le_ts_for
a Generic Crysta]llneRepository
A scoping safety study for a generic crystallinerock repositorywas
reported by Brotzen (1983). Of greater interestto this review, however, are
the series of safety assessmentsby the Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Company,
Division KBS, which were done to evaluate the concept of disposing of HLW in
stable crystallinerock formations. The latest of those safety assessments
was known as the KBS-3 report (SKBF 1983). Of particularinterest in this
review was the review and recalculationof the KBS-3 work carried out by SKI,
the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate(Anderssonet al. 1984). The SKI
recalculationwas, in essence, a regulatoryreview of the KBS-3 work.
The purpose of the KBS-3 safety assessmentswas to show that the concept
of deep geologic disposal is safe, A regulatoryrequirementto provide proof
of safety to the Swedish governmentwas being addressedby those assessments.
The scope of the postclosureassessmentsincludedthe performanceof the
total disposal system in terms of release rates and doses to individuals. No
intrusiveor disruptiveevent scenarioswere evaluated in the preliminary
assessmentsperformed to date,
The basis for the KBS-3 assessment,accordingto Its reviewers
(Anderssonet al. 1984; NAGRA 1985) consistedof a number of conservative
assumptions,and overestimateddoses. As pointedout by Andersson et al.
(1984),however, there was much uncertaintyin the then-currentknowledge of
some very basic aspects (e.g., hydrology),of the system described in the
KBS-3 report, and thereforethe conservatismseemed warranted.
The central case was described by the KBS-3 authors as being conservafive in that values for parameterswere chosen toward the pcssimisticside
whenever there was a range from which to choose. The central case involved a
repositorywith 4,400 canisterscontaining1.4 MTHM each. The spent fuel
inside the copper canisters had lead or copper added to fill void spaces.
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The reference repositorywas 500 meters below the surface in the granitic rocks of the FennoscandianShield. About 100 miles from the waste, a
fracture zone was assumed to exist that provided a preferentialflow path to
the biosphere. Canister penetrationwas assumed to begin after 100,000
years. The canisterswere assumed to fail uniformlybetween 100,000 and
1,000,000years after closure. This was a conservativetime frame, since
the canisterswere expected to maintain their integrityfor multiple millions
of years. The waste form dissolves congruently,with the rate a function of
uranium oxide solubilityin an oxidizing system. The oxidizing conditions
were an expected localizedphenomenonresultingfrom the alpha-irradiationof
the groundwater.
Oxidizingconditionswould make thorium and plutoniumless soluble than
reducing conditions. As canistersfailed, 10% of the Cs and I would be
instantlyreleased. Diffusionthrough the bentonitebackfillwould remove
mass from the dissolutionzone, and sumewherein the host rock reducing
conditionswould be encounteredprecipitatingU, Np, and Tc.

Flow rates in

the host rock were expectedto be on the order of 0.01 I/m2/yr. Surface
Q

sorption,matrix diffusion,and volume sorption (sorptionby rock interior
surfaces after matrix diffusion)made the processonly slowly reversible.
The effect of the matrix diffusion assumptionon the outcome of the
calculationswas studied by Andersson et al. (1984). They found that this
assumptionincreasedthe release rates of Th-229 and Np-237 by 4 or 5 orders
of magnitude but had smallereffects on less-stronglysorbing nuclides.
Although the KBS-3 report presentedgood explanationsof the matrix diffusion
phenomenonand a few good argumentsfor its realityand effectiveness,
clearly this effect is importantenough to need to be firmly establishedas
actuallyoccurring in the system under consideration.
The scenario examinedassumed that groundwaterflow brings the radionuclides into a 'lake. Doses were calculatedfor a variety of paths from the
lake into the human domain. Individualdoses were calculatedthat showed two
distinct maxima at about 5 millionyears and about 5 billion years. Doses
for these maxima were 4.0E-5 and 2.0E-5 rem/yr respectively. The contributors to the first maximum were 1-129, Cs-135, and Tc-99, and the second
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maximum was the result uf Ra-226, Pa-231, and Th-230, in descendingorder.
If conditionsin the geospherewere oxidizing instead of reducing, or if colloidal transportcould increasemigration rates of the more strongly sorbed
nuclides,the predicteddoses would be an order of'magnitudehigher. The

'

central or base case results were 3 orders of magnitude below natural
background.
In the calculationsdone by Andersson et al. (1984),the KBS-3 case was
redone using slightlydifferent,somewhat more conservativevalues for some
parameters. The results representedthe checking of the implementing
agency'sassessmentby the regulatoryauthority. There is no basis on which
to decide which is the better analysis. The doses from this study were generally about the same or slightly higher than the KBS-3 values,due to somewhat more conservativeparameter-valueassumptiors. Therefore,the
Anderssonet al. (1984) results are reported here as conservativepeak dose
estimatesfor a potentialrepositoryin the FennoscandianShield
(Table 4.39).
Evaluaticr,
The KBS-3 safety assessment(SKBF 1983) was favorablyreviewed in detail
in the United States by the National Academy of Sciences and in SweJen by the
SKI, the Swedish nuclear regulatoryauthority. In the SKI calculationsdone
TABLE 4.39.

Peak Dose Values (rem/yr) for a Nuclear Waste R@pQsitory
in Crystalline
Rock of the Fennoscandian Shield_ )a

Radionuclide

(a)

m_

Peak Indiv.

Dose

Ye: s to Peak Value

Zr-93

3.4E-II

1-129

].lE-4

Cs-135

7.2E-6

2,000,000

Np-237

2.9E-8

I0,000,000

Th-229

1.8E-8

I0,000,000

Ra-226

8.4E-6

5,000,000,000

Pb-210

4.0E-5

5,000,000,000

Andersson et al.

8,000,000
50,000

(1984).
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by Andersson et al. (1984), the KBS-3 case was redone using slightlydifferent, somewhatmore conservative,parametervalues for some parameters.
The results representedthe checking of the implementingagency'sassessment
by the regulatoryauthority.
' J

The assessmentresults reported in Table 4.39 representthe results of a
peer-reviewof the SKI analysis of a disposal system that has a number of
features that are similar to the proposed U.S. repositoryin basalt. The
extremely long containmenttimes of the Swedish conceptwill not be applicable to the waste containerscontemplatedfor use in the basalt site (DOE
1986a), but disregardingthe container failure times, and therefore,the
peak dose rate times, should give an indicationof peak risks that are
roughly comparablewith the proposed U.S. basalt and Swedish granite sites.
Therefore,the SKI results of Table 4.40 are consideredin the risk
comparisonof Section 5.2.
Survey of International

iPerformance/Risk

In a Swedish survey of national
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reflected

materials
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and no results
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documents.
•

!
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esses covered in the various
.

as an example of an immature calcu-

were given.
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also addressed in this
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as being immature (Parker et al.

Other assessments were reviewed,

maturity,
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to 1984, the status

ance assessment program was characterized
1984).

Assessments

etc.),

(1984).
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scenarios

The results

(e.g.,

the well

scenario,

to the source

Belgium - For the Mol clay site, a faulting
scenario was been
evaluated in which a preferential
upward path to a well was
created.
The Monte Carlo simulation resulted in a 5 order of
magnitude dose range.
For 99% of the simulations,
doses were
between 100 and 0.01 mrem/yr.

_"_
, r,.3 I

of this

on the events and proc-

the reader is referred

A
_

was

TABLE 4.40. Nuclear
PreliminaryPeak
IndividualDoses
a Mixed
Waste Repositoryin
a Saltfor
Dome(

Radionuclide(b)

Peak Individual
Dose
(millirem/year)

Years to Peak Value

C-14

4.0E-4

7.0E+3

Se-79

8.0E-4

8.0E+3

Tc-99

1.0[-2

9.0E+3

1-129

1.0E-3

7.0E+3

Cs-135

1.0E-4

1.0E+4

U-236

2.0E-4

1.0E+4

Np-237

3.0E-3

2.5E+4

U-238

2.0E-4

1.0E+4

U-234

2.0E-3

1.0E+4

Ra-226

1.0E-4

>5.0E+4

Pb-210

4.0E-4

>5.0E+4

Ac-227

1.0E-4

5.0E+4

(a) Source: PSE 1985a.
(b) Nuclides that contributedless than 1.0E-4 rem/yr are not listed.
•

Canada - Preliminary._._Dnte
Carlo simulationsof 1,730 scenarios
(parametervalue realizations)resulted in about 1,000 scenarios
that led to any releases. Doses were typicallyless than I% of
backgroundand never greater than 20%. The well scenarios,where
domestic wells used contaminatedgroundwater,yielded the greatest
doses, and the likelihoodsof their occurrencesare being evaluated. Highest doses resulted from deep wells with low flow rates
and short, straightflow paths.

•

Federal Republicof Germany - No preliminaryassessmentsare
available at this time. Research is consideringthe role of
anhydride passagewaysfrom the salt dome surfaceto the repository
horizon, allowingrelativelyrapid brine migration,as one
scenario.

Q
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,

•

France - No preliminaryconsequenceanalysis has bee_ performed for
disposal in granite. After 100 years, a 1.4E-5 g/cm_/day release
rate occurs. River and well scenarioswere consideredusing a onedimensionalflow model. The model allowed four distinct zones and
includeddiffusion coefficients. More scenariosgave acceptable
consequenceresults (i.e.,less than 500 mrem/yr). Sensitivity
study results suggestedthe following parameterswere critical in
determiningconsequences" release rate, diffusioncoefficients,
travel time and flow rate, and river-waterflow rate. Disruptive
scenario evaluationsare yet to be done.

•

Switzerland- The Swiss National Cooperative for the Storage of
RadioactiveWaste (NAGRA)Guarantee Project is underway,but
resultswere not yet availableat the time of the review.

• The United Kingdom - Only very preliminarygenericassessments have
been made. For an inlandgranite site, making unrealistically
pessimisticassumptions,doses of 500 to 6000 mrem/yrwere
calculated. Peak doses occurred after 10,000years. With a
seaside location,these doses fell two orders of magnitude,
presumablydue to dilution.
A preliminarysafety analysis for a hypotheticalcoastal crystalline
rock repositoryin Finlandwas presented by Peltonen (1984);therefore, it
was not covered in the survey by Parker et al. (1984).
Selected risk assessmentsare reviewed in further detail in this section. Finnish,Canadian, Swiss, and German work is reviewedhere. Swedish
assessments,since they were used for comparativepurposes in Section 5.2,
are reviewed in Section 4.2.
Finnish CrystallineRock Analysis
A preliminarysafety analysis for a hypotheticalcoastal crystalline
rock repositoryin Finlandwas reported by Peltonen (1984). The potential
repositorysite was a small granitic rock island in the Baltic Sea, where the
repositorywas to be located at a depth of 100 meters below the surface. The
inventoryincluded LLW and intermediatelevel wastes. A radionuclideinventory was assumed in the analysis,but none was given in the paper.
A compartmentalizedmodeling effort was describedinvolving release from
the waste packages,groundwatertransport,migration into compartmentsof the
geosphere,and entry into the biospherewith pathway and dose calculations.
Populationdose results were calculatedin terms of a surfacewater scenario.
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By about 1,000years after closure, the cumulativedose for the Baltic Sea
regional populationhad been largely received. Between I and 10,000 personrem had been accumulated. With a 1.0E+7 population in the Baltic Sea region,
this dose gave a range of possible collectivedose to backgrounddose ratios
from between 1.0E-I0 to 1.0E-4 of the collectivebackgrounddose. The report
described that dose as an insignificantpopulationrisk.
Canadian Risk Assessment for a GenericCrystalline Repository
The most recent Canadian risk assessmentwas reported by Wuschke et al.
(1985). Their report described the methods being developed and presented
preliminaryresults. This was the second safety assessmentfor the Canadian
program. The first, very preliminaryand conservativeassessmentwas
publishedby Wuscke et al. (1985).
The purposeof the preliminaryCanadian risk assessmentwork reported by
Wuschke et al. (1985)was to permit evaluationof the performanceassessment
methodologyand provide informationfor the design and planning of a deep
geologic repository. Ultimately,these assessmentswere to be used to predict the impactof the disposal system on tl'ehuman environment.
The scope of the Canadian safety assessn_,ent
was the preliminarydeterruinationof the maximum annual dose equivalentto an individual. Collective
dose may be addressed in subsequentstudies. The individualof interest is
r_presentativeof the populationliving their entire lives in the area where
radionuclidesreach the ground surface.
The basis for the Canadian performancecalculationsconsistedof a
number of detailed considerationsconsideredin their system model SYVAC
(SystemsVariabilityAnalysis Code), a stochasticsystem model composed of
three main modular submodels: I) the vault submodel, 2) the geosphere
submodel, and 3) the biosphere submodel. The more recent work used an
improved versionof the model called SYVAC2-C to probabilisticallyestimate
doses to the maximallyexposed individualfrom a repositorythat contained
CANDU spent fuel.
In the 1985 report, details of the data used in the submodels in the
SYVAC2-C code were presented. Ranges and distributionswere presented for
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the major parametersused in the calculations. Major assumptionsand
features modeled in the Canadian assessmentincluded:
• The inventorywas 334,000 MTHM of spent fuel. Spent fuel was
placed in titaniumcontainerswith voids filled by molten leadantimony alloy.
• Congruent dissolutionof the waste form'under reducing conditions
was asstmed. A small fraction (O,.Q(1'q/.1)
of the Se, I, and Cs were
,wdste
assumec to be instantlyreleased _._(,:Jn
' -' package failure.
_,

• Waste packages failed accordingto a/un:iiorm
distributionwith a
mean of 18,100 years and a standard deviationof 1,485 years.
• Once a packagefailed, container,sheaths, and other materials in
the containerwere ignored.
• Horizontaland vertical flow through the vault were considered.
• Geosphere data included assumptionsregarding path length,
hydrology,hydraulicgradient, and surface sorption coefficients.
•

Biospheremodeling assumed a number of pathways. Weil, lake, and
agriculturalland were consideredassuming present day conditions.

• External radiationand inhalationexposureswere also considered,
but sedimentationwas not considered.
• Doses were calculatedfor a referencegroup composed of individuals
that were defined as taking plant, animal, and aquatic food that
had been watered with contaminatedgroundwateror surface waters,
and drinking contaminatedgroundwateror surface water.
• No disruptiveevents were consideredin the analyses.
The results of the assessment indicated:
• No consequencesfor tens of thousandsof years after disposal.
• Out of 1,000 sce._arios
analyzed using a Monte Carlo parameter
selectionmethoG to define each calculationalcase, only 7%
resulted in doses greater than 1.8 mrem/yr (I percent of background
dose).
•

Iodine-129was the predomirantdose contributor, lt was the only
nuclide that produced an arnual dose greater than 0.1 mrem/yr.

• The geospherewas the most importantand effective barrier.
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The highest doses resulted from using
source of household water. 1-129 and
contributors
to dose. The only other
ingestion of terrestial
plants.
This
well was the household water source,
household water source.

a contaminated well as the
Tc-99 were the largest
source of importance was the
source ranked second if a
and first
if the lake was the

•

Ali doses greater than 30 mrem/yr were given by the well
About 95% of the lake scenario results were below I% of
background.

scenario.
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all
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Repository
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of radioactive

power plants

of its

rock in Switzerland.

studies

to maximally

addressed.

(NAGRA1985) was consulted

The NAGRAsafety

scenarios

a Generic Crystalline

the results

in crystalline

expected risks

and intrusive

consequences have not yet been explicitly

NAGRApublished

study represented

As in the U.S. program, the problems

of disruptive

Swiss Risk Assessment for

used in this

rock with

simua flowpath

500-meter segment at a 70°

angle upward, a long horizontalsection, and a 45° angled final section into
fluvial gravels of the Rhine River basin.
The annual total flow through the hypotheticalrepositorywas conservatively estimated at 4.3 m3/yr. The canister was assumedto disappear at
1,000years, although the canister corrosionproducts ensured reducing chemical conditionsaround the waste matrix over the entire release period.
Leaching surfaces were assumedto be 12.6 times the emplaced waste surface area, and the glass was modeled as equivalentsphereswith an initial
radius of 2.1 cre. A water volume of 0.7 L/yr was assumed availableto leach
contents from each canister.
Radionuclidereleases were assumed to be limited either by elemental
solubilityor by the glass corrosionrate. Colloidalreleasewas assumed to
be preventedby filtrationthrough the bentonite backfillmaterial. The
glass corrosionrate was 1.0E-7 g/cm2-day,giving a dissolutiontime of
155,000years. The long-termeffects of the bentoniteon the transport of
long-livedradionuclideswere ignored.Spacing only short half-liferadionuclideswere considered in the transport-dosecalculationsand were assumed
to be retarded by the bentonite.
Host rock transport occurred in veins that ran throughdeeply dipping
zones of weakness and alterationproducts called kakirite zones. Retardation
was calculatedfor the 500 meter kakirite flow path, then ignored for the
remainderof the flow path, although substantialdilution took place prior to
entering the fluvialgravels of the Rhine. As radionuclidesentered the
fluvial gravels, a1_80-fold dilution was assumed and the resultingconcentrations were distributedover a number of compartmentssuch as soil, soil
water, groundwater,and the Rhine River. Consumptionof water, foodstuffs
grown on contaminatedland, and fish from the Rhine River were used to calculate doses to a populationof adults.
In terms of calculationalresults, release of the Np-237 and U-238 decay
chains was discussed. In both cases the precursor transuranics(Am-241 and
Cm-246) were matrix-releaselimited, and the main long-livednuclides were
=

solubilitycontrolledso that their releases were spread over 20 million and
200 million years, respectively. The only significantfission/activation
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products

released

Cs-135.

Ali

of these nuclides

Resulting
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while

Jose calculated

for the

for most of the other
this

one was labeled

realistic.
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are expected to be much lower.
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in the model.

process from cell
brine

the mine after

brine

was assumed, mainly

the result

sealing.

Transport

water consumption of 500 L/person-yr
and livestock

watering

exposed individual

that

to cell

and out

was a large

extrusion

of brine
into

from

the over-

of convergence within

to the biosphere was modeled, and groundwas assumed.

was also assumed.

location.
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Irrigation

Dose was calculated

was assumed to be drinking,

animals at the most disadvantageous

own internal

closure.

A 5 m3/yr steady-state

rock/groundwater

that

exchange, and diffusion.

The source of the brine
to final

cells

had its

Releases were modeled to occur when therE_ was a release

lying

and

was modeled in terms of

Each cell

extrusion,

of water assumed to occur prior

the sealed facility.

waste,

.and sealed with dikes of porous

and the repository

surrounded by diffusion
circulation,

model was

somewhat over 1,000 MTHMwould be deposited

mine would be backfilled

placed at strategic

A pre-

dome nuclear

dome regional

as were the mine and its

appeared that

and

study,

waste volume was planned to be HLW, about 12% intermediate
the rest

a salt-

of these methodologies

systems are future

system was performed as part

In the PSE report

assessment for

assessment methodology needed to support German

performance assessment for

waste disposal

safety

Sicherheitsstudien

irrigating,

of food crops
for

a maximally

and watering

A 1-year dose was assumed,

with

consequences modeled over 50 years.

MTHMinventory

are presented

Results

for the approximately

1,000

in Table 4.40.

Evaluation
lt

is clear

were short

that

the flow paths at Gorleben are being modeled as if

and flow was rapid,

although

meters beneath the land surface.

the facility

The first

chapter

was to be located
of this

report

they

800

series

(PSE

1985b) gave 1.0E-2 rem/yr (the Tc-99 dose given in Tabl_ 4.40) as the maximum
postclosure

individual

of water intrusion

dose, expected 7,000 years aftel _ closure

into

subsequent extrusion

the repository

as lithostatic

of this

scenario,

no risk

can as yet be calculated.

that

postulates

it

to repository
setting,

its

significantly

according

and its

different

Reports Selected

assumed disruptive

for

postclosure

risks

this

study was to use this

that

from repositories.
literature

This section

are used as the basis

Table 4.41 provides

a brief

that

postclosure

Therefore,

the PSE
assessment

risk

of the literature

The major objective

the rationale

report.

The information

assessment is still
provided

Much of the literature
repository

compliance with

of the

risks

for

of
are

selecting

for those estimates.

geologic

ihood of demonstrating

repository

to develop estimates

presents

literature

performance of the potential

any salt

are each

Estimates of postclosure

None of the available
repository.

geologic

overview of the major postclosure

assessment documents reviewed in this
demonstrates

its

event scenario

a review and evaluation

available

5.2.

in

amounts of water prior

(DOE 1986b,d,e).

from the waste mc,nagement system.

the reports

seems unrealistic,

Use in This Study

pro v:]ed

deals with

Hence,

for making comparisons with U.S. risk

section

developed in Section

of large

and

The probability

was n6t quantified.

from what would be expected for

that
risks

inflow

in the United States

The previous

were restored.

The modeled scenario

unlikely

(1985a,b) results are useful
results
in Section 5.2.
4.2.2

permanent closure,

The design of the Gorleben repository,

inventory,

that may be built

pressures

to the same source,

a highly

closure.

soon after

as a result

in the table

a developing

a complete risk

area.

assessment for

a

analyzed only the expected

to preliminarily
regulatory
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risk

evaluate

requirements.

the l ikelStudies

that

include
iety

disruptive

events typically

of time horizons

were considered

10,000 to 1,000,000 years,
of the disruptive

events,

basis

for

existing
tive

site

credible
studies

performance

estimates

was also typically

to develop crude,

The criteria
uments that

report.

presented
presented

site

tial

repository
4.2.2.1

that

a hypothetical

process.

terms,

not

from the postclosure
information

is

can lend perspective

Selection

the first

criteria

was based primarily
a credible

at a given site

the docBecause few
had to be
on the
model of the

and the extent

the major elements of a risk

used to develop the estimates

to

analysis.

for each of the poten-

below.

and site-specific

repository

in basalt

Asse._sment, Reference Repository
1986a) and in A Simplified
Formation

will

,,

The more credible
for

it

risks.

in risk

media is discussed
Basalt

analysis,

of the risks

estimates

performance of the repository
of the reports

Dose modeling

5.2 to develop these estimates.

which the source document included
Selection

assumptions with very

assumptions.

degree to which the data and assumpt.ions represented
postclosure

None of the

in Table 4.1 have been used to select

results

in the selection

can form the

estimates.

However, sufficient

conservative

of postclosure

data used

data on which to base a defini-

used generic

estimates

are used in Section

of the studies

in other

of development of po._,tclosure risk

to the consideration

discarded

site-specific

in this

from

the probabilities

of about host media characteristics.

phase of the repository

ranging

data that

assessments and risk

to develop definitive

A var-

programs are underway to characterize

based on very conservative

Given the state

available

surrounded

and develop sound site-specific

Many of the studies

conservative

be possible

Extensive

events.

as weil,

There are major uncertainties

had sufficient

analysis.

in the studies

Large uncertainties

in the assessments as weil.
the repository

only addressed selected

(Pepping et al.

postclosure

assessments

were those in the Environmental

Location,

Analysis

performance

Hanford Site,

Washington (DOE

of a H_y_pothetical Repository

19833).
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in a Basalt

In addition,

the EPA (1985b) provided

assessment, and the crystalline
et al.

(1984) provided

geologic

setting.

rock repository

an order-of-magnitude

The calculations

only the expected case, without

scenarios,

while

the Pepping et ai.

ation

of unexpected event scenario

large

and small

high-conductivity

risk

estimates

comparison for
intrusive

of Andersson

an analogous
assessment

and disruptive

(1983a) study included

event

limited

consider-

consequences in terms of the creation
zones.

EPA's CFR Part 191 standard_s limits

Both of these studies

on lO,O00-year

cumulative

of

addressed the
releases

to

environment.

The general
significant

but complete risk

in the Hanford environmental

considered

the accessible

a generic

site-system

cunsequence categories

unexpected event scenarios

identified

of the potentially
by a DOEexpert

panel (DOE

1986f) may have been covered in both the EPA (1985b) and Pepping et al.
(1983a) analyses.
4.2.2.2

Salt

The Environmental
reported

analyses

Assessment, Deaf Smith County Site,

suggesting

that

a zero release

ment would be expected for up to 100,000 years.
lated

into

case.

a zero population

risk

However, the DOEexpert

three

sites

for

incomplete
result

sealing

in some releases

unlikely,
ulatory

for

environ-

readily

undisturbed

trans-

repository

was used in the process of choosing

large-scale

and the potential

(DOE 1986f).

yet somewhat probable

This result

from among the five

likelihood

of the shafts

to the accessible

the expected,

panel that

characterization

there was a significant

for

Texas. (DOE 1986b)

nominated,
exploratory
repository

Analyses that

judged that
drilling

and

to ultimately

do not consider

these

events are not complete in terms of the reg-

performance assessment requirements

specified

in 40 CFR Part 191

(EPA 1985a).
i

Using the criteria
ture

in Table 4.1 for

led to the analysis

and appropriateness,

of Pepping et al.

selecting

from the available

(1983b) in terms of completeness

and to the analyses of Pepping et al.

EPA (1985b) since these studies
effects
risks.

continued
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litera-

calcu|ations

(1983c),

to conditional

and the
health-

4.2.2.3 .Tuff
As in the basalt and salt cases already discussed,the tuff environmental assessment,EnvironmentalAssessment_Yucca Mountain Site, Nevada
Research and DevelopmentArea, Nevada (DOE 1986c), was selected from the
availableliteratureusing the criteria of Table 4.1. This environmental
assessr,
Jentreported preliminaryperformanceassessmentresults that addressed
the EPA standard,but only for the expected case, not consideringintrusive
or disruptiveevent scenarios. The expert panel on site selectionfelt that
the appearanceof unexpectedfeatures and the occurrenceof extrusive
magmatic events were scenariosthat should be evaluatedfor the Yucca Mountain location (DOE 1986f). The latter scenario was consideredto have a low
probability,however.
Also selected from the literaturewas the analysis by Siegel and Chu
(1983) because it addressedthe unexpectedfeatures scenario by assuming a
number of different site system descriptionsthat were consideredlikely by
these authors. Other studies selectedusing the criteriaof Table 4.1 were
the simplifiedanalysis of Thompson et al. (1984),and the most complete but
perhaps least appropriaterisk assessmentreported by the EPA (1985b). The
relative inappropriatenessof the EPA (1985b)work is largely the result of
the assumedexistence of a generic river pathway in the risk assessment.
4.3

MONITORED
RETRIEVABLESTORAGE
This section

information
tion,
ity

on potential

as an integral

a discussion
risks

and decommissioning

DOE over the last
will

provides

part

that would result

of the MRSfacility.

related

that

several
it

years.

provides

to the safety

and risk

oped by DOEover the last
and system development

that

contains

from construction,

opera-

The concept of an MRS facil-

of the waste management system has been developed
The DOEhas concluded that

make the waste system easier

flexibility

of the literature

(DOE1985b).

The information

of the MRSfacility
it

the MRSfacility

to implement and operate because of the

several years as part

efforts

by

has primarily
of the MRSfacility

has been conducting

NWPA. The MRSconcept evolved from previous
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in the literature
been dev_ldesign

under provisions

concepts to provide

storage

of tile
for

spent fuel away from reactor sites (IndependentSpent Fuel Storage-ISFS).
Some of the informationdeveloped in studiesof ISFS concepts is also applicable to the MRS facility and is included in these reviews.
4.3.1 Review of MRS Risk Literature
This sectionprovides a brief overviewof the contents of each of the
documents that were selected for review. The scope and technicalbasis of
each study are summarizedand results potentiallyapplicableto the risk
characterizationin Section 5.3 are described. A brief evaluationof the
applicabilityof these results to OCRWM's needs for informationon the risks
from the MRS facility is also provided. The various studies are compared in
Section 4.3.2 and the rationalefor selectingthe values used in Section 5.3
is presented.
4.3.1.1 MRS Facility EnvironmentalAssessment
An environmental

assessment was prepared as part

to Congress under Section

141 of the Nuclear Waste Policy

the package to Congress was delayed by legal
environmental
here.
tial

assessment was released.

This was a full.
environmental

facility

use, surrounding

ecosystems,

were ]'aaracterized.
sites

two possible

designs for

In addition,
limited

radiation

these effects
River,

system:

emissions
accident

and nonradiological
As part

assessment,

construction

and

drywere

it

Radiological

were estimated,

was estimated.
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three potential

of the MRSfacility

of the need and feasibility

exposure in the MRSfacility

health

storaQe casks and field

were calculated

impacts during

for

land

and public

from the facility.

from the facility
scenarios

to and from the

Oak Ridge, and Hartsville)

was an environmental

on the risks

poten-

water quality,

resources,

the need for and feasibility
information

quences of selected
were discussed.

the storage

Because this

doses from routine
logical

natural

in Tennessee (Clinch

analyzed in detail.
contained

esthetics,

described

and decommissioning

spent fuel

on air quality,

The study described

MRSfacility
wells.

Effects

of the

(DOE 1986g) is reviewed

operation,

Impacts from transporting

Submission of

but a draft

assessment that

from construction,

were also included.

Act.

proceedings,

This draft

scope environmental

effects

of the MRSfacility.

of the DOE submission

the conse-

and potential

radio-

and decommissioning
study,

the occupational

These categories

of

informationhave been reviewed in detail because they are potentiallyapplicable to the developmentof the MRS facility risk estimates needed for this
study. The remainingportions of the assessmentwere not reviewed.
All of the impact estimates contained in the environmentalassessment
were based on operationof the facility at its assumed maximum receipt rate
of 3,600 MTU of spent fuel per year. The facility was assumed to have a 26year operating lifetime and total throughputof 53,000 MTU of fuel. Ninety
percent of the fuel was assumed to have a burnup of 33,000 Mwd/MTU and 10% a
burnup of 55,000 Mwd/MTU. The study emphasizedthat most of the calculations
used conservativeassumptionsand methods to develop upper-boundestimatesof
the impacts. The environmentalassessmentpresented results for both storage
concepts at all three sites. Only minor differenceswere found among the
sites and storageconcepts. Results are described here only for the Clinch
River site and the storagecask design concept. These are representativeof
the results obtained for the other facility/sitecombinations.
Routine emissionsof radioactivematerial occurred from cask venting and
fuel consolidationoperations. The routine emission calculationsassumed
that there was one fuel assemblydrop accident in the hot cell every year.
Emissionsfrom this accidentwere included in the routine dose calculations.
Conservativeassumptionswere used to characterizethese releases. The study
assumed that 0.01% of the fuel rods in each cask arriving at the facility had
failed during transit, releasingthe volatile fission products to the cask
cavity. These materialswere assumed to be released through the facility
ventilationsystem when the cask cavity was vented prior to removing the
fuel. Consolidationoperationswere assumedto rupture 0.15% of the fuel
rods, resulting in releaseof the volatile fission products. The fuel assembly drop accidentwas assumed to rupture all of the rods in the fuel assembly. Release fractionsfrom fuel with a 33_000 Mwd/MTU burnup were taken
from NRC RegulatoryGuide 1.25. Release fractionsfor 55,000 Mwd/MTU fuel
were assumed to be 30 to 50% higher. Releaseswere assumed to include
tritium, krypton, iodine and cobalt. A filter transmissionfactor of 2.0E-9
was used. All releaseswere assumed to occur from the stack.
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The results of the dose calculationsfor routine emissionsare given in
Table 4.42. The maximally exposed individualwas assumed to reside at the
site boundary. Populationdoses used actual populationdistributionsout to
80 kilometersfrom the site. Dose calculationswere performedwith the
ALLDOSE computer code. Annual average dispersionfactorswere used. Dispersion calculationswere performedwith the XOQDOQ code, which uses a standard Gaussian plume dispersionmodel.
Four accident categorieswere described in the report. These categories
were based on the expected frequencyof occurrenceof the accident and
included"
•

Category I - routineoperations

• Category II - reasonablechance of occurringonce per year
• Category III - reasonablechance of occurringonce during the
lifetime of the facility
•

Category IV - unlikelyto occur, but require consideration.

Consequencesfrom Category I were included in the routinedose calculations.
A representativeaccidentwas selected for each of the remainingcategories
and an estimate of the consequenceswas calculated. The fuel assembly drop
accidentwas used for Category II; a cask drop accident in the hot cell was
used for Category III, and a storagecask overturn accidentwas used for
Category IV. For the cask drop accident, i% of the fuel assemblieswere
assumed to fail and release 57% of the volatile fissionproducts to the
ventilationsystem when the cask was opened. A rail cask containing36 BWR
TABLE 4.42. RadiationExposuresfrom Routine Operations
at the MRS Facility

Pathway and Location
in the Body

50-YearDose Commitment
from Annual Release
Maximally Exposed
Population
Individual(rem)
(person-rem_

Total Body
Bone

2.4 x I0"4
-6
3.0 x 10

2 x 101
-I
I x 10

Lungs

2.4 x 10-4

2 x 101

Thyroid

1.3 x 10-3

I x 102
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assemblieswas used to represent this scenario. The storagecask drop was
assumed to fail 5% of the fuel pins in the cask. Again 57% of the volatile
fission products was assumed to be released to the ventilationsystem when
the cask was returned to the R&H area for inspectionand repackagingof the
fuel. The results of the dose calculationsfrom these releases are presented
in Table 4.43. Accident dose calculationswere performedusing the same
methods and data as the routine dose calculations.
Occupationaldose estimateswere provided for each of the major operations in the MRS facility. These estimates are summarizedin Table 4.44.
The estimateswere based on actual experiencewith spent-fuelhandling operations at reactors and fuel-storagefacilities,adjusted for the specific
design parametersof the MRS system, lt was assumed that 30% of the fuel
entering the MRS facility arrived by truck and 70% by rail. Outgoing shipments were assumedto travel exclusivelyin rail casks.
The study provided quantitativeestimates of the amounts of nonradioactive materials released from the site during constructionand operations.
TABLE 4.43. RadiologicalImpactsof PotentialMRS Facility
Accidents for Sealed Storage Cask at the Clinch
River Site

Accident
Fuel Assembly Drop

Location
in the body
Total Body
Bone
Lungs
Thyroid

Shipping

Cask Drop

Storage Cask Drop

Total Body
Bone
Lungs
Thyroid
Total
Bone

50-YearDose Commitment
to the Public
Maximally Exposed
Population
Individual
(rem,,)
(person-rem)
-2
3 x 10_3
4.4 x 10"3
-4
1.4 x 10
7 x I0
-3
-2
4.6 x 10_2
3 x 10_1
2.9 x I0
2 x I0
-4
3
9.1 x 10_5
6 x I0
3 0 x 10
i x 10.3
3
6 X I0
9 6 x 10.4
3 x 10.2
6 0 x 10.3

Body

8 9 x 10-45
2.9 x 10-4
9.3 x 10_3
5.9 x I0
•

Lungs
Thyroid
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-

6 x 103I x 10-3
6 x 10_2
3 x 10
-3

0

TABLE 4.44. OccupationalDose from MRS Facility Operations (DOE 1985b)
Operation

Unit Occupational
(person-rem/l,
000 MTU)

Receiptand Unloading
Consolidation

58
6

Loading Consolidated
Fuel Rods

9

Maintenance/Moni
toring

2

Emplacementand
Retrieval

2__00

Total

95

These were compared with regulatorylimits and found to be within the limits.
No health effects estimateswere made for these releases. Radioactiveand
nonradioactivereleases during decommissioningwere not quantifiedbut the
assertionwas made that these would be very small and would produce no
significanteffects.
Evaluation
Because this
information
with

that

was an environmental

An environmental

sequences on a probabilistic
using bounding calculations.

scenarios,

risks.

rather

of the risks

for

but produced results
analysis

treated

than a complete set of possible

of limited

accidents.

making estimates

from routine

not quantify

the actual

the radiological

ing and the nonradiological
ments were made that

effects.

operations,

but they were not
may be useful for

although they probably

these impacts are insignificant•

assessment did

impacts from decommission-

impacts from construction
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Approximate

The environmental

and nonradiological

use in

only representative

the representative
scenarios,
The routine dose calculations

overstate

con-

the purposes of the

frequencies were provided for
used to make risk estimates.
substantially

associated

assessment does not deal with

This was appropriate

The accident

of the risks

limited

basis and most of the impacts were estimated

assessment process,

characterizing

contained

could be used to develop estimates

the MRSfacility.

environmental

assessment it

and operations.

State-

These general

insights

are useful for the purpose of this study and quantitativehealth effects
estimates are needed for the risk estimatesthat are presented in
Chapter 5.0.
4.3.1.2 Safety Evaluationof MRS Storaqe Concepts
This study (Ligon et al. 1983) was performedto evaluate the safety of
the tunnel rack dry well storage concepts that were being consideredin the
early stages of the MRS Program. The study addressedonly public radiological risks from accidentsduring operationof an MRS facility. A quantitative assessmentwas provided only for the dry well concept. Accident
sequenceswere identifiedfor the tunnel rack concept, but probabilitiesand
consequencesof these accidentswere not developed. The study was based on
preliminaryconceptualdesigns developed before detailed evaluationof the
MRS concept was authorizedin the NWPA. The referencefacility had a receipt
rate of 2,880 spent fuel assembliesper year (approximately900 MTU.) The
facility was assumed to receive fuel for 36 years and to store the fuel for
100 years before it was shipped to a disposal site. The referencefuel was 5
years old when it was received and had a burnup of 33,000 Mwd/MTU. The analysis was restrictedto the interfaceand storageareas, lt did not include
the R&H and packagingactivities.
The study used a combinationof engineeringjudgment and Failure Modes
and Effects (FMEA) analysisto develop a list of accident initiators. The
FMEA was used to identify initiatorsthat originate inside the plant. Engineering judgment was used to identify external initiators. A screening
method based on qualitativeassessmentsof the probabilityand consequences
of the initiatingevents was used to select those events that were analyzed
in detail. Event trees were used to develop the accident scenarios for the
selected initiatingevents. A detailed fault tree was developed to estimate
the failure frequencyof the ventilationsystem. Probabilitiesfor the other
events in the accident sequenceswere estimateddirectly. A large fraction
of the event probabilitieswere based on engineeringjudgment. Others were
adapted from related studies. Distributionfunctionswere assumed for each
event probability. These were carried throughthe analysis and used to
illustrateche 5% and 95% confidencelimits on the results. The study
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acknowledgedthat the probabilitieswere generally conservativebecause
design details were not available. Engineeredsafety features could substantially reduce the probabilityof some of the scenarios. A set of release
categorieswas developed and each of the accident scenarioswas assigned one
of the release categories. The release categoriesand release fractions
associatedwith each category are summarizedin Table 4.45. The study
acknowledgedthat the release fractionsare were conservative.
The study results are summarizedin Table 4.46. This table lists the
accident scenariosanalyzed, the scenario frequency,the release category
assigned and the consequencescalculated. The risk from each scenario
(frequencytimes consequence)is also provided. Consequencesfor accidents
during the retrievalphase were lower than for the same accident during
emplacementphase because the fuel was older and less radioactive (i.e., it
was assumed to have decayed for up to 100 years). However, this effect
would be reduced if the fuel and waste package had deterioratedor been
damaged, lt can be seen that only the accidents resultingfrom transporter
movement during the emplacementand retrievaloperationscontribute
significantlyto the overall risk. A risk curve was also developed in the
study. This curve is shown in Figure 4.1.
The consequencecalculationswere performed using informationtaken from
the GEIS (DOE 1980). The dose conversionfactorsdevelopedfor the reference
site used in the GEIS were used directly to estimate the consequencesfrom
releases from the MRS facility by using the ratios of the source terms from
the two studies. The reference site had 2 million people within an
80-kilometerradius. Health effects conversionfactorswere based on WASH1400. Doses to the maximally exposed individualwere estimated for most of
the accident scenarios and found to be less than I mrem in nearly all cases.
Evaluation
The study represented
risk

analysis

for

the MRSfacility.

scenarios

was developed for

fraction,

probability,

servative.

a credible

The report

initial

attempt to develop an accident

A comprehensive list

the portions

of the facility

and consequence estimates
did not provide

details

of accident
considered.

were generally
of the analysis

Release

very conin many areas,
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TABLE 4.45. Release Categories (Ligon et al. 1983)
Release Type
(Generic Event)

Assumed Damage Per
Canister Involved
In Event

Fraction Release of
Radionuclidesto
Environment

I

Filtered gap release
(canisterimpact in
the Interfaceareas)

Gap inventoryfrom
10% pins released
through filters

Gases'(a)
I"

3.0E-2
3.0E-4

II

Limited gap release
(canisterleak)

Gap inventoryfrom
I% pins (assumed to
develop leaks while
in storage) released
via leaks and exit
channels

Gases'
I"

3.0E-3
5.0E-4

Release
Category

III

Unlimitedgap release Complete gap
(canisterimpact in
inventoryfrom 10%
storage areas)
pins

Gases"
I"

3.0E-2
3.0E-2

IV

Elevated temperature Complete inventory
release (temporary
of gases and I and
loss of cooling)
I% of volatiles
releasedvia leaks
and exit channels

Gases"
I"
Cs, Ru'

1.0E+O
1.7E-I
1.0E-4

V

VI

(a)

Exposed fuel release 10% of fuel exposed
Gases"
(severecanister
_eleasinggap
I'
impact)
inv_=ntory,
volatiles,Cs, Ru"
and particulates.
Particles'
Remainder releases
gap inventoryvia
leaks and exit
channels

3.0E-I
6.0E-I
1.0E-3
1.5E-6

Exposed heated-fuel
release (severe
canister impact
with fire)

1.0E+O
2.0E-I
5.1E-3
3.0E-6

Gases include

As in V, with
increasedreleases

C-14, H-3, and Kr-85.
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Gases'
I"
Cs, Ru"
Particles"

TABLE 4.46. Summaryof MRS Drywell Risk Analysis (Ligon et al. 1983)
Frequency
Per Year
Transportercollisionduring
emplacement
- no fire

Latent
Release
Cancer
Categor.y Fatalities

Risk

1.7E-8

III

3.4E-5

5.8E-11

6.1E-7

IV

1.9E-3

1.2E-9

- no pin failure; no fire

8.9E-3

II

5.9E-7

5.3E-9

- pin failure; no fire

2.8E-2

III

3.8E-5

1.1E-6

- no pin failure; fire

1.4E-4

IV

2.6E-6

3.6E-12

- pin failure; fire

1.4E-4

IV

2.6E-4

3.6E-8

- emplacement

8.6E-2

V

1.8E-2

1.5E-2

- retrieval;no pin failure

8.9E-3

II

5.9E-7

5.3E-9

- retrieval;pin failure

1.4E-I

V

1.6E-3

2.2E-4

Canister drop - emplacement

1.7E-8

I

3.9E-6

6.6E-14

Canister drop - retrieval

1.1E-2

I

9.9E-7

1.1E-8

Plane crash; no fire

4.0E-I0

V

2.6E-I

1.0E-I0

Plane crash; fire

7.4E-9

VI

1.3E+0

9.6E-9

Earthquake;no pin failure

4.8E-9

II

6.]E-2

2.9E-I0

Earthquake;pin failure
Total

4.3E-8

II

3.3E+0

1.4E-7
1.7E-3

- fire
Transportercollisionduring
retrieval

Transportermotion with
canister partiallyin place

making it difficultto confirm the results and evaluate implementationof
the method. Several of the study bases were substantiallydifferent from
those being used to develop the risk estimatesin Section 5.3. These differences include: the study did not address receiving and packagingoperations; the throughputand operating life of the facility were very different
from the currentMRS facility concept; it only dealt with one of the design
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FIGURE 4.1. MRS Dry Well Risk Curve (Ligon et al. 1983)

concepts being consideredfor the MRS facility;and the reference site was
substantiallydifferent from the sites currentlybeing consideredfor the MRS
facility.
4.3.1.3 Comparisonof Cask and Dr.ywell
Storaqe Concepts
This study (Ganley1982) compared a number of performanceparametersfor
the drywell and storagecask design concepts for an MRS facility. The study
emphasizedlife-cyclecosts and the effect on size and throughput rate of
changingwaste system parameterssuch as disposal and reprocessingschedules.
Effects on the facility design of handling TRU wastes were also considered.
Safety was consideredonly in a preliminaryway in the comparison. The study
did not develop any new risk information,but relied on previous studies to
characterizethe safety performanceof the two design concepts. Risks for
the storage cask concept were extracted from the GEIS (DOE 1980). Results
for the drywell concept were taken directly from Ligon et al. (1983).
Because this study containedno new information,the results were not
reviewed in detail.
4.3.1.4 Review of Dry Storaqe Concepts
Orvis (1984) provided a comparativerisk analysisof three design
concepts for dry storage of spent nuclear fuel at reactor sites. His report
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consideredonly radiologicalrisks to the public from accidentsduring the
storage operations. Storage concepts consideredwere drywell, storagecask,
and vault. An analysis of the risks from pool storagewas also presented for
comparisonpurposes. The drywell and storage cask concepts are currently
beir,
g consideredfor an MRS facility,so this study was reviewed to identify
risk informationpotentiallyapplicableto estimates of the risk from the MRS
facility. The ref_r_.ilce
reactorused in the study was a IO00-MWePWR. The
reactorwas assumed to discharge60 spent fuel assembliesper year to the
fuel storage basin. The assemblieswere transferredto the dry storage
facility after they had cooled in the storage pool for 5 years. The dry
storage area has a total storagecapacity of 2,400 assemblies. The fuel was
placed in canisters before being placed in the dry storage facility_ The
canister used for the drywell concept containedone assembly;whereas the
canister for the storage cask concept contained 24 assemblies. The dry
storage facilitywas assumed to be located on the reactor site, but in a
separate building from the storagepool. The analysiswas based on preliminary design informationfor all of the storage concepts. Many assumptions
about design details were necessaryto complete the analysis.
Fault tree analysis was used to defiilethe accident scenariosfor each
of the design concepts and to develop the accident probabilities. A comprehensive set of scenarioswas developed. External events as well as equipment
failures and human error were consideredas accident initiatingmechanisms.
The Reactor PRA ProceduresGuide (NRC 1983b) was used to identifyexternal
events of interest in the analysis. Extensive use was made of external event
analysis in recent reactor PRA studies to estimate the frequencyand damage
produced by external events for each of the storage concepts. Event frequencies were taken from a number of reliabilitydatabasesand reactor risk
studies.
An extensive review of the literaturewas performedto develop the
release fractionsused in the analysis. The release fractionsused are summarized in Table 4.47. Tt:erelease fractionswere based on the assumption
that I% of the fuel was failed before the accident takes place. The results
of the risk analysis are summarizedin Table 4.48 for the two design concepts
potentiallyapplicableto the MRS facility. The accident scenariosare
4.111

TABLE 4.47. Spent Fuel Release Fractions (Orvis 1984)
Release Fraction
Release Cateqory.

Kr

I

I. Bare fuel fractured
underwater

0.20

2. Canister or cask opened
at normal temperature.
Preexistingleakage
fr,omdamaged rods.

0.002 1.5E-8 1.0E-8 -

3. Canister or cask opened
at normal temperature.
Fuel exposed to air for
one month

0.40

4.

3.0E-6

Cs

Sr

Co

Actinides

....

0.03

-

2.0E-3 2.0E-5 2.0E-6 0.03

-

Canister or cask opened 0.005 7.0E-5 2.0E-5 2.0E-8 0.03
in 24-hour fire. Release
only from previously
failed fuel

-

5. Cask or canister opened 0.50
followed by 24-hour fire.
Fuel exposed to air for
one month

7.0E-3 2.0E-3 2.0E-6 0.03

2.0E-6

listed along with the release fra_:tionused, the estimated frequency,consequencc_, and risk (probabilitytimes consequences.) The main body of the
report did not providethe consequerlce
numbers listed in the table. These
were developed from informationprovided in one of the report appendicesand
used to produce the risk estimates presentedin the table.
Conservativeconsequencecalculationmethods were used in the study.
Populationdistributionsused were from the Zion nuclear power plant site.
Standard Gaussianplume modeling techniqueswere applied. Only one weather
conditionwas analyzed (I m/sec wind with stabilityclass D.) The dispersion
calculationswere carried out to a distance oF 200 miles for the reactor
site. This includedone of the major populationcenters in the country.
Dose conversionfactorsfrom WASH-1400 (NRC 1975) were used. Doses were
convertedto health effects using a conversionfactor of 100 latent cancer
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TABLE 4.48. Summary of Results (O_vis 1984)
Frequency
Accident Scenario

(events/yr)

Number' of

Retease

Assembt ies

Category

Consequence

Risk

_LCF)

_LCF/yr)

Fuer Assembly Drop During Loading

IE-I

I

I

4E-5

4E-6

Drop of Transport Cask During Loading
Cask
Drywel I

4E-S
7E-2

10
10

I
I

4E-4
4E-4

2E-6
3E-5

Venting of Cask Durir_jTransport
Cask
Drywet I

2E-3
3E-2

24
!

2
2

IE-I
4E-3

2E-4
IE-4

Colt ision During Transport
Cask
D rywe[l

2E-4
2E-5

24
I

3
3

IE-I
4E-3

2E-5
8E-8

Collision with Fire During Transport
Cask
D rywetI

2E-6
2E -7

24
'

5
5

5E-I
2E-2

IE-6
4E-9

Canister Drop During Emplacement
Drywel I

IE-6

I

3

4E-3

4E-9

Canister Shear During Emplacement
D rywelI

2E-6

I

3

4E-3

8E-9

Cask Drop During Emplacement
Cask

IE-5

24

3

IE-I

IE-6

IE-4
6E-6

10
10

3
3

4E-2
4E-2

4E-6
2E-7

Plane Crash Topples Cask with Fire
Cask

6E-9

24

5

5E-I

3E-9

PLane Crash Pt_Js Fire
Cas,_

Tornado Missile Penetrat ion
Drywel I
Cask

9E-9

24

5

5E-I

4E-9

Drywel l

2E-7
2E-8

I
10

5
5

2E-2
2E-I

4E-9
4E-9

Cask

4E-6
4E-8

24
2400

3
3

IE-I
IE+I

4E-7
4E-7

Dr_et I

8E-6
8E-7
2E-8

I
10
2400

3
3
3

4E-3
4E-2
2.4

3E-8
3E-8
5E-8

Earthquake

Total Risk:
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Cask
DryweL[

2.3E-4
1.4E-4

fatalitiesper million rems of populationdose. Individualdoses were well
below levels that would produce acute effects.
Evaluation
This study was a credible effort to identify a comprehensiveset of
accident scenarios for dry storagedesign concepts. The study made good us_
of the availableliteratureto develop the scenarios and estimate the scenario frequencies. Release fractionestimateswere based on a thorough
review of the literatureand an attempt to correlate the information in the
literaturewith the physicalconditionsanticipatedin the accldent scenarios
developed. The results must be consideredpreliminary,however, because of
the limited design informationavailable.
There are substant,..Z
differencesbetween the referencefacility used in
this study and the current design of the MRS facility. Most of the differences are in the size of the facility. The MRS facility will handle about
150 times as much fuel annually as the reactor dry storage facility and has a
maximum capacity about 50 times larger. This is not as significant d difference as it may first
appear, however, because most of the accident
scenarios for the MRSfacility
only involve a few assemblies at one time.
The reference
storage

drywell

in this

performed for

this

design

study had a very limited

The major purpose of the study was to compare design concepts,

does not require
estimated

These are also less than the current

the MRSfacility.

The consequence analysis
scope.

study only held one assembly and the reference

cask held 24 assemblies.

basis for

i

detailed

consequence analysis.

in the study were generally

the full

range of possible

the site.

The reference

the reference

MRS site.

study was much higher
4.3.1.5

reactor

This study (Harty
design and evaluations

site

that would be encountered

distribution

than the population
Dose Estimates

and Stoetzel

and did not reflect

'was also substantially

The population

Occupational

The consequence numbers

very conservative

weather conditions

different

at the site

at th_ reference
for

at
from

used in this

MRSsite.

an MRSFacility

1986) was done in conjunction

performed by DOEto prepare
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which

a report

with

the

to Congress on

0

the MRS facility, lt provided estimatesof the radiation doses to workers
during normal operationof an MRS facility. The evaluationswere based on
the detailed conceptualdesign study done by the DOE architect-engineer
contractor (Parsons 1985). The referencefacility was very close to the current referencedesign for the MRS facility,although some design changes have
been made since the study was completed. The objective of the study was to
develop upper-boundestimates of the occupationalexposures in the facility
and to identify areas in which future design or operationalchangesmight be
needed to reduce worker exposures to levels consistentwith the ALARA philosophy. Dose estimateswere provided for both the drywell and the storage cask
design concepts. A facility throughputrate of 3,600 MTU/yr was assumed.
The effects on occupationaldose of changes in some of the major design and
operating parameterswere also described.
The dose estimateswere based on assessmentsof the tasks performed by
various facilityworkers, the time requiredto perform these tasks, and the
estimateddose rates in the areas where these tasks were performed. Manpower

Q

requirements,tasks, and time on task were taken from the conceptualdesign
missmade to
documents where available. Conservativeestimateswere
provide
ing information. Dose rates for receivingand storage operationswere based
on shieldingcalculationsdone in the design studies. Dose rates in the
other operatingareas were assumed to be at the maximum expected dose in
this area. Radiationworkers were assumed to spend 5 hours per day in radiation zones, with the remainderof their day in areas with relativelylow
backgrounddose rates. The results for the storage cask design concept are
summarized in Table 4.49.
Evaluation
The reference facility and other design informationused in this study
is very similar to the current versionof the MRS facility design. The
occupationalexposure estimates are admittedlyconservative. They probably
substantiallyoverestimatethe doses that would be accumulatedat a real
operating facility, lt is clear from the study that furtherdesign refinements will be made to lower the occupationaldoses in the facility,
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TABLE 4.49. Summary of OccupationalDoses from MRS
Facility Operations (Harty and Stoetzel 1986)
Operation

(person-rem/y
r)

Receipt, Inspection,Unloading

148.0

Transfer to Storage Casks

6.2

Emplacementin Storage Area

7.2

Surveillancein Storage Area

5.3

Retrieval from Storage Area
Transfer to Process Cells

7.1
4.0

Shipment to Repository
Total

140.9
318.7

consistentwith the ALARA philosophy. The study does provide reasonable
bounding estimates of the doses, based on a detailed analysis of the
operations.
4.3.1.6 RadiologicalDoses in AlternativeWaste ManaqementSystems
This study (Schneideret al. 1986) analyzed the effects of nine waste
managementsystem operating alternativeson pubic and worker radiological
risks fro,nroutine operationsand accidents. The study specificallydealt
with a waste managementsystem that did not include an MRS facility,but some
of the operationsconducted at the repositoryin this system confi]uration
were identicalto operationsthat would be carried out at the MRS facility in
the improved-performancesystem. Occupationalradiationdose estimates from
routine operation of these portions of the repositorywould be applicableto
the correspondingoperationsin the MRS facility. Where available,occupational dose estimateswere based on data from operatingexperiencefor
similar operations in other facilities. Where applicabledata was not available, simple models based on time-and-motionstudies were used to estimate
doses. Attempts were made to develop realisticestimateswhere possible, it
was assumed that operationswould be conductedefficientlybecause of the
experiencelevels that the operatingcrews would attain. Dose rate and manpower estimates for operationsthat would be similarto those performed in
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the MRS facility were based on informationin the MRS facilityconceptual
design report. Results potentiallyapplicableto the MRS facility are
summarizedin Table 4.50.
Evaluation
Although limited in scope, the applicableinformationprovided in this
study can be used to develop estimatesof occupationalradiationexposure
during operationof the MRS facility. The operationsanalyzed are very similar to the correspondingoperationsin the MRS facility. The data and methods used should providereasonable estimates,given the limited design
informationavailable at this time.
4.3.1.7 Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
The GEIS (DOE 1980) and its supportingdocument (DOE 1979b) presented an
analysis of the environmentalimpactsassociatedwith a number of possible
configurationsof the nuclear waste managementsystem. The overall scope,
bases, and analyticalapproachesused in the document were reviewed in Section 4.1 and will not be repeated here. The study includedan assessmentof
a number of the potential risks from an independentspent fuel storage facility. Several storage design concepts were assessed includingthe cask storage and drywell concepts currentlybeing consideredfor the MRS facility.
Risk informationpresentedfor tilesedesign concepts is summarizedbelow.
The reference fuel stoY'agefacility in the GEIS had a receivingcapacity
of 2,000 MTU/yr and a total storage capacity of 20,000 MTU. The facility
consists of an R&H building common to all of the storage concepts and a
TABLE 4.50. OccupationalDose Estimatesfor Selected
MRS Operations(Schneideret al. 1986)
OccupationalDose
(person-mrem/1,0OOMTU)

Operation
Consolidateand package fuel

3.6

Consolidateand package
non-fuel components

1.1

Receiving and unloading - Truck
Rail
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135
25

storage area that varied with the design concept being analyzed. The fuel
was received and packaged in the R&H building and then transferredto the
storage area. The referencedrywell canister contained3 PWR or 6 BWR assemblies. The reference storage cask contained4 PWR or 9 BWR assemblies.
The study analyzed routine radiologicaland nonradiologicalrisks to the
public during constructionand operations. Estimatesof occupationalradiation exposures during normal operationswere also presented. In addition,
estimateswere presentedof the frequencyand public consequencesof some
representativeaccident scenariosthat could release radioactivematerials.
The study concludedthat nonradiological
releases during constructionwere
below EPA standards and thus producedno discernibleeffects. There were no
radiologicaleffluentsduring constructionand no routine nonradiological
effluents during operations. Routine radiologicaleffluentswere estimated
effluents during operations. Routine radiologicaleffluentswere estimated
to be the same for the two design concepts. These effluentswere estimated
to be 1.3E-2 Ci of Kr-85 and 7E-8 Ci of 1-129 per year of facility operation.
The 70-year populationdose commitmentfrom this releasewas 4.0E-6 man-rem
whole body equivalent. The estimatedannual occupationalradiationexposures
were 78 man-rem for the storagecask concept and 41 man-rem for the drywell
concept. Two accident scenarioswere analyzed. These scenariosapplied to
both of the design concepts potentiallyapplicableto the MRS facility.
These scenariosare characterizedin Table 4.51. The study provided doses to
TABLE 4.51. Summary of Accident Scenariosin GEIS
70-YearMaximally Exposed Individual
Dose Commitment (rem)
Total
Skin
Body
Thyroid
Lunq
Bone

Accident Scenario

Frequency

Failure of package
during storage

O.I/yr

1.0E-4

I,iE-6

1.2E-5

1.1E-6

NA

Fuel assembly drop
in hot cell

O.I/yr

9.0E-4

2.8E-5

1.3E-4

3.0E-5

9.6E-6

NA.

Information

not available.
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0
i

the maximally exposed individualfor all of the accident scenarios. Population dose estimateswere presented only for the scenario 'involving
failure
of a storage canister. Comparisonof the doses for the maximallyexposed
individualsuggestedthat the populationdose for the assemblydrop accident
is about 10 times larger than the dose for the storage canister failure
scenario.
Evaluation
The reference facility and site used in the GEIS were reasonablyrepresentative of the reference MRS facility and site being used in this study.
The storage cask capacity in the GEIS was about 10 times less than the capacity of the MRS storagecask. As a result,the doses for storage cask loading, emplacement,surveillance,and unloadingwould be higher for equivalent
throughputrates, than more recent estimates. The MRS drywell capacity is
essentiallythe same as the drywell design used in the GEIS. Because
throughputrates and handling and packagingoperationswould be about the
same for the two referencesystems,GEIS estimates of routine effluents and
occupationalexposuresshould be applicableto the MRS facility with or without fuel consolidationoperations. Accident risks were presented for only a
few representativescenarios. They probably did not provide a good basis for
an accident risk estimate for the MRS facility. All of the estimates
presented in the GEIS were based on preliminarydesign informationand represented bounding calculationsfor the factors calculated.
4.3.1.8 DecommissioninqSpent Fuel Storaqe Idstallations
This study (Ludwickand Moore 1984) presented an analysis of the technology, safety, and costs of decommissioningan independentspent fuel storage facility. Several design concepts for the facility were considered
includingstorage casks and drywells. The emphasis of the study was on outlining the operationsthat would be requiredto decommissionthe facilities
and estimatingthe costs. Estimatesof the occupationalradiationexposure
that would be accumulatedduring these operationswere included. The study
addressed three decommissioningmodes: decontamination,safe storage, and
entombment. Only the results for decontaminationare presentedhere.

0
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The reference facility had a storage capacityof 2,000 MTU. Results
were also given for a 4,000-MTU facility. The results for the larger facility are presented here because it more closely approximatesthe MRS facility.
The facility included a receiving and packagingfacility and the storage
area. Fuel consolidationoperationswere not included. The study estimates
that the occupationalradiationexposure accumulatedduring decontamination
of a dryweql facility was 128 person-rem. Doses for the cask storage facility were 120 person-rem. About 90% of the dose was accumulatedin the decommissioningactivitiesin the receiving and packagingfacility. The dose
estimateswere based on fairly detailed activity and manpower estimates that
were performed to estimate the costs of the decommissiorling
operations. Dose
rates are based on operatingdata in spent fuel storagefacilitiesthat used
water basin technologyand conservativeestimatesfor areas in which applicable data were not available. The dose estimatesassumed that chemical
decontaminationwas used to reduce dose rates where feasible and that an
effective health physics program was in place to minimize exposures. The
study also provides estimatesof the routine exposuresassociatedwith
shippingthe radioactivewastes from the decontaminationoperationsto a disposal facility. These estimatesare 0.027 person-remof public dose and 0.28
person-remoccupationalexposure.
Evaluation
This study provided credible estimates of the occupationalexposures
associatedwith decommissioninga facility similarto the MRS facility. The
storage capacity of the reference facilitywas about 7 times smaller than the
MRS facility, but the results may be generally applicablebecause most of the
dose was accumulatedin the receiving and packagingfacility. The size of
this portion of the facilitywas relatively independentof the storage
capacity.
4.3.2 Reports Selected for Use in This Study
Informationfrom the reports reviewed in Section4.3.1 is used in Section 5.3 to develop estimatesof the risks from construction,operation,and
decommissioningof an MRS facility. Reports that most closely meet the needs
of this study were selectedfrom the available literatureto form the basis
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for these estimates. This sectionprovides the rationale for choosing the
reports used in Section 5.3 from among those reviewed. The selectionwas
based on the criteria presentedin Table 4.1.
An overview of the risk categoriesaddressed in the MRS facility risk
literatureis presented in Table 4.52. The availableliteratureprimarily
addressesthree risk categories: I) radiologicalrisks to the public from
accidentsduring facility operation,2) radiologicalrisks to the public from
routine emissionsduring plant operations,and 3) radiologicalrisks to plant
workers from normal operations. These three areas have been importantconsiderationsin licensingand policy-makingproceedings,so it is understandable that much of the work has been concentratedon these topics. The table
shows that nonradiologicalrisks have not been treated extensivelyin
previous work. Routine nonradiologicalemissionshave been analyzed as part
of environmentalassessmepts,but no other work in this area was found in the
literaturereviews.
The radiologicalrisk values contained in the referencedocuments are
summarizedin Table 4.53. The results are presented in this table as they
were extracted from the documents in Section 4.3.1. No attempt is made here
to presentthe results on a consistentbasis. Presentationof the raw
resultsdoes illustratethe areas in which numerical results are available
and the form of the results. As the reviews in Section 4.3.1 indicated,
there are substantialdifferencesamong the studies in the scope of the
analysis,key assumptions,data, and the referencefacilitiesused. To the
extent that results from various sources are comparable,the table also
illustratesthe range of risk estimates that have been produced.
Four of the risk categoriesdealing with radiologicalconsequenceswere
not addressedat all in the literaturethat was examined. These were radiological risks to workers from accidents during construction,operationsand
decommissioning,and radiologicalrisks to the public from accidentsduring
construction. Both the MRS environmentalassessmentand the GEIS concluded
that there would be no radioactivematerialsonsite during construction.
This was used as the basis for the conclusionthat there would be no routine
radiologicaleffects during construction, lt can be inferred from this that
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There were also four sources of information
on risks to the public from
radiological
accidents at the MRSfacility.
None of these studies provided a
comprehensive assessment of the risks
the current MRSfacility
a few selected accident
assessment process,
for

a risk

estimate.

from a facility

that closely

resembles

design concepts.
The EA and the GElS only analyzed
scenarios.
This met the needs of the environmental

but was not comprehensive enough to provide
The Ligon et al.

the operations

at an MRSfacility,

those portions

of the facility,

lt

(1983) study only dealt
provided

a sound basis
with

some of

a comprehensive assessment of

but it was not a complete assessment.
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Orvis (1984) study was the most comprehensiveassessment, lt developed a
reasonablycomplete set of accident scenarios,estimatedrelease fractions
based on the best available information,and provided reasonableprobability
estimates. The consequenceanaiysiswas very conservativeand limited in
scope. The reference facilitywas much smaller than the current MRS facility
design, although the study illustratedthat the risk-dominantaccident scenarios occur during handling operations. The consequencesof these accidents
would be independentof the size of the facility. The frequencyof the
accidents,however, would depend on the facility throughputrate. Because it
was the only study that dealt with all of the potentialoperationsat an MRS
facility and also developeda comprehensiveset of accident scenarios, the
Orvis (19_4) study was used as the basis for the risk estimatesdeveloped in
Section 5.3.
For the remainingradiologicalrisk categoriesfor which informationwas
available,only one numericalestimate of the risks was identifiedfrom the
literature. These estimatesare used in Section 5.5. Neither the MRS environmental assessmentnor the GEIS provided numerica'i
estimatesof the health
effects from routine nonradiologicalen.,ssions
during construction,operation, and decommissioningof the MRS facility. Both studiesconcluded that
the nonradiologicaleffects from these activitieswere negligible.
4.4 TRANSPORTATION
This section presents a discussionof the literaturethat contains
informationon the potentialrisks of transportingspent fuel and other
radioactivewastes. Two subsectionsare provided: Section 4.4.1 provides a
brief summary of the documentsselected for review and Section 4.4.2 presents
the rationalefor selectingthe risk and dose values used later to develop
transportationsystem risk estimates. The scope of this section is limited
to transportationoperations(i.e., constructionand decommissioningof
transportationequipmentis not included). Transportationrisk information
has been developedprimarilyby the DOE and the NRC over the last 10 years in
support of environmentaldocumentation,facility licensing,and regulatory
activities. Some of these studieshave been detailed and comprehensivewhile
others were narrow in scope and used simple methods and limited data.
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4.4.1 Review of the TransportationRisk Literature

i

A brief overview of the scope and technical basis for a selected set of
transportationrisk studies _s presented in this section. Results from the
literaturethat are potentia'bly
applicableto the transportationsystem risk
characterizationdiscussed in Section 5.4 are also summarized. Spent fuel
transportationis emphasized in this section because spent fuel has bpen the
subject of most of the past studies. Risk informationis also presented,
where appropriate,on transportationof HLW and secondarywastes expected to
be generated at the MRS facility and the repositories.
4.4.1.1 Final EnvironmentalStatementon the Transportationof
RadioactiveMaterial by Air and Other Modes (NRC 1977)
The NRC prepared this final environmentalstatementto reevaluatethe
regulationsexisting at the time on the air transportationof radioactive
materials. Its scope was subsequentlyexpanded to examine other modes,
primarily from the standpointof the adequacy of regulationsgoverning packaging effectivenessand other regulationsrelated to the safety and security
of radioactive

material

transportation.

This document included
of radioactive
export

materials

shipments,

analyses of the impacts of transporting

within

the United States,

including

but excluded shipments of nuclear weapons, nuclear
shipments in support of defense programs.

included

cycle

uranium fuel

included
risks

licensees

waste materials.

radiological

as well

shipments,

routine

as nonradiological

medical-

and industrial-use

Risk categories
public

and occupational

accident

was performed to determine

evaluated

risks.

the quantities

types

import and

components, and other
and radioactive

all

weapon

The scope
isotopes,

in the document

exposures and accident

A survey of a sample of NRC
and types of shipments of

radioactivematerials _eing transported. The results of the survey were used
to define the quantitiesand characteristicsof radioactivematerial shipments for the referenceyear (1975) and also to project these data to a later
year (1985).
Populationexposures from normal transportwere calculatedusing the
RADTRAN computer code described by NRC (1977). This code is briefly
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II

0

described elsewherein this document (see the review of Madsen et al. 1986).
Transportationaccident risks were also calculatedusing RADTRAN.
The results from NRC (1977) that are of most interest to this study were
those presented for spent nuclear fuel shipments. These results are presented in Table 4.54. The normal populationdoses were estimated assuming
the dose rate emitted from the casks were at the regulatorylimit (i.e.,
10 millirem/hrat 2 meters from the cask). Accident risk results assumed
that 100% of the released material was in the form of respirableparticles.
For both routine exposures and accident risks, the shipping distanceswere
assumedto be 2,530 kilometersone-way for truck shipmentsand 1,210 kilometers one-way for rail shipments. The number of shipmentsin 1975 was i)ased
on the results of the licensee survey, and the 1985 shipmentswere based on a
total projected quantityof 2,849 MTU. The assumed truck and rail cask
capacitieswere 0.5 MTU and 3.2 MTU, respectively.
Evaluation
The final environmentalstatement representedone of the first comprehensive evaluationsof the risks of transportingradioactivematerials. The
NRC concluded,based on the results presented in the document,that"
"... the environmentalimpactsof normal transportationof radioactivematerial and the risks attendantto accidents involvingradioactivematerial
shipments are sufficientlysmall to allow continued shipment by all
modes...." The NRC furtherconcludedthat no immediatechanges to the regulationswere needed at that time. While these conclusionsare still believed
TABLE 4.54. Summary of Results fromthe NRC for
Spent Fuel Shipments (NRC 1977)

Year

Mode

1975

Truck
Rail

1985

Truck
Rail

Shipments
Per Year

Normal
Population
Accident Risk,
Dose,
Latent Cancer
(person-rem/vr) (fatalities/yr)

254

93.80

0.047

17

7.78

0.021

1,530

565.0

0.29

652

298.0

0.8
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to be valid, the methods and data used in the analysis are somewhat dated
and not directly applicableto the currently envisionedwaste management system. Significantchanges to the RADTRAN computer code have been implemented
and more realistic assumptions,yet still conservative,have replaced some of
the accident data. As a result, more recent analyses of transportationrisks
would be more appropriatefor use in this study.
4.4.1.2 Transportationof Radionuclidesin Urban Environs:_ Draft
EnvironmentalAssessment (Finleyet al. 1980)
This report was one of the initial studies of the impactsof transporting radioactivematerials in urban areas. The initialdraft version of this
study (Ducharmeet al. 1978) predictedthat as many as several hundred latent
fatalitiescould occur from a successfulsabotageevent in a densely populated urban area. Finley et al. (1980) included revisedestimates of fewer
than 100 latent fatalitiesbased on a reevaluationof the released quantities
of radioactivematerials. A third version of the sabotage event analysis
(Sandovalet al. 1983) estimatedfewer than 10 latent fatalities,based on
experimentally-derived
release quantities. A review of the Sandoval et al.
(1983) document is presentedlater in this section. Thus, it is not necessary to present a review of the sabotage event analysis portions of the
document. The portions of Finley e C al. (1980) that are reviewed here
include the analysis of routine populationexposures,accident risks, and
economic consequences. The scope of these analyses includedall types of
radioactivematerials, includingindustrial-and medical-useisotopes,fuel
cycle materials, and radioactivewastes. All modes of transportwere considered, includinghighway, rail, air, and Water.
The analysis of routine populationexposureswas performedusing models
similar to those developed for NUREG-0170 (NRC 1977). Tiledose calculations
were based on the assumptionthat the shipping containerwas a point source
of ionizing radiation. The point-sourceequationwas combinedwith a term to
account for the time of exposure given that the vehicle was in motion (i.e.,
the exposure ceased after the shipment passed by). This basic relationship
was used to estimate the doses to the followinggroups:
•

pedestrians
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•

people in vehicles

•

people in buildings

•

crew of the transportvehicle

• warehouse personnelwhile the shipment is in storage
•

package handlers

•

people at rail terminals

•

people sharing the transportlink

•

people along the rail right-of-way

•

people in freightdocks

•

people at air passengerterminals

•

people at air freight terminals.

Some of the importantinput parametersfor these calculationswere the population density in the surroundingareas or the w,,_mber
of exposed individuals,
the dose rate at the external surfaceof the package, the amount of structural shieldingprovided for persons in buildings,the distance between the
source (package)and target (people),and travel speed. The numbers of shipments and the characteristicsof each type of shipment were based on the
shipment survey performedfor NUREG-0170(NRC 1977). The results of this
survey were used to estimate the number of shipmentsof each type of radioactive material that travel on specific routes that originatewithin, travel
through, or have destinationswithin New York City.
The results of the routine populationexposure analysis are summarized
in Table 4.55. The total exposuresto each populationsubgroup shown in the
table include all shipments. The breakdownfor the doses by end-usewas:
medical-use,74%; industrial-use,18%; fuel cycle, 8%; and waste, less than
I%. The breakdownby transportmode was: air, 35%; truck, 65%; and rail and
barge, none (i.e.,no rail shipmentswere identified;see Table 4.55 for
explanationof barge shipment results).
The analysis of accident risks was performedusing a computer code called METRAh, which was roughly equivalentto the accident portions of RADTRAN
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TABLE 4.55. Summary of RadiologicalImpactsfrom Routine Transport
by Dose Group (Finleyet al. 1980)
Dose Group_a)r

Total Dose
.(person-rem/yr)

Percent of Total

Handlers

2.5

-35

People in Vehicles
Warehouse Personnel

1.6
1.2

22
17

Pedestrians

1.0

14

Crew

0.6

~ 8.4

People in Air

0.2

~ 3

0.015

- 0.2

Passengerl'erminal
s
People in Buildings

(a) No impactswere calculatedfor people in dock areas since all
shipmentswere "through"shipmentsfor the area of New York City
that was analyzed.

(see Section 4.4.1o7). METRAN consideredaccidents involvingreleases of
radioactivematerials as well as those that reduced the shieldingprovided by
the package. The code calculatedaccident risks for four populationsubgroups: crew, pedestrians,people in vehicles,and people in buildings.
Accidents could be modeled as occurringon freeways,one-way streets, and
two-way streets. For accidentsinvolvingreleases,the exposure estimates
included inhalation,cloudshine,groundshine,and resuspensionpathways.
Two atmosphericdispersionmodels were used to predict downwind concentrations of radioactivematerial. The first predictedconcentrationswithin
a short distance from the release point and the other was for long distances.
This was done primarilybecause of the street canyon effects that serve to
channel the release in a specific direction. Both models were based on a
Gaussion puff dispersionmodel and were combinedwith special functionsto
evaluate the effects of wind turbulence,eddies, and surface roughness.
Probabilisticallybased wind speeds and directionsspecific to New York City
were used in the atmosphericdispersioncalculations.
The "severitycategory" approachwas used to define the quantitiesof
released

material

for

the various

types of shipments.
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Assumed parameters

were used to define the fractionof material released and the fraction that
was in the form of respirableparticlesfor each severity category. Release
fractionsranged from 0 to 1.0. The release source term for spent fuel
shipmentsconsisted solely of Co-60.
The expected radiologicalrisk values for each package type are
presented in Table 4.56. 'The results labeled "cask" shipmentsare spent fuel
truck shipments. The number of shipments is shown as well as the estimates
of latent cancer fatalities/yr,fatal genetic effects/yr,and early morbidities/yr, lt was indicatedin the document that the health effects were due
solely to the groundshinepathway;direct inhalationwas not a significant
contributorexcept in high-consequence/low-probability
accidentswhich did
not contributesignificantlyto the expected risk.
Finley et al. (1980) also developedthe basis for estimatingthe economic risks of accidents in urban areas. The economic risks were calculated
by replacingthe health effects consequenceterms in the risk equation with
economic consequences. The economic costs of accidentsconsistedof immediate emergencyresponse costs, cleanup and recoverycosts, evacuationcosts,
security costs, and costs for denial of land use. Each of these costs was a
functionof accidentseverity (amountof material released)and the desired
cleanup level. The economic risk model combines a large number of cost
parametersthat are related to the release quantities,contaminatedareas,
level of emergencyand cleanup activities,land values, and cleanup time.
The economic risks estimated by Finley et al. (1980) for the New York City

TABLE 4.56. Expected RadiologicalRisk Values from Vehicular
Accidentsper Year of ShippingActivity
Expected
Number of
Genetic
Effects
7.9E-4

Package
Type
A
B

9.2E+4

2.7E+3

2.2E-4

3.0E-4

Cask

2.6E+6

1.2E+I

6.1E-4

8.1E-4

Drum

9.7E-3

7.0E+I

8.9E-7

1.2E-6

2_7E+6

2.8E_-4

1.4E-3

1.9E-3

Total

No. of
Shipments
per year
2.5E+4

Number
of Latent
Cancer
Fatalities
5.8E-4

Amount
Shipped
(Ci/vr)
2.4E+4
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Expected
Number
of Early
Morbidities
2.7E-5
2.7E5

study area are summarized in Table 4.57.
represents

spent fuel

truck

Table 4.56 apply to this

shipments.

Again,

the "cask"

package type

The same number of shipments shown in

table.

Evaluation
This document represented
risks

of all

types of radioactive

A significant
a large
result,

amount of effort

number of population

York City,

accident

analysis

material

of health

shipments through New York City.

subgroups,

meteorological

consequences, and economic costs

of accidents

and economic

was spent modeling incident-free

the methods were generally

economic risks
.

a detailed

sound.

represented

exposures to

conditions
of accidents.

In particular,

a step forward

within

New

As a

the analysis

of the

in the development of

methods and data to perform such analyses. The analysis was very broad in
scope and containedmany useful results. An artifact of this broad scope,
however, was that detailed evaluationsof all types of radioactivematerials,
specificallyspent fuel and radioactivewastes, was not possible. In addition, the scope was limitedto radiologicaland economic impacts in New York
City with generic extensionsto other urban areas, Consequently,the results
TABLE 4.57.

Expected Economic Risk Values from Vehicular
Accidents (Finley et al. 1980)

End-use

Estimated Value
of Economic Risk
per year (S/vr)

Medical

1.4E+6

Industrial

I .9E+4

Fuel Cycle

3.1E+4

Waste

5.1EO0

Total

-I .5E+6

Package Type
A

1.4E-6

B

6.2E+4

Cask

3.1E+4

Drum

4. I EO0

Totals

-I.5E+6
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0

are not directly applicableto a nation-widetransportationsystem, such as
the system that will be used to transport spent fuel and HLW to interim storage and disposal facilities, lt is judged that the results are of little
usefulnessto this study of waste managementsystem risks.
4.4.1.3 An Anal.ysisof the Risk of TransportingSpent Nuclear
Fuel by Train (Elder et al. 1981).
The objectiveof"this study was to quantitativelyassess the risks of
spent fuel rail transportationaccidents. A similar study of spent fuel
truck transportationrisks was completedseveralyears prior (Elder et al.
1978) to this study. In general, the followingdiscussionis applicableto
both the truck and rail transportationrisk studies.
A comprehensive risk
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analysis

and evaluate

sequences that could release
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TABLE 4.58.. Summary of Spent Fuel Truck and Rail Transportation
Risks (Elder et al, 1978, 1981)

'

Annual
Average
Quantity Shipping
Probabilityof
Shipped, Distance,
Number of
One or More
Model/FuelAge..(MTU/yr)
(km)
(shipments/vr)
.....
(LHE/yr)
Truck
180-day

380

690

885

2.2E-5

380

690

885

3.6E-6

I,474
1,474

912
912
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4-yr
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180-day
4-yr

_
_

U.

1
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FIGURE 4.2. Risk Spectra for Spent Fuel Shipmentsby Train for
I00 GW NuclearCapacitiesand for Other Events in the
United States (Elderet al. 1981)
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models are consistentwith currently utilized models, althoughthe data are
somewhat out of date. The mechanicaland thermal failure thresholdanalyses
used adequate methods but they are not the current state of the art. However, they representthe only applicationfound in the literatureof these
analyticaltools to determinationof release fractions. In general, however,
because the fuel age and cask design assumptionsare not consistentwith the
future generationsof spent fuel shipping casks, the usefulnessof this
informationsource to the current risk characterizationstudy is limited.
4.4.1.4 An Assessmentof the safety of spent Fuel Transportation
in Urban Environs (Sandovalet al. 1983)
This study was performedto assess the radiologicalconsequencesof a
hypotheticalsabotageattack on a spent fuel truck shipping cask in a
densely-populatedurban area. This was e'_:_entially
a revision of a previous
study (Ducharmeet al. 1978) in which it was predictedthat several hundred
latent cancer fatalities(LCF) could result from a successfulsabotage
attack. A second version of this study (Finleyet al. 1980) reduced the consequencesto fewer than I00 LCFs based on a reevaluationof the released
quantities. Both of the previous studies used assumed release source terms
that were intendedto bound the actual release quantities(i.e., higher
consequenceswould not be expected). These bounding assumptionswere made
because actual experimentaldata were not available. The third revision of
this study (Sandovalet al. 1983) includeda program of experimentsas well
as analyticalmodeling to produce source term and consequenceestimatesthat
were as accurate as possible.
The primary objectivesof the study were" I) to evaluate the effectivehess of selected high-energydevices (HED) in breachingspent-fuelshipping
casks, 2) to characterizethe material released from such an event, and 3) to
estimate the health consequences,based on the experimentaldata, that could
result from a successfulsabotage attack in a densely-populatedarea. An
extensive survey and testing programwas performedto select a referenceHED
that showed the greatest potentialfor breachinga shippingcask and dispersing radioactivematerial to the environment. Next, subscaleand full-scale
tests on truck casks were performed using the referenceHED to develop
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estimatesof the quantitiesof material released and the quantity of material
released as a radioactiveaerosol. Tests on single fuel pellets were then
performedto correlatethe observed effects of the high-energyenviron_,_It
on
J
surrogate spent fuel to irradiatedfuel. The results of this testing program
indicatedan upper-limitrelease value of 17 g (3.4E-3%)of aerosolized
respirable irradiatedfuel for a I-PWR assembly truck cask and 34 g (2.4E-3%)
for a 3-PWR assembly truck cask.
The final step in the study was to estimate the human health effects
from a successfulsabotage attack using the referenceHED in an urban area.
The attack was assumed to occur on a 3-PWR assembly truck cask with 150-day
cooled fuel in the borough of Manhattan in New York City. The CRAC consequence assessmentcode was used to predict the radiologicalconsequencesof
this accident scenario (Wall et al. 1977). CRAC was also used by Ducharme
et al. (1977) and Fin'leyet al. (1980) to predict the radiologicalhealth
consequencesof a similar scenario. CRAC uses calculatedairborne and ground
radionuclideconcentrationsto estimate external exposuresto a passing cloud
and internalexposures from the inhalationand ingestionpathways. Based on
these exposures,CRAC estimates the number of early and latent health effects
that would be produced by the released materials.
The expected health consequenceswere calculatedusing the experimentally determinedrelease fractionsfor solid particulatematerial and noble
gases. The particulaterelease fractionswere discussed previously. Release
fractions for noble gases were determinedto be 0.5 and 0.34 for I-PWR and
3-PWR assembly truck casks, respectively,based on the mass loss sustained in
the full-scaletests. Cask inventorieswere based on PWR fuel with burnup of
33,000 MWd/MTU at a power density of 40 kW/kg. The populationdistribution
was equivalentto the Manhattan borough and included a populationdensity of
39,000 persons/km
2 within 10 kilometersand 16,000 persons/km
2 from 10 to
16 kilometersfrom the release point. Doses were calculatedout to an 88
kilometersradius from the release point. Meteorologicaldata consisted of
over 100 sequencesof New York City weather conditions.
The results of the CRAC calculationsfor the I-PWR and 3-PWR assembly
events cask indicatedthere would be zero early Fatalitiesas the threshold
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dosage was never exceeded. For the l-assemblycask event, a total of
2 mean/7 peak LCFs was predicted,and for the three-assemblycask, the number
of LCFs predictedwas 4 mean/14 peak. The estimate for the single assembly
cask event was smaller by a factor of 350/423 (mean/peak)than the original
estimate produced by Ducharme et al. (1977).
Evaluatio_
Because this study was limited to a single-eventscenario,it is only of
limited use to this assessmentof transportationrisks, lt was, however, an
extremely in-depth treatmentof a particularevent that is a concern to the
general public and state and federal regulatoryagencies. This analysis was
one of the few that used experimentally-derived
release characteristics
rather than conservativebounding assumptions, lt was shown that by using
the more realistic experimentaldata, the overall consequenceswere reduced
by more than 2 orders of magnituderelative to the bounding analysis.
4.4.1.5 TransportationImpacts of the CommercialRadioactiveWaste
ManaqementProqram (Cashwellet al. 1986)
This document was prepared in supportof the environmentalassessments
for the potential first repositorysites and was briefly summarizedin
AppendixA of the final environmentalassessments. This analysis was also
cited in the MRS environmentalassessment(DOE 1985b). Thus, to avoid duplication,the transportationimpactsdescribed in the environmentalassessments
will not be reviewed in this section.
The objectiveof this study was to develop the relative costs and risks
of transportingradioactivewastes to each of nine potential repository
sites. The analysis includedconsiderationof both basic system configurations: the authorizedsystem in which spent fuel and HLW were transported
directly to the repositoriesand the improved-performancesystem in which
spent fuel was first shipped to an integral MRS facility and then to the
repositories. This was the third in a series of transportationcost/risk
analyses. The first two documents in this series were Wilmot et al. (1983)
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and Neuhauseret al. (1984). The major changes incorporatedinto this
analysis were the assumptionsin potentialrepositorysystem parameters,the
use of future-generationcask designs, and the analysis of the improvedperformancesystem.
The scope of the transportationimpact analysis included incident-free
occupationaland public doses as well as accident risks. The analysis
included two primary modal assumptions,100% truck and 100% rail, to provide
bounding estimatesof the actual impacts. For the MRS system cases, all rail
shipmentswere assumed to move by dedicatedtrain. Actual reactor locations
were used to define shipping distancesand fractionsof travel in rural,
suburban,and urbat,i)opulation
zones. Spent fuel shipped from reactors to
the r_positoryin the cases in which there is no MRS Facility,was assumed to
be aged 5 years. For the system with an MRS Facility,spent fuel that was
shipped from reactors to the MRS facilitywas assumed to be 5-years old. The
fuel was aged an additional5 years prior to shipment from the MRS facility
to the repositories. Spent fuel was also assumedto be consolidatedat the
MRS facility. This reduced the number of shipmentsrequired between the MRS
facility and the repository. Commercialand defense HLW were shipped
directly to the repositoryin both cases. In addition,secondarywastes generated at the MRS facilitywere shipped by dedicatedrail to the repository.
Variationson the referencecases were also analyzed, includingdifferent
packagingoptions at the MRS facility,the use of 100-tonversus 150-ton
casks for MRS-to-repositoryshipments,and differentoptions for spent fuel
generatedby reactors in the west (the candidate first repositorieswould be
located in the western United States and the MRS facilitywould be located in
the east). Reactor-specificspent fuel dischargedata and projectionswere
used to generate estimatesof annual shipment quantitiesand numbers of
shipmentsfrom each reactor.
The transportationrisk analysiswas performedusing "unit-factors".
Radiologicalunit-risk factorswere generatedusing the RADTRAN III computer
code (Madsenet al. 1986). These radiologicalunit factors were expressed in
units of risk/shipment-km. Nonradiologicalunit-riskfactors were developed
from DOT accident statistics(DOT 1985) and representedthe risk of injuries
and fatalities

per unit

distance

of travel.
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RADTRANIII

models both

incident-freeor routine transportationexposuresas well as the risk
(combinationof pFobabilitiesand consequences)of transportationaccidents.
The RADTRAN III code is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.1.7.
The results developedby Cashwell et al. (1986) are presented in
Table 4.59 for the system without an MRS facility. Table 4.60 summarizesthe
total transportationrisks for the system with an MRS facility,assuming all
spent fuel is shipped to the MRS facility and 150-toncasks are used to
transport consolidated,non-overpackedspent fuel rods. Only the risk analysis results For the three potentialfirst repositorysites are shown in the
tables. As shown, the public and occupationalroutine risks and accident
risks, in terms of total latent health effects (i.e., the sum of latent cancer fatalitiesand genetic effects) have been added together to provide an
overall radiologicalrisk figure-of-meritfor each site. Total nonradiological fatalitiesare also shown in the tables.
Evaluation
This document provided direct support to the final repositoryenvironmental assessmentsand the MRS environmentalassessment,and as such is
directly applicabl_to the configurationof the waste managementsystem
analyzed in this document. The radiologicalrisk results can be used with
little more modificationthan convertingthe risks in terms of health effects
to populationexposures in units of person-rem. No adjustmentsare needed to
account for differentthroughputrates, fuel age and burnup, or cask capacities. Nonradiologicalrisks are based on the most recent DOT accident statistics. As a result, the transportationrisk analysis results are more
applicableto this study of waste managementsystem risks than any other past
study.
4.4.1.6 Exposuresand Health Effects From Spent Fuel Transportation
(Sandquistet al. 1985)
This document was prepared in response to public comments on the draft
repositoryenvironmentalassessmentsto provide estimatesof doses to individuals rather than to an entire population. The objective of the study was
to provide generic estimatesof risks to individualsand populationsfrom
transportationof spent fuel to repositoriesor the MRS facility. The study
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TABLE 4.59. Summary of the Total TransportationRisks for the
System Without an MRS Facility
Repositor,y
Location
Mode

Deaf
Smith

Yucca Mt.

6.2
18

9.2
29

1.7
6.2

2.1
7.4

2.I
7.4

0.18
1.0

0.24
1.6

0.25
1.6

0.063
0.64

0.079
0.84

0.074
O.79

Hanford

100% Truck from origin
SF to Repository
Radiological(a)
Nonradiological
(b)

10
31

HLW to Repository
Radiological
Nonradiological
100% Rail from origin
SF to Repository
Radiological
Nonradiological
HLW to Repository
Radiological
Nonradiological
TOTALS
Truck from origin
Radiological
NonradioIogical

7.9
24

11
36

12
38

Rail from origin
Radiological
Nonradiological

0.24
1.6

0.32
2.4

0.32
2.4

(a) Radiologicalhealth effects include lethal cancer fatalitiesand
genetic effects in all generations.
(b) Nonradiologicalfatalities.
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TABLE 4.60.

Summaryof the Total Transportation
System With an MRSFacility
Deaf
Smith

Mode

Risks for

Repository

the

Location

Yucca Mt.

Hanford

100%Truck from origin
SF to MRS
Radiological (a)
Nonradiological (b)
HLWto Repository

3.6
9.1

3.6
9.1

3.6
9.1

1.7
6.2

2.1
7.4

2.1
7.4

0.14
0.92

0.14
0.92

O. 14
0.92

0.063
0_64

0.079
0.84

0.074
0.79

0.035
3.8

0.054
1.0

0.042
6. I

by Truck

Radiological
Nonradiological
100% Rail from origin
SF to MRS
Radiological
Nonradiological
HLWto Repository

by Rail

Radiological
Nonradiological
150T Rail

from MRS

Radiological
Nonradiological
TOTALS
Truck from origin,

150T Rail

Radiological
Nonradiological
Rail

from origin,

from MRS
5.3
19

150T Rail

(b)
(c)

5.7
23

from MRS

Radiological
Nonradiological
(a)

5_8
18__)

0.24
5.3

0.27
12

0.26
7.8

Radiological
health effects
include lethal cancer fatalities
and
genetic effects in all generations.
Nonradiological
fatalities
An error was found in the source document. The value in this
table is believed to be correct.
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,lh

was summarized in the repository

environmental

information

here.

will

not be repeated

The scope of the analysis
spent fuel.

Routine occupational

shipments were estimated
accidents.

The report

taminated

from releases

for

was limited

emitted

the

of 5-year-cooled

exposures from truck

and rail

exposures from severe rail
of areas that

caused by accidents

of routine

neutron dose rates

as public

also gave estimates

cleanup of the contaminated
The analysis

to transportation

and public

as well

assessments, therefore,

cask

might become con-

and presented

some cost estimates

areas.

exposures included
from the shipping

calculations

casks.

of the gammaand

Dose rate

maps were

developed based on the assumption that the maximumdose rate

at 2 meters from

the outer edges of the conveyance (truck

trailel _ or railcar)

was less than

10 millirem/hr,

DOTregulations.

which is consistent

assumed a uniform

line

with

source to represent

the fuel

buildup due to atmospheric and ground scattering
accounted for in the dose rate calculations.
Individual

radiation

of time specific
these estimates
dose rates,
cal truck

individual

dose rate.

also indicated
unlikely

they affect

that

values that

The analysis
rail

casks:

considered

in "maximum credible

i) severe impact followed

release

rupture

Sandquist

accidents

oxidation.

rupture

mechanical

categories

for

Release quantities
eight

isotopes,
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should be noted
et al.

each
(1985)

exposures."

were also estimated.

categories

by mechanical

typi-

were chosen to represent

individu_l

accident
including

lt

occur during

of the fuel _rods; and 3) the same accident

due to fuel

these accident

of rail

three potential

and cask; 2) severe impact and fire,
burst)

not necessarily

and time estimates

The consequences to individuals

and multiplying

in Table 4.61 for

shipments,

the same individual.

the distance
result

dose field

the amount

These exposure time estimates,

shipments and in Table 4.62 for rail

shipment nor will

by estimating

doses are presented

that most of these exposure events will

Radiation

were conservatively

spent in a particular

by the appropriate

and total

assemblies.

exposures were calculated

individuals

The calculations

for

of the fuel
and thermal
as 2) with

were estimated

including

air-cooled

for

rods
(or

enhanced
each of

Co-60 (as crud),

TABLE 4.61.

Projected Maximum Individual
Expos_r_s from Normal Spent
Spent Fuel Transport by Truck Cask_)
Maximum

(Service

or Activity)

Distance
to
Center of Cask

Exposure
Time

Dose Rate
and Total Dose

Caravan
Passengers
in vehicles
traveling
in adjacent
lanes in the same
direction
as cask vehicle
Traffic

10 m

30 min

40 #rem/min
1 mrem

5 m

30 min

100 #rem/min
3 mrem

6 m

6 min

70 #rem/min
0.4 mrem

Obstruction

Passengers in stopped vehicles
in
lanes adjacent
to the cask vehicle
which have stopped due to traffic
obstruction
Residents

and Pedestrians

Slow transit
(due to traffic
control
devices
through area with
pedestrians)
Truck stop for driver's rest. Exposures to residents and passers-by.

40 m

Slow transit through area with
residents (homes, businesses, etc.)

15 m

8 hours
(assumes overnight)
6 min

6 _r_n/min
3 mrem
20 #rem/min
0.1 mrem

Truck Servicing
Refueling (100 gallon capacity)

7 m
(at tank)

I nozzle from I pump
2 nozzles from I pump
Load inspection/enforcement

Tire change or repair to cask
trailer

State weight scales

(a)

60 #rem/min

40 min
20 min
3 m
(near personnel
barrier)
5 m
(inside tire
nearest cask)
5 m

2 mrem
I mrem

12 rain

160 #rem/min
2 mrem

50 min

100 #rem/min
5 mrem

2 min

80 #rem/min
0.2 mrem

These exposures should not be multiplied by the expected number of shiF_nents to a
repository in an attempt to calculate total exposures to an individual; the same
person would probably not be exposed for every shipnent, nor would these maximum
exposure circumstances necessarily arise during every shipment.
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TABLE 4.62,

Projected
Spent Fuel Maximum
TransportIndividual
by Rail

Exposures from Normal
Cask,
Maximum

_Service or Activity)

Distance to
Cerlterof Cask

Exposure
Time

Dose Rate
and Total Dose

Caravaq
Passengers in rail cars or highway vehicles traveling in same
direction and vicinity as cask
vehicle

20 m

10 min

30 #rem/mln
0.3 mrem

6 m

25 mln

100 #rem/min
2 mrem

8 m

10 mln

70 #rem/min
0.7 mrem

10 rain

30 #rem/min
0.3 mrem

Traffic Obstruction
Exposures to persons in vicinity
of stopped/slowed cask vehicle
due to rail traffic obstruction
Residents and Pedestrians
Slow transit (through station or
due to traffic control devices)
through area with pedestrians
SLow transit through area with
residents (homes, businesses,
etc.)

20 m

Train stop for crew's personal
needs (food, crew change, first
aid, etc.)

50 m

2 hours

5 #rem/min
0.6 mrem

10 m
6 mrem

2 hours

50 #rem/min

Train Servicing
Engine refueling, car changes,
train maintenance, etc.
Cask inspection/enforcement by
train, state or federal officials

3 m

10 min

Cask car coupler inspection/
maintenance

9 m

20 min

70 #rem/min
I mr_n

Axle, wheel or brake inspection/
lubrication/maintenance on cask
car

7 m

30 min

90 _rem/min
3 mr_n

la)

200 rnr_n
2 mr_n

These exposures should not be nultiplied by the expected number of shipments to a
repository in an att_npt to calculate total exposures to an individuaL_ the sari_
person would probably not be exposed for every .shipment, nor would these maximunl
exposure circumstances necessarily arise during every shipment.
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Kr-85, Sr-90, Ru-106, 1-129,Cs-134, Cs-137, and Pu-239. Respirablefractions were al_o developed for each isotope,ranging from 5 to 15% of the
solid fission products released during an accident for impact and impact/
burst/oxidationaccidents,respectively,to 100% of the Kr-85 in all three
accident categories. Environmentalpathways considered included ingestion,
inhalation,and submersion(includingboth ground and cloud gamma doses). A
l

standard Gaussian puff atmosphericdispersionmodel was used to calculate
the downwind concentrationsof radioactivematerials and particulatedeposition from the cloud onto the ground. Neutral stabilityconditions (Pasquil
stabilityclass D) were assumed. Populationdoses were estimatedfor two
demographicregions; urban with a populationdensity of 3,860 persons/km2,
and rural with a density of 6 persons/km2.
Maximum individualdoses and population50-year dose commitments (out to
80 kilometers)were then estimatedfor each accident category. Doses to the
maximally exposed individualare presented in Table 4.63, and populationdose
commitmentsare given in Table 4.64.
Exposure estimateswere also generated assuming the accidents occurred
in an appropriatesetting to maximize the water ingestionpathway exposures.
The releases for the three accidentswere assumed to be transportedover a
TABLE 4.63.

Accident

Maximum Individual
Radiation
for Rail Cask Accidents

Class

Impact

Inhalation
179

Impact and Burst

6,130

Impact, Burst and
Oxidation

8,950

(a)

Dose Estimates

Dose (mrem) (a)
Plume
Ground
Gamma
Gamma
10.7

12.3

71.1

90.9

547

707

The maximally exposed individual
dose occurs about
70 meters downwind of the release point and
assumes that the individual
remains at this location
for the duration of the passage of the plume of
nuclides that are released.
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TABLE 4.64. 50-Year Populai_ign
Dose Estimatesfor Spent Fuel Rail
Cask Accidents_
-a) (no cleanup of deposited nuclides)

Urban Area (3,860 people/km2)
Plunm
Qround
Accident
Impac t

Class

I_nha{ at..(or)

Dose (person-rem)
Latent l_@@l
th
Effects
Impact

Gamma

3.09

Gamma

0.33

936

2.23

13,400

Rural Area {6 people/km2).....
PLume
Ground

Teta{

In__

939
0.19

aanITla

0.005

0.0005

O.16

0.0034

0.24

0.27

Gamma

Total

1.45

1.45
0,00029

and Burst

Dose (person-rem)

106

Latent_lth

13,500

2.7

Effects

Impact, Burst
Oxt dat t on

20.8

21

0.0042

and

Dos . (person-rem)
LHE_b)

154

17._

112,000

112,000
22

174

174

(a)

The ground gamma dose is what would be received if each nmmber of the population stayed at the same
location for 50 years. The inhalation dose is a 50-year dose commitment from inhalation of the
passing plume. Doses are for the population within 80 kltometers of the release point, lt is assumed that
there is no cleanup of deposlted nuclides and that no other measures are used to reduce radiation
exposures.

(b)

Based on I person-rem = 2.0E "4 LHEs. An LHE is defined here as an early cancer death by an exposed person
or a serious genetic health problem in the two generations after those exposed. About half of the LHEs are
expected to be cancers and the rest genetic
health
problems.

large

reservoir

assumed that
water,

lt

used solely

for

domestic purposes,

I% of the water would be ingested

dose commitments estimated

Cleanup time and cost estimates
dent classes.
levels.

for

the population

land area for

a land area of 110 km2 at a level

were presented
limits

for

individual

scenario

dose analysis

also

was estimated

of 2.0E-7 Ci/m 2 or less to
(it

was indicated

of 500 mrem/yr).

the costs of removing contaminated
to 500 mrem/yr.
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are

the three acci-

accident

to a dose rate

dose rates

radio-

a range of contamina-

of 1.0E-5 Ci/m 2 or less

of 5.0E-6 Ci/m 2 corresponds
that

were also estimated

of the contaminated

an area of 2.2 km2 at a level

level

this

For example, the impact/burst/oxidation

to contaminate

estimates

for

The computer model used for

developed estimates

a level

by humans through drinking

was assumed there would be no cleanup of the deposited

nuclides.
The population
shown in Table 4.65.

tion

lt was conservatively

The soil

that

Rough

soil

to a

removal

_TABLE4.65. PopulationRadiation Exposure from Water
Ingestionfor Severe but CredibleSpent
Fuel Rail Cask Accidents

Accident Class

Total Release ra_
from Rail Cask (Ci) '

PopulationDose
Effects from Water Ingestion

Impact

8.07

182 person-rem
0.03.6LHE(b)

Impact and Burst

153

6870 person-rem
1.4 LHE(b)

Impact,Burst

1379

63,000 person-rem
12.6 LHE(b)

(a)
(b)

The noble gas Kr-85 is omitted because of its negligible
surface water body.
LHE estimates are based upon I person-rem = 2.0E-4 LHE.

costs included

components for monitoring,

transportation

to a burial

costs for fill
material,
costs are shown below:

site,

excavation,

disposal,

spreading,

and site

and reseeding).

uptake by a

loading,

packaging,

restoration

(such as the

The resulting

cleanup

Cleanup Cost ($)
Accident

Class

Low

_W_q_b_

Impact

2.0E+5

9.5E+6

Impact/burst

1.4E+6

7.0E+7

Impact/burst/
oxidation

I .3E+7

6.2E+8

Evaluation
This document presented
that

could result

involving

releases

these individual

from routine
of radioactive
doses.

placed on a probabilistic
fine

conservative

doses were calculated

transport

estimates

of individual

of spent fuel

material.

and from accidents

Few previous

analyses

However, the consequences of accidents
basis so no risk
for

values were developed.

"maximum" exposure condi,tions
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exposures
have shown

were not
The rou-

that might or

might not be encountered in each shipmentand certainlywould not affect the
same individuals. In addition,the routinedose analyses assumed a uniform
line source when estimatingclose-proximity(i.e., less than 10 meters)
doses. This would tend to overestimateclose-proximitydoses. The longerdistance doses would not be overestimatedas much. Estimatesof the routine
populationexposuresfor a single shipmentwere not in the study scope. As a
result, this document is of limited usef,llness
to the present study. However, the informationon the high-consequence/low-probability
accidents is
applicable.
4.4.1.7 NonradioloqicalImpacts of TransportinqRadioactiveMaterial
(Rao et al. 1982)
The objectiveof this document was to develop a methodologyfor quantifying the routine nonradiologicalimpactsof transportingradioactivemateriaIs. These nonradiologicalimpactscould arise from the generationand
dispersal of nonradiologicalpollutants,such as carbon monoxide, sulfur
oxides, nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons,from the combustionof fossil
fuels. The nonradiologicalimpacts of accidentswere also addressed. These
impactsconsideredthe accidentsand injuries that resulted from vehicular
accidents that did not release radioactivematerials. These methodologies
were developed so a more complete assessmentof the environmentalimpacts of
radinactivematerial transportationcould be performed (previously,radiological impactswere emphasizedin environmentalimpact documentation), lt
should be noted that nonradiologicalimpactsof radioactivematerial shipments are identicalto those of nonradioactiveshipments.
The concentrationof pollutantsemitt%d from a passingdiesel-powered
truck or a locomotiveare a functionof the emission rate and the atmospheric
dispersion. Atmosphericdispersionwas modeled assuming a line-sourcedispersion model and assumes that a 3 m/sec wind is blowing in a direction
perpendicularto the highwayor railroad. Neutral atmosphericstability
conditionsin an urban area were also assumed.
Source terms (or emission rates)
were expressed
were needed:

in units

for the atmospheric

of grams/km of travel.

I) pollutants

Three separate

from combustion of diesel
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dispersion

fuel,

equation

source terms

2) particulates

from abrasion
generated
truck

of rubber tires

in the turbulent

and rail

on paved surfaces,

wake of a moving vehicle,

rates are adjusted

The dispersion
the incremental

model results

for

change in pollutant

effects

included

that

from

large

uncertainty

regression

effects

technique

that was applied

of different

pollutants,

relationships

were conservative

were presented

in terms of unit

lt

to
was

and

bands.

of this

exercise

which were expressed in units

d1_+_nce of travel

in urban areas due to

Only travel through urban areas was conconcentrations
were converted to incre-

data on the effects

the health

The results
tors,

rates

an assumed 24 km/ht (15 mph) speed,

concentrations

using a linear

epidemiological

recognized

The emission

and source terms were combined to estimate

passage of one shipment per hour.
sidered,
The changes in pollutant
existing

dust

shipments were developed from recommendations made by the EPA.

These emission

mental health

and 3) fugitive

(LCF/km).

of latent

The unit

cancer fatalities

factors

risk

fac-

per unit

given by Rao et al.

are shown

below:
Truck

Rail

1.0E-7 LCF/km
Nonradiological
fatality

statistics

and 1977.
rates

impacts from accidents

The resulting

unit

were derived

from accident

compiled by the DOT, based on data from the years

Then, injury

by the ratio

1,3E-7 LCF/km

rates

were determined

of fatalities
fatality

to injuries

and injury

rates

by multiplying

below:
Truck
.

Rail

Injuries/km

5. IE-7

4.6E-7

Fatalities/km

3.0E-8

3.4E-8
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the fatality

taken from an older
per km of travel

1976

document.

are shown

Evaluation
This document representedthe first attempt at estimatingthe nonradiological risks attributableto the emission of pollutantsfrom mobile sources.
lt was acknowledgedin the document that uncertaintiesexisted in the analysis as well as in the pessimisticestimatesof health effects 'Frompollutants. Little has been done on this specific subject since the publication
of Rao et al. (1982),so this document still representsthe only source of
readily available informationon the routine nonradiologicalrisks of transportation. The nonradiologicalaccident risk factors also representedan
initialanalysis of the DOT accident and injury statistics. The risk factors
were based on relativelyold data (1976 and 1977) but are still approximately
equal to results from current efforts, lt is judged that the results of more
recent and detailed analysis of DOT accident statisticspresented by Cashwell
et al. (1986) is the best availableinformation. This is because Cashwell
et al. reports the unit fatality and injury factors for travel through different populationzones.
4,4.1.8

OCRWM
Transportation

This report
radiation
porting

(Schneider

doses resulting
spent fuel

the study included
handling

at reactors

transportation
transport

ALARAStudy

et al.

1987) develnped estimates

from operation

from reactors

to the potential

assessments of routine
and the repository

activities.

identify

high dose-producing

evaluate

alternatives

that

would result

The resulting

activities

that

included

from their

doses from shipping

time/distance/occupancy

cask

as the doses from in-transit
cask-handling

personnel,

dose information

and

was used to

were then used to identify
with

and

activities.

assessments of the dose and cost

implementation.

The approach used to develop the radiation
developing

trans-

The scope of

could reduce the doses associated

of the alternatives

impacts that

as well

system for

repository.

radiation

Doses to the public,

workers were evaluated.

Evaluations

of a F,ostulated

of the routine

information

dose estimates
to describe

consisted

of

the activities

involved in handling and transporting
shipping casks and then combining these
data with estimated radiation
dose rates to estimate the collective
and maximally

exposed individual

exposures.

Time/distance/occupancy
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evaluations

were performedto determine the amount of time and number of persons exposed
at various distances from the shippingcasks. Shieldingcalculationswere
performedto estimate the radiationdose rates as functionsof distance from
the tops, bottoms, and sides of truck and rail shipping casks. To develop
estimatesof the collectiveradiationdoses, the dose rates were multiplied
by the number of persons exposed and the amount of time spent in the vicinity
of the casks. The results of these calculationsare presentedin Table 4.66.
Doses to maximallyexposed individualswere estimatedby multiplyingthe
dose rates times the total amount of time spent by individualsin the vicinity of the casks. The doses to the maximally exposed individualsare not
addressedfurther here because they are out of the scope of this document.
Similarly,the results of the cost and dose calculationsfor the alternatives
are not included here.
Evaluation
This report presenteda comprehensivedetailed assessmentof the routine
radiationexposuresto the public and workers from transportationoperations
TABLE 4.66.

Summaryof Collective
Radiation Doses from Postulated
Reference Transportation
System Activities

Location
Of Activity

Doses person-mr_m/MTU
by Shipment Mode_a,D,c)
To Public
To Worker
Rail
Truck
Rail
Truck

Reactor

(d)

(d)

62/77

293/314

In-Transit

6/6

495/495

10/10

231/231

Repository

(d)

(d)

72/70

300/299

Total

6/6

495/495

144/157

824/844

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Values are for either 100%rail or 100% truck transport;
for prorated doses, multiply
rail values by 0.7
(shipment fraction)
and truck values by 0.3, then sum
the results.
Shown for PWR/BWR
spent fuels.
Values _re shown as calculated;
however, the number of
significant
figures shown is ,_ot intended to imply accuracy
to that level.
Not evaluated in this study.
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in the waste management system.

The methods and data used were state

art.

documented and appeared to be internally

The calculations

were well

consistent.

The analyses

tended to be conservative

the shipping

casks were normalized

to the regulatory

stop times en route appear to be high),
somewhat overstated.

The results

(e.g.,

dose rates

limits,

from

average truck

and thus the results

are applicable

of the

are likely

to the current

to be

configuration

of the waste management.
4.4.2

Reports Selected

for

Use in This Study

The documents reviewed in this

study and the risk

in each document are shown in Table 4.67.
literature
routine

has been to evaluate
exposures to the public.

relatively

comprehensive basis

categories,
th_

the risks

lt

the risk

of transportation

accidents

estimating

establish

transportation

transportation

risk

risks

analyses

asseciated

TABLE 4.67°

with

the transportation

risks

General Overview of Transportation
Risk Data in Reviewed Documents
Radioloqical Risks
Accidents
Rout ine

For this

Operations

Non-Radiological Risks
Acc idents
Rout ine

Public

Worker

Publ ic

Worker

Publ ic

Cashwetl et al. (1986)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DOE (1986b,c,d) (a)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sandquist et al. (1985)

X

X

NRC (1977)

X

X

X

X

Elder et al. (1978)

X

Elder et al, (1981)

X

Finley et al. (1980)

X

X

Rao et al. (1982)

(a)

X
X

Identical appendices that address the transportation impacts for all potential first
repository media are included in the repository environmental
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reason,

are probably

Worker

X

a

in all

Publ ic

Schneider et ai. (1987)

and

are more advanced

analyses of the other elements of the system.

the uncertainties

addressed

As shown, the emphasis in the

The documents in the table
for

is judged that

categories

assessments.

X

Worker

smaller than the uncertaintiesassociatedwith the other elements. One possible exception is the radiologicalaccident risks of transportation,which
are based, for the most part, on assumed release fractions and accident
probabilitiesderived from nonradiologicalaccidentdata.
lt is importantto note that the general conclusionof studies in
Table 4.67 is that the risks of transportingradioactivematerials are small.
Many of the studies compared their calculatedresults with the population
health effects projectedto be caused by natural backgroundradiation. The
conclusionswere that the health effects estimatedto be produced by transportation are only a small fraction of the health effects estimatedto be
caused by natural backgroundradiation. In addition,studies that analyzed
both radiologicaland nonradiologicalrisks have determinedthat nonradiological risks are greater than radiologicalrisks.
Nonradiologicalrisks from transportationaccidentswere addressed in
only a few studies. The method used in all of these studies to develop
nonr,diologicalrisk estimateswas to derive unit risk factors (fatalities
and injuries per unit distance of travel) from DOT accident statistics. As a
result, the study that uses the most recent DOT statisticswill be representativeof current trends toward increasedsafety in the transportation
industry. Cashwell et al. (1986) used the most recent DOT statisticsthat
are available (DOT 1985), and so it will be used in subsequentsections of
this report.
Nonradiologicalroutine risk estimates in the literaturewere all based
on the methodologydeveloped by Rao et al. (1982). In fact, the unit risk
values used by Cashwell et al. (1986) and referencedin the repositoryenvironmental assessmentswere the same as those derived by Rao et al. Since
Cashwell et al. was based on the current configurationof the waste management system, those resultswill be used in this study of system risks.
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5.0

ASSESSMENT
OF WASTEMANAGEMENT
SYSTEMRISKS

This chapter presents preliminaryestimatesof the annual and total system life-cyclerisks associatedwith each element of the waste management
system. Risks for the operatingphase are estimated for a fully functioning
waste managementsystem operatingat a throughputrate of 3,000 MTU/yr.
Levelizedannual risks are presentedfor the constructionand decommissioning
phases. The risks are prorated over the length of the constructionand
decommissioningphases. Becauserepositoryretrievalsystem designs and
operationsdescriptionsare not yet well characterized,risk estimates for
retrievaloperationsare not included in this section. The annual risks are
then used to estimate the total life-cyclesystem risks for system configurations with and without an MRS facility. The rationalefor selecting the risk
informationfrom the literatureused in these estimateswas presented in
Chapter 4.0.

In this chapter, separate sections are presentedfor discus-

sions of annual repositorypreclosurerisks (Section5.1), postclosurerisks
(Section 5.2), MRS facility risks (Section 5.3), and transportationsystem
risks (Section 5.4). Sources of uncertaintyin the risk estimates are discussed for each system element. Economic risks are discussed in Section 5.5
and total system life-cyclerisk estimates are presentedin Section 5.6.
Previous risk studies used a wide range of bases and assumptionsto
develop the risk estimates. To develop annual risk values that are more comparable, the risk estimatestaken from the literaturewere adjusted,or
normalized,to a common basis. Adjustmentswere made to normalize the risk
estimatesto a 3,000 MTU/yr throughputrate and a maximum repositorycapacity
of 70,000 MTU. All radiologicalrisk values were convertedto equivalent
latent health effects/yr(LHE/yr). A conversionfactor of
2.0E-4 LHE/person-remwas used.
5.1

REPOSITORYPRECLOSURE
RISKS
This section

the potential
mated for

presents

tuff

a preliminary

repository

A description

of the preclosure

at the Yucca Mountain Site.

both major system configurations

MRSfacility).

estimate
(i.e.,

of the conceptual
5.1

for

Risks were esti-

systems with
repository

risks

and without

designs

in the

an

tuff media was presented in Chapter 3.0. The results presentedhere have
many uncertaintiesassociatedwith them because of the current lack of adequate site-specificdata, the wide variety of approachesand methods used to
assess risks, and the lack of definitivedesign details.
5.1.1 RepositoryPreclosureRisk Values
This sectiondiscusses the adjustmentsmade to the risk values in the
literatureto normalize them to a common basis. Separate subsectionsare
provided for radiologicaland nonradiologicalrisk estimates.
5.1.1.1 RadioloqicalHealth Risks
The estimated routine radiologicalrisks during constructionare based
on informationfrom the GEIS (DOE 1980) and the site rankingmethodology
report (DOE 1986f). The annual whole body exposuresgiven in the GEIS were
adjusted to account for the differentrepositorydesign assumptionsby multiplying the annual occupationaldoses during constructionfrom the GEIS (see
Table 4.2) by the ratios of the total repositorycapacities(70,000/126,000=
0.56). The resultswere then convertedto estimates of annual LHEs by multiplying the resultingannual doses by the health effects conversionfactor for
whole body exposures (2.0E-4 LHE/person-rem). The repositoryin granite
analyzed in the GEIS was used to representthe potentialtuff repository
because the uraniumand thorium contentswere approximatelythe same.
The occupationaldoses given in DOE (1986f) for repositoryconstruction
were based on an average "working level" of radon exposure for the potential
tuff repositorymedia. The average working level given for the potential
tuff repositorywas converted to an averagedose rate and then multiplied by
the number of constructionworkers and number of years of construction. The
resultingdose was then multipliedby the health effects conversionfactor of
2.0E-4 LHE/person-rem(a value of 2.8E-4 was used in DOE 1986f). The annual
number of health effects based on the results in the GEIS and DOE (1986f) are
shown in Table 5.1.
The estimatedhealth effects from both documents agreed well for tuff.
Because the results in DOE (1986f)were based on the most recent construction
worker estimatesand repositorydesigns, the results in that document were
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TABLE 5.1. Annual ConstructionWorker Risks (DOE 1980, 1986f)
Annual Risk
(LHE/vr)

Source
DOE (1986f)

1.1E-I

GEIS

8.0E-2

judged to be applicablefor this study. Since the amount of rock removed
from the repositorieswas approximatelyequal in both system configurations,
these values were applicableto both systems.
Routine public radiationdoses from constructionwere estimated in the
GEIS (DOE 1980), Waite et al. (1986),and the tuff environmentalassessment
(DOE 1986b). The estimatesin the GEIS were based on very high population
densities (2 million personswithin 50 miles) relative to the population
density surroundingthe tuff site. Populationdoses given in the GEIS (shown
in Table 4.2) were 100 person-remover a 7-year constructionperiod for the
tuff geologic media. After normalizationto a 70,000 MTU repositorycapacity
and conversionof doses to health effects, the normalizedrisk value was
2E-3 LHE/yr.
The routine doses calculatedby Waite et al. (1986) for a potential salt
repositoryamounted to 20 person-remover an 8-year constructionperiod. The
annual dose of 2.5 person-rem/yrwas then multipliedby the 2.0E-4 LHE/
person-remconversionfactor to produce an estimatedvalue of 5.0E-4 LHE/yr.
The routine constructiondoses presented in the tuff environmentalassessment
were 0.3 person-remover a 5-year constructionperiod. This results in an
annual populationdose of 0.06 person-rem/yr. An annual risk value of
1.2E-5 LHE/yr was estimated. The results from the different studies are
relativelyclose together. The quantitiesof mined rock brought to the surface at the repositoryare not expected to be greatly different between system configurationsso the expected risks of constructionshould not be
greatly different. The value taken from the environmentalassessmentwas
used to calculate total life-cyclerisks because they are more consistent
with current operating and siting assumptions.

5.3

Routine occupationalradiationexposures during repositoryoperation
were estimated in six documents. A comparisonof these estimates was
presented in Section 4.1.2.1 The most detailed resultswere developed by
Dennis et al. (1984) for the potential tu'ffrepository. These estimateswere
based on time-and-motionstudies of conceptualrepositoryoperations. Thus,
data from Dennis et al. (1984) was used as the primary basis for estimating
occupational

doses.
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to health
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effects.
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This
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function

dose estimates

consolidation

doses estimated

was

were devel-

operations

from

by Dennis et al.

(1984) were about 3.1 person-mrem/PWR assembly or 6.7 person-mrem/MTU.
equates to an annual dose of approximately
3,000 MTU/yr facility.
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exposures.

estimate

This represents
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20.2 person-rem/yr

approximately

an integral

for

MRSfacility.

The resulting

was 1.7E-2 LHE/yr_
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for

19%of the total

occu-

occupa-

the repository
occupational

This

a

was used to reduce the adjusted

exposures given above to develop estimates

system with

the

of 2.1E-2 LHE/yr.

was somewhat lower because the spent fuel

transferred

(1984) for

of the current

used by Dennis et al.

doses which were then converted
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ity

rate

to HLW

of the dose from each function

by the annual dose given by Dennis et al.

throughput

to

procedure was performed

to HLWcask receipts
the fraction

spent fuel

doses and adjusted

they were multiplied
function

and

in a

dose

Public risks from routine releases of radioactivematerialsduring
repositoryoperations are based on data in Jardine et al. (1988). This document provided numerical estimatesfor routine public exposuresduring operation of the potential tuff repository. The results were presentedin terms
of the annual dose commitmentto the populationwithin 80 kilometersof the
repository. The annual populationdose commitmentwas estimatedto be
approximately0.004 person-rem/yr. After convertingthis value to health
effects, the normalizedpublic risk was 8.0E-7 tliE/yr.
The radiation exposurescalculatedby Jardine et al. (1988)were for a
potential repositorythat did not performconsolidationof spent fuel (i.e.,
the system that includes an MRS facilityand a potentialrepository). Routine releases analyzed by Waite et al. (1986) included releases from consolidation activitiesas well as from fuel damaged during transport, Waite also
stated that the latter releaseswould not contributesignificantlyto the
total populationdose because only six fuel rods were estimatedto be damaged
during transport,whereas 6,400 were estimatedto be damagedduring consolidationoperations. The ratio of fuel damaged during consolidationto fuel
damaged during transport and the populationdose from Jardine et al. (1988)
were used to estimate the dose for the.repositorythat performs rod consolidationoperations. The estimatedannual public health effect for the potential tuff repositoryin this system configurationwas 8.5E-4 LHE/yr.
Occupationalaccident risks were taken from Jackson et al. (1984), This
study provided estimates of total-bodydose commitmentsto repositorypersonnel for a range of potentialaccidents. Estimatedfrequencieswere also
given for these accidentsas well as some indicationof the personnel
affected (e.g., surface facilityworkers, undergroundcrew, etc.). The dosecommitments,frequencies,and number of affected personnelwere multiplied
together for each accident to develop an estimatedrisk from accidentsof
1.1 person-rem/yr. After multiplyingthis value by the health effects conversion factor, the annual repositoryworker risks from accidentswere
5.8E-5 LHE/yr.
The individualdoses and frequenciesfrom Jackson et al. (1984) were
also used to develop occupationalrisk estimatesfor accidentsat the
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(see Table 4.18).
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values estimated

was assumed to be 1.0E-5/yr

1984, respectively).
(DOE 1979a).

from Jackson et al.
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were extremely

cask crush accident

were analyzed by Waite et al.

from data in Waite et al.

The sum of the accident
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l he values given above were
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lished
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were not

was assumed that
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The overall accidentrisks for the potentialtuff repositorywere then
estimated by adding the total risk value in Jacksonet al. (1984) and the sum
of the shipping cask crush and CH-TRU waste puncture accidentsbased on Waite
et al. (1986). The resultingrisk value was 2.8E-5 person-rem/yror 5.6E-9
LHE/yr.
Decommissioningof the repositorysurface facilitiesis expected to
produce a small dose to the public, primarilydue to airborne effluents
released during decommissioningoperations. The transportationof radioactive wastes generatedduring decommissioningto a disposal facility has not
been addressed at this time. The public radiationdose for routine releases
during immediatedecommissioningwas estimatedto be 5.6E-7 person-remat a
reference IndependentSpent Fuel Storage Installation(ISFSI) (Ludwick and
Moore 1984). This value represented_ 50-yeardose commitmentequivalentto
the total populationwithin a 50-mile radius of the site. Immediatedecommissioningof the reference ISFSIwas estimatedby Ludwick and Moore (1984)
to require an average of 0.8 years of active decommissioningfollowing shutdown. This yielded a public radiationdose estimate of 7.0E-07 personrem/year.
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TABLE 5.2, EstimatedAnnual RadiologicalRisks from the Preclosure
Phases of the PotentialTuff Repository
Operating
Phase/
Medlum ......

System Withoqt MRS (LHE/vr)(a) SystemWith MI3S(LHE/vr)(a)
Roqtine
Accident
Routine ....
AccJdeni_
Public
Worker Public
Worker_ Pqblic
Worker Pqblic
_Lo__Ike_

Construction

IE-5

IE-I

(b)

Operations

9E-4

2E-2

6E-9

3E-2

(c)

Decommissioning 2E-11

(b)

IE-5

IE-I

(b)

6E-5

8E-7

2E-2

6E-9

(c)

2E-11

3E-2

(c)

(b)
5E-5
(c)

(a) LHE includes latent cancer fatalitiesplus first and second generation
genetic effects.
(b) No risks in this category.
(c) Insufficientinformationavailableto develop preliminaryrisk estimates
for these categories.
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System Without an MRS Fact!..Lt__
Surface facility
Underground fact Lt ty
Reposltory-generated (e) traffic
Total

0,14
0,48
1.80
2.42
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0.28
2.19
2.78
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(d)
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0.80
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9.7
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System With an MRS Facility
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Reposltory-generated _e) traffic
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9.5
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
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etc.)

(e.g.,

facility

facilities

rates

for

by developing

industrial

fatality

In general,

hazardous than operations.
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rate

facil-

rates

work, structural

to calculate

construction

steel

a similar

p_onnel
requirements
level of conservatism
fatality

to be con-

preliminary

and combining them with

construction

operations.

is an area

The surface

adequate for

concrete

of personnel requirements.
More detailed
activities
are also needed. An additional
facility

are not

addressed repos-

and underground mining activities.

heavy equipment operations,

from surface

these activities

here are considered

were based on fatality

rate

asso-

is available.

but could be made more realistic

using the surface

and exposures have large

Closure of the subsurface

risk

fatality

construction

be at or near the

reviewed adequately

information

These estimates

constructlon

estimates,

risks

None of the studies

decommissioning

servative.

will

The plans and procedures for

defined.

in which little

section

doses.

of decommissioning

uncertainties.

yet well

in this

for
work,

breakdown

for these
arises from
fatalities

is much more

The underground mining fatality
differences
salt

in mining

repository

operations

drill-and-blast

and tuff

An important

evaluated,

source of uncertainty

estimates

accident

be reflected

or risk-dominant

Although

several

different

accidents,

were considered.

However, these accidents

doses.

by a very low frequency

values for the accidents

frequent

accidents

that

dominant accidents.

lt

produce relatively

frequent

doses contributes

a large

the accident risk
the actual risks.

values

An overview

of occurrence,

to be low.

This point

which a relatively

fraction

which produce

that

in Section

Under "waste characterization,"

charac-

relatively

doses are the risk-

assembly drop) with
annual risk.

(1984) in
small offsite

Consequently,

5.1.1 probably

of some of the more important

assunled spent-fuel

assessments

by Jackson et al,

of the total

estimated

sequences,

are generally

low population

(fuel

underestimate

basic areas in which input
for

can differ

is shown on

example, varying

age and

were used in a number of the studies
assemblies only,

while others

fractions"

in a number of the reports
were not mechanistically

no case was the transport
anistically
did not.

treated.

that

were reviewed.

established

of the radioactive

materials

Some assumed a plate-out

Some assumed filtration

before release
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and varied

Under
example,

The "release
among studies.

in the facility

and settling

reviewed.

assumed only

other types of waste such as vitrified
commercial high level waste.
"inventory, " the " process rate" of waste through the repository,
for
was different

pos-

have been

accident

accidents,

is likely

is illustrated

accident

burnups for the waste material
Some studies

accidents

of all

which causes the individual

data between two or more independent calculations
Figure 5.1.

these

and occupational

Most accident

the highest

offsite

for

nonradiological

is no assurance that the most important
or "maximum-credible"

risk

rates

in more realistic

in the public

equip-

to use conventional

in fatality

emphasized the "worst-case"
terized

or drilling

is the lack of a comprehensive evaluation

sequences.

there

to reflect

For example, the potential

are planning

The differences

processes should ultimately
risk estimates.

sible

at the sites.

repositories

techniques.

risk

could also be refined

is planned to be excavated using boring

ment, whereas basalt

accident

r_te

fracLion;

to the environment;

In

mechothers
some did
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not. For those that did assume filtration,varying filter efficiencieswere
used. Once in the environment,some studiesapplied generic weather, demography, and diffusiondata to all sites while others were more site-specific.
Even when generic data were used, the values selected sometimesdiffered
among studies. There were also differencesin the bases for the dose estimates. Some used a 50-year commitmentperiod,others used a 70-year period.
Some studies calculatedfirst-yeardoses while others added a commitment
period followingthe release period.
In general, there has been little or no attemptto perform studies in a
consistentmanner that allows a comparisonof absolute risk values among
facility designs, siting alternatives,and system configurations. One can,
at most, only estimate a general level of the risk associatedwith the
various elements of the repository. This, in turn, provides an initial identificationof the areas of concern. With the availabledata, relative risks
could be clearly determinedonly when the risks differ by orders of magnitude. There is a clear need in future studiesto establish consistencyand
to apply a more deterministicmethodology,to preclosuresafety analyses,
especially in those areas to which the results are most sensitive.
Additional areas in which future work is needed to reduce the uncertainties in repositorypreclosurerisk estimatesinclude the following:
•

The physical,chemical, and mechanicalconditionsproduced in
accidents need to be correlatedwith the behavior of waste materials and rad.ionuclides
under these conditionsto develop more
accurate accident release source terms. More definitivesource
terms of routine releases are also needed.

• Site-specificmeteorologicaland demographicdata should be used to
calculate populationdoses. A number of computer codes that
provide reasonableresults are availablebut the specific code used
is not as importantas the input parameterdata used to estimate
atmosphericdispersionand radionuclideuptake by the surrounding
population.
• [_oserates are normally based on maximum permissibleradiation
levels in occupied areas. This is a very conservativeapproach.
•

Pessimisticassumptionsare typicallyused for the efficiencyof
filtered ventilationsystems. Realisticdecontaminationfactors,
based on experimentaldata, should be developed.
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•

Task descriptions,
exposure times, and distances from radioactive
sources are subject to uncertainty
because of the conceptual nature
of facility
designs.
Therefore, more definitive
estimates will be
available
when facility
design details
become finalized.

•

A consistent
construction

•

Plans and procedures for decommissioning
to be developed so that the radiological
estimated.

5.2

set of nonradiological
fatality
rates for specific
and operations activities
needs to be developed.

REPOSITORYPOSTCLOSURE
RISKS
This section

presents

able postclosure
basalt,

salt,

the most representative

repository

and tuff.

risk

Postclosure

part

Some studies

published

reflect

in results

presented

individuals,

ferences

preliminary

analyses tend to be greater
in the assumed inventories

In considering

_

-

which the studies

4.2 in

were done.
The

were

exposed or represen-

of background radiation,

to a boundary within

years.

the geosphere.

These differences

or
Dif-

or in the functioning
in the natural

presented

data from a variety

in terms of the analytical

among postclosure

to comparing results

the comparisons that

the studies

reviewed in Section

doses to maximally

obstacles

system, given rough comparability
data.

0

in

time frames being addressed may also vary from

I0,000 years to over I million

exploratory

performance or risk

whether the results

dose, fraction

releases

in the regulatory

characterizatiorl

in

assessments of performance standards.

standard dictates

population

radionuclide

remembered that

repositories

assessments, were described

purposes for

expressed in terms of health-effects,
cumulative

hypothetical

from the studies

the different

nature of the performance
tative

for

of the avail-

Risk Values

The differences
large

estimates

and credible

The nature of postclosure

assessment, and representative
Section 4.2.
5.2.1

and retrieval
phases need
risks and exposures can be

of the engineered
t

very preliminary
used.

below,

it

and

must be

work, used presite-

of non-site-specific
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barrier

system conceptualization

are discussed

tools

than differences

sources,

and were

The presence or absence

of intrusive

and disruptive

in determining

the completeness

other than unity

is assigned

assigned probability
is assigned,

consequence analyses is important

of a risk

for

analysis,

may be overly

on a roughly

judged to represent

but if

a given scenario,

becomes an open question.

the results

is made to place,
estimates

event scenario

the defensibility

And if

the better

of the

a probability

conservative.

comparable basis,

a probability
of unity

Nevertheless,

all

an effort

the performance

of those available

by the criteria

of Table 4.1.
5.2.1.1

Risks for

a Hypothetical

The tuff

environmental

literature

using the criteria

ronmental

assessment reported

addressed the EPA standard,
intrusive

selection

felt

of extrusive

event scenarios.

(DOE 1986f).

have a low probability,

however.

tion
ity

9,000 independent

including

analyses needed to provide

low-consequence scenarios
Also selected
(1983) because it
number of different
these authors.

prior

table,

in this

assumed, and that
be that

scenario

screening

mixing cell

of reversible
evaluation.
label

by Siegel

scenario

model rather
tuff

conservative

and Chu

by assuming a
likely

by

tuff

of

than leach-rate
of the water

formations)
repository

were
was

by the authors.

on the side of safety,

in the case of Yucca Mountain a saturation
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assessment.

however, and the results

saturated

suggests erring

characteriza-

of a licensing

in certain

A potential

assumption was labeled

a conservative

site

changes in the height

sorption

of the existence

that were considered

than others,

to

out low-probability/

was the analysis

system descriptions

the

assessments and sensitiv-

addressed the unexpected features
site

for

was considered

suggests that

to the performance

source term, no significant

considered
Although

a basis for

Some are more likely

occurrence

should be evaluated

performance

from the literature

the more normative cases (e.g.,
model for

classes

did not

and the occurrence

The DOE (1988) discussion

scenario

and other investigations

The latter

lt

that

The expert panel on site

the appearance of unexpected features
that

This envi-

assessment results

the expected case.

magmatic events were scenarios

from the

in Table 4.1.

performance

but only for

Yucca Mountain location
of nearly

described

preliminary

or disruptive

that

in Tuff

assessment (DOE 1986b) was selected

available

consider

Repository

it

assumption was simply

may

unrealistic. Nearly all the analyses that resulted in showing releases in
excess of the EPA standardwere describedas cases where the stochastictechnique had selected hydraulicproperty values that resulted in unrealistically
high flow rates. The assumed existenceof a flowing well I mile from the
potentialrepositoryneeds further evaluationas to likelihood,but it is
the assumed location of radionuclidedischargeto the accessibleenvironment
in most of the scenariosconsideredby Siegel and Chu (1983).
The third study selected using the criteria of Table 4.1 was the simplified analysis of Thompson et al. (1984). This study was selected because it
provided a populationdose estimate. Their estimate was used here after
adjustmentfor newer informationon repositorysize and on the likely water
flux through Yucca Mountain, as given in the Yucca Mountain environmental
assessment(DOE 1986b).
The fourth and last analysis selectedfor comparisonwas the EPA (1985b)
work that has also been cited for the basalt and salt risk evaluations. Ii,
was includedbecause it is complete,even though its assumptionof a generic
river scenario,as in the EPA generic release/health-effects
conversion,was
particularlyinappropriatefor this arid site and may not be conservative.
However, the assumed populationdensity for this generic case was inappropriately high for the tuff site and may compensatefor the other possibly
nonconservativeassumption. The comparisonis made in Table 5.4.
The Table 5.4 comparison is a difficultone to judge. Of all the analyses, DOE (1986b)reflectedthe best conceptualizationof the site, and
Thompson et al. (1984) results appeared to be the next most appropriateand
most complete. The Siegel and Chu (1983)work was complete, but its unrealistic hydrologicparameter variationsmade it less appropriate. The EPA
(1985b)work seemed the least appropriate. Both the Siegel and Chu (1983)
and Thompson et al. (1984) analyses assumedwells, but at different locations.
The adjustedThompson et al. (1984) results in Table 4.30, approximately
IE-3 health effects per year, probably should be consideredthe more reasonable upper limit interimrisk estimate until new, more complete and
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TABLE 5.4.
Health

Population Health-Effects
(Premature Cancer Deaths per Year)
for a Hypothetical
Repository in Unsaturated Tuff

Effects

Rock Type

Modified

I.OE-19(a)

Unsaturated

2.0E-I(b)

Saturated

7.0E-4(c)

Unsaturated

tuff

Thompson et al.

3.0E-4(d)

Unsaturated

tuff

EPA (1985b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

tuff

analyses can be done.

T;;is risk

cancer death from exposure to natural

5.2.2

DOE (1986b)
Siegel

and Chu (1983)
(1984)

Approximated using the <I.0E-7 (rounded off to E-7) EPA limits
released over the first
10,000 years, times I0 health-effects
per
I0,000 years per EPAstandard release, divided by I0,000 to approximate an annual risk.
Expected case only, no intrusive
or disruptive scenarios evaluated.
Approximated using the 1.8-2.2 range of the base cases (rounded off
to 2.0) EPA limits
released over the first
10,000 years with a
cumulative probability
slightly
above 0.99, times i0 health-effects
per I0,000 years per EPA standard release, divided by I0,0000 to
approximate an annual risk.
Undue conservatism stemming from
unrealistic
flow rates suspected but not quantifiable.
Approximated using the summed5200 person-rem/70-yrs
population
dose, divided by 70 to approximate an annual dose, multiplied
by 2
to reflect
new inventory assumptions, divided by 4 to reflect
new
water flux estimates, divided by 10 to reflect
current waste-form
dissolution
rate estimates, and by 5,000 to convert to a healtheffects
estimate.
A I0,000 person regional population is assumed,
and the exposure scenario is a water well located 10 km from the
potential
repository.
This 250,O00-year peak value is used to
compensate for the well's being at 10 km rather than at 5 km, which
is the accessible environment boundary.
Obtained by dividing
the 3.44 total expected population healtheffects
for the lO,O00-year regulatory
period by 10,000 to
approximate an annual risk.

site-specific
current

tuff

From

is equivalent

and authropogenic

to the risk

radiation

sources in

society.
Discussion

of Uncertainties

in the Risk Estimates

There are a number of sources of uncertainty
assessments:
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in postclosure

of

risk

•

Uncertaintiesin the data, which include such issues as the
completenessof the site characterization,spatialvariability,and
measurementerror.

•

Uncertaintiesin the conceptualizationof the system and in the
identificationof its operativeprocesses.

•

Uncertaintiesin the model of the conceptual system and its
operativeprocesses.

•

Uncertaintiesstemming from the need to estimate frequenciesof low
probabilityevents by the use of conservativeestimateswhere
little is known, and boundingestimateswhere essentiallynothing
is known. (This source of uncertaintyis addressedbelow.)
In the particularstudies used in this section, some more particular

observationsmay be made regardinguncertainties. For example, the preliminary performanceassessmentin the repositoryenvironmentalassessment (DOE
1986b) used the most credible site-specificdata. However, their scopes were
limited to the evaluationof the expected case. The evaluationof lowprobability,disruptive,or intrusiveevent consequencesfor a specific site,
to be credible,must be based on site-specificdata. Since relativelylittle
site-specificdata was currently available,scenario consequenceanalyses
were not deemed appropriateat this time.
The work done in supportof the NRC by Pepping et al. (1983a,b,c),by
Siegel and Chu (1983), and by EPA (1985b)did evaluate unexpectedevents and
consequencesbecause the objectiveof this work was to demonstratea methodology for doing such analyses to evaluate the proposed or final regulations, or both. Although best estimateswere used for probabilitieswhere
possible,and unity (certainoccurrence)was assumed for the probabilityof
more likely intrusiveevents, these studies were not based on sufficiently
credible site-specificinformationto make them definitive. Their major
contributionwas to provide examplesof how the regulatorycompliancecalculationsmay be done. Their use of generally conservativeassumptions
regarding intrusiveevents and consequences,as well as in the assumed ranges
of site parameters,made it likely that their results provide conservative
bounding risk estimates.
The Swedish work cited as an analog for a basalt repository(see Section 4.2.1.8) was an attempt at conservativelymodeling the risk resulting
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from the expected performance
beneath the water table.

of a waste disposal

That this

work was indeed conservative

ported by the work done in Switzerland
attempted

to model the risk

ment, however, an attempt

system in fractured

was made to be realistic,

as well

Conservative

as conservative,

values were selected

estimates,

resulting

was about 4 orders of magnitude below that

the Swedish analysis.
became available
risk

estimates

where available,

In the NAGRAassess-

ranges of realistic
peak risk

NAGRA_sexpectation

and even more realism

for

was that

was allowed

analysis

of risks

tive,

of long-term

scoping calculation
there was great
makes it

likely

The numbers cited
specific

is that

that

this

to health-effects

is an arid

site

repository

at a simple,

that

the conservative

5.2.1

wil'l

dilution

in Section

overestimated

are highly

conversion

5.2.1 contributes
perhaps,

the tuff

case.

may all

be considered

as site-

bounding estimates.
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location

Therefore,
introduced
that

than that

an
could

assumed

the nonconservative

The numbers recommended as interim
conservative

and

The tuff

On the other hand, the population

EPA model, which may compensate for
pathway.

The

of EPA release

uncertainty

be exposed through the groundwater pathway is much smaller
in the generic

cal-

the risks.

uncertain.

pathway, as in the EPA analysis,

factor.

conserva-

be found to be conservative

The use of the generic

river

at Yucca

nature of the

where only a groundwater pathway is plausible.

a generic

inappropriate

assumed river

assessment,

and the data ranges used in system risk

in every case except,

postulating

data

in every aspect of these simplified

above in Section

data becomes available,

conservatism

in

consequences and risks.

scoping analysis

these estimates

analyses are adjusted.
limits

uncertainty

repository

there is reason to believe

expectation

The

calculated

as site-specific

from a hypothetical

1984) was also an attempt

analysis

a given parameter.

in the risk

Mountain (Thompson et al.

culations,

from

would be reduced even further.

The simplified

Although

was sup-

(NAGRA1985), which similarly

from a system in granite.

in the choices of parameter values.

rock

risk

values

above

5.3 MRS FACILITY RISKS
The risks of construction,operation,and decommissioningof the poten-.
tial MRS facility are estimated in this section. The review of documents to
provide the basis for these estimateswas presented in Section 4.3. Thi_
section discusses the adjustmentsmade to the risk values in the !iterature
to normalize them to the system parametersassumed for this study. To the
extent possible, the values in the literaturewere normalizedto a
3,000 MTU/yr throughputrate, and a 15,000MTU maximum storage capacity.
Nonradiologicalrisk estimatesare also presented in this section. Uncertainties are discussed in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 MRS Facility Risk Values
This section describesthe calculationsthat were performed to normalize
or adjust the risk values found in the literatureto a common basis. In general, the risk values were normalizedin terms of facility throughputrate
and capacity to addressthe system configurationdescribed in Chapter 3.0.
Separate subsectionsai'epresented for radiologicaland nonradiologicalrisk
categories. Some wastes will likely be shippeddirectly to the repository
after being consolidatedand packaged at the MRS facility. Decisionsabout
the amount of waste that would be handled in this way have not yet been made.
For conservatism,the risk estimatesdevelopedhere assume that al'Iwaste
received at the MRS facility is stored for severalyears before being shipped
to the repositoryfor disposal.
5.3.1.1 RadioloqicalHealth Risks
Public and occupationalradiologicalrisks were estimated for operation
and decommissioningof the MRS facility. Radiologicalrisks during construction were neglectedbecause there were no radioactivematerials onsite during
constructionand excavationoperationswere not expected to release significant quantitiesof radionuclides(DOE 1985g).
Occupationalradiationdoses were generallycalculatedby task and were
the product of tiledose rates at specificlocationswithin the facilitywhere
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a specific
to this

task was performed and the amount of time the worker was exposed

specific

radiation

expressed as collective

field.

radiation

workers at the MRSfacility

doses were estimated

by Harty and Stoetzel

and in the MRSfacility

design.

rate

environmental

Minor adjustments

assumptions,

lt

receipt,

should be noted that

1986).
for

estimates

storage,

The collective

for
tions

cask receiving

30% truck/70%

rail

in DOE (1985g) for
estimated

split.

handling

consolidated

Assuming occupational
throughput

rate,

was used in this

with

in these

spent fuel
and Stoetzel
presented

in

occupational

doses

and spent fuel

consolidation

func-

were made to reflect

adding the occupational
fuel

rods,

a

doses given

maintenance/monitoring,

(31 person-rem/l,000

MTU), the doses

(1986) amounted to 94 person-rem/l,000
linear

with

MTU.

respect

to

become about 266, 285, and 258 person-rem/yr

A risk

value of 285 person-rem/yr

(6E-2 LHE/yr)

study.
doses to the public

were dominated by airborne
from the venting

from spent fuel

dose rates

total

adjustments

After

functions

these estimates

Radiological
primarily

were based on

dose estimates

exposures are approximately

a 3,000 MTU/yr facility.

facility

MTU, after

by Schneider et al.

in throughput

was 318.7 person-rem/year

(1986) estimated

shipping

and emplacement/ retrieval

to the MRSfacil-

in Table 4.49 (Harty

dose estimate

and handling

at 63 person-rem/l,000

Actual

These

assessment (DOE 1985g) amounted to 95 person-

MTU. Schneider et al.

shipping

Schneider et al,

these estimates

The occupational

environmental

radiation

differences

the task doses associated

occupational

a 3,600 MTU/yr facility.

rem/l,000

for

for

for

applicable

in occupied areas.

and shipment were given

the MRSfacility

are

assessment (DOE 1985g).

were made to reflect

maximumpermissible
dose rates
areas will be lower.
Preliminary

the results

(1986),

values were used here because they were directly
ity

noted,

doses.

Routine occupational
(1986),

Unless otherwise

disassembly

from routine
effluents.

and unloading

operation

At the MRS facility,

and consolidation

operations.

50-year dose commitments to the surrounding

emissions

for

specific

organs.

was

casks and

DOE (1985g)

population

These organ-specific
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this

of incoming transportation

estimated

four

of the MRS

from annual

doses were

0

converted

to equivalent

by the International

whole body doses using weighting

Commission on Radiological

1986) and then converted
sion factor

(2.0E-4

to units

Bechtel

LHE/person-rem).

(I.3E-3

(1979) reported

LHE/yr) total

facility
storage

facility

with

estimates

a capacity

procedures.

adjusting

remyear

rate,
(2,7E-3

ranging

a 50-mile

processing/er_capsulation

(P/E)

an away-from-reactor

risk

to reflect

estimates

(AFR)

facilities

and

a 3,000 MTU/year

ranged from 13.4 person-

LHE/year) to 194 person-rem/year

P/E and AFR facilities,
the differences
in risk

estimate

from 6.7 person-rem/year

and wet cask unloading

these estimates

the resulting

risk

conver-

of 5,000 MTU, Both of these estimates

incoming fuel,

throughput

effects

over an area within

(7,2E-3 LHE/yr) for

assumed 1-year-old
After

integrated

recommended

(Waite et al,

The annual population

body dose for a single

to 36 person-remyear

Protection

of LHE/yr using the health

shown in Table 5.5 is 5.1E-3 LHE/yr,
radius,

factors

(3.9E-2 LHE/year) for

the

respectively.
No adjustments were made to reflect
due to fuel age and dry cask handling facilities
and

procedures at the MRSfacility.
Therefore, a representative
range of population risk estimates was established of 3E-3 to 4E-2 LHE/yr (Bechtel 1979).
The estimates

developed for

the MRSfacility

about in the middle of the range.
TABLE 5.5.

Organ
Total

Body

environmental

assessment fell

This value was used for this

risk

Annual Radiological
R_s_<from Routine Emissions
from the MRSFacility ta)

50-Year Do_
CommitmentkU)
(person/rem)

Equivalent WholeBody Dose
Con_version Factor (c)

Equivalent WholeBody Dose
.(.person-remvr)

2E+I

1.0

2.0E+I

Bone

IE-I

0.12

1,2E-2

Lungs

2E+I

0.12

2.4E00

Thyroid

IE+2

0.03

3.0EO0

Total

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

category.

2.5E+I
(5E-3 LHE/yr)(d)

Source'
DOE (1985g).
Doses to surrounding population within 80 kilometers (50 miles).
Source'
Waite et al. (1986).
Health effects
conversion factor of 2E-4 LHE/person-rem was used.
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Occupational

radiologic_l

exposures resulting

facility

are taken from Jackson et al.

accident

consequence for

or spent fuel
erature.
itory

storage

Results

repository

facility

No evaluation

accidents

of MRS

was found in the lit-

assembly drop in the hot cell

comparable to results

at the MRS

The Jackson study estimated

surface facilities.

occupational

from the fuel

were considered

(1984).

from accidents

at the repos-

expected at the MRSfacility

and

were used here.
Jackson et al,
of 8.1E-3 rem for
a hot cell.

(1984) estimated
repository

personnel

accident,

personnel

were equally

Assuming an MRS facility

and a frequency

of 0.1 fuel

active

from the fuel

material

occupational

dose estimate

year total

from a fuel

In the case of the repository,

and subsurface

accident

a first
it

body dose commitment

assembly drop accident

was assumed that

radiological

with MRSfacility

exposed as a consequence of the
operations

staff

assembly drop accidents
rods (Jackson et al.

of 0.69 person-rem/yr

of 852 (Parsons 1985)
per year releasing

estimates

(I.4E-4

LHE/yr) due to the

operational

accidents

for

(1983),

three hypothetical

from releases

were evaluated
and Orvis

accidents

(1984).

Population

were developed

probabilistic

bases for

of these accidents,

it

were developed.

was assumed that

(Jackson et al.

ciated

cask drop and the storage

with

the shipping

10 or less.

The organ-specific

assessment were converted
cussed previously

was approximately

Ligon et al.
facility

comprehensive

the

of a spent fuel

1984), and the frequencies

to an equivalent
1986).

asso-

cask drop were a factor

The effective

of

environmental

whole-body dose value,
public

as disrisk

8.3E-7 LHE/yr.

(1983) developed estimates
operating

No

To estimate

doses given in the MRSfacility

(see Waite et al.

dose

report).

the frequency

assembly drop was O.i/yr

the

in the MRSfacility

assessment (DOE 1985g; see Table 4.43 of this
these accidents

associated

in DOE (1985g),

environmental

storage

radio-

1984), a conservative

exposures that would result

GElS (DOE 1980), Ligon et al.

estimate

surface

was calculated.

Public

risks

all

in

at a throughput

set of accident

scenarios

were analyzed in the MRSfacility

of accident

risks

for

rate of about 900 MTU/yr.

was analyzed by Ligon et al.

environmental
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a drywell

assessment.

A more
than

The sum of the

risk

values

for

used a health

these accidents

effects

value estimated
conversion
ferent
accident

conversion

used in this
throughput

risk

factor

by Ligon was adjusted

factor

facility

was 1,7E-3 LCF/yr (see Table 4,46),

rate

of 1,35E-4 LCF/person-rem,
to reflect

study

Ligon

the different

health

(2,0E-4 LHE/person-rem)

(3,000 MTU/yr).

Therefore,

value based on the analyses presented

The risk
effects

and the difthe adjusted

by Ligon et al.

(]983)

was 8.4E-3 LHE/yr,
Orvis
arios
risk

(1984) also evaluated

than was evaluated
value for

a more comprehensive set of accident

in the MRSfacility

cask storage estimated

environmental

charge of spent fuel
effects

conversion

4.6E-2 LHE/yr after
normalizing

(DOE !980).
Population
estimate

adjusting

the health

the population

only for

doses for

from the package-failure-accident
individual

was 3.2E-2 person-rem/event.
dents was estimated

fell

were estimated

the fuel

and

was the GElS

accident.

assembly drop accident,
by the ratio

both accidents.

dose estimate

for

the fuel

The sum of the risk

at 3.5E-3 person-rem/yr
accident

was about 7.0E-7 to 4.6E-2

value was

as shown in Table 4.51,

was multiplied

The range of the MRSfacility

factor

the package failure

exposures that were given for

about 10, so the population

literature

risks

were evaluated,

doses were estimated

The health

The risk

conversion

dis-

rate.

document in which accident
Only two accidents

reactor

or about 30 MTU/yr).
effects

The

These

equal to I year's

used was I.OE-4 LHE/person-rem.

to a 3,000 MTU/yr throughput

The final

rate

(60 PWRassemblies/yr
factor

assessment.

by Orvis was 2,6E-4 LCF/yr,

values were based on an annual throughput

scen-

To

the dose

of maximum

This ratio

was

assembly drop accident

values

for the two acci-

or 7,0E-7 LHE/yr.
risk

LHE/yr.

near the top of the range and the studies

estimates

developed in the

The more comprehensive studies
in which only 2 or 3 accidents

were analyzed were near the bottom of the range.
The risk
was estimated
estimates
et al.
tions.

value to be used in Section
as follows.

First,

it

5,6 to estimate

was noted that

developed in the most comprehensive studies

1983) were based on "worst-case"
This was not the case for

meteorological

the repository
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total

system risks

the population
(Orvis

dose

1984; Ligon

and population

accident

assump-

dose analyses

presentedby Jackson et al, (1984) and Waite et al, (1986) and the dose analyses for MRS facility accidents (DOE 1986g). To make the MRS facilit,
y
accident risk values more consistentwith the repositoryaccident risk
values, the MRS facility accident frequenciesfrom Orvis et al. (1984) were
combined with the results of the populationdose analyses presented in DOE
(1985g)to calculateannual MRS facility risks, The resultingannual
accident risk value for the MRS facility was 8.3-7 LHE/yr. This value is
more comparableto the repositorypreclosureaccident risk values estimated
in Section 5.I.
.,
Decommissioningof i_he'_IRS
facility has associatedradiologicalrisks
for decommissioningpersonnel. Estimatedoccupationalradiation doses
accrued during various decommissioningalternativeswere estimated by Ludwick
and Moore (1984). The referencecask IndependentSpent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)configurationwas chosen as most representativeof the sealed
cask MRS facility. The immediatedecommissiDningoperationsapplied to the
fuel s'toragearea for the cask ISFSI resulted i11an estimateddose of 12.5
person-rem.This figure was based on a maximum capacity of 2,000 MTU of LWR
fuel and 46 man-monthsfor immediatedecommissioning. Assuming that the
dose increaseswith increasedfuel storage capacity for a 15,000 MTU storage
facility,the estimated exposureassociatedwith decommissioningmay increase
to 94 person-rem. A hot cell was not associatedwith the reference cask
ISFSI. However, this major facilitywas includedas a component of the reference vault, drywell, and silo ISFSIs. Immediatedecommissioningof the hot
cell was estimatedto require 34 man-monthsof labor and result in a total
occupationaldose of 111.8 person-rem. If the hot cell decommissioning
requirementsfor the MRS facility remained the same, the total exposure was
approximately205 person-rem. Ralph M. Parsons Company (Parsons 1985)
estimateda 9-year decommissioningeffort at the MRS facility that resulted
in an occupationalradiologicalexposure estimate of 23 person-rem/yr
(4.6E-3 LHE/yr). Bechtel (1979)estimated a 23 person-rem/yr(4.6E-3 LHE/yr)
exposure estimate proratedover the lifetime of the operatingyears for
decommissioningthe surface facilitiesat a repository,which is tilesame as
the value based on data in Ludwick and Moore (1984). As a result,
4.6E-3 LHE/yr was used to estimate total system risks.
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The occupationalaccident risks associatedwith decommissioningan MRS
facility have not been extensivelyanalyzed. However, Bechtel (1979) estimated risks from abnormal conditionsassociatedwith decommissioninga repository. These data were generated by comparing repositoryhandling with
handling and process operationsat a modern reprocessingfacility and estimating probable doses by adjustingthe amounts of waste handled, the number
of personnelassociatedwith decommissioningtasks, and the length of time
required for the tasks. Estimatesin this study were based on the assumption
that decommissioningof surface hot cell and fuel handling facilitieswould
produce the most significantoccupationaldoses and that these facilities
would be similarwhen comparing the repositoryand the MRS facility. When
consideringthe decommissioningof the additionalsurfacestorage facilities
at the MRS facility, estimatesgiven here may tend to be lower-boundfigures.
The estimatedoccupationaldose associatedwith abnormal decommissioning
occurrences,prorated over the operatingyears, was approximately16 personrem/yr (3.2E-3LHE/yr).
Decommissionin]
routine

_f the MRSfacility

dose to the public,

primarily

ing decommissioning operations.

is expected to produce a small
due to airborne

The transportation

generated during decommissioning to a disposal
addressed at this
during

time.

The public

ISFSl (Ludwick and Moore 1984).

dose commitment equivalent
50-mile

to the lung for

radius of the site.

equivalent

The estimated

The resulting

'

following

shutdown.

of 8.4E-8 person-rem/year

a total

Public

population

dose estimates

for

a 50-year

within

lung dose was con ._ted

a
to an

by Waite et al.

(1986,

was 6.7E-8 person-

ISFSl was estimated

by

an average of 0.8 years of active

This yielded

(2E-I!

releases

This value represented

Immediate decommissioning of the reference

missioning

wastes

to be 5.6E-7 person-rem at a

whole body dose equivalent

Ludwick and Moore (1984) to require

a public

radiation

decom-

dose estimate

LHE/yr).
releases

decommissioning

of the MRSfacility

No quantitative

estimates

resulting

from accidents

are anticipated

were found in the literature.
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dur-

has not been

dose for routine

whole body dose using the method described

see Table 5.5).

released

of radioactive

facility

immediate decommissioning was estimated

reference

rem.

radiation

effluents

during

to be extremely

small.

The normalizedradiologicalhealth risks estimated in this section are
summarizedin Table 5.6.
5.3.1.2 NonradioloqicalHealth Risks
This section develops the nonradiologicalhealth risks for the reference
MRS facility. Occupational
_accidentrisks associatedwith facility construction, operation,and decommissioningwill provide the greatest nonradiologicalrisk. Other nonradiologicalrisks to onsite personneldue to
routine operationsand risks to the public during routine and accident events
were consideredto be negligible.
Nonradiologicalaccident risks for the MRS facility,listed in
Table 5.7, were calculatedusing the same methods that were used toestimate
repositoryaccident risks. The fatality rate for the above-surfaceworkers
at a repository(see Section 5.1.1) were used to develop these estimates.
The annual work force estimateswere based on a constructionphase of
4.25 years, an operationalphase of 27 years, and a 9-year decommissioning
phase (DOE 1986g). All work-forceestimateswere taken from the MRS facility
conceptualdesign report (Parsons 1985).
Constructionand operation of the MRS facilitywill generate additional
traffic-relatedfatalitiesfrom workers travelingto and from the site. As
was done for the repository,these risks were included for the MRS facility.
The annual traffic-relatedfatalitiesfor the MRS facility were estimated

TABLE 5.6.

EstimatF;d
Annual Radiological
from
the MRSFacility,
LHE/yr(-Risks
Routine

Operatinq

Phase/Medium

Publ ic

Construction

Accident
Worker

No Radioactive

Public
Materials

Worker
on Site

Operations

5E-3

6E-2

8E-7

IE-4

Decommissioning

2E-11

5E-3

--

3E-3

(a)

LHE includes latent
generations genetic

cancer fatalities
effects.

plus first

and second

Q
=
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.

,

TABLE 5.7.

Annual Nonradiological
Accident
for the MRSFacility
by Phase

Risks

Annual N n adioloqical
Risk (fatalit.ies/vear)
Site Related_a_
Traffic Gener2ted_D)

Phase

Totai

Construction

0.18

1.4

1.6

Operations

0.29

1.6

1.9

Decommissioning

0.04

0.I

0.14

(a) Based on annual labor force requirementsgiven in Parsons (1985) of 543
constructionworkers, 852 workers during the operationsperiod, and _18
workers during decommissioning. Fatality rate of 0.17 fatalities/t06
man-hrs was used (DOE 1986f).
(b) Includesworker as well as potential public fatalities.
using information
are a function
the site,

published

by DOE (1988) for

of the number of workers that

the average distance

the roads they will

they travel,

bc traveling.

traffic-related

fatalities

requirements

annual fatality

facility

regulatory

were given

fatality

are significantly

rate

two parameters

on

are

and the repository,
the trafficby multiplying
the repository
repository.

of MRSfacility

The resulting

in Table 5.7 as well

annual fatalities.

as the total

site

As shown, the traffic-generated

(aY'ger than the fatalities

generated

at the MRS

site.
nonradiologic_l

expected to occur during
included

to and from

given in DOE (1988) and the ratio

estimates

The greatest
auality.

These risks

be traveling

Assuming the latt.er

to those of the potential

plus traffic-generated
fatalities

will

and the traffic

approximately the same _nr the MRSfacility
related MRSfacility
risks can be estimated
labor

the repository.

construction

Estimates of fugitive
emissions

levels

significant

health

risk

impact to the public

from temporary degradation

dust during

the peak periods

above 50 tons per year.

level

for

total

is
of air

of construction

This exceeds the EPA's

suspended particulate

(TSP).

Table 5.8 gives annual emission estimates for TSP and combustion products
from mobile sources as estimated for construction
and operation at the MRS
facility.

EPA significant

These emissions

levels

are included

are expected to cause negligible
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I

for

comparison

public

health

(DOE 1985g).
effects.

TABLE 5.8. EstimatedEmissions from Constructionand Operation
and EPA's "Significant"Levels for Emission [from
40 CFR 51 (ton/yr)]
Annu_ ) Emissions(
a)
Construction
Operation(C)
'

Pollutant
TSP

>50

Significant
Level

<5

25

NOx

18

40

SOx

28

40

CO

5

100

(a) Source: DOE (1986g).
(b) Mobile sources are not included.
(c) Includesboiler emissionsand TSP from adjacent cask manufacturing
plant.
5.3.2

Discussion

of Uncertainties

One of the largest
MRSfacility
ity.

storage-only
idate
public

sources of uncertainty

is the specific

As discussed

functions

that

or it

and occupational
are highly

In addition,

will

routine

disposal

dose estimates

upon whether or not fuel

Because the risk

assuming that
this

section

fuel

consolidation,

estimates

consolidation
the risks

and repository

therefore

cautioned

presented

in this

for

for

For example, the

the MRSfacility

of a MRSfacility
disposal

also depend

section.

lr
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has major

of a storage-only
that

includes

to the

were developed

the results

packaging capabilities.

to note these uncertainties

indicate

is consolidated.

the MRSfacility

the risks

the

to consol-

from the MRSfacility

would be performed,

would tend to overstate

and may understate

packages.

is performed because it

impacts on the number of shipments transported
repository.

the capability

doses in the MRSsystems will

consolidation

for

may be a spent fuel

dependent upon whether or not fuel

the transportation

estimates

be performed at the facil-

may also include

and/or prepare the repository

the results

in the risk

in Chapter 3.0, the MRS facility

configuration,

fuel

in the Risk Estimates

presented

in

MRSfacility

storage,

fuel

The reader

when using the results

is

As with repositorypreclosureaccident assessments,a comprehensive
identificationand evaluationof all possible MRS facility accident sequences
has not been performed. Thus, there is no assurancethat the risk-dominant
accident sequence(s)have been analyzed. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the
accident risk estimates in the literatureranged from 7.0E-7 to
5.2E-2 LHE/yr.
Occupationalroutine radiationdose estimatesfrom three studies (Harty
and Stoetzel 1986; Schneideret al. 1986; DOE 1986g) were relativelyclose to
each other at about 300 person-rem/yr. This was judged to be accurate within
±50%, given that they were based on detailed time-and-motionstudiesof conceptual MRS facility operations. These estimateswere based on "hands-on"
cask handling operations,which dominated the occupationaldoses. Improvements to this dose value could be obtained by designing the cask R&H facilities to include robotics and/or more remote operations.
The uncertaintyin the public routine doses given in the MRS facility
environment_ assessmentis also probably relativelysmall. The methods and
data used were relativelydetailed and comprehensive. The largest source of
uncertainty is the estimated routine emissions,:_hichare believed to be
conservative. As a result, it is judged that the routine populationdoses
estimated in the MRS facility environmentalassessmentare conservativeand
tend to overestimatethe actual doses.
All of the decommissioningrisk estimatespresented here have large
uncertainties. Detailed plans and proceduresfor decommissioningthe MRS
facility have not yet been developed.
The occupationaland public dose estimatespresented here are subject to
change pending finali_.ation
of the MRS facility conceptualdesign. Doses are
impacted by design features that increase shieldingor distance from radiation sources. Automationand remote handling facilitiesprovide examples of
such features. In addition,changes in throughputrates, storage capacities,
fuel age, or burnup may affect the dose estimates. Although there has been
an attempt here to normalizedose estimates,uncertaintiesdevelop when referenced assumptionswere not clearly stated. Additional sources of
uncertaintyare described below.
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•

Task descriptions,
s_taffing levels,
exposure times, and distances
from radioactive
sources are subject to much uncertainty
when
estimating
occupational exposures.

•

Accident frequencies are often estimated from experience at other
fixed nuclear facilities
and accident severities
are generally
based on conservative assumptions when empirical data are not
available.
'

'

jr''
/

t

•

Dose rates normally based on maximum pe_mi{;sib]e radiation
In occupied areas. They are conslderG:! ,:_ be,conservative
not consistently
applied.

•

Although the MRSfacility
is currently
designed for a throughput of
3,600 MTU/year, it is likely
that the actual receipt and shipment
rates will be less (Harty and Stoetzel 1986).

•

When estimating the release of radionuclides
from fuel assembly
drops and ruptures,
the fraction
of fission gas available
for
release must be known. Estimates are generally conservative
(DOE
1986g).

•

The release of radionuclides
in postulated accidents is generally
based on fuel having the highest activity
at the MRSfacility.

•

Pessimistic
assumptions are typically
used for the efficiency
of
filtered
ventilation
systems.
Realistic
decontamination
factors
based on experimental data should be developed.

•

Population distributions
do not always reflect
regional population
densities
and dispersion models often reflect
probabilistic-based
generic national-average
weather distributions.
Most of these
uncertainties
generally lead to conservative results
(i.e.,
they
tend to overestimate the risks).
This conservatism can be quickly
compounded in a single dose estimate when several uncertainties
are
incorporated
together.
However, until more accurate estimates are
made or empirical data are available,
the degree of conservatism is
not known.

•

A consistent
construction
applied.

'

'

°

"

i

I

levels
and are

, I

set of nonradiological
fatality
rates for specific
and operations activities
should be developed and

/

5.4

TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMRISKS
This

for

section

systcm configurations

configurations
ter

presents

3.0.

I

the assessment of transportation
with

and without

and the components that

As discussed

in Chapter 2.0,

an MRSfacility.

risks

These two system

comprise them were described
this
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_ction

and impacts
in Chap-

focuses on th_ risks
0

associatedwith operationof the transportationsystem,primarilybecause the
risks of constructionand decommissioningare negligiblein comparisonwith
other risks. Section 5.4.1 presents the transportationrisk estimates.
Separate subsectionsare provided for radiologicaland nonradiologicalrisks.
Uncertaintiesare discussed in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 TransportationRisk Values
The adjustmentsmade to the risk values presented by Cashwell et al.
(1986) and DOE (1986 b,c,d) to normalize them to a common basis are discussed
in this section. In general, the referenceddocuments provided estimatesof
the total transportationimpactsover the operatingperiod of the repositories. Levelized annual risks are calculatedin this sectionby dividing
the total impactsgiven in the repositoryenvironmentalassessmentsby the
assumed 26 years of repositoryoperations. The major inputs to the estimated
total transportationsystem impactswere discussed in Section 4.4.
5.4.1.1 RadiologicalHealth Risks
Table 5.9 presents the annual transportationradiologicalrisks for the
waste managementsystems with and without an MRS facility. The annual risk
estimateswere calculatedassuming that 30% of the spent fuel shipped from
reactors goes by truck and 70% goes by rail. The destinationof these shipments would be the repositoryor the MRS facility,dependingupon the system
configurationbeing addressed. Shipments from the MRS facility to the repositorieswere assumed to be 100% by rail. Shipmentsof Hi.Win both system
configurationswere assumed to all go by rail. As shown, the projected
impactsare only fractionsof an LHE/yr. Since the exposed populationnumbers into the millions, these impactsare only a small fraction of the total
latent health effects producedannually in this populationby external
backgroundradiation.
5.4.1.2 NonradiologicalHealth Risks
Table 5.10 presents estimate_of the annual transportationnonradiological risks for both system configurations. The same assumptionsregarding
the truck/railmodal splits that were used to estimate radiologicalrisks
were also used to develop the estimatesof nonradiologicalrisks, lt can be
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TABLE 5.9.

Annual Radiological

System Confiquration/Risk
System Without

Category

an MRSFacility(

b)

Public Accidents
Public Routine
Occupational Routine

1.5E-3
3.0E-2
7.5E-3

Estimated annual risks for shipping spent fuel from reactors (30% by truck and 70% by rail)
and all HLWfrom their
sources (100% rail).
Estimated annual risks for shipping spent fuel from reactors (30% by truck and 70% by rail)
to the MRSfacility,
all HLWfrom their sources to the repository
(100% rail)
and spent fuel and secondary wastes (100% rail)
from the
MRSto the repositories.
TABLE 5.10.

Annual Nonradiological

System Configuration/Risk
System Without

Cateqor.y.

an MRSFacility(

System With an MRSFacility(

Risks

Annual Risk Fatalities/Year

3.3E-I
1.2E-2
7.9E-2
b)

Public Accidents
Public Routine
Occupational Accidents

(b)

Transportation

a)

Public Accidents
Public Routine
Occupational Accidents

(a)

Annual Risk LHE/Year

I.IE-3
9.3E-2
2,1E-2

System With an MRSFacility(

(b)

Risks

a)

Public Accidents
Public Routine
Occupational Routine

(a)

Transportation

3.8E-I
8.0E-3
3.9E-2

Estimated annual risks for shipping spent fuel from reactors (30%
by truck and 70% by rail)
and all from their sources (100% rail).
Estimated annual risks for shipping spent fuel from reactors (30%
by truck and 70% by rail)
to the MRS facility,
all HLWfrom their
sources to the repository
(100% rail)
and spent fuel and
secondary wastes (100% rail)
from the MRSto the repositories.
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seen by comparingthe annual health effects in Table_ 3,9 and 5.10 that nonradiologicalrisk values are higher than those for radiologicalrisks.
However, the nonradiologicalrisk estimates,as well as radiologicalrisk
estimates,are small values,
5.4.2 Discussionof Uncertainties
This sectiondiscusses the primary sourcesof uncertaintyin the transportation risk values. The risk estimatespresented in Section5.4.2 are
recommendedby DOE (1986b,c,d)to be used only for comparisonpurposes
because of the uncertaintiesin the analysis. However, it was also indicated
that the values should be consideredto be representative.
Figure 5.2 presents a summary comparisonof the spent fuel transportation risk estimatesdiscussed in Section 4.4.1. These estimateswere normalized to a common basis of person-rem/kmof travel. This was done by dividing
the annual risk values by the total distance traveled in I year, as indicated
in the documents. Separate "unit risk values" are shown for truck and rail
shipments and for routine exposuresand accidentrisks. Adjustmentswere
also made to the values given by Cashwell et al. (1986) to develop a composite unit risk factor for travel in rural, suburban, and urban population
zones. This was done using weighting factorsthat representthe average
truck travel fractionseach populationzone. These fractionswere 0.01,
0.20, and 0.79 for truck travel in urban, suburban,and rural zones, respectively, and the rail travel fractionswere 0.01, 0.18, and 0.81, respectively. The unit risk values were calculatedbased on the average fractions
of travel in each zone from representativereactors to the three potential
first repositorysites (DOE 1986b,c,d). The unit risk value for truck shipments in Finley et al. (1980)were representativeof urban areas, only.
Elder et al. (1978, 1981) only addressedaccident risks.
The figure indicatesthere was a general agreementbetween the accident
risk values estimated by Elder et al. (1978, 1981) and Cashwell et al.
(1986). The principaldifferencebetweenthese studies was in the approach
used to estimate shipping cask and spent fuel response tj accident environments. Elder et al. performed a more cemprehensiveevaluationof release
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performedfor transportationand the results were reasonablyconsistentwith
the current analyses in the environmentalassessments.
Thus, this source of uncertainty,which would tend to underestimatethe
actual risks, does not exist for transportation. However, there is some
uncertaintyassociatedwith accidentrelease fractions,local route-specific
conditions,and other transportationdata that could produce risk estimates
perhaps a factor of 2 to 3 higher.
Other sources of uncertaintyin the transportationrisk estimates
includethe following:
•

Populationdistributionsare based on aggregatednation-widepopulation data and do not accuratelyreflect conditionson a
location-or route-specificbasis.

• Meteorologicalconditionsare based on probabilistic-basedgeneric
national-averageweather distributions.
•

Accident severitiesare based on conservativeassumptionswhere
valid data are not available. The principalparametersused to
describe accident severitiesinclude package releasefractions, the
fractionof releasedmaterial that becomes airborne,and the fraction of airbornematerial that is in the form of respirable
particles. The values assignedto these parametersare generally
pessimistic(or conservative),which tends to overestimatethe
risks.

•

For routine radiationexposures,no credit is taken for the shielding provided by buildings,_rounding terrain, or the truck cab.
This results in conservativeestimates of these exposures.

•

lt is assumed that the radiationdose rate emanatingfrom the
shippingcasks is the maximum allowableunder current regulations
although the actual _ose rate may be somewhat lower. Thus, this
parameter,which is very importantto calculatingroutine
exposures,is assignedthe most conservativeforeseeablevalue,

• The method used to calculategroundshineexposuresin most analyses
assumes an infiniteplane source model that does not take credit
For shieldingprovidedby irregularitiesor roughnessof arlactual
surface. Considerationof surface effects would tend to decrease
the risks, but is highly dependent on conditionsnear an accident
site and thus would be difficultto model for transportation
accidents.
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•

Shipping cask descriptionsare conceptualand the capacitiesof
future casks are not known at this time. Clearly, however, the
capacitiesof future spent fuel shippingcasks will be larger than
those in use today because of the reduced thermal load and radiation doses associatedwith fuel that is at least 5 years out of the
reactor (currentcasks are designed to transport fuel that is only
120 days out of the reactor). The assumed cask capacitiesare
based on the best available information.
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also exist

long times in the future,

adequate.

of

a value of $50,O00/yr.

phases of the repositories.

significantly

fre-

The economic risk

Luna (1986) used this

to develop a preliminary

results

postclosure

at 1.SE-6/yr.

was then 1.8E-6 accidents/yr

$1100/yr.

accidents

preliminary

was estimated

from the

However, the

risk values have been normalizedas much as possibleto a common basis and
are believed to be representativeapproximations.
Occupationaland public risk values are not added together. Since these
are two entirely different populationgroups, separate risk ,_aluesare
presented for public and occupationalrisks. Preclosureand postclosure
risks are also not added together because of the different time periods over
which the health effects from these two phases might be produced. In addition, postclosurerisk assessment is an evolving field, both in terms of
methods and data, with much controversy surroundingthe assignmentof probabilitiesto future disruptiveevents. As a result,the emphasis in the past
on postclosurerisk (or performance)assessmenthas been to attempt to demonstrate the capabilityto achieve regulatoryobjectives,and not to estimate
risks.
There is significantuncertaintyin the risk estimatespresented in the
followingsections. For this reason, the reader is cautioned not tu make
comparisonsof the risk estimates. The uncertaintyin the individualfacility risk estimates,as well as the aggregatedsystem risk estimates, is
larger than the differencesin risk between the two system configurations.
In addition,the reader should consider the avoidedrisk at reactors and
other commercialsites. Because the MRS facility is scheduledto operate
sooner than the potentialrepository,there may be some reactors that can
avoid implementingadditionalspent fuel storage capabilitiesat their sites
by shipping spent fuel to the MRS facility. The avoided risks at reactors
for reduced spent fuel handling and, in some cases, reduced interimstorage
of spent fuel, was not evaluated in this study.
5.6.1 AqqreqatedAnnual Risks for the System Without an MRS Facility
The risk values for e._chelement in the waste managementsystem that
were derived in Sections 5.1 to 5.4 are presentedin Table 5.11. Public risk
estimates are presented in Table 5.11, and occupationalrisk estimates are
presented in Table 5.12. The aggregatedvalues at the bottom of the tables
representthe total annual risks of the operatingthe waste management system
elements (i.e., repositoryand transportation). The risk values for the
other phases (i.e., constructionand decommissioning)are not ag!]regated;
5.41

TABLE 5.11. AggregatedPublic Risks for the PreclgsgrePhases
of the System Without an MRS Facility£
aI

System Element
Operating Phase
RepositoryPreclosure
Construction
Operations
Decommissioning

RadiologicalRisks(b)
NonradiologicalRisks
(LHE/yr)
Accidents
Routine
Routine
(health
Accidents Operations (fatalities/yr) effects/.yr)

N/A
6E-9
Information
Not
Available

TransportationSystem(d )
Operations
IE-3
Total AggregatedRisks
IE-3
(For FacilityOperating Phases Only)

IE-5
9E-4
2E-11

(c)
(c)
(c)

Negligibie
Neg'l
igible
Negligible

9E-2
9E-2

3E-I
3E-I

IE-2
IE-2

(a) Risks for the facility operationsphase are annual risks for a fully
functioningwaste managementsystem operating at a 3,000 MTU/yr
throughputrate. Risks for other facility phases are levelized annual
risks prorated over the number of years required for the specific phase.
(b) He._Itheffects include latent cancer fatalitiesplus first and second
generationgenetic effects.
(c) There are not expected to be site-relatedpublic nonradiological
fatalities. Traffic-relatedpublic fatalitiesare includedwith
traffic-relatedworker fatalitiesin Table 5.12.
(d) Shippingmodes are as follows: spent fuel, 30% truck and 70% rail;
HLW, 100% rail.

they representlevelized annual risks for these particularphases. The risks
of waste handling and storage operationsat reactors and other commercial
sites are not included in the tables.
Postclosurerisk values for the potential repositoryin tuff were
estimatedin Section 5.2. Upper limit interim risk estimatesof IE,,3health
effects per year were estimated, lhis risk value is given here for order-ofmagnitude comparisonswith the preclosurerisk estimates. The postclosure
risk estimatesare believed to be verz conservative. They are based on
populationdoses over the time period when the maximum doses are expected,
and have large uncertaintiesassociatedwith theme
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TABLE 5.12. AggregatedOccupationalRisks for the Preclo_uTe
d_
Phases of the System Without an MRS Facility_

System Element
Operatinq Phase

RadiologicalRisks(b)
NonradiologicalRisks
(LHE/yr)
Accidents
Operations
Routine
(health
Accidents O_perations (fatalities/vr)effects/vr)

RepositoryPreclosure
Construction

N/A

IE-I

2E+O

No
Significant
Impact

6E-5

2E-2

3E+O

No
Significant
Impact

Information
Not
Available

3E-2

8E-I

No
Significant
Impact

TransportationSystem(c) Included
Operations
With Public
Risks

2E-2

8E-2

Information
Not
Available

Total AggregatedRisks

4E-2

3E+O

Information

Operations
,
Decommissioning

6E-5

(For
Facilit_
Phases
Only) c_perating

Not
Available

(a) Risks for the facility operationsphase are annual risks for a fully
functioningwaste management system operatingat a 3,000 MTU/yr
throughputrate. Risks for other facility phases are levelized annual
risks prorated over the number of years required for the specificphase.
(b) Health effects include latent cancer fatalitiesplus first and second
generationgenetic effects.
(c) Shipping modes are as follows: spent fuel, 30% truck and 70% rail;
HLW, 100% rail.

Aggregatedsystem occupationalrisks are presented in Table 5.12.
Informationwas not availableon the risks of routine exposure to nonradiological pollutantsin the facilities. However, these risks are not expected
to be significant.
5.6.2 AggregatedAnnual Risks of the System With an MRS Facility
Tables 5.13 and 5.14 present the annual risk estimatesfor each operating phase of all elements in the system with an MRS facility. The aggregated
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TABLE 5.13. AggregatedPublic Risks for the Pr@closurePhases
of the System With an MRS Facilityta)
RadiologicalRisks(b)
NonradiologicalRisks
(LHE/.yr)
Accidents
Routine
Routine
(health
Accidents Operations .(fatalities/yr)effects/vr)

System Element
Operatinq Phase
Repository Preclosure
Construction
Operations
Decommissioning

MRS Facility
Construction

N/A

IE-5

(c)

Negligible

6E-9

8E-7

(c)

Negligible

2E-11

(c)

Negligible

(c)

No
Significant
Impacts

Information
No=t
Avail_ble

No RadioactiveMaterialsOnsite

Operations
Decommissioning

8E-7

5E-3

Not
Evaluated

2E-11

TransportatiO_)s_
Operation a System

2E-3

3E-2

4E-I

8E-3

Total AggregatedRisks
(For Facilit_ Qperating
Phases Only)_c)

2E-3

4E-2

4E-I

8E-3

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Risks for the facility
operations phase are annual risks for a fully
functioning
waste management system operating at a 3,000 MTU/yr
throughput rate.
Risks for other facility
phases are levelized
annual
risks prorated over the number of years required for the specific
phase.
Health effects include latent cancer fatalities
plus first
and second
generation genetic effects.
There are not expected to be site-related
public nonradiological
fatalities.
Traffic-related
public fatalities
are included with
traffic-related
worker fatalities
in Table 5.14.
Shipping modes are as follows:
spent fuel from reactors to MRS, 30%
truck and 70% rail;
HLW, 100% rail;
all wastes from MRSfacility
to
repository,
100%rail.
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TABLE 5.14.

Aggregated Occupational Risks for the Pre_IQsure
Phases of the System With an MRSFacilityta]
Radiological
Risks( b)
(LHE/yr)
Routine
Accidents
Operations

System Element
Operatinq Phase
Repository Precl osure
Construct i on

Operat ions

Decommissi on ing

MRSFacility
Construction

Opera t i

Total

I E- I

2E+O

No
Significant
Impacts

5E- 5

2E-2

2E+O

No
Significant
Impacts

3E- 2

7E- I

No
Significant
Impacts

2E+O

No
Significant
Impacts

No Radioactive

Decommissioning

Transportation

N/A

I nformat ion
Not
Available

ons

System( c )

Aggregated Risks

Materials

(b)
(c)

Onsite

IE-4

6E-2

2E+O

No
Significant
Impacts

3E-3

5E-3

IE-I

No
Significant
Impacts

8E-3

4E-2

Information
Not
Available

9E-2

4E+O

Information

Included
With Public
Risks
2E-4

(For
Facilit_
Phases
Only) c _perating
(a)

Nonradiological
Risks
Accidents
Routine
(health
(fatalities/lvr)
effects/yr)

Not
Available

Risks for the facility
operations phase are annual risks for a fully
functioning
waste management system operating at a 3,000 MTU/yr
throughput rate.
Risks for other facility
phases are levelized
annual
risks prorated over the number of years required for the specific
phase.
Health effects
include latent cancer fatalities
plus first
and second
generation genetic effects.
Shipping modes are as follows:
spent fuel from reactors to MRS, 30%
truck and 70% rail;
HLW, 100% rail;
all wastes from the MRSto the
repository,
100%rail.
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annual risks of the operating phases of each element are also presented in
the tables. As with Tables 5.11 and 5.12, the risks of the constructionand
decommissioningphases are not aggregatedand the risks of waste handling and
storage operationsat reactors and other commercial sites are not included.
5.6.3 Total System Life-CycleRisks
The final step in this study was to estimate the total system life-cycle
risks, which provided a preliminaryestimate of the total risks of constructing, operating,and decommissioningthe facilities in the waste management
system. Transportationrisks were also included in the estimates. Potential
,

repositoryretrieval operationswere not included becauseof the lack of
relevant data and because retrievalmay not be needed,whereas the other
operatingphases will occur, lt should be emphasizedthat there is a relatively large uncertaintyassociatedwith the life-cyclerisk values, perhaps
2 to 3 orders of magnitude. Consequently,the reader is cautioned to use
these values only as representativeapproximations. They should be used
only as representativeapproximationsbecause of the large uncertainty,the
lack of site-specificdata, and the conceptualnature of the repository
designs. Postciosurerisks are also not included in the life-cyclerisk
values because of the site-specificdata needs and the differenttime period
over which the risks are manifested.
Total life-cyclerisks are presentedhere becauseerroneous conclusions
can be derived from the annual risk values presented previously. This is
because mission
Facilities.

times and durations

The life-cycle

annual risk

values

of facility

operation.

facility
last
risks

values were estimated

The construction

26 years and the MRSfacility
for each operating
total

to both potential

phases for

operates

phase are calculated,

system life-cycle

risk

system configurations

about which configuration

will

values.

i

for

the different

by multiplying

Repository

34 years.

After

the

of each phase

the repository

and MRS

operations
the total

they are added together
An average value with

was calculated

to
respect

because of the uncer-

be implemented and because the risk
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t,

for

given in Tables 5.11 to 5.14 by the duration

are assumed to occur over a 5-year period.

estimate
tainty

risk

of phases are different

differences are small relative to the uncertaintyin the life-cyclerisk
estimates. The results of these calculationsare presented in Table 5.15.
Figure 5.3 illustratesthe total public and occupationallife-cycle
risks, respectively. These bar graphs includethe risks of all phases of the
waste managementsystem, includingfacility construction,operation,and
decommissioning. Repositoryretrievaland postclosurerisk estimatesare not
included in the figures. Radiologicalrisks from accidents,radiological
risks from routine operations,and nonradiologicalrisks from both accidents
,.

•

and routine operationsare each presented in the figure. Radiologicalr!sks,_,_
are expressed in units of LHEs, and nonradiologicalrisks are expressedas
fatalities. This bargraph reflects the data in Table 5.15. Transportation
risks were estimated assuming a truck/railmodal split of 30/70%, respectively, for shipmentsfrom reactors to the repositoriesor MRS facility and
100% rail from the MRS facility to the repositories. All HLW was assumed to
be shipped by rail.
To put the total system risk values in perspectivewith other common
risks, a comparisonwas developedwith the projectedhealth effects from
natural backgroundradiationat each site. To be valid, this comparisonmust
consider the same populationgroups in both cases. Natural background
radiation levels at the tuff site and the MRS facility site were obtained
from their respectiveenvironmentalassessments(DOE 1986b; DOE 1986g). The
affected populations,representedby the total number of persons residing

TABLE 5.15. Total PreclosureLife-CyE]eRisk(a) Estimates for the
Waste ManagementSystem£u)
Population
Public

Risks

Occupational
(a)
:

(b)
(c)

Group

Risks

Radiological
Accidents

Risks (LHE)
Routine

Nonradiolog_c_l
_c)
Fatalities

0.04

2

10

0.004

3

100

Sum of risks during construction,
operation,
and decommissioning
phases of the waste management system.
Average life-cycle
risks with respect to system configurations
with
and without an MRSfacility.
Sum of nonradiological
accident and routine risks.
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within 80 kilometers (50 milez) of the facility sites, were also taken from
the environmentalassessments. The populationgroup affected by the transportation system was calculatedusing a differentapproach, lt was assumed
that the populationaffected by transportationconsists of persons residing
within 0.5 kilometerson either side of an interstatehighway, lt is further
assumed that 10% of the total interstatehighwaysystem would be used by at
least one shipment of spent fuel per year. The populationdensities along
the interstatehighways are those used in the transportationanalyses in the
environmentalassessments.These populationdensitiesare as follows:
rural, 6 persons/km2;suburban, 791 persons/km2;and urban, 3,861 persons/
km2. The fractionsof travel in rural, suburban,and urban areas were also
taken from the environmentalassessments and are based on the average fractions of travel between representativereactors and the potential salt repository (see Appendix A of the repositoryenvironmentalassessments). The
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total affected populationis thus the _;umover all three populationzones of
the products of the affected interstatehighway distance;fractionsof travel
in rural, suburban,and urban zones; and the populationdensities in each
populationzone. The resultsof the natural backgroundcomparisonsare
presentedin Table 5.16.

, ,
, ,

TABLE 5.16. ProjectedHealth Effects from Natural BackgroundRadiation

System Element

RadiologicalHealth Effects
Natural BackqroundRadiatio__nn

Repository

2

MRS Facility

900

Transportat
ion

i,000
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addressed to develop information
and licensing

categories

The informa-

work has been concen-

to the public

to workers from routine

Most of the other risk

focus of t_e previous

risks

on each of the

summarizes the informa-

Most of the previous work addressed radiological

from routine

reviewed in

Routine
Radiological
Nonradiolo_jical
Econ_.ic (b)

Pulolic

Worker

publ ic

Worker

--

5

2

3

0

IO

4

0

I

0

6

5

3

0

Decommissioning

I

I

0

0

0

I

I

I

0

Retrieval

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

0

Postclosure

2

0

7

2

0

MRSS
Const ruction

......

....

0

0

......

......

Operations

5

0

0

0

0

3

4

2

0

Dec ommiss i onJ ng

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

7

0

4

2

I

5

3

3

0

Tr .a__ns
po r t at i on
Ope rat ions

- = No risks in this category,
(a) The entries on this table contain the number of reports that were reviewed in this study that contained risk
information in each risk category.
(b) The economic risks considered in this study are those resulting from accidental release of radioactive
material.
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the facilities

in the waste management system.

to date for

assessments of the broad range of risk

this

categories

need

included

in

study.
The number of documents that

provides

a preliminary

focused,

but does not indicate

rent

There has been limited

address each of the risk

indication

of the areas in which previous
the usefulness

OCRWM
waste management system.

formed for

categories

many purposes and for

of this

The available

a variety

information

studies

of facility

work has
to thecur-

have been per-

designs

and system

configurations.
the reference

The potential
applicability
of the information
in each of
documents was discussed in the literature
reviews presented in

Section 4.0.

An overall

available

in each risk

qualitative

evaluation
category

and represents

TABLE 6.2.

is presented

of the information

in Table 6.2.

The evaluation

a consensus of the authors contributing

Qualitative
Radiological
Publ ic
Worker

Repos itory
Construct ion

of the applicability

....

Evaluation
Accidents
Nonradiotogical
Public
Worker

of Literature

Economic(a)

is

to this

by Risk Category
Routine
Radiological
NonradioloQic_l
Publ ic
Worker
public
Worker

S

R

--

R

F

F

N

Operations

F

F

N

F

N

R

R

F

N

Decommiss ioning

F

F

N

N

N

F

F

F

N

Retrieval

N

N

N

N

N

N

F

N

N

Postclosure

F

N

F

F

N

MRS
Construct ion

......

....

N

N

......

......

Operations

R

S

N

N

N

R

R

F

N

Decon_issioning

N

N

N

N

N

F

F

F

N

G

S

G

R

S

G

G

R

N

T ransporation
Operations
KEv
- =
N =
S =
F =
R =
G =

No risks in this category.
No information available.
Some relevant infor_tion available, but risk category not directly addressed in the literature.
Few references address this risk category. Major difference between study scope or bases and OCRWM needs.
Reasonable information available. Several studies address this category.
Good information ava',lable. This category addressed directly in literature using bases consistent with OCRWM
needs.
(a) The economic risks considered in this study are those resulting from accidental release of radioactive
material.

-_

6.3

doi:ument,

lt

was developed

categories

as a group

by examining

and assigning

the

documents

them to one of the

in each of the
following

risk

evaluation

categories:
•

"N '° - No relevant
risk category.

information

•

"S" - Some relevant
information
was found in this risk
The risks
are not addressed directly
in the literature,
relevant
information
was found tn develop a crude risk
use in Section 5.0.
Significant
uncertainty
surrounds
presented.

•

"F" - A few references
were found that address this
risk category,
but there are major differences
between the scope or bases for the
study and the scope or bases that would be needed for the information to be directly
applicable
to OCRWM. The available
information
has been used in Section 5.0 by applying
some correction
factors,
but it only provides
a preliminary
estimate.

•

"R" - Reasonable information
is available
in the literature
to
develop estimates
of the risks
in this category.
Typically
there
are s_everal references
that are in general agreement with one
another.
Differences
in the scope and bases for the studies
are
not as major as the studies
in the "F" category.

,

"G" - Good information
is available
in this
risk category.
At
least one reference
is available
that uses credible
methods to
develop risk estimates
that are directly
applicable
to OCRWM.
Other literature
is available
that is consistent
with the results
of the major reference.
A number of conclusions

literature

presented

sonable
tem.
in

will

There are,

these

term
ate

technical

analyses,

areas.
the

studies.

based on the

computer

developed

estimating

primarily

assessments,

the

data

being

lt

is well

evaluation

by DOE.

and adapt existing

methods

the calculations
suited

to these

6.4

1986).

needed for
types

a rea-

data

sysused

and source-

studies

developed

al.

the

transportation

probability

transportation

of

provides

in some of the

the existing

model RADTRAN(Madsen et

to perform

from the

this

category.
but enough
estimate
for
the value

overall

failure

Many of the existing

for

literature

risks

in the cask

currently

literature

uncertainties

is needed to update

to collect

risk

The available

significant

new cask designs

specific

6.2.

particularly

Some work

be required

impact

for

however,

in the

can be drawn from the

in Table

basis

was found

to

incorpor-

Additional

work

to perform

route-

risk
This

studies

are

model was

environmental

of calculations,

but

the accident
estimates

release

model contained

performed for

performed for
establish

other

spent fuel

transportation

operations

There is also reasonable
lic

purposes.

the basis for developing

from transportation

from routine

These risks

in the code may not be adequate for

radiological

risk

eperations.

information
emissions

data is c_llected,

available

does provide

of system development.

available

information
occupational
West Valley

doses against

on the risks

estimates

radiation

sites

addition

are

are finalized.

for

The

the current

exposure from routine
well

state
opera-

character-

to the existing

the time-motion-dose

models used to estimate

measured doses in existing

Reprocessing Plant

risks

to the pub-

as the facility

and the designs

A useful

would be to validate

of tle

DOE is developing.

has also been reasonably

literature.

should

from waste management facilities.

credible

Occupational

of waste management facilities

ized in the existing

have been

These studles

using the new casks that

may need to be analyzed in more detail
information

studies

more comprehensive estimates

chosen, site-specific

tions

Detailed

risk

facilities

such as the

in New York or the General Electric

Spent Fuel

Storage Facility
in lllinois.
Again, more detailed
estimates will
be made
when more definitive
design information
is available,
but the available
information
provides a sound basis for estimating
these risks for many of the
purposes for which OCRWM
is likely
Several potentially
the existing
risks

literature.

from potential

important

risk

information.

categories

have not been addressed in

There is almost no information
repository

not be_n characterized
estimates.

to need this

These risks

sufficiently

retrieval

operations.

to provide

available

on the

These operations

a sound basis

can be analyzed using methods similar

have

for risk
to those

applied to repository
operations,
but the retrieval
operations and the
condition of the wastes must be characterized
before these assessments can be
made.
There is essentially
associated
accidents

no information

available

with the waste management system.

on the economic risks

Economic risks

associated

in the waste management system have been addressed o_ly for

with
one

very severe, low-probability
transportation
accident scenario.
Methods and
data are available from studies done on reactors and hazardous material

6.5

transportationsystemsto make reasonableestimates_ofthese costs for
repositorypreclosure,MRS, and waste transportationaccidents. Work may be
needed to apply these methods to the waste managementsystem.
There has also been very little previous work that assesses the radiological risks to workers from accidents in waste management facilities.
Historicaldata from nuclear facilitiescan probably be used to develop
estimates of risks from small incidents. More extensive work may be needed
to analyze the risks from severe accidents. Accidents that produce significant releases inside the facility, but do not breach the barriers in the
facility that preventoffsite release, have not been analyzed extensivelyin
previous studies. Additionalwork may be requi_ed to identify these types of
accident scenariosand estimate the consequencesand probabilities. This
could be an importantrisk category, becausethe Frequencyof this type of
accident may be higher than the frequencyof accidentsthat produce offsite
col,sequences.
Repositoryand MRS decommissioningoperationshave not been characterized in sufficientdetail to permit other than ver.1preiiminaryrisk estimates to be made at this time. Studies have been performed that estimated
the risks from decommissioningother types of nuclear facilities. These
studies indicate that the risks from decommissioningwaste management facilities will be very small, but further work may be needed to confirm this.
Transportationrisks associatedwith removingthe decommissioningwastes from
the sites have not been addressed.
There has also been essentiallyno previous work that analyzes the
routine risks to workers from nonradiologicalhazards, lt is expected that
these risks will be very small because there will be few hazardous chemicals
used or stored in waste management faci'lities.Some analysis may be required
to confirm this, but the analysis should be straightforward. Nonradiological
risks to the public from accidents at the MRS facility and the repository
have also not been addressed. Again, these risks are probably small because
of the small inventoriesof nonradioactivehazardousmaterials in the
Facilities.

6.6

Although there has been a significantamount of previous work that
assessed repositorypostclosurerisks, radiologicalrisks to the public from
accidentsat the repositoryand the MRS facility,and nonradiologicalrisks
to workers from accidents at the repository,significantuncertainty is still
associatedwith the estimatesin these categories.
Major methods and data developmentefforts must be completed before
definitiveestimates of repositorypostclosurerisks can be made. The DOE
has substantialefforts ongoing in postclosureperformanceassessment. Work
is needed to develop comprehensivelists of release scenarios,estimate probabilitiesfor these scenarios,and perform site-specificconsequenceanalyses. Major uncertaintiesin dose assessmentapproachesalso must be
addressed. Because releasesmay occur thousandsof years into the future, it
is v_ry difficult to determinethe populationdistributions,land and groundwater use patterns, and other parametersthat are needed to estimate doses
from the releases. This will always be an area of major uncertainty in the
analysis.
Considerablepreviouswork was identifiedthat analyzes the radiological
risks to the public from accidents during operations at waste management
facilities.
This work is sufficient
to develop a general idea of the magnitude of these risks,
estimates.
accident

but large

uncertainties

Most of the available
scenarios

from those currently
need to include

studies

planned.

A comprehensive treatment

Mining accident
tions

used this

data applicable

data directly.

of accident

of the frequencies

data seems to be available

to workers during

in the repository

list

construction

with

are very different
of these risks
scenarios

for

the

to estimate

nonradio-

of waste management facilities.

also seems to be available.
be significant

6.7

will

and consequences

to the underground construction

There will

these

only analyze a few selected

designs that

development of a detailed

Reasonable historical
risks

either

or they analyze facility

current facility
designs and estimation
of these scenarios.

logical

are associated

and opera-

Most available
differences

work has

between the

/

mining operations
repository.
portions

covered by the data and the underground activities

Work may be needed to identify
of the mining data that

and make adjustments
the nonradiological
portions
6.1.2

to this
risks

best fit

these differences,

extract

the

the waste management activities,

data as needed to develop better

to workers from accidents

estimates

of

in the underground

of the repository.
Risk Estimates

The risk

estimates

wide variety
different

presented

of sources.

purposes,

methods, data,
the results

in this

from another

places

Section

5.6 basically

studies

has been done for

and they do not use commonsystem descriptions,

and major assumptions.

various

document have been taken from a

Each of the reference

cases in which the results

For these reasons,

study.

These incomparabilities

but the aggregated

ignore

risk

comparable with
are discussed

estimates

based onthe

presented in this document.
Conclusions that the authors
based on the information
available
are described below.
Because detailed

design and siting

major waste management facilities,
date use straightforward
potentiai
(i.e.,

risks

methods to make "bounding"
This results

overestimates).

magnitude of the potential
occurrence,
result

lt

in lower estimates

be quite

of the radiological
risks

risk

estimates

that

of the

risk

estimates

risks

associated

the

of

are done, they

More definitive

of uncertainty

to this

tend to overstate

studies

for

have been done to

as the probabilities

of system risks.

small based on the results

nonradiological

judge to be valid

calculations

as more definitive

also substantially
reduce the level
results from current studies.
Ali

aggregated results

in pessimistic

consequences as well

is expected that

Gre_t care

The judgment of thc contributors

document is that most of the available

in

are not yet available

many of the studies

in the system.

conservative

information

at

presented

the problems of incomparability.

in drawing conclusions

analysis

there are many

from one study are not directly

in the text,

needs to be exercised

will

in ,the

studies
with

will

the

in the waste management system appear to
available

at this

time.

In general,

in the waste management system are a factor

6.8

of I0 to

100 larger
ically

than radiological

a factor

indicates
ities

that

will

will

radiological

risks

than risks

studies

be needed to confirm

this

operations

from accidents.

from accidents

not be a major contributor

more definitive

facilities

Risks from routine

of 10 or more higher

probably

although

risks.

are typThis

at waste management facilto the total

system risks,

examining a wide range of accident
conclusion.

are designed to prevent

This probably

major accidents

results

scenarios
because the

and mitigate

their

con-

sequences, should one occur, and because spent fuel is not readily dispersible in the accident conditions
that would be encountered in waste management
facilities.
No definitive
postclosure

studies

risks.

have been performed to date to estimate

Substantial

and the site-specific

efforts

are underway to develop the methods

data needed to perform these assessments.

studies

only deal with a few of the potential

studies

tend to use very conservative

from the scenarios
studies

indicate

studies

that

with

6.2

that

from other

risks

sources,

scenarios.

These

consequences

from these conservative

are small,

an individual

Available

lt

appears from these
will

be comparable

representative

such as natural

of the pop-

background radiation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This section

presents

recommendations for

the waste management system.
ture

The results

doses to the average individual

than the dose that

receives

release

assumptions to estimate

are analyzed.

postclosure

radiation

or smaller

ulation

that

repository

review

potential
Additional

and evaluation

OCRWM
uses for
risk

developed.

As part

scope and timing
here will

in this

assessment information

provide

data become available

of ongoing planning

of risk
input

in

document and the broad range of

assessment work is planned at later

agement program as better

work to assess risks

These recommendations are based on the litera-

presented
risk

future

to the planning

6.9

previously.

stages in the waste man-

and more detailed

activities,

assessment efforts.

discussed

OCRWM
will

designs

identify

are

the

The recommendations presented

process.

They focus on activities

that

would be logical

ities

that

support

next steps from the work that

should be started

planned future

The principal

has been done or activ-

soon to develop information

or methods that

work.

recommendations from this

study include

the following:

°

Develop a consistent set of estimates for all of the risk
egories for the planned waste management system.

°

Develop the technical
data needed to make more realistic
estimates
of the amount and characteristics
of the materials released from
spent Fuel in accident conditions.

°

Continue development of data and methods that will allow more
definitive
postclosure risk assessments to be done.

Each of these recommendations is described
6.2.1

estimates

of risks

available

estimates

of methods, data,
in the existing
consistently
results

report

were performed for
and system designs.
Categories

because of differences

below.

a number of sources of

estimates

The

a variety

of purposes using a variety

Many risk

categories

that

are not covered

are covered are not treated

among the risk

A major conclusion
risk

and operations.

in bases, methods, and assumptions.

in major incomparabilities
sources.

identified

from waste management facilities

literature.

nically-consistent
risk

in more detail

cat-

Waste Manaqement Risk Study
The study documented in this

ferent

will

of this

estimates

study was that

are not currently

derived

from dif-

definitive,

available

for

This
tech-

all

of the

categories.
OCRWM
is planning

development,

a number of risk

and licensing

these studies

will

process for

and in the site

at the potential

repository

this

and perform

would be helpful

site.

studies

during

the design,

the waste management system.

be based on the detailed

the MRSfacility
information

and safety

information

characterization

being developed for

activities

being conducted

Several years may be required

these studies.

Preliminary

Many of

risk

to develop

itsformation

in the near term to guide programmatic and design decisions

that must be made before the detailed

risk

6.10

studies

are completed.

Methods

0

and data are available
the risk
this
6.2.2

now to develop new and consistent

categories,

preliminary

lt

is recommended that

estimates

a study be initiated

for

all

of

to perform

analysis.

Spent Fuel Source Terms
Review of previous

uncertainties

risk

associated

of material

that

studies

indicated

with the estimates

that

that

there are substantial

have been made of the amount

could be released from spent fuel

assemblies

in accident

conditions.
Many of the available
studies relied on source term estimates
made in the GELS. The estimates in the GElS are based on conservative
assumptions,

but the technical

Other studies

made different

attempted to review
'

Very little

the thermal

and mechanical

assumptions.

experimental

conditions

data and develop independent

to which spent fuel
Extrapolations

are very uncertain.

data needed to develop realistic

and technically

from spent fuel

assemblies in accident

accident

conditions,

6.2.3

of combinations

would need to be specified

Postclosure

to perform

analytically,

technically

model development work will
that

will

assessment work will

requirements
that this

for

in
the

estimates

of the

of the material
A range of

of thermal

and mechanical

and then the release
or both for

review performed in this

sure phase of the geologic

risk

are

conditions.

fractions

each combination

study concluded that

development work was needed before the site-specific

ment activities

to

of

Risk Assessment

The literature
available

assemblies

defensible

released

determined experimentally,
conditions.

applies

A study is recommended to collect

and chemical characteristics

consisting

that

from data developed

amounts and the physical

environments,

Only a few studies

data has been found to be available

to be exposed in accidents.

other conditions

these assumptions was not presented.

conservative

the available

estimates.
likely

basis for

defensible

repository.
be carried

models and data would be
estimates

Much of this
out as part

accompany the site
also be required,

the repository

risk

are written

planned work be extended to include
6.11

substantial

for

the postclo-

data collection

and

of the performance

characterization

_c,sess-

program.

Some

since some of the regulatory
in risk
risk

terms,

lt

is recommended

assessments of the

!

repositorysite. Risk assessmentprovides a mechanism to analyze the
residual risk in the system, lt is anticipatedthat this type of information
will be useful in the interactionsamong the states, other affected parties,
and the Congress, and that it may be required to obtain final approval to
construct the repository.
The postclosurerisk assessmentwould include assessmentof the dose to
the public from the expected performanceof the repositoryas well as from
the effects of disruptiveand intrusiveevents. The analysis would include
development of a comprehensiveset of intrusiveand disruptivescenarios,
estimationof the frequencyot'the scenariosand analysis of the doses, if
any, that result from these scenarios. Work is also needed to develop
methods to deal with the uncertaintiessurroundingthe future population
distributionsat the site. Methods to deal with the effects of the timing of
the disruptiveor intrusiveevents are also needed, since consequencesare
dependent on the time at which the event occurs. Effectivemethods to
present the resultsof postclosurerisk studies are also needed.
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